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Studies of the English Renaissance reveal a patriarchal 

structure that informed its politics and its literature; and 

the drama especially demonstrates a patriarchal response to 

what society perceived to be the problem of women's efforts 

to grow beyond the traditional medieval view of "good" women 

as chaste, silent, and obedient. 

Thirteen comedies, whose creation spans roughly the 

same time frame as the pamphlet wars of the so-called "woman 

controversy," from the mid-sixteenth to the mid-seventeenth 

centuries, feature women who have no public power, but who 

find opportunities for varying degrees of power in the 

private or domestic setting. Early comedies, Ralph Roister 

Doister. Gammer Gurton's Needle. The Supposes, and Campaspe, 

have representative female characters whose opportunities 

for power are limited by class and age. The resolution of 

the plot complications are facilitated by the external 

influence of male authority. Within the household, 

particularly in such "city" comedies as The Merrv Wives of 

Windsor and The Shoemakers7 Holiday, women frequently 

command a great deal of personal power and are included in 



the process and product of the family business, in 

partnership with their husbands. These two plays, with 

Middleton's Michaelmas Term and Shakespeare's three problem 

comedies, Troilus and Cressida. All's Well That Ends Well, 

and Measure for Measure, suggest that feminine power depends 

upon the cooperative spirit of the patriarchal authority; 

without that cooperation the power diminishes to 

insignificance or fails entirely. 

Later comedies of the Caroline period, such as Rule a 

Wife and Have a Wife. A New Way to Pav Old Debts, and The 

Ladv of Pleasure, feature women who develop in complexity, 

sophistication, and style, just as the men do, but whose 

opportunities for power are nevertheless limited in scope 

because of the restrictions of their gender. Despite the 

polish of dialogue and wit, women do not develop as 

individuals; rather, they show a disturbing regressive 

trend, toward the female types of the earliest comedies. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: THE PROMISING, 

UNCOMPROMISING FEMALE 

" . . . for a woman will pick thy pocket & empty thy 

purse, laugh in thy face and cutt thy throat, they are 

vngrateful, periured, full of fraud, flouting and 

decit, vnconstant, waspish, toyish, light, sullen, 

proude, discurteous, and cruell." 

—Joseph Swetnam 

Joseph Swetnam's The Arraignment of Lewd. Idle, Froward 

and Unconstant Women (1615) is one of dozens of English 

contributions to the "Woman Question11 of the sixteenth and 

early seventeenth centuries. Complainants—both male and 

female—argued back and forth about the nature of women and 

woman's place in the social fabric. Whether tongue-in-cheek 

or a pathological outburst, these writings represent an 

attempt to come to terms with the changes occurring so 

rapidly that people remained unsettled about social and 

familial constructs that had always before provided at least 

a sense of stability in what was, for most people, an 

otherwise largely miserable existence from cradle to 

grave.1 The development of a new "woman question," in the 

second half of the twentieth century, of new theories about 

1 
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women's "place," both in the real world and the literary 

mirror, have made possible a variety of interesting, fresh 

interpretations of all the literature that purports to 

examine the human condition. Woman's voice in Renaissance 

drama has been the subject of almost as much controversy 

among critics, who are concerned about whether the 

Renaissance debate (in literature) over the nature of women 

is to be taken as a serious reflection of real life. 

Max Weber makes important distinctions between 

authority, the legitimately recognized command structure in 

a given system or relationship, and power, "the probability 

that one actor within a social relationship will be in a 

position to carry out his own will despite resistance, 

regardless of the basis on which this probability rests" 

(152). In this study, using Weber's definitions as a 

starting point, I examine selected comedies from the Tudor 

and Stuart periods—plays that coincidentally span the same 

period that includes Swetnam's controversial tract and the 

other attacks and defenses—in order to observe how 

successful the female characters are in identifying and 

exploiting what I will call "opportunities for power" to 

undermine the "authority" of the male-dominated societies in 

which they must move and function. 

Some of the questions I attempt to address regarding 

each character are 1. What are her opportunities for power? 

2. Does she recognize and exploit her opportunities? If she 
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does not, why not? If she does exploit her opportunities, 

how does she do it, and is she successful? 3. Is there a 

correlation between opportunities exploited and ultimate 

success? Between opportunities missed and failure? Are 

some women failures despite exploiting their opportunities 

for power? Finally, I examine further the idea of a woman's 

fragile power: Is it indeed ephemeral? In addition, I 

attempt to ascertain whether there is a pattern of 

development from the early to the later dramas, or whether 

the female character structures, the nature of their 

"opportunities," and their responses to those opportunities 

remain fairly static. Do the dramas after James came to the 

throne reflect any shifts in attitude toward women's power 

and women in general? 

I first give some attention to the historical 

background and different critical approaches to the drama. 

Critics and historians alike are hampered by not having any 

clear definition of "feminism" and no consensus about how 

much autonomy women really had in Tudor and Stuart times. 

Thus, the available literature on the subject is a minefield 

of contradiction: some historians assert with Joan Kelly 

that women of all classes were powerless chattels; others 

insist with Linda Woodbridge that aristocratic women shared 

(relatively speaking) power with their male relatives 

whereas the middle-class woman was a helpless slave; a third 

group believes with Louis B. Wright that aristocratic women 
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were malleable clay, but that middle-class men and women 

were equal partners in business and marriage. It comes as 

no surprise, then, that critics of the drama share a similar 

polarity of opinion, some arguing with Susan Carlson that 

Renaissance drama, written with a patriarchal mindset, 

reflects a general belief in the inferiority of women, and 

others agreeing with Juliet Dusinberre that "the drama from 

1590 to 1625 is feminist in sympathy" (5). As Carlson says, 

"one group [of critics] stamps comedy a socially 

conservative force affirming beliefs and codes and the other 

brands comedy a liberating, potentially anti-social force, 

which allows characters and audience an escape from 

constrictive social structures" (160). 

I have dealt exclusively with comedy because, for one 

thing, we know what happens to women in tragedy: they die. 

Richard Levin has examined two anthologies of feminist 

criticism: The Woman/s Part (1980) and the two special 

issues of Women/s Studies (Vol. 9, nos. 1 & 2, 1981), 

specifically the articles dealing with Shakespearean 

tragedy. Levin is troubled by the persistent insistence of 

feminist criticism that the theme of all tragedy is gender 

conflict. He agrees that gender conflict and patriarchal 

society are "components" of the individual worlds of the 

plays; however, even when "they are necessary conditions of 

the action [they] are not in themselves sufficient to cause 

it" ("Thematics" 126-27).2 Where we are more likely to 
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find that gender conflict and the oppression of a 

patriarchal society are sufficient causes of the action is 

in comedy.3 Part of my interest lies in speculating about 

the consequences of their actions that the women in drama 

must live with. Carlson argues that "the female freedom and 

power that comedy celebrates is circumscribed. . . . 

Comedy's promise of power and freedom is at best a paradox, 

in any case a problem" (159). I am curious whether any of 

these women demonstrate, by their actions (word and deed), 

an awareness of this troublesome paradox, and whether they 

make an effort, within the limits of their constraints, to 

turn the conflict to their separate advantage. 

What is feminine power? Its critical definition must 

remain flexible. Women in English literature have commanded 

certain kinds of power from the beginning. For example, the 

queens in Beowulf--Wealhfreowf Hygd, and Mod£ry6o—within the 

narrow scope of their limitations as females (peace-weavers) 

in the male-dominated Anglo-Saxon world, emphatically 

exploit opportunities for power. Wealh]?eow subtly insults 

her aged husband, HroSgar, for his failure to protect his 

home and people (625b-628a), and she threatens Beowulf, in 

order to protect her sons' inheritance (1219b-1230); 

although queens did not actually have the power to offer 

kingdoms and thrones, Hygd offers Beowulf her dead husband's 

throne, not to hold as regent for her son, but as ruler in 

his own right, in order to protect her kingdom (2369-2372); 
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ModJ>ry8o, the most malevolent of the queens, has the power 

to order death by sword for any man, for any imagined insult 

(1930b-1940a), until her marriage tempers her "inwitni&a" 

(hostile acts) (1947a). In the York mystery play Noah and 

the Flood. Uxor (Mrs. Noah) flatly refuses to enter the ark 

(and who can blame her), slaps her husband and scolds him 

for not telling her what he was doing, and must be forced by 

her husband and sons to leave her friends and cousins behind 

(sc. 3). Chaucer's lusty Wife of Bath illustrates the most 

pervasive feminine power in both historical and literary 

contexts: sex. 

The attention given human sexuality by both the 

government and the Church, with its emphasis on female 

chastity and the danger of unbridled female lust, attests at 

the very least to concern over legitimacy of offspring. 

That this subject was the preoccupation of so many 

"authorities" implies that women's sexual power is the one 

most feared and least understood by men, and least subject 

to male control. Sexual tension is nearly always part of 

the dynamics of the relationship between men and women, 

including, we now understand, the relationship of mothers 

and sons, and fathers and daughters. Camille Paglia, 

borrowing heavily from Freud and Jung, sees men, "driven by 

sexual anxiety away from their mothers, forming group 

alliances by male bonding to create the complex structures 

of society, art, science, and technology. . . . Male lust 
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. . . is the energizing factor in culture" (Sex. Art 23-24). 

Paglia's theory about masculine anxiety to escape the power 

of the feminine/mother is particularly helpful in 

understanding Bertram's behavior in All's Well That Ends 

Well. Angelo's in Measure for Measure, and, to a lesser 

extent, Troilus's in Troilus and Cressida.4 

Feminine power might be that opportunity afforded to an 

individual at a given time to behave as an individual, 

rather than as an appendage to a larger family. Any 

opportunity to act independently, to choose a direction, or 

otherwise to behave and live as one wishes can be construed 

as an opportunity to use power. In the case of a woman of 

the Elizabethan or Jacobean age, this is relative to her 

initial position in her family and in the larger social 

class to which she belongs. Coppelia Kahn assserts that all 

the women in Jacobean drama, whatever their station in life, 

"are conceived within the framework of one social 

institution: marriage" ("Whores" 246). Thus, under certain 

circumstances, we might say that a young girl's refusal to 

go upstairs to bed until she wishes to is a kind of 

exploitation of an opportunity for power (here we might add 

the caveat that successful use of power would necessarily 

include the adult awareness of its responsibilities). A 

wife of the merchant class, such as Margery Eyre, might 

wield a great deal of what we commonly think of as power 

within the "shop," for example, deciding whom to hire as 
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apprentices and when. And of course the most traditional 

exploitation of feminine power in comedy is the young girl 

of good family who overcomes the objections of her parent(s) 

and marries the man of her choice rather than theirs. 

One of the ways in which the dramatists make power 

accessible to women is to disguise them as men. The 

implications, psychological and otherwise, of the boy 

actors—boys dressed up as women dressed up as men—have 

been exhaustively examined. And that still acknowledges 

only masculine power; that is, legitimately recognized 

authority. To speak as a man is to command the attention of 

men. So Portia can lecture on her version of the quality of 

mercy and be taken seriously. Rosalind can examine both 

sides of courtship and learn what is substance and what is 

merely shadow. When the disguise is removed, both women 

surrender to men their power as individuals. And both 

women, as well as their new husbands, are, it is generally 

agreed, enriched by their separate experiences as "men." 

In addition, we are all the products of ideology—it is 

in place before we are born; it remains after we die, and, 

as Terry Eagleton comments when discussing the philosophy of 

Roland Barthes: "It is one of the functions of ideology to 

'naturalize' social reality, to make it seem as innocent and 

unchangeable as Nature itself. Ideology seeks to convert 

culture into Nature, and the 'natural' sign is one of its 

weapons" (135). The ideology which controls our behavior 
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sets those standards of behavior and calls them "natural." 

To the people of Renaissance England, women were inferior to 

men. It was "natural" that the male have authority over the 

female. Thus, the group that formulates and upholds— 

perpetuates—the ideology of the society maintains its 

supremacy. The lesser groups—in this case the women—must 

be alert for opportunities for power that can be exploited 

to undermine, in whatever small way, the legitimately 

recognized authority. Power, it seems then, may be defined 

as those instances in which a woman sees the chance to act 

like a man.5 

Michel Foucault says that "power is tolerable only on 

condition that it mask a substantial part of itself. Its 

success is proportional to its ability to hide its own 

mechanisms" (Power 86). Thus, the concept of the 

"protection" of the weaker sex, of the flower of fair 

womanhood, is historical in nature. The entire mechanism of 

the patriarchy is cloaked in the judiciary: the law. Also, 

as Foucault points out, any attempt by the governed to 

overthrow or otherwise subvert the legitimately recognized 

authority is always directed toward the figurehead, the 

representative government, not the law it purports to 

uphold. The rebel always uses the same rules, the same 

recognized "natural laws" (passim). The legal system may 

undergo some adjustment, but it remains fundamentally in 

place. The oppressed subscribe to this "assumption that," 
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according to Foucault, "ideally and by nature, power must be 

exercised in accordance with a fundamental lawfulness" 

(Power 88). This may account for the almost slavish 

adherence of many comic characters to the typical absurd law 

forbidding social contact with someone from certain cities, 

or forbidding the marriage of a younger daughter before the 

elder. Rebellion—"resistances," as Foucault calls them— 

frequently effect "regroupings" in a society, but not 

usually "great radical ruptures" (Power 96). In that case, 

feminine power might be said to be that action which seeks 

to subvert the authority of the community while masking 

itself behind a fayade of cooperation with that same 

authority. "Women grow up knowing that men have power: 

father, brother, husband," Juliet Dusinberre remarks (260). 

It follows that they might at times use a man's power to 

serve their own agendas. 

Emily Bartels agrees with Steve Mullaney that the 

"licensed" nature of the popular drama, under the authority 

of the City of London but free to practice "authorized 

subversion," served not only to examine unacceptable social 

behavior, but "simultaneously reinforced the authority of 

those in power" (65).6 Although Bartels is talking 

specifically about Marlowe's Doctor Faustus (1588?), her 

argument that authority relies on subversion (in this case 

the demonstration of such extralegal activities as dabbling 

in black magic), created and demonstrably contained and 
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controlled in order to strengthen that authority, is valid 

for discussion of comedy as well. Both historically and in 

the drama the most powerful women in the traditional sense, 

that is, those who control their own property, money, and/or 

lifestyles, are the wealthy widows and, paradoxically, the 

prostitutes—the two extremes outside the accepted norm of 

women's place. We must note that in both cases they get the 

resources to be powerful and independent—their money—from 

men. Widows and prostitutes are also the two classes of 

women most subject to ridicule and abuse, both in 

contemporary historical treatises and the drama. It is 

possible to argue on the one hand that, by creating women 

who play roles outside the acceptable norm, or who 

demonstrate unusual gifts, the playwright speaks as an 

advocate for women; on the other hand the same argument 

Bartels makes for Faustus—that the playwright creates the 

illusion of subversion in order to control it, thereby 

strengthening the authority it purports to defy, "exposing 

subversion as a necessary ally rather than an adversary in 

the exercise of power"—could also apply to comedy (68-

69) .7 

Frequently power is exploited almost unconsciously (or 

maybe not) by female characters in language, as M. C. 

Bradbrook puts it, whose "speeches cross and recross upon 

the meanings of a single word" (Growth 88): where so and so 

says "such and such," intending "such and such," her 
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opposition, calling upon an entirely different frame of 

reference, hears "such and such," of particular interest in 

Michaelmas Term (1605) and Rule a Wife and Have a Wife 

(1624).8 Sometimes, as in the case of Isabella (Measure 

for Measure [1604]), the most effective demonstration of 

power is "eloquent silence" (Growth 96). What women do not 

say, their silences, as Adrienne Rich suggests, are as 

important to our perception of feminine power as their words 

(245). Perfect submission may in fact be a deeply 

threatening insubordination. 

This study does not seek to correct all flawed thinking 

perpetrated in the cause of "natural" order as an excuse for 

the second-class status of women. However, I am inclined to 

accept the theory that the treatment of women in Renaissance 

drama reflects a patriarchal societal structure, and that, 

as Carlson suggests, "In the upheaval of comedy's role 

reversals, women acquire a dominance they normally do not 

possess" (159). 

Social Background 

Historians and sociologists generally agree with Carole 

Levin that the standard medieval and Renaissance formula for 

the correct behavior of a woman, at whatever age, was that 

she be chaste, silent, and obedient: "The ideal woman was 

to be chaste and obedient; she was to be busy in the home 

and silent outside it" (Ambiguous 14). She was not a 
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person, in her own right, exactly, but a possession, first 

of her father, and later of her husband. Diane Dreher 

explains: "Perceived as inferior to men through a 

combination of biblical tradition, rudimentary biology, and 

real economic oppression, traditional women spent their 

entire lives in submission to male authority figures" (18). 

Women who violated the accepted behavior for their sex faced 

strong disapproval, not only from men, but also in many 

cases from their sisters, a difficulty that survives to this 

day. 

A problem, as Ruth Kelso points out, with knowing and 

understanding the Renaissance woman is finding her, the real 

woman, among the diatribes and defenses published in such 

profusion. There are few correspondences between the 

portrait and the lady, distinguishing her, illuminating her 

real power, from out the shadows of exaggeration in either 

direction: either the lustful virago created of all named 

and unnameable evil, or the passive, curiously dead-in-life 

saint, font of all good things that befall men-children. 

Levin contends that "the further one reads in the texts of 

the Middle Ages and Renaissance, the less uniformity and 

more ambiguity one finds about what woman's role actually 

was" (Ambiguous 15).9 Contemporary commentators, such as 

Sir Thomas Smith, according to David Cressy, "tended to 

present a conservative, legalistic view of the world" 

("Describing" 29). It might also be pointed out that most, 
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if not all, chroniclers of the Elizabethan and Jacobean 

social order thought in terms of an exclusively male 

hierarchy: noblemen; gentlemen, tradesmen. veomen. Of all 

the works on the subject of women written in the 

Renaissance, none has much to say specifically about what 

kind of, if any, power women could or would exert within 

their own milieux. Allowing for exercise of individuality, 

much remains surmise. Evidence of women's encroaching upon 

men's authority seems certain in all the "dispraise" of 

forward, pernicious women.10 

When historian Joan Kelly first asked the question "did 

women have a renaissance?" students of European history were 

somewhat surprised. The period we commonly call "the 

Renaissance" had surely occurred, and since women were 

living in the world at the time, they surely must have 

experienced that same Renaissance. Kelly suggested, 

"suppose we look at the Renaissance from the vantage point 

of women?" (xiii) She notes that when we examine history in 

terms of feminine status and power, surprisingly enough, the 

answer to her question is "no"; on the contrary, "what 

emerges is a fairly regular pattern of relative loss of 

status for women precisely in those periods of so-called 

progressive change" (2). 

An examination of social roles in the medieval period 

reveals that women personally commanded a number of legal 

options that gradually were lost with the advent of the less 
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politically and economically stable early modern period. 

According to R. H. Tawney, "the exploding market economy of 

the late Middle Ages fostered a new goal of individual 

prosperity and seriously undermined the communal assumptions 

that had dominated the medieval sense of social cohesion" 

(19).11 In addition, when we look at medieval literary 

conventions, particularly the courtly love tradition, Kelly 

believes that we find it "closely bound to the dominant 

values of feudalism and the church, allowed in a special way 

for the expression of sexual love by women" (22).12 In 

contrast, the Renaissance woman's behavior "was carefully 

prescribed," Catherine Dunn argues. "She was to tend to her 

household duties industriously, so as not to waste her 

husband's goods; she must be silent much of the time and not 

speak out or argue, so as not to be considered a shrew; and 

she must never be witty or clever lest she become a 

shameless temptress of men" (17). According to Lawrence 

Stone, "the family structure was characterized by its 

hierarchical distribution of power, the arranged marriage 

and the fostering out of children. It was a structure held 

together not by affective bonds but by mutual economic 

interests" (118). The only legal power a married woman had 

was to make her own will (but all her property—even her 

clothes and jewelry—legally belonged to her husband: catch-

22). Evidence suggests that henpecked husbands, or those 

who meekly tolerated abuse from their wives, were often 
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subject to ridicule and frequently punishment at the hands 

of the community (David Underdown passim). This may account 

in part for Simon Eyre's blustering verbal abuse of his 

Margery in front of his apprentices (The Shoemakers' Holiday 

[1597]).13 But to assert as Stone does that familial love 

or any genuine affection, as we understand it, did not exist 

at the time—beyond the measure accorded to family duty—is 

to ignore extensive evidence that suggests otherwise, 

including that presented in the popular entertainment of the 

day: court literature, drama, and the broadside ballads, not 

to mention letters from mothers to daughters and sons. 

The Tudors were the first English rulers to make 

extensive use of a class of civil servants whose rise in 

government depended on education, talent, and royal 

preferment rather than birth. This fact alone assured the 

crown a much more loyal following, as it emerged from 

feudalism into the materialism of the modern era, than it 

enjoyed from the old landed aristocracy. Conduct books, 

impelled by Castiglione's II Libro del Corteqiano (1528), 

detailed appropriate behavior and so forth for the gentlemen 

at court, and that influenced in its turn the dress, 

behavior, and to a degree the philosophy of those lower down 

the social register. The paradigms of family and state, 

however, took their shapes from one another, as they had in 

England since the early eleventh century, each structure 

reflecting the other as father and king in the head or 
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"godlike" position, women, children, and servants—subjects-

-the body, or lower life forms. James I made for himself 

the claim of "father of the state," as well as its husband, 

using the Quae Deus Coniunxit Nemo Separet on his coins.14 

Laws were shaped to help stabilize the social order, 

including both the order of gender differences and behavior 

and the order of social class. One way of doing this was by 

"strict regulation of marriage," which according to Leonard 

Tennenhouse, "insured the power of those inside the 

empowered community" (Display 26).15 

Juliet Dusinberre argues that the influence of 

Puritanism is largely responsible for what she believes to 

be the enlightened attitude of the English Renaissance 

toward women. With the Puritan belief that chaste marriage 

was as good a condition as celibacy, the attitude toward 

n^^^i^g© for any reason but mutual affection had to change, 

and as a consequence, "whether the reformers liked it" or 

not, so did the attitude toward women (4).16 Whether this 

assertion is true or not, when the Reformation—and by 

extension the Puritans——came to England and the convents 

were broken up, the single alternative to marriage for 

upper-class women was closed.17 An exception might be made 

for girls who went into service, but even then they were 

expected to marry eventually, so as not to become a burden 

on either their fathers or collateral male relations. Irene 

Dash asserts (like de Beauvoir and Woolf before her) that 
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women lose self-sovereignty the instant they awaken to their 

sexual natures—in a patriarchal society they have no choice 

but to subordinate themselves to the male partner (4-5). 

Her place in the household as immediately subordinate to her 

husband, but above slaves and children, allowed a woman some 

power in domestic management, and social position often 

dictated how closely women were expected to adhere to the 

strictures chaste, silent, obedient; nevertheless, the 

entire social structure of Renaissance Europe—church, 

medicine, state—conspired to protect and perpetuate the 

notion that woman is and always will be inferior to man. Any 

superior qualities found in women are either inconsequential 

or so dangerous to her mental, physical, and spiritual 

health that she must be saved from herself and kept under a 

man's rule. By the end of Henry VIII's reign in 1547, as 

Susan Amussen points out, 

by law all those between the ages of fifteen and 

forty-five who were unmarried and without estates 

of their own were required to be in service, sent 

to gaol or punished as vagabonds. (Ordered 48)18 

In addition, unmarried women were prosecuted for 

illegitimate pregnancies and infanticide; men were not. And 

widows, especially poor widows, could be targets for abuse 

as representatives of the breakdown of "order." Tennenhouse 

insists that to write about "courtship and marriage in 

Elizabethan England was to take up a political argument," 
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because, among other things, "position, place, and power 

were almost exclusively a matter of kinship and courtship" 

(Display 19). An unsuitable match threatens the patrilineal 

distribution of power. Elizabeth, who one would think would 

be more sympathetic, was at least as conservative as her 

most conservative male subjects with regard to marriage and 

the wife's subordinate position in the family.19 

Tennenhouse believes that Elizabeth's treatment of courtiers 

who made marriages without her consent arose from political 

necessity rather than neurotic jealousy: "Cases which have 

helped make Elizabeth notorious for her anger at 

unauthorized marriages were all sexual infractions which 

posed a challenge to the monarch's authority" (Display 

29) .20 

As education began to assume more importance as a way 

for sons—heirs of the old as well as the new nobility—to 

rise in the world, liberal-minded humanists such as Thomas 

More and Roger Ascham also advocated education for women 

(within limits).21 The people in whose hands rested 

responsibility for early education of sons would be more 

effective if they commanded some learning themselves. 

Ascham's experience with Elizabeth and Lady Jane Grey taught 

him that there were women with exceptional minds. Education 

became more available to all classes in the sixteenth 

century, and most modern historians assume that by the time 

the Stuarts succeeded, most people, even girls, received 
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some basic schooling in the grammar schools. However, the 

new humanism, while offering somewhat equal educational 

opportunities to the sons and daughters of the nobility, 

placed the daughter "as well as her brothers under male 

cultural authority," according to Kelly. "Now her brothers' 

tutors shaped her outlook, male educators who, as humanists, 

suppressed romance and chivalry to further classical 

culture, with all its patriarchal and misogynist bias" 

(35).22 And girls usually did not receive any training in 

the one area considered so important for men: classical 

rhetoric, the ability to argue with logic and eloquence.23 

This was "an age in which the word 'spoken with power' would 

inevitably produce effects which might be cataclysmic,11 

according to Bradbrook. "The word spoken with power was a 

word spoken according to a recognized formula" (Growth 

52).'24 

Mary Tudor had been a disaster as ruler, just as her 

cousin Mary Stuart would be in Scotland, thus affirming 

prevailing attitudes, such as that which prompted John 

Knox's unfortunately timed First Blast of the Trumpet 

Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women (1558), about the 

proper role for women—that is, subservient to men. On her 

accession in 1558, Elizabeth had no written historical 

justification upon which to call.25 Indeed, her coronation 

spawned dire predictions of doom for England if it continued 

under the unnatural rule of women. But Elizabeth's now 
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generally recognized genius, in addition to knowing when to 

rule and when to delegate, lay in her ability to turn this 

supposed feminine weakness to her advantage. Elizabeth 

embodied in the public persona of ruler Prince and the 

private persona of Queen as spouse of England, mother of her 

people, the mystery of both the ruling patriarch and the 

inviolate virgin—the most powerful man as well as the most 

powerful icon of woman. Allison Heisch posits the notion 

that historically "exceptional" women are those who adapt to 

the male society and function effectively within that 

society—for a time—so that although the patriarchy may be 

"temporarily modified, it is not permanently altered." Even 

Elizabeth "transcended the liability of her gender by 

transforming herself into the single thing a [respectable] 

woman could be if she were not someone's wife: a nun, but on 

a grand scale. The Virgin Queen" (45, 49). Elizabeth (when 

it suited her) described herself as "only" a weak and frail 

woman (that remark must have brought people like Walsingham 

to tears of laughter), "yet [with] the heart and stomach of 

a king" (Carolly Erickson 375). We should also note that 

when Elizabeth had occasion to refer to her position 

publicly, she invariably called herself a "prince." Even 

so, according to Louis Montrose, "the political nation— 

which was wholly a nation of men—sometimes found it 

annoying or perturbing to serve a prince who was also a 

woman, a woman who was unsubjected to a man" ("Gifts" gtd. 
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in Mallin 156). As a monarch, Elizabeth, like her father, 

had an almost instinctive grasp of a monarch's duty to be 

seen, of the commoners' love of pomp and display; a 

glittering monarch visually affirmed the power and security 

of the nation, and her subjects loved her for it. "We loved 

her," Sir John Harrington declared, "for she said she did 

love us" (Elizabeth Jenkins 330). As a woman she faced the 

same mindset all other women faced: the proper role for a 

woman was as wife and mother, as consort, not as ruler. One 

might say that this was the Privy Council's problem, not 

Elizabeth's; and she used that "proper role" as a trump card 

in diplomatic negotiations long past the time when she could 

fulfill that "proper role." Tennenhouse argues that 

"courting the queen" was not understood the same way we 

understand it today; it was politically the way to favor: 

"Neither allegorical nor secretly encoded, [the so-called 

love letters and poetry addressed to the queen are] quite 

simply a political language" (Display 33). 

When James Stuart assumed the throne in 1603, England 

had been under the rule of women for a half century. Two 

generations had grown up without ever having seen a king as 

observers to a royal visit, much less as subjects. Most of 

what an average Englishman knew about kings had to do with 

how those kings—particularly kings of Scotland—threatened 

England. James was quite certain that women had no place in 

government, or anywhere else but the kitchen and the 
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nursery, and he put a stop to that nonsense immediately.26 

In a kingdom ruled first by a woman with a fairly 

conservative viewpoint with regard to all other women, and 

then by a man who distrusted and actively disliked most 

women, a government run by civil servants and favorites who 

upheld the traditional patriarchal national and family 

construct, who speaks for the women? Certainly not the 

politically active. Women were not represented in 

parliament, not allowed to be heard on public issues (or 

even, theoretically, public streets). Only recently have we 

begun to explore how in a variety of ways—diaries, letters, 

poetry, and plays—women speak for themselves.27 But, as 

Cressy says, most commentators recognized a very 

"stratified" society from a political perspective; that is, 

the recognized power was that of the "groups who were 

capable of political action"—usually (male) freeholders of 

one class or another. It was not until after the 

Restoration that social theory began to follow economic 

reality. And even then the more conservative view of the 

clergy—laity, nobility—of the commonalty was the more 

common way of "dividing up" society ("Describing" passim). 

In all fairness I should point out that recorded 

instances of firm male approbation of feminine independence 

also exist (most usually among the aristocrats); however, 

Patricia Crawford believes that "even commendation was 

difficult for women to enjoy, for they feared that they were 
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being praised for their social rank and for their sex, and 

that men spoke out of politeness and gallantry rather than 

truth. Women suspected references to their gender" (218). 

A major difficulty women faced who tried to participate in 

the public arena was the refusal of those in authority to 

take them seriously. Apparently many women invited this 

condescension by continually apologizing for being weak and 

ignorant females. A strong element of self-deprecation 

among women daring to intrude on any male province could not 

help but contribute to the lack of acceptance they 

encountered. 

I have given a brief sketch of the England, with its 

prevailing philosophies regarding the proper place of women 

and the relationships between men and women, that our 

playwrights would have known. Within the limits allowed by 

the stringent royal censorship of the time, they could 

explore the possibilities of romantic love and its attendant 

consequences for young women who insisted on making their 

own choices; the cultural dynamics of communities in which 

live not only respectable married ladies and citizens' 

wives, but also independent widows and shopgirls, maiden 

aunts and prostitutes; and the lives and psychology of women 

who could rule and lead armies, who could defy husbands and 

murder kings. 
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The Popular Culture of an Age 

It should be self-evident to anyone who has a 

television that popular culture of a given period can offer 

a construct of particular attitudes, through which, we may 

surmise, reflects the light of popular opinion of that 

period. "So, perhaps." Carole Levin says, "what we can 

learn from reading literature as source and putting this 

literature within a cultural context are some of the 

concerns, values, and attitudes of the age" ("Pleasures and 

Problems" 699) ,28 As Stephen Greenblatt suggests, perhaps 

"literature is conceived to mirror the period's beliefs, but 

to mirror them, as it were, from a safe distance" (Form 5). 

Marilyn Williamson believes that Shakespeare and his 

contemporaries addressed topical concerns in their dramas, 

and as those concerns shifted, so the structure of the 

dramas themselves changed in order to accommodate the 

playwright's needs: "with our new interest in sexual 

politics and power relationships within the family, we may 

now understand comedic action as representing power in ways 

that were significant in Shakespeare's time and in our own 

as well" (Patriarchy 12). Anthony Fletcher and John 

Stevenson believe that "popular culture" in Renaissance 

England, in contrast to the more exclusive university 

culture, "was rooted in a view of life as hazardous and 

uncertain. The poorest sections of the population did not 

plan their careers or their marriages or their financial 
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affairs or their purchases of land and stock or their 

holidays" (6), thus, perhaps, the popularity of the romance 

and the subsequent romantic comedies of the late sixteenth 

century. A valid point can be made in some instances for 

the playwright as advocate, speaking for women, through the 

eloquent tragic heroines such as the Duchess of Malfi and 

Desdemona, as well as the saucy young women of comedy, such 

as Beatrice and Rosalind. Dunn believes that the women 

portrayed in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century literature 

"reflect actual women and the changing position that they 

were beginning to have in Renaissance society" (34)29 

On the other hand, Underdown argues (and he is not 

alone) that the assertive woman in the drama and elsewhere 

serves the same purpose as the gender inversion of carnival: 

"to reinforce, not subvert, the traditional order" (117). 

Even the contemporary view of the purpose of comedy, as 

defined by Sir Thomas Elyot (who might be called a champion 

of women at other times), was that it was "a mirror of man's 

life . . . the snares of harlots and bawds laid for young 

minds" (qtd. in Bradbrook Growth 38). The Elizabethan 

"critics," such as Elyot and Sir Philip Sidney, considered 

the action of the "Comic" to be a subject of scorn: " . . . 

an imitation of the common errors of our life, . . . the 

most ridiculous and scornful sort that may be, so as it is 

impossible that any beholder can be content to be such a 

one" (An Apology for Poetry [1595] 94). Bassanio is only 
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one of Shakespeare's many characters "who materialize the 

courtly lover" as an absurd parody of court manners and 

"official discourse," according to Tennenhouse (Display 37). 

In other words, comic behavior that veered from or otherwise 

infringed upon what were generally accepted standards is 

there to be ridiculed. 

Another troublesome paradox is that even feminist 

criticism defines a woman's parameters in terms of the 

patriarchal "norms." Thus, most feminist criticism attempts 

to measure the "success" of dramatic heroines within those 

well-defined parameters already in place. Carol Thomas 

Neely argues that "all of the topoi of the new approaches" 

to literary criticism of the last ten to twenty years "have 

the effect of putting woman in her customary place, of re-

producing patriarchy. . . . Women continue to be 

marginalized, erased, displaced, allegorized, and their 

language and silence continue to serve the newly dominant 

ideology" ("Subject" 7). Toril Moi says that "for the 

patriarchal critic, the author is the source, origin and 

meaning of the text. If we are to undo this patriarchal 

practice of authority, we must take one further step and 

proclaim with Roland Barthes the death of the author" (qtd. 

in Walker 553). But, Cheryl Walker argues that "if the text 

cannot be closed to effects previously considered extrinsic 

to it, effects like its reception, the history of its 

conventions, the socio-political context of its composition, 
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and so on, it also cannot be closed to the biographical 

contexts of its writing" (557). And we also must seriously 

consider Martha Andreson-Thom's questions: "Is patriarchy 

dispensable? And replaceable by what? Does the health of 

the feminine life force demand the sacrifice of the 

patriarchy?" (268) 

I do not wish to succumb to what Richard Levin has 

pointed out as revisionist criticism's most glaring flaw: 

the selective reading that treats only those parts of the 

play that support the "theme" of the interpretation and 

avoids mention of those that do not (New Readings 11-77). 

Feminist critics are not alone in this, but they do seem to 

have a collective narrowness of vision that insists that 

women are never independent thinkers but always victims of a 

masculine conspiracy of oppression. And, as Levin points 

out, when thematic critics (feminist or otherwise) cannot 

find words and actions to fit their themes, "they can 

manipulate the theme to fit the facts" ("Thematics" 130). 

Thus, post-structuralism, combined with feminism, has 

empowered the text as a "manual of arms," so to speak, of 

historical patriarchal dominance, by recognizing a 

fundamental of any literature: popular culture always seeks 

to uphold the ideology of the society it mirrors and 

entertains. We cannot treat these plays as post-modern 

literature: that of infinite and "indeterminate" meaning 

(Eagleton 138). It is neither fair nor honest to isolate 
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selected parts from the whole, to be considered outside 

their relationship to the whole. In my view, the plays must 

remain organic wholes, which imagine a dynamic of a past and 

a future, and that also must include some attention to 

contemporary social approbation or condemnation of the 

characters' behavior. I seek to illuminate momentarily 

certain characters and their actions in order to weigh the 

significance of their response to, as well as their 

influence on, the works in general. I treat these dramas as 

Bradbrook does, as "the cooperative creation of author, 

actors, and audience" (Growth 21), recognizing that the 

demands of a modern audience are quite different from those 

of a contemporary audience.30 

Moreover, much if not most feminist criticism, whether 

the historical, linguistic, or ideological, tends to focus 

its attention on works by women, and this is fine. I have 

deliberately chosen not to use any works by Renaissance 

women because they would, it seems to me, skew the pitch of 

my study. I seek to examine how the female created out of 

the male perspective, without disguise, manages to survive 

the end of the play. Jane Austen does not have, in any of 

her fiction, a scene in which two or more men have a private 

conversation—she would not write about something she had 

never observed. The male playwrights of the English 

Renaissance had no such compunction regarding private 

conversations between women. And to argue that the only 
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authentic voice of a woman is that written by women, is to 

apply, as Coppelia Kahn and Gayle Greene point out, the same 

prescriptive critique to the literature that feminists 

profess to be seeking to avoid. Nor can the (peculiarly) 

feminist claim that all of the conflict in tragedy and 

comedy is a direct or indirect result of a latent misogyny 

present in all the male characters and male authors stand up 

under close scrutiny (which males are misogynists?). Why, 

if that assumption is true, do the comedies so often reveal 

the men to be fools and the ideas that the men seek to 

uphold anachronistic or ridiculous? Feminist critics' 

insistence on viewing the male author as an unbodied cypher 

for patriarchal authority, while at the same time noting the 

"I" of the female author as a subjective representative of 

personal rage is disturbing, not to say contradictory. The 

resolution of the feminist dialectic as a study of mother-

daughter relationships, especially in the examination of 

women in works written before the awakening of the feminine 

consciousness of the last thirty years, usually evolves into 

a diatribe against the mother for perpetuating in her 

daughter the only response open to women—subservience to 

the "rules" of the patriarchal structure. The feminist 

"critique," according to Elaine Showalter, "has a tendency 

to naturalize women's victimization by making it the 

inevitable and obsessive topic of discussion . . . 

dangerously close to a celebration of victimization, the 
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seduction of betrayal" ("Poetics" 130-31).31 As Williamson 

says, "by privileging female characters and neglecting the 

patriarchal institutions which surround them, many feminist 

critics concentrate on only part of the whole 

representation, just as scholars interested in power often 

write as if Elizabeth were the only woman in England" 

(Patriarchy 19). 

Kahn and Greene favor the Saussurean definition of the 

text as "a signifying process which inscribes ideology" 

(Difference 25), thus making literary criticism more 

inclusive, more fluid, opening the possibility of many 

viewpoints that may include the experiences of the reader— 

an interpretative collaboration among signifier, sign, and 

audience. I agree with Adrienne Munich that male-authored 

texts are as valid for feminist reading as women's writing 

("Notorious" 238-59). Then the sign becomes at once the 

representation of the signifier's—the playwright's—and 

receptor's ideologies. As an open-ended query with no 

preconceived thesis, my study examines the women in these 

plays as a question of their living; in attempting to 

identify their moments of individual power over the males 

(or other females, or the system) I must consider not only 

my own response but also the authorial mindset and 

contemporary philosophy that their individual power implies. 

One aspect of so-called feminist criticism most 

appealing to those of us not particularly loyal to any one 
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set of critical criteria is its early insistence on what 

Showalter calls the "relationship of literature to personal 

experience" (5), a radical departure tempered somewhat as 

the body of the collective feminine viewpoint has matured. 

Cicero defines comedy as "an imitation of life, a mirror of 

manners, and an image of truth" (qtd. in Bradbrook, Growth 

117). If we as readers subscribe to that definition, the 

comedy must then reflect life, manners, and truth—all 

relative—as we know them. If readers cannot insist on the 

right to respond, what is the point? Ambiguity is one of 

the qualities that gives Shakespeare's plays their abiding 

interest for succeeding generations of audiences, an 

Empsonian insistence that the reader bring his or her own 

contextual baggage to the play. Most proponents of any 

theory of criticism admit that the ideal, disinterested 

audience is just that: an ideal. A literary work whose 

"meaning" is immutable becomes merely an historical 

curiosity, which then of course renders possible the excuse 

for the perpetrators of such an outrageous plot device as 

the "bed-trick" that such behavior should not disgust a 

modern audience because it would not have disgusted an 

audience of the playwright's contemporaries. Such finality 

in turn makes further discussion pointless. As Eagleton 

says, "all interpretation is situational, shaped and 

constrained by the historically relative criteria of a 

particular culture; there is no possibility of knowing the 
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literary text 'as it is"1 (71). 

On the other hand, although we cannot with any 

certainty claim that the playwright's intention is to 

explore a particular conflict or a particular social 

problem, the complete involvement of the audience with the 

message of the text relevant to its (the audience's) time 

must also consider the nature of the text as spokesman for 

an ideology—usually, in comedy especially, "a monologue by 

the powerful to the powerless, or . . . if it is indeed a 

'dialogue,' then the partners—men and women, for example, 

hardly occupy equal positions" (Eagleton 73). 

I argue for this freedom of interpretation because the 

opportunities for power, for most of these women, are 

problematical; that is, the opportunities that I perceive, 

as the audience, and the resultant success or failure of the 

characters to act upon those opportunities, are for the most 

part subjective. We will accept that in the Tudor/Stuart 

England value system women were subordinate. The only thing 

an attempt to redefine values can accomplish, as Kahn and 

Greene remind us, is to "reduplicate the system" (Difference 

26), putting women in the position of the legal authority— 

which by its very definition would obviate the entire study. 

The plays in this study represent a concentration of 

creative energy expended over a relatively brief time span. 

They explore the relationship between men and women, either 

within the community, within the household, or within the 
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rites of courtship between young lovers. The women I 

examine come from a wide social spectrum, from slaves and 

servants to marriagable girls, to whores, to wives, and 

widows. The power these women command is private rather 

than political. They all are in conflict with one sort of 

patriarch or another, be it duke, prince, king, fiance, 

husband, or the town bailiff; as such, the women are never 

"in power" in the accepted sense of the word, although some, 

such as Gammer Gurton, Dame Chat, Christian Custance, 

Margarita, Lady Allworth, and Celestina are (for a time at 

least) heads of their own households. Therefore, they do 

not dramatically represent the anomaly that Elizabeth 

represented in reality. They do not dress up as men. They 

are not examples of warrior "Amazons," viewed by 

Elizabethans and Jacobeans alike, according to Celeste 

Wright, as "a dangerous example of unwomanly conduct, a 

violation of . . . traditional order" (456). Nor are they 

what Theodora Jankowski terms "the power beside the throne," 

such as Joan la Pucelle and Margaret of Anjou (I Henry VI), 

and Volumnia (Coriolanus) are (77). 

I examine four early comedies; three middle-class or 

"city" comedies; Shakespeare's three later comedies, because 

I believe the female characters in these particular works 

demonstrate a singular lack of success, even though they do 

exploit opportunities for power; and three comedies of 

manners from the Jacobean and Caroline periods. I believe 
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that there is little question that the drama reflects, if 

not reality, then the temper of the audience before which it 

is played. The radical departure from the romantic comedy 

of the Elizabethan stage to the darker, grimmer comedy and 

the violent perverse tragedy of the Jacobean period mirror 

above all the gradual crescendo of the voice of the people 

and the resultant chaos that so alarmed the ruling class, as 

well as the decadence and misuse of power that typified the 

Jacobean court. Using a liberal definition of feminine 

power and a feminist, but flexible, critical view, I examine 

the woman's part in this development, in order to find if 

any of the females in these thirteen comedies recognizes and 

exploits her opportunities for power, and if those who do 

are successful. It remains to be seen whether the 

playwrights have restricted their women to the limited 

construct (chaste, silent, and obedient) that popular 

opinion allowed, or if women characters develop as radically 

as the dramatic landscapes of their creators' visions. 
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Notes 

According to Lawrence Stone, "it is highly significant 

of popular attitudes towards women in the early seventeenth 

century that Joseph Swetnam's The Arraignment of Lewd. Idle. 

Froward and Unconstant Women, a savage antifeminist piece of 

polemic, went through no less than ten editions between its 

first publication in 1616 and 1634, although it generated 

some fierce rebuttals," The Family. Sex, and Marriage in 

England. 1500-1800 (New York: Harper and Row, 1977), 197. 

Swetnam's Arraignment actually began the second wave of the 

so-called "woman question," and was answered not only by 

men, but by several women as well, including Rachel Speght's 

A Mouzell for Melastomus (1616), and Ester Sowernam's Ester 

hath hang'd Haman; or an Answere to a lewd Pamphlet, 

entituled. The Arraignment of Women (1617). 

In 1609 William Heale of Exeter College published An 

Apology for Women, "in opposition to that Act made last year 

wherein it was maintained that it is lawful for a man to 

beat his wife; which this author denieth by all religious, 

moral and civil laws," qtd. in George B. Harrison, A Second 

Jacobean Journal: Being a Record of Those Things Most Talked 

of during the Years 1607-1610 (London: Routledge and Kegan 

Paul, 1958), 169. See also Katharine M. Rogers, The 

Troublesome Helpmate: A History of Misgynv in Literature 

(Seattle: U of Washington P, 1966); and Joan Kelly, Women. 

History, and Theory: The Essays of Joan Kellv (Chicago: U of 
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Chicago P, 1984), esp. Chapter 4, "Early Feminist Theory and 

the Ouerelle des Femmes. 1400-1789." Kelly points out that 

Edward Gosynhill's The Schole House of Women (1541), which 

is usually considered the beginning of the paper wars, "went 

through four editions by 1572," but that Gosynhill's own 

rebuttal, The Pravse of all Women. Called Mulierum Pean 

(1542), "enjoyed no such popularity" (75). 

Some of the ideas that The Schole House argues are that 

women lure men into sex, but, men can seduce any woman 

because women are frail; that "women [']school['] each other 

in vicious behavior; [that] . . . wives who seek political 

power through their husbands . . . 'Who so wyll thryve / and 

office here in towne and city / Muste needs be ruled by his 

wyve / . . . Bycause her selfe, wolde honoured be"' 

(Sig.Biii), qtd. in Linda Woodbridge, Women and the English 

Renaissance: Literature and the Nature of Womankind. 1540-

1620 (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1984), 26-27. According to 

Diane Dreher, "The theory of correspondences, the basis of 

all Renaissance thought, was summoned to justify women's 

inferior position. . . . Correspondences were drawn from 

government, anatomy, and religion to reinforce the cases for 

male dominance" (Domination 18). Aristotle's argument that 

woman was an incomplete man was taken up by such luminaries 

as Aquinas; certainly the majority of Church Fathers upheld 

the Scholasticist idea of inequality: woman's moral, 

physical, and spiritual inferiority was part and parcel of 
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the "malediction of Eve," The Renaissance Notion of Woman: A 

Study in the Fortunes of Scholasticism and Medical Science 

in European Intellectual Life. Ian Maclean (Cambridge: 

Cambridge UP, 1980), 18. Martin Luther, while arguing that 

God would not make an "imperfect" or "incomplete" being, 

nevertheless subscribes to the Peter/Paul doctrine of woman 

as the "weaker vessel" (I Peter 3:7). Kasper Hoffmann cites 

Hippocrates, Galen, and Aristotle in support of his argument 

that women are incomplete men—being of a colder, moister 

nature and (therefore) underdeveloped (Maclean 32). Thus, 

"authority" was established not only by Aristotle, in his 

theory of government reflecting the family structure (or 

vice versa), but also the Scriptures, difficult to refute 

without risking a charge of heresy and all that would 

entail. Moreover, as Constance Jordan points out, most 

humanist defenses of women fail to distinguish between 

mythology and history, which renders "all the evidence 

supplied in such defenses" suspect, Renaissance Feminism: 

Literary Texts and Political Models (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 

1990), 251-52. 

The interest of certain elements of sixteenth- and 

seventeenth-century England in the "woman question" serves 

as circumstantial, if not prima faciae. evidence that some 

women, somewhere, were raising their voices often enough to 

threaten somebody—most likely men. Woodbridge contends, 

however, that "the main intent [of The School House1 is 
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comic" (30). She argues further that "the impact of the 

formal controversy on other genres was probably not very 

great, but its tracks can be glimpsed wandering over 

ballads, stories, and plays from time to time. The 

influence is most prominent in prose fiction" (114). 

The controversy picked up steam in the first two 

decades of the seventeenth century, partially fuelled by 

King James's own misogynistic viewpoint. James (who 

distrusted women and also hated witches and tobacco) wrote 

in his treatise, Daemonoloqie (1597): '"What can be the 

cause that there are twentie women given to that craft 

[witchcraft], where ther is one man?' To this Epistemon 

made reply. 'The reason is easie, for as that sex is 

frailer than man is, so is it easier to be intrapped in 

these grosse snares of the Devil, as was over well proved to 

be true by the Serpent's deceiving of Eva at the beginning, 

which makes him the homelier with that sexe since then,"1 

qtd. in James I. David Mathew (University, AL: U of Alabama 

P, 1967), 79. As late as 1685, Robert Whitehall warned that 

if women were "admitted to co-equal sway in a Domestick 

Kingdome," the result would be '"confusion,' a disruption of 

the natural order of things," qtd. in Jon Lance Bacon, 

"Wives, Widows, and Writings in Restoration Comedy," Studies 

in English Literature. 1500-1900 31 (1991), 429. See also 

Katherine Usher Henderson and Barbara F. McManus, eds. Half 

Humankind: Contexts and Texts in the Controversy About Women 
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in England. 1540-1640 (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1985). 

Jordan points to Thomas Elyot's Defence of Good Women (1540) 

as only one of the large body of literature on the private 

and public status of women that defends women's competency 

against the criticisms of misogynists, "Feminism and the 

Humanists: The Case of Sir Thomas Elyot's Defence of Good 

Women." Rewriting the Renaissance: The Discourses of Sexual 

Difference in Early Modern Europe. Margaret W. Ferguson, 

Maureen Quilligan, and Nancy J. Vickers, eds. (Chicago: U of 

Chicago P, 1986), 242. Jordan agrees that "[Aristotle's] 

notion of women as fundamentally inferior to men underlay 

the arguments of most learned treatises limiting the 

activities of women to family life" (Defence 249). 

According to David Latt, "works on women, defending and 

attacking them, became a minor genre in the [early 

seventeenth century],11 "Praising Virtuous Ladies: The 

Literary Image and Historical Reality of Women in 

Seventeenth-Century England," What Manner of Woman: Essays 

on English and American Life and Literature (New York: New 

York UP, 1977), 60. See also David E. Underdown: "The 

misogynist tradition in literature is a long one, the battle 

of the sexes an eternally popular theme. But late 

Elizabethan and Jacobean writers do seem to have been 

uncommonly preoccupied by themes of female independence and 

revolt," "The Taming of the Scold: the Enforcement of 

Patriarchal Authority in Early Modern England," Order and 
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Disorder in Early Modern England. Anthony Fletcher and John 

Stevenson, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985), 117. 

Carroll Camden agrees with Louis Wright that "the 

popularity of Swetnam's work may be accounted for by the 

fact that he had found the very elements of the iniquity of 

women which the middle-class folk considered their greatest 

sins," The Elizabethan Woman; A Panorama of English 

Womanhood. 1540-1640 (Houston: Elsevier, 1952), 255. See 

also Sara J. Eaton, "Presentations of Women in the English 

Popular Press," in Ambiguous Realities: 165-83, who says, 

"anti-Petrarchan rhetoric described women as 'monsters' who 

failed masculine ideals of feminine perfection" (166). 

Tracts, says Eaton, "indulge in stereotypes; women who 

deviate from expectations of how women should behave are 

'monsters,' while women deemed praiseworthy are 'stars.' 

Neither are human." Yet, "man's capacity to manipulate how 

they are perceived is not viewed as 'monstrous' by authors 

during this period. With the obvious exception of the 

Machiavell, the masculine ability to act, to seem other than 

what one is, is analysed, encouraged, and admired as 

exemplary behavior" (176, 179). Also interesting are Diane 

Bornstein's comments in her "Introduction," The Feminist 

Controversy of the Renaissance (Delmar, NY: Scholars' 

Facsimiles & Reprints, 1980), n. Pag. 

In cases where the author gives the woman a voice, has 

her speak and act, should we perhaps consider the 
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possibility that the author merely moves from descriptive to 

prescriptive—the women behave the way a male-dominated 

society says they behave? 

zHe remarks somewhat acidly that "of course, the 

characters are unaware of the real cause of their 

misfortunes, . . . which seems a pity, for if they only knew 

they might have given us some great last words," "Feminist 

Thematics and Shakespearean Tragedy," PMLA 103 (1988), 127. 

Although Camille Paglia has managed to enrage and 

alienate most of the more prominent feminists in western 

culture, she agrees with the feminist assertion that tragedy 

is gender conflict, arguing that "tragedy is a western 

vehicle for testing and purification of the male will. . . . 

Woman introduces untransformed cruelty into tragedy because 

she is the problem that the genre is trying to correct," 

Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from Nefertiti to Emily 

Dickinson (New York: Random House-Vintage, 1990), 7. 

3Alice Rayner believes that "because comedies . . . are 

bound by time and social convention, relying on a 

contemporaneous situation for their humor, they function 

more explicitly as social documents than do tragedies," 

Comic Persuasion: Moral Structure in British Comedy from 

Shakespeare to Stoppard (Berkeley: U of California P, 1987), 

7. Rayner argues that comedy is "the genre of the actual 

rather than the ideal, the social rather than the 

individual, the biological rather than the spiritual" (152). 
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See also Paul Whitefield White, "Patronage, Protestantism, 

and Stage Propaganda in Early Elizabethan England," Yearbook 

of English Studies 21 (1991): 39-52. 

4See Janet Adelman, Suffocating Mothers: Fantasies of 

Maternal Origin in Shakespeare's Plavs. Hamlet to The 

Tempest, (London; Routledge, 1992); Paula S. Berggren, "The 

Woman's Part: Female Sexuality as Power in Shakespeare's 

Plays," The Woman's Part: Feminist Criticism of Shakespeare. 

Carolyn Lenz, Gayle Greene, and Carol Thomas Neely, eds. 

(Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1908): 17-34; Madelon 

Sprengnether, The Spectral Mother: Freud. Feminism, and 

Psychoanalysis (New York: Dutton, 1990); Carol Thomas Neely, 

"Constructing Female Sexuality in the Renaissance: 

Stratford, London, Windsor, Vienna," Feminism and 

Psychoanalysis. Richard Feldstein and Judith Roof, eds. 

(Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1989): 209-29; Lynda E. Boose and Betty 

S. Flowers, eds., Daughters and Fathers (Baltimore: The 

Johns Hopkins UP, 1989); Diane Elizabeth Dreher, Domination 

and Defiance: Fathers and Daughters in Shakespeare 

(Lexington: UP of Kentucky, 1986); Charles Bernheimer and 

Claire Kahane, eds., In Dora's Case: Freud-Hvsteria-Feminism 

(New York: St. Martin's P, 1985); Lisa Jardine, Still 

Harping on Daughters: Women and Drama in the Age of 

Shakespeare (Brighton: Harvester, 1983); and Judith Wilt, 

"The Laughter of Maidens, the Cackle of Matriarchs: Notes on 

the Collision Between Comedy and Feminism," Women and 
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Literature 1 (1980): 173-96. 

According to Gayle Austin, "the things we take for 

granted are usually those that were constructed from the 

most powerful point of view in the culture and that is not 

the point of view of women." Feminist Theories for Dramatic 

Criticism (Ann Arbor: U of Michigan P, 1990), 2. Examples 

of this kind of power demonstrate an interesting paradox. 

Jordan says that "the women who illustrate feminine 

excellence are noted for acting courageously and 

intelligently—in short in a manner specified as virile. 

These women logically prove the worth of their sex by 

denying it. . . . The regularity with which these exemplary 

women are labelled 'manly' finally undermines their 

rhetorical purpose" (Renaissance Feminism 252). 

6For further study of the censorship of the Elizabethan 

and Jacobean drama, see Paul Yachnin, "The Powerless 

Theatre," English Literary Renaissance 21 (1991): 49-74; 

Richard Dutton, Mastering the Revels: The Regulation and 

Censorship of English Renaissance Drama (Basingstoke: 

Macmillan, 1991); Janet Clare, "Art Made Tongue-tied bv 

Authority": Elizabethan and Jacobean Dramatic Censorship 

(New York: Manchester UP, 1990); Steve Mullaney, The Place 

of the Stage: License. Plav. and Power in Renaissance 

England (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1988); and Phillip J. 

Finkelpearl, "The 'Comedians' Liberty': Censorship of the 

Jacobean Stage Reconsidered," English Literary Renaissance 
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16 (1986): 123-38. 

7Martha Andreson-Thom finds that "masculine dependence 

in Elizabethan culture is signaled in Shakespeare's plays 

and those of his most enlightened contemporaries by the 

strategy of keeping even the most independent and attractive 

of heroines in her place in the scheme of things, a scheme 

obviously hierarchical and patriarchal. . . . Dependence of 

men upon women, then, can only be safely acknowledged when 

women can be trusted to nurture, protect, and redeem them," 

"Thinking about Women and Their Prosperous Art: A Reply to 

Juliet Dusinberre's Shakespeare and the Nature of Women." 

Shakespeare Studies 11 (1976), 274. See also Ania Loomba, 

Gender. Race. Renaissance Drama (London: Oxford UP, 1992). 

8See also Andreson-Thom, who argues that "as she 

appears in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama, . . . the 'ego-

ideal' of the independent and eloquent woman may well 

reflect a more liberal view of female nature and the better 

social conditions that [would] allow her nature to thrive" 

(273) . 

9The following studies of the early modern period may 

be useful: A History of Women: Renaissance and Enlightenment 

Paradoxes, Natalie Zemon Davis and Arlette Farge, eds. 

(Cambridge: Harvard UP/Belknap, 1993); Women of the 

Renaissance. Margaret L. King (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 

1991); An Ordered Society: Gender and Class in Early Modern 

England. Susan Amussen (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988); 
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Rewriting the Renaissance: The Discourse of Sexual 

Difference in Earlv Modern Europe. Margaret W. Ferguson and 

Maureen Quilligan, eds. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1986); 

Women in English Society. 1500-1800. Mary Prior, ed. 

(London: Methuen, 1985); Order and Disorder in Early Modern 

England. Anthony Fletcher and John Stevenson, eds. 

(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985); Women of the English 

Renaissance and Reformation. Retha Warnike (Westport, CT: 

Greenwood P, 1983); English Society. 1580-1680. Keith 

Wrightson (London: Hutchinson, 1982); The Paradise of Women. 

Betty Travitsky, ed. (Westport, CT: Greenwood P, 1981); The 

Renaissance Notion of Woman: A Study in the Fortunes of 

Scholasticism and Medical Science in European Intellectual 

Life. Ian Maclean (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1980); The 

Family. Sex, and Marriage in England. 1500-1800. Lawrence 

Stone (New York: Harper & Row, 1977); Becoming Visible: 

Women in European History. Renate Bridenthal and Claudia 

Koonz, eds. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1977); "Patrician 

Society, Plebian Culture," E. P. Thompson Journal of Social 

History 7 (1974): 382-405; Middle-Class Culture in 

Elizabethan England. Louis B. Wright (Chapel Hill: U of 

North Carolina P, 1935; rpt. Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1958); 

Doctrine for the Ladv of the Renaissance. Ruth Kelso 

(Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1956) ; The Elizabethan Woman: A 

Panorama of English Womanhood. 1540-1640. Charles Carroll 

Camden (Houston: Elsevier P, 1952); Elizabethan Women. 
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Gamaliel Bradford and Harold Ogden White, eds. (Boston: 

Houghton Mifflin, 1936). For an interesting contemporary 

picture, see William Harrison, The Description of England. 

George Edelen, ed. (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1968). 

10As Linda Fitz points out, "There is much to suggest 

that the basic reason for these reiterated exhortations of 

women to stay in their kitchens and be subservient is that 

women were not staying in their kitchens or being 

subservient," "'What Says the Married Woman?': Marriage 

Theory and Feminism in the English Renaissance," Mosaic 13 

(1980), 11. See also Kelso, who suggests that "it may well 

be suspected that the flood of satire and the other flood of 

advice to wives on marriage, modeled on St. Paul's pattern, 

rose in the Renaissance in part from alarm that women were 

breaking out of bounds and needed to be kept or set back in 

their place" (10); and Susan Amussen, who says that "no one 

questioned women's subordination to their husbands—they 

just sometimes refused to give it," "Gender, Family, and the 

Social Order," in Fletcher and Stevenson, 210. 

11The Agrarian Problem in the Sixteenth Century 

(London: Longmans, Green, 1912); qtd. in John Cox, 

Shakespeare and the Dramaturgy of Power (Princeton: 

Princeton UP, 1989). See also The Status of Women in 

Preindustrial Societies. Martin King Whyte (Princeton: 

Princeton UP, 1978). In her study of Brigstock Court 

records in rural fourteenth-century England, Judith M. 
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Bennett discovered that "young people often established 

independent economic reserves by acquiring land or saving 

wages, and daughters, like sons, could hold, sell, and buy 

land without restriction. Adolescents of both sexes were 

also trusted . . . as legally responsible adults who could 

be trusted as landholders, were liable as criminals, and 

were competent as suitors," "Public Power and Authority in 

the Medieval English Countryside," Women and Power in the 

Middle Aaes. Mary Erler and Maryanna Kowaleski, eds. 

(Athens: U of Georgia P, 1988), 22. 

Alice Clark argues convincingly that the wives of 

skilled craftsmen and tradesmen shared as equal partners 

with their husbands the overseeing and dealing of the 

business; but she points out that the women's involvement in 

the seventeenth century, as their rights and privileges 

diminished, was much less well defined than that of women of 

the earlier medieval period, Working Life of Women in the 

Seventeenth Century (London: Frank Cass, 1968), 150-52. 

Clark blames the the rise of capitalism for the gradual 

relegating of women to the hearth and virtual domestic 

slavery. "The result of the elimination of the feminine 

influence is plainly shown in a succession of laws, which, 

in order to secure complete liberty to individual men, 

destroyed the collective idea of the family" (237) . David 

Underdown accepts Clark's chronology—"a more or less linear 

decline in the status of women from the medieval period, 
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when they enjoyed a good deal of economic independence, to 

the eighteenth century, when they had virtually lost it" 

(122). This development perhaps reflects the natural 

reaction of authority to challenge: propoganda and 

repression. It becomes increasingly difficult to 

distinguish power (below the court) because of the increased 

mobility of those who got their money in ways other than 

land-holdings, according to David Cressy: "[d]ependent 

persons, servants, apprentices and all women, were 

considered as being in some sense outside the social order, 

while the vagrant poor were not even considered," 

"Describing the Social Order of Elizabethan and Stuart 

England," Literature and History 3 (1976), 30. 

It was, as later, marriage that severely curtailed a 

woman's access to public power, and widowhood that 

subsequently, in some cases, reaffirmed access. As A. L. 

Bennett remarks, "When widows took over the households left 

by their husbands, they acquired public opportunities that 

surpassed those of all other women," "The Moral Tone of 

Massinger's Dramas," Papers on Language and Literature 2 

(1966), 23. According to Constance Jordan, "the noble or 

gentlewoman of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 

profiting from a relatively stable hierarchical society in 

which the relations between governor and governed were not 

in the process of reformulation, seems to have had in 

practice a greater social, political and economic power than 
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her sixteenth-century counterpart," Renaissance Feminism: 

Literary Texts and Political Models (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 

1990), 378. Lawrence Stone argues that when entailment 

ceased to be so important in the late fifteenth century, the 

heads of families were given a great boost in power to be 

able to dispose of their property as they chose. Comedies 

such as The Merchant of Venice and The Shoemakers7 Holiday 

reflect the power of the property owner over potential 

heirs. Stone notes that "between about 1480 and 1660 more 

flexible legal arrangements considerably increased the power 

of the head of the household over his children, and to a 

lesser extent over his wife" (157). See also Jean E. 

Howard, who describes the early modern period as a "gap in 

history . . . neither modern nor medieval, but a boundary or 

liminal space between two more monolithic periods where one 

can see acted out a clash of paradigms and ideologies, a 

playfulness with signifying systems, a self-reflexivity, and 

a self-consciousness about the tenuous solidity of human 

'identity,'" "The New Historicism in Renaissance Studies," 

English Literary Renaissance 16 (1986), 16. See also The 

Weaker Vessel. Antonia Fraser (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 

1984). For a discussion of the response of the theater to 

commerce, see Jean-Christophe Agnew's Worlds Apart: The 

Market and the Theatre in Anglo-American Thought. 1550-1750 

(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1986). 
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12Kelly observes that "the sexual nature of courtly 

love, considered together with its voluntary character and 

the non-patriarchal structure of its relations, makes us 

question what it signifies for the actual condition of 

feudal women. For clearly it represents an ideological 

liberation of their sexual and affective powers that must 

have some social reference. This is not to raise the 

fruitless question of whether such love relationships 

actually existed or if they were mere literary conventions. 

The real issue regarding ideology is, rather, what kind of 

society could posit as a social ideal a love relation 

outside of marriage, one that women freely entered and that, 

despite its reciprocity, made women the gift givers while 

men did the service," Women. History, and Theory: The Essays 

of Joan Kellv (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1984), 26. She adds 

further, "the women who assumed cultural roles as artists 

and patrons of courtly love had already been assigned 

political roles that assured them some measure of 

independence and power" (30). In contrast, Kelly finds that 

"Renaissance love reflects . . . the actual condition of 

dependency suffered by noblewomen as the state arose" (46). 

13Louis Wright mentions no fewer than twenty-four 

treatises on domestic relations published between 1530 and 

1633. Such writings commented at length on the relationship 

between the sexes, marriage, and the running of a household, 

following Conerdd's translation of Heinrich Bulling's The 
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Christian State of Matrimony (1541) (Culture 205). For 

example, George Whately gives "painstaking instructions to 

the husband: 'The way to maintaine authority . . . is not to 

use violence, but s k i l l , A Bride-Bush. Or. a Direction For 

Married Persons. Plainly Describing The Duties Common to 

both, and peculiar to each of them. Bv Performing Of Which. 

Marriage shall proove a great helpe to such, as now for Want 

of performing them, doe find it a little hell. 1623 (first 

pub. 1616), qtd. in Fitz, 13. 

uFor James's views on the paternal nature of kingship, 

see The Basilicon Doron of King James VI. J. Craigie, ed., 

Scottish Text Society, 3rd Series, Vols. 16, 18 (Edinburgh, 

1944-50). 

15According to Maclean, "when writing in contexts other 

than moralistic literature, humanists such as Erasmus argue 

that customs can be changed to allow, for example, for women 

to be learned; but they do not seem to want to abandon the 

divine ordering of household and society which severely 

restricts woman's moral horizons. . . . The chaste, modest, 

silent, submissive, hard-working, soberly dressed, pious, 

and longsuffering wife" of the "spurious third book" of 

Aristotle's Economics is the model for Renaissance 

commentary (58-59). Aristotle's Politics 1.13 [1260a II], 

asserts that "women possess 'consilium invalidum et. 

instabile' [invalid and unstable judgment] because of their 

temperament and imperfection. This commonplace is widely 
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quoted" by Renaissance writers (Maclean 50). 

Juliet Dusinberre points out that the "justification 

[of the argument that woman is inferior to man] is 

theological: God gave Adam authority [italics mine] over Eve 

as a penalty for the Fall. But the reformers could not help 

perceiving, as Mill perceived two centuries later, that the 

subjugation of the wife saluted not abstract truth but the 

superior physical strength of the husband. . . . The 

household was the microcosm of the State, and women's 

subjection a happy paradigm of civil order," Shakespeare and 

the Nature of Women (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1976), 77, 

79. 

See also Underdown, who says that "patriarchal 

authority within the family was the cornerstone of 

Elizabethan and Jacobean political theory, the ultimate, 

'natural,' justification for obedience to the state: to 

reject either was to threaten the entire social and 

political order." Underdown notes, "Between about 1560 and 

1640 . . . [local court records] disclose an intense 

preoccupation with women who are a visible threat to the 

patriarchal system. . . . It will not go unnoticed that this 

is also the period during which witchcraft accusations 

reached their peak." Studies of social and economic history 

of the period seem to indicate, as Underdown suggests, a 

deterioration in the Aristotelian/Pauline idea of "family-

as-state" that reached a crisis "in the years around 1600" 
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(119-22). Society as a whole was, if court records mean 

anything, as litigious or even more so than we are today. 

Of interest to us is the fact that the bulk of court cases 

brought by individuals did not concern money, per se. except 

that the defendant was nearly always an older, poor, or 

otherwise dependent, woman. 

16It is true that the romantic comedies of the late 

sixteenth century explore the Puritan ideal of marriage 

based on mutual affection. Latt argues that "if women had 

little effective power in the contemporary world, their 

effect on men in romantic relationships was substantial. 

Or. so the secular love verse of the period would suggest" 

(44). Among those who agree with Dusinberre are Louis 

Wright (203), Betty Travitsky, "The New Mother of the 

English Renaissance: Her Writings on Motherhood," The Lost 

Tradition: Mothers and Daughters in Literature. Cathy N. 

Davidson and E. M. Broner, eds. (New York: Ungar, 1980), 33, 

and Velma Bourgeois Richmond, "Shakespeare's Women," Midwest 

Quarterly 19 (1977-78): 330-42. Most critics disagree with 

Dusinberre's assertion, and even Dusinberre contradicts 

herself. For example, she argues that "degree" as the 

Elizabethans used it, affects women because "any questioning 

of their relation to male authority would throw the whole 

chain of subjection into disorder from the lowest to the 

highest, to the great alarm, in this period, of the highest" 

(82) . 
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Among those who categorically refute Dusinberre's 

findings are Lawrence Stone, whose The Family. Sex and 

Marriage in England. 1500-1800 (New York: Harper and Row, 

1977), is generally considered the first source for most 

studies of marriage customs in England. Stone finds 

evidence which suggests that in the sixteenth century, 

"outside court circles, where it flourished, romantic love 

was . . . regarded by moralists and theologians as a kind of 

mental illness, fortunately of short duration." Even among 

those free to choose, marriage partners were selected, for 

the most part, "on a basis of hard-headed common sense 

rather than emotion" (54). He argues that what the rise of 

Protestantism (including inevitably Puritanism) in fact 

facilitated was the strengthening of the patriarchy. The 

husband now took the place of priest, confessor, forgiver, 

punisher—companionship and mutual help and respect 

notwithstanding: "Patriarchy for its effective exercise 

depends not so much on raw power or legal authority, as on a 

recognition by all concerned of its legitimacy, hallowed by 

ancient tradition, moral theology and political theory" 

(151). See also Catherine Dunn, "The Changing Image of 

Woman in Renaissance Society and Literature," What Manner of 

Woman: Essavs on English and American Life and Literature. 

Marlene Springer, ed. (New York: New York UP, 1977): 15-38; 

Linda Woodbridge, who believes that "a primary barrier to 

belief in sexual equality was Christian doctrine. The 
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fabric of society was Christian [cf. Shylock's 'This be 

Christian husbands'], and the Renaissance typically (and not 

without reason) interpreted the Scriptures as endorsing male 

dominance" (129); Kathleen M. Davis, who argues that the so-

called Protestant leveling of women within the family were 

fictions of literary convention, "The Sacred Condition of 

Equality—How Original Were Puritan Doctrines of Marriage?" 

Social History 1-2 (1976-77), 563; and Linda Fitz, '"What 

Says the Married Woman?': Marriage Theory and Feminism in 

the English Renaissance," Mosaic 13 (1980): 1-22, who asks, 

"could the age that gave us the printing press, 

Protestantism and gunpowder prove remiss where women are 

concerned? . . . It would appear that there is some subtle 

degree of distinction between Puritan feminism and our sort" 

(1-2). Fitz offers the counter argument to Dusinberre that 

the Puritans' "new feminism," with its attendant elevation 

of the idea of marriage as a working partnership based on 

mutual affection, can be traced at least as far back as 

Chaucer's "marriage group," and that the proliferation of 

pamphlets, stories, homilies, and so forth during the 

Renaissance was simply a result of the invention of the 

printing press (3). According to Anthony Fletcher and John 

Stevenson, "The achievement of the puritan minority in the 

decades between 1560 and 1640, Patrick Collinson has argued, 

was a reinforcement of conservative social values and 

objectives," (Order and Disorder in Earlv Modern England 
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(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985), 23. 

Robert Brustein also refutes Dusinberre's assertion 

that Puritan influence caused a feminist slant in 

Shakespeare's works; he argues that in fact the Puritans 

were anything but feminist. The Puritans did not approve of 

the new female independence and saw it as a "sign of 

reversal of degree and good order. It was simple insolence, 

flagrant libertinism and usurpation of the privilege of the 

male," "The Monstrous Regiment of Women: Sources for the 

Satiric View of the Court Lady in English Drama," 

Renaissance and Modern Essays: Presented to Vivian de Sola 

Pinto in Celebration of His Seventieth Birthday. G. R. 

Hibbard, ed. (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1966), 38. 

Marilyn Williamson says that "only a tiny minority of 

Puritan sects advocated greater equity," The Patriarchy of 

Shakespeare's Comedies (Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1986), 38. 

In fact, as Pearl Hogrefe notes, "the lack of [women's] 

rights under public law extended almost unchanged through 

the Tudor Age, and in many areas, even into the twentieth 

century," "Legal Rights of Tudor Women and Their 

Circumvention," The Sixteenth Century Journal 3 (1972), 97. 

Hogrefe points to several instances in which a daughter's 

right to inherit was successfully circumvented by an uncle 

or some other collateral male family member. See also 

Cynthia Fuchs Epstein: "women were—and are—kept in place 

by laws. . . . Furthermore, law is also interpreted by those 
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who possess power—usually men—in the judiciary, in 

government, in the church," Deceptive Distinctions: Sex. 

Gender, and the Social Order (New Haven: Yale UP, 1988), 

121. Valerie Wayne offers an interesting discussion of the 

"contradictions within Renaissance ideologies of marriage 

which were compelling public and private dilemmas," 

"Introduction," The Flower of Friendship: A Renaissance 

Dialogue Contesting Marriage, bv Edmund Tilnev (Ithaca: 

Cornell UP, 1992), 1-93. See also Ann Jennalie Cook, "The 

Mode of Marriage in Shakespeare's England," Southern 

Humanities Review 11 (1977): 126-22; and Margaret Spufford, 

"Puritanism and Social Control?" 41-57 in Fletcher and 

Stevenson. 

17We could argue that to an audience of 1604, 

Isabella's insistence on the cloister over marriage would be 

viewed as a papist aberration—not an alternative (to live 

without the improving influence of a husband and children) 

any normal woman could possibly desire. 

18See also A. L. Beier, "Vagrants and the Social Order 

in Elizabethan London," Past and Present 64 (1974): 3-29. 

19See "Elizabeth I and the Reinforcement of 

Patriarchy," Alison Heisch, Feminist Review 4 (1980): 45-56. 

20Kathleen Davis says that "the independent widow was 

an anomaly. As a woman heading her own household, she 

contradicted and was a threat to the patriarchal social 

order that saw all women as needing a man's control. . . . 
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Widows could not be directly controlled by laws, because the 

law granted them an identity" (35-36). An anomaly they may 

have been, but there were a great many of them, "the 

survivors," Margaret King points out, "of marriages where 

women were young and men mature," (60-61). See also Barbara 

J. Todd, "The Remarrying Widow: A Stereotype Reconsidered," 

54-92, in Prior. 

21Cressy, in Literacy and the Social Order; Reading and 

Writing in Tudor and Stuart England (New York: Cambridge UP, 

1980), estimates that ninety-five percent of English women 

were illiterate when Elizabeth succeeded (176). L. Wright 

claims that "although girls, except perhaps in isolated 

cases, did not attend the grammar schools, both sexes seem 

to have attended the petty schools, where they learned to 

read English" (104). Wright quotes several contemporary 

sources which indicate that women could at least read: 

Richard Mulcaster, Sir Thomas More, Sir Thomas Elyot, 

Richard Hyrde, Edward Hoke, and Thomas Salter, among others, 

though they thought women should be taught to read, 

counseled against allowing them to choose the subject matter 

(106). The gentlemen of the Renaissance, from Knox to Vives 

to Gouge, subscribed to the traditional views of men and 

women as urgently as ever their predecessors had. 

2 2AS Kelly points out, "the bourgeois writings on 

education, domestic life, and society constitute the extreme 

in . . . denial of women's independence" (21). See also 
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Dorothy Gardiner, English Girlhood at School: A Study of 

Women's Education Through Twelve Centuries (London: Oxford 

UP, 1929); Retha Warnicke, Women of the English Renaissance 

and Reformation (Westport, CT: Greenwood P, 1983; Patricia 

H. Labalme, ed. Beyond Their Sex: Learned Women of the 

European Past (New York: New York UP, 1980); and Constance 

Jordan, "Feminism and the Humanists: The Case of Sir Thomas 

Elyot's Defense of Good Women." Ferguson, et al., 242-58. 

23According to Sir Thomas Smith, women may not "medle 

with matters abroade, nor to beare office in a citie or 

common wealth . . . except it be in such cases as the 

authoritie is annexed to the bloud and progenie, as the 

crowne, a dutchie, or an erledom for there the bloud is 

respected, not the age nor the sexe," De Republica Anglorum: 

A Discourse on the Commonwealth of England. El Alston, ed. 

(Shannon: Irish UP, 1972), 30; qtd. in Leonard Tennenhouse, 

Power on Display (New York: Methuen, 1986), 20. See also 

Renaissance Eloquence: Studies in the Theory and Practice of 

Renaissance Rhetoric. James J. Murphy, ed. (Berkeley: U of 

California P, 1983). 

2 4 A S Stone points out, "a man's honour depended on the 

reliability of his spoken word; a woman's honour on her 

reputation for chastity" (503). Kelso agrees: "Valor and 

learning increase the honor of a noblewoman, but if she 

lacks chastity she lacks everything and cannot be called 

honored" (24). The whole argument about women's oratory is 
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a tangle. Women were thought to have faulty judgment, and 

were forbidden to speak in public forums (in theory); also, 

the idea against feminine speech was firmly grounded in the 

scriptures—the fear of Eve's persuasion of Adam. Jordan 

says that "women were commonly viewed as garrulous; if they 

were also clever they might become dangerous," although the 

large amount of literature, both serious and satirical, 

about the supposed garrulity of women suggests that many 

women spoke whenever they wished (Renaissance 253). A 

husband had the right to put a scold's bridle on his wife 

and march her through the streets for whatever real or 

imagined infraction she committed with her voice—her 

speech—which in turn reinforced his kingly authority and 

served to control those who were his subjects. Patricia 

Crawford points out that "women who wished to speak publicly 

knew that they risked their honour," "Women's Published 

Writings: 1600-1700," in Prior (216). An immodest woman was 

an unchaste woman. 

On the other hand, Andreson-Thom argues that one of the 

most potent sources of power women in the drama have is 

eloquence: Beatrice brings about the transformation and 

deliverance of Hero and Claudio. Portia's we11-documented 

courtroom performance needs no further discussion here 

(262). Women were told to keep silent, yet Elizabeth's 

speeches—to her Parliaments, to her troops—are memorable, 

masterpieces of rhetorical game playing. 
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25See The First Elizabeth. Carolly Erickson (New York: 

Summitt Books, 1983); Elizabeth I. Queen of England. Robert 

L. Greaves, ed., Problems in European Civilization No. 16 

(Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath & Co., 1974; Crown and 

Parliament in Tudor-Stuart England: A Documentary 

Constitutional History. 1485-1714. Paul L. Hughes and Robert 

F. Fries, eds. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1959; 

Elizabeth the Great. Elizabeth Jenkins (New York: Coward-

McCann, 1958). Of course, the sole reason for Mary and 

Elizabeth Tudor ever being crowned in the first place was 

their relationship to, first, their father, Henry VIII, and 

second, their younger brother, Edward VI, who died at 

sixteen. Mary Stuart was the only child of James V. The 

same laws of succession still apply to the British crown: 

Andrew and Edward take precedence over their older sister, 

Anne (Lord have mercy on us all). 

26But the citizens and courtiers quickly learned about 

this particular king. Accoring to Maurice Lee, "historians 

regard King James's court as anything but orderly, virtuous, 

and dignified. It was corrupt, raffish, and sleazy," Great 

Britain's Solomon: James VI and I in His Three Kingdoms 

(Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1990), 130. Of the court's 

interest in the theater, Lee says, "Queen Anne was the great 

enthusiast for masques. Like many intellectuals, James went 

to the theatre to be amused. Wit appealed to him" (150). 

James's opinions were of course quickly reflected in the 
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entertainment of the time: "the growth of London, which 

James deplored, he blamed in some measure on "the pride of 

the women." They egged on husbands or fathers to bring them 

to London, where "if they be unmarried they mar their 

marriages, and if they be married they lose their 

reputations and rob their husbands' purses." The last play 

in this study, The Ladv of Pleasure (1635), addresses this 

particular prejudice. James's reign saw a renewed outburst 

of the misogynistic attacks on women, "who were criticized 

for all sorts of reasons," according to Lee, "including 

aggressiveness and masculine behavior, fueled by such 

occurrences as an Amazons' Masque. staged and paid for by 

the court ladies themselves" (151-52). 

G. P. V. Akrigg, Jacobean Pageant: Or the Court of King 

James I (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1962), says that little 

girls and ladies participated in the elaborate court masques 

so popular with James's queen, Anne of Denmark: "for all its 

colour, richness and magnificence, the Jacobean court was 

deeply tainted. Almost everyone was motivated by self-

interest. . . . The Earl of Worcester, speaking particularly 

of the Queen's ladies, could declare, 'the plotting and 

malice amongst them is such, that I think envy hath tied an 

invisible snake about most of their necks to sting one 

another to death.' Little wonder if the advice given the 

aspirant courtier was Nulli fidere. 'To trust none"' (247), 

See also Graham Parry, The Golden Age Restored: The Culture 
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of the Stuart Court (New York: St. Martin's P, 1981); and 

David Mathew, James I (University, AL: U of Alabama P, 

1967). 

27This partial list of works attests to the growing 

interest in women writers of the medieval and Renaissance 

periods. "Some women, refusing to reduce their lives to the 

needle and the distaff, insisted that they, too, might enter 

public culture and wield the pen," says Catherine R. 

Stimson, "Introduction," Rewriting the Renaissance: The 

Discourses of Sexual Difference in Early Modern Europe. 

Margaret W. Ferguson, Maureen Quilligan, and Nancy J. 

Vickers, eds. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1986), vii. See The 

Female Spectator: English Women Writers before 1800. Mary R. 

Mahl and Helene Koon, eds. (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1977); 

First Feminists: British Women Writers from 1578-1799. Moira 

Ferguson, ed. (Old Westbury, NY: Feminist P, 1984); Silent 

But for the Word: Tudor Women as Patrons. Translators, and 

Writers of Religious Works. Margaret P. Hannay, ed. (Kent, 

OH: Kent State UP, 1985); Harriet Blodgett's Centuries of 

Female Days: Englishwomen's Private Diaries (New Brunswick, 

NJ: Rutgers UP, 1988); and Women Writers of the Seventeenth 

Century. Katharina M. Wilson and Frank J. Warnke, eds. 

(Athens: U of Georgia P, 1989). Also important are Women 

Writers of the Renaissance and Reformation. Katharina M. 

Wilson, ed. (Athens: U of Georgia P, 1987); The Renaissance 

Englishwoman in Print: Counterbalancing the Canon. Anne M. 
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Haselkorn and Betty S. Travitsky, eds. (Amherst: U of 

Massachusetts P, 1990); and Writing Women in Jacobean 

England. Barbara Kiefer Lewalski (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 

1993). Hilda L. Smith and Susan Cardinale have compiled 

Women and the Literature of the Seventeenth Century: An 

Annotated Bibliography based on Wing/s Short-title 

Catalogue. Bibliographies and Indexes in Women's Studies, 

no. 10 (Westport, CT: Greenwood P, 1990). This text offers 

descriptions and assessments of just over 1600 items written 

between 1641 and 1700 (637 by women and 973 for and about 

women). One section includes only publications by women and 

another includes works for and about women, as well as 

material mistakenly attributed to women but most likely 

written by men. Because of the quantity of works published 

during this period, Part II is narrowed by excluding works 

written by men that are not about living or historical 

figures. The lists of reprints of writings by women attest 

to their popularity—someone was reading works written by 

women (pp. 232-64 lists 651 first editions [1600-1700]; 867 

editions in all). 

Suzanne W. Hull's Chaste. Silent & Obedient: English 

Books for Women 1475-1640 provides a descriptive 

bibliography, with essays, of books printed for women in the 

fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. The author 

agrees that, since most early books for women were written 

by men, they are indeed prescriptive. But Hull argues that 
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since women did live in the world, albeit a male-dominated 

one, the books must therefore also be for the most part 

descriptive. Crawford says, "Nevertheless, women wrote with 

increasing self-confidence and in growing numbers during the 

seventeenth century, a remarkable achievement in the face of 

intense social opposition" (214). See also Elaine V. 

Beilin, Redeeming Eve: Women Writers in the English 

Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1987); Betty S. 

Travitsky, "The New Mother of the English Renaissance: Her 

Writings on Motherhood," The Lost Tradition: Mothers and 

Daughters in Literature. Cathy N. Davidson and E. M. Broner, 

eds. (New York: Ungar, 1980): 33-43; and Writing Women's 

Literary History. Margaret Ezell (Baltimore: The Johns 

Hopkins UP, 1992). 

28Levin, in addressing some of the problems that arise 

when readers look to literature to provide answers to 

questions of history, believes that "we can . . . expand the 

perimeters of the definitions of power and ask questions 

about the perceptions of the society in terms of rule and 

gender and how these perceptions affected the exercise of 

power," "Renaissance Literature: Its Pleasures and Problems 

as a Source for Women's History," Exemplaria 2 (1990), 697. 

See also Peter Erickson, "Rewriting the Renaissance, 

Rewriting Ourselves," Shakespeare Quarterly 38 (1987): 327-

37. 
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29See also Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe. 

Peter Burke (London: Temple Smith, 1978; rpt. New York: New 

York UP, 1978). Those interested in reading about the 

popular theater from the Restoration to the beginning of the 

Regency in 1789 might wish to look at Spectacular Politics: 

Theatrical Power and Mass Culture in Early Modern England. 

Paula R. Backscheider (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins UP, 

1993). 

30Even within the timespan of the late sixteenth-early 

seventeenth centuries, the demands of the audience evolved. 

According to Bradbrook, Shakespeare and Dekker were writing 

for a more homogeneous audience. Fletcher and those after 

him wrote for a narrower, more sophisticated audience 

(Growth 16). Bradbrook, among others, points out that the 

Elizabethan audience was much more physically involved in 

the production than the audience of today: the Elizabethan 

audience "came with a very definite set of moral 

expectations, with which both players and playwrights were 

familiar" (17). Andrew Gurr says that "the development 

historically in the audience through this period seems to 

have been as radical as the development of plays, though the 

evidence is not exactly so well documented." Of audience 

response, whatever the class, Gurr finds that "there is 

plenty of evidence to suggest that a popular and simple 

reaction to the plays was the prevalent one," "The General 

and the Caviar: Learned Audiences in the Early Theatre," 
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Studies in the Literary Imagination 26 (1993), 10-11. 

Alfred Harbage cautions against confusing the literary 

gentlemen of the court with the general audience of the 

Elizabethan stage; he argues that Tudor and Stuart audiences 

were as diverse or more so than theater audiences today: 

"Nothing we can discover . . . suggests that Elizabethans, 

individually or collectively, were vastly different from 

us," "Shakespeare's Audience: Modern Appraisals," 

Shakespeare: Modern Essays in Criticism, Leonard F. Dean, 

ed. (New York: Oxford UP, 1961), 4. 

See also Literary Theory, in which Terry Eagleton 

comments: "all literary works . . . are 'rewritten,' if only 

unconsciously, by the societies which read them" (12); Ann 

Jennalie Cook, Shakespeare's Priveleged Playgoers 

(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1981) ; Gurr, Plavgoing in 

Shakespeare's London (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1987); 

Richard Levin, "The Two-Audience Theory of English 

Renaissance Drama," Shakespeare Studies 18 (1986): 251-75; 

David Richman, Laughter. Pain, and Wonder: Shakespeare's 

Comedies and the Audience in the Theater (Newark: U of 

Delaware P; and London and Toronto: Associated U Presses, 

1990); and James Hirsch, "Morgann, Greenblatt, and Audience 

Response," Studies in the Literary Imagination 26 (1993): 1-

5. 

31Wendy Frost and Michele Valiguette, in their Preface 

t o Feminist Literary Criticism: A Bibliography of Journal 
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Articles, 1975-81 (New York: Garland, 1988), concede that 

like other feminist scholars and activists, the feminist 

critic assumes that gender is neither natural nor given but 

socially created" (xiii), a concept accepted by very few 

Renaissance writers. As Cynthia Epstein points out, it is 

only since roughly the early 1970s that sociologists have 

made more or less official the distinction between sex, 

biological characteristics, and gender, the "distinctive 

qualities of men and women (or masculinity and femininity) 

that are culturally created," Deceptive Distinctions: Sex. 

Gender,—and the Social Order (New Haven: Yale UP, 1988), 6. 



CHAPTER II 

THE MAKING OF POWERFUL WOMEN: THE EARLY PLAYS 

The earliest plays in this study offer an interesting 

contrast. They will be considered within the context of 

purpose and of audience: all were written as exercises in 

the concept of dramatic and rhetorical form for an audience, 

largely male, that expected not only entertainment, but also 

intellectual challenge. In addition, because there was not 

yet that invisible wall provided by the proscenium and stage 

apron physically separating the make-believe world of the 

play from that of its audience, there was frequently 

interaction between audience and players.1 Ralph Roister 

Doister (1553?) was probably written for boys by a 

schoolmaster at Eton, Gammer Gurton/s Needle (1553?) by a 

university fellow at Christ's College.2 Of Lyly's comedy 

Campaspe (1584), Muriel Bradbrook says that its "appeal is 

to a critical and selected few" (Growth 72). These first 

three are all, as Bradbrook points out, "allied to 

declamation and to exemplum" (Growth 47). George 

Gascoigne's translation of The Supposes (1566) was 

entertainment for law students at the Inns of Court. 

Evidence suggests that the audiences of the time 

expected the decorum of comic structure—specific actions 

and specific speech patterns—from each "type" in the 

70 
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comedies, and that the comedies were invariably satiric; 

they were never intended to suggest reality, but extremes. 

In these early examples, power (along with vocality) grows 

in inverse proportion to social rank, and the women 

characters offer instructive representation; the two 

earliest, Roister Doister and Gammer Gurton's Needle. 

feature as their heroines strong, vocal women of the middle 

or lower-middle class who already have a great deal of power 

within their personal milieux. Both plays raise more 

questions about the power of women than they answer. The 

two later, The Supposes and Lyly's "deceptively simple" 

Campaspe (Bradbrook 49), clearly reflect the revived 

interest in the romance and prefigure directly the period of 

greatest activity in English drama. They feature the 

"marginalized" woman whose claim to power is considered so 

insignificant as to be not worth mentioning. In The 

Supposes. the object of all the grief, Polynesta, appears 

only twice. The war prize, Campaspe, represents a paradox: 

the most obedient woman and the most vulnerable of all the 

women considered in this chapter, she is successful in 

exploiting the most clearly defined opportunity for power. 

In The Supposes and Campaspe we must just examine the women 

in the smallest possible way—as they are presented: 

excuses for male discourse on life, war, the philosophy of 

love, and kingship; excuses for male discourse on the 

theoretical power of women rather than any overt 
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demonstration of a particular woman's power. 

But all of the women—the three widows; the young, 

spoiled daughter of a wealthy father; and the woman of 

"meane parentage" (Campaspe 1.1.116), an alien at the mercy 

of an upper-class, male-dominated society; as well as 

servants, kithen maids, and nurses—serve as prototypes for 

women characters in Renaissance drama and beyond. The 

plays, with their borrowings of structure and character 

types from the Italian, combine with distinctively English 

settings and personalities to form the templates of modern 

English comedy. 

The Widow and the "Tenth Worthie": Ralph Roister Doister 

Ralph Roister Doister3 was licensed to Thomas Hackett 

in 1566 or 1567, though it was probably written about 

twenty-five years earlier; the best guess is 1552-3.4 It 

reflects a strong Latin influence, befitting its purpose as 

an exercise in classical form, carefully structured around 

one incident—a unified plot, with a single scene—and for 

this study, probably best understood as a parody of the 

medieval courtly love tradition.5 

Its characters are more "types"—less original people 

than those in later plays, although Ewald Fliigel believes 

Udall's characters to be "vastly superior" to the "wooden 

'dialoguers'" of the earlier morality plays and interludes 

(103). But the object of Roister Doister7s desire, 
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Christian Custance, is an independent, comfortably well-to-

do widow, capable of making up her own mind and determined 

to do so. She is a member of the one fiercely guarded 

women's domain in commerce: alewifery. By all accounts 

Udall's intent was to illustrate the principles and 

technique of classical drama, not to draw character sketches 

of women.6 The Prologue states the purpose: Modest, not 

scurrilous mirth to "invey" against the "vayne-glorious," 

with a moral lesson valuable to all classes: "Mirth is to 

be used both of more and lesse" (11. 11). 

The focus of the comedy is from Merygreek's point of 

view; he is there to make mischief. Custance's position, as 

both the object of Roister Doister's "passion" and 

Merygreek's tool, is secondary. Despite the five-act 

structure and attention to classical form, the prologue 

nevertheless calls this play an "enterlude." 

Roister Doister anticipates strongly the later Tudor 

and early Stuart plays featuring the "middle" or merchant 

class—people accustomed to working hard for a living and 

dealing with the attendant problems such day-to-day labor 

entails. They have a solidity not dependent upon the 

romantic tradition of a magical forest or divine/royal 

interference, and they may find themselves in situations 

that provide comic relief for the audience. Yet they 

demonstrate a tolerance for the underdog, a warmth not 

always evident in characters of the upper classes, along 
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with a huge capacity for enjoying themselves. Matthew 

Merygreek might find himself beaten and banished had he 

caused an earl or a duchess such trouble. Instead, he gets 

the equivalent of a mild rebuke, plus free dinner from the 

citizens of Roister Doister's community.7 The one area in 

which the middle and laboring classes do seem to think like 

the upper class is in the lip service they give to the 

popular notion of women: that they are morally weak and 

physically inferior. 

We know before we meet him that "Rafe" Roister Doister 

is a pompous fool and a would-be gigolo ("vayne-glorious"), 

on whom Matthew Merygreek intends to batten for the time 

being. Merygreek's long exposition of Roister Doister's 

personality indicates boldly that Rafe is easily persuaded 

by rhetoric. One question the play must resolve, then, is 

whether Roister Doister's intended victim is an even bigger 

fool. Rafe's entrance—"Come, death, when thou wilt! I am 

weary of my life!" (1.2.1-2)—is the typical exaggerated 

seriousness of the courtly lover (and curiously like another 

character's entrance in a later, much more complex play: 

Portia, in The Merchant of Venice: "Ah, Nerissa—my little 

body is weary of this great world."). 

Roister Doister has "money Plentie" and an inflated 

opinion of his own impressiveness: "Why did God make me 

suche a goodly person?" and "and all women on me so 

enamoured" (1.2.3, 108). The first we hear of Dame 
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Christian Custance is in Rafe's declaration of his love for 

her, a rich parody of the swooning courtly lover whose 

object of devotion remains vague, not really fully defined, 

and unattainable (although he cannot remember her name, 

Roister Doister remembers that she is wealthy: "I heare she 

is worthe a thousand pound and more" [1.2.83]). Her name is 

coincidentally loaded with appropriate symbolism: She is 

given the title "Dame" in a bow to the aristocratic 

tradition; the significance of Christian is obvious; 

Custance is probably from the Old English root "Cust"— 

quality or choice. We cannot help but find her a suitable 

heiress to the unreachable Beatrice and Laura. 

Rafe's assumption is that he is "so comely" that women 

automatically fall in love with him. And of Dame Custance: 

"She looked on me twentie tymes yesternight, / And laughed 

so—" (1.3.165-66). Listening to the hearty banter of Dame 

Custance's servants, Rafe is delighted with their good 

humor. Does this attitude (he is, after all, a braggart) 

speak well or ill of the women? He cannot see through 

Matthew Merygreek for flattery; perhaps he has misjudged 

servants and mistress as well. The women servants are the 

equivalents of the rustics, as their dialect ("ich," 

"chwas," etc.) indicates. Udall implies here a criticism of 

a certain kind of women represented by Mumblecrust, Talk-

apace, and Alyface: irresponsible house servants and 

scullery maids, gossiping in the street, repeating and 
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enlarging upon the private matters of their "betters.118 

Fortunately for audiences interested in justice, the same 

criticism could apply also to the (also powerless) male 

servants—Doughtie and Custance's kitchen boy, Tom Trupenie. 

Our perception of the author's attitude toward the 

nurse, who represents a rather higher place in the domestic 

pecking order, depends in large part upon our interpretation 

of her attitude toward Merygreek and Rafe: Is she fooled by 

them, or is she leading them on? Her comments to Dame 

Custance as she deliver's Rafe's "love" letter (according to 

Plumstead a "fumbling copy of the original just as Roister 

is a counterfeit of chivalry" ["Satirical" 149]): "A ioyly 

man it is, I wote well by report, / And would have you to 

him for marriage resort" (1.5.11-12),9 indicate that she is 

indeed fooled, thus filling admirably the courtly role of 

thick-headed go-between. As Rafe has said, "She will helpe 

forward this my sute for hir part" (1.3.41). 

All of the early comedies feature riotous, sometimes 

bawdy music: a distinctly English touch. The "Second Song," 

sung by Roister Doister's musicians while Mumblecrust "foots 

it," concerns itself with what a "good husbande" must do to 

keep his wife happy: A good husband lets his wife "have her 

owne will" (2.3.120), sentiments very much in the tradition 

of the medieval satires and portraits of women—those "good" 

women who do not demand their own way. Those who do, i.e., 

The Wife of Bath, were suspect to contemporary audiences, 
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figures of fun, but not generally admired as they are today. 

We first meet Dame Custance in Act 1, scene 5. Unlike 

her nurse, she is not fooled by Roister Doister's posturing. 

She is decisive, firm, and sensible—something altogether 

different from the traditional transluscent object of 

courtly love. Much of what we initially know of Dame 

Custance's "power" is implied rather than overt—Margery 

Mumblecrust (like all of Custance's servants), if she is not 

actively afraid of Custance, is at least shocked into 

submission by Custance's chiding: "I was nere so shoke up 

afore since I was borne!" (2.2.1). Custance would 

traditionally exert a certain power, too, as the object of a 

"courtly" lover's desire. Merygreek has a good opinion of 

Custance's taste: 

Though she had not hir trought to 

Gawin Goodluck plight, 

Yet rather than with such a loutishe 

dolt to marie, 

I dare say, woulde lyve a poore lyfe 

solitarie. (3.1.10-12) 

Dame Custance, it would seem then, does not need to 

seek opportunities for power. She is (legally) beholden to 

no male authority, but completely her own boss. As a study 

in feminine integrity and independence, she is a model, 

singularly lacking in pretentiousness and the necessity to 

play those games the male society demanded of women trying 
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to seek a place of their own (and thus, unlike the servants 

with less power, not inclined to gossip or intrigue). 

Consequently, the question asserts itself: Why does she 

trust and (apparently) respect Merygreek? Still, she will 

not be coerced by Merygreek's threat that Roister Doister 

will "play the devill in the horologe" (3.2.89)—cause 

havoc—if she refuses to marry him; indeed, she accepts the 

threat as a challenge: "Let hym come when hym lust, I wishe 

no better sport" (3.2.96). In other words, Custance from 

the first does not take Rafe's efforts as anything but a 

game, even as they are a game to him. The difference 

illuminates Rafe's opinion of women's sense of judgment: he 

expects his victims to play seriously. In this case he is 

destined to be disappointed. Merygreek's subsequent comment 

is interesting: "For these women be all suche madde, 

pievishe elves, / They will not be wonne except it please 

them-selves" (3.3.77-78). Custance and Merygreek know what 

Roister Doister has forgotten (or never knew): courtly love 

is always adulterous in nature, and the chivalric code 

demands that the lady remain chaste and unreachable. 

Christian Custance is something beyond the feisty wives 

of, say, "Noah's stories" in the York Cycle or Gil in the 

Second Shepherds' Plav. She is a more fully developed 

character than the usual vision of the courtly love 

triangle. She is morally good, physically brave, but not a 

Patient Griselda. Certainly there is not a shred of implied 
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criticism of her in the play. She has spirit without 

bawdiness—a gentle woman—not a noblewoman, and she is an 

experienced woman with high expectations. She expects no 

more and no less power than is suitable for a woman of her 

age and class: "I will not be served with a foole, in no 

wise; / When I choose an husbande, I hope to take a man" 

(3.4.14-15). 

She expects to choose a husband—in fact, already has 

chosen the eponymous Gawin Goodluck, whose servant Sym 

Suresby arrives as Act 4 opens, sent by his master "to 

salute Dame Christian Custance, his wife / Espoused, whom he 

tendreth no lesse than his life" (4.1.17-18), thus 

completing the courtly love triangle. Goodluck also wants 

to assure himself that she "thinke long" about him, which 

she readily admits. Custance's response to Sym's messages 

indicates that she not only chooses her husband, she also 

chooses the wifely portion: as a respondent to her husband's 

pleasure. Her bright mood turns sour when Roister Doister 

intrudes on her conversation with Sym, who, we can reliably 

guess, will misunderstand the situation and carry tales back 

to the long-absent Goodluck. To go along with Merygreek's 

baiting in front of her servants, who are subject to her 

authority, is one thing; it becomes quite another when the 

"fool" compromises her in front of her fiance's servant: 

"He [Roister Doister] hath stained my name for-ever, this is 

cleare" (4.2.69). 
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Roister Doister's great pride will not allow him to 

accept distance's scorn. If she will not willingly give her 

love, it must be forced from her: 

Yes, dame! I will have you, whether 

ye will or no. 

I commaunde you to love me! 

Wherfore shoulde ye not? (4.3.83-84) 

We shall see later in this chapter how successful another 

suitor is—one in a better position to "commaunde" a woman's 

love than Roister Doister—using such tactics. Custance's 

response to Roister Doister is a terse "Go to, you goose!" 

(4.3.89). In the meantime, demonstrating her determination 

to preserve her "honesty," she invites attack on another 

level: 

come hither if thou dare! 

I shall cloute thee tyll thou stinke, 

both thee and thy traine, 

And coyle thee mine own handes, 

and sende thee home againe. (4.3.119-21) 

When commands do not work, Roister Doister threatens 

destruction, not of himself, but of Custance, an abuse of 

the male role as authority and of the courtly lover's role 

as protector. Custance, who understands the limits of her 

physical power, sends for "the helpe of some wise man" 

(4.5.13). She reveals here (momentarily) an interesting 

change in personality when asking for Tristram Trustie's 
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help, from self-confident, powerful mistress of the house to 

the "pore ole widder-woman," at the mercy of the bad man: 

Have I so many yeres lived a sobre life, 

And shewed my-selfe honest, mayde, widowe, and 

wyfe, 

And now to be abused in such a vile sorte? 

Ye see howe poore widowes lyve, all voyde of 

comfort! (4.5.51-4) 

Merygreek's mischief is no longer funny when it threatens 

Custance's reputation: "But I feared therof to take 

dishonestie" (4.6.24). 

When Roister Doister attempts to "persuade" her with 

physical abuse, Custance beats him and runs him off. Until 

help arrives, she marshals her forces—the two maids and the 

nurse—and their weapons. The women will fight off Roister 

Doister with traditional symbols of domestic authority: the 

distaffe, broom, skimmer, and spit. Act 4, sc. 8, is the 

"battle" scene. Custance orders her "knightesses": 

"Maidens, come forth with your tooles!" (4.8.5). As the 

obviously superior "general," she seems to be doing all 

right by herself. She also has Merygreek's help in the 

actual physical "battle." Roister, in fact, although he 

threatens everybody—Custance, the Scrivener, and 

Merygreeke—with physical violence, never strikes a blow. 

The whole point of Merygreek's participation is to make 

fun of Roister Doister, and Custance's remarks to Merygreek 
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repeatedly demonstrate that she is in on the joke from the 

start. Why then this appeal to another man for help? The 

social system at this point melds with the illusion of the 

stage and intrudes upon the action: with an eye to her 

future, Custance needs to consolidate what she already 

commands rather than to gain anything new. Trustie is 

reinforcement. Custance uses a traditional "woman's" weapon 

on him, too: words, an appeal to the protective "instinct" 

of the male in authority: "Wherfore I beseech you with me to 

be a witnesse" (4.5.43). It becomes clear in the action 

that, although he considers the burden of proof to be hers, 

the fiance will not believe Custance, so she must gather 

corroborative support from another man. Merygreek does not 

have enough vested integrity for this purpose, but Tristram 

Trustie does. Custance in her own home is completely self-

assured. She really needs no "opportunities for power" to 

save her life or lifestyle. But outside her private 

sanctuary, the one small problem of misrepresentation must 

be cleared up by Merygreek and Trustie, not by Custance 

alone. If she "chooses" a husband, she also agrees to the 

rules of the community. Goodluck affirms the superior 

position of Trustie: "I will the more credite that he shall 

verifie" (5.2.31) in a scene that Flugel says "savors of a 

judicial procedure" (102). 

Custance is most successful perhaps because she does 

not need to rely on any man except by choice. She and her 
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"knightesses" even win the field of physical battle. There 

is no authority to undermine because Roister Doister is not 

a worthy adversary. But, when Goodlucke and Suresby 

challenge her "honesty"—always a euphemism for chastity10 

—because of Suresbv/s mistake, Custance again falls back on 

that curious "poor widow" routine. In fact, she does what 

men expect women to do in such situations: "Ah, Lorde, helpe 

poore widowes, destitute of comfort1" (5.2.22) The bathetic 

overkill of Custance equating her plight with those of 

Susanna, Hester, and the biblical adulteress (again— 

chastity, silence, and obedience), serves two purposes: 

first, as the satirical "crisis" to the courtly love 

conflict, and second, to underscore on a more realistic 

level how much at the mercy of men's accusations a woman is, 

even though everyone in town recognizes that Roister Doister 

is a fool. Custance has no power over the one man she 

really cares about, and no power over the traditional male 

understanding of feminine integrity: that they have none. 

Only after her word is verified is Custance "the pearle of 

perfect honestie." Goodlucke is the tacit authority in her 

life: "God lette me no longer to continue in lyfe / Than I 

shall towardes you continue a true wyfe" (5.4.12-13). 

"A Ryght Pithy, Pleasaunt and Merie Coraedie" 

Gammer Gurton's Needle 

Gammer Gurton's Needle, probably by William Stevenson, 
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is dated 1553-54,11 although Frederick Boas finds in the 

text a reasonable argument for a pre-Reformation setting 

(Tudor 72) . It is easy to dismiss this play as not worthy 

of our attention for several reasons: 1) As in Roister 

Doister. there seems no reason to suppose that an 

opportunity to undermine male authority presents itself in 

this action. 2) Any power struggle seems to be between the 

two women in the contrived conflict set up by the parasite 

Diccon of Bedlam, according to Boas "the personage who least 

gives the impression of having been studied from life [and] 

the central figure" (Tudor 74). The proper title, "Diccon, 

the Bedlam," illustrates the focus of this university play. 

Gammer Gurton/s Needle is a coarser, rougher play than 

Roister Doister. less concerned with certain "niceties" of 

social behavior. 

It is also arguably a better play. Boas praises its 

"deftness of construction" and the natural flow of the 

action as well as the clever "manipulation of metre and 

language" (Tudor 78). Stanley Kozikowski comments on the 

many instances of indirect narrative irony in the play, 

particularly where Hodge is concerned ("Comedy 

Ecclesiastical" 10-11). R. W. Ingram's answer to those who 

believe that only a serious response recognizes a work's 

claim to serious study is that "it is unfair to believe that 

only the ignorant respond to humor" (259), and Gammer 

Gurton's Needle is a funny play. J. W. Robinson argues that 
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"the 'buffoonery' of peasant life can be made to reveal 

meaning, as the work of Mr. S's contemporary, Bruegel, 

shows" ("Art and Meaning" 50). 

Much of what has been written about Gammer Gurton's 

Needle concerns authorship and date, neither of which 

measurably affects my subject. Most critics are compelled 

to comment on its crudity and the many scatological 

references that accompany the hysterical search and the 

climactic discovery of the lost "neel" in the seat of 

Hodge's breeches. Lindsay McFadyen sees in the obviously 

phallic needle a focus, both for the strong reaction its 

loss occasions, as well as the obscene humor associated with 

the players' search for it. The needle serves as a reminder 

of the temporary loss of "manliness" of the male students 

acting in women's roles, and of the postponement of Hodge's 

tryst with Kirstian Clack, who smiled at him—the 

"dysfunction" of his own "needle" as long as his breeches 

remain unmended. And indeed, the needle is found lodging 

where it always lodges when not "in use": in Hodge's pants 

(passim) .12 

These characters in an English village are distinctly 

English. The structure is Plautine, but the setting and 

plot are English.13 The title page calls Gammer a "ryght 

pithy, pleasaunt and merie comedie." And there is good 

reason to examine what Gammer and Chat represent: easily 

angered and ignorant, Gammer and Dame Chat are direct 
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descendants of the nagging wife/widow, and immediate 

ancestors of the merry wives of Windsor and Margery Eyre. 

Gammer is a representation of the life stage of "womankind" 

as an old crone, incapable of the smallest jot of reason. 

Gammer and her maid Tib are, Hodge tells Diccon, perpetually 

bad-tempered: a frown is "theyr dayly looke" (1.2.19). 

Ingram comments that "Dame Chat has the vocabulary and 

manner of the muscular and brazen-throated barmaid of 

English tradition, who easily controls the loudest and 

roughest tavern" (265). This is low comedy with low 

characters, as Ingram says, a "fine set of ludicrous 

incompetents" (261), including the dim-witted, superstitious 

Hodge, and the "vice" representative: the troublemaker 

Diccon. Robinson sees Diccon as "ultimately much less 

seriously culpable" as a cause of conflict in this play of 

frantic activity "than the villagers he has come among" 

(56) . 

Gammer and Chat are at best lower-middle class. In 

Ingram's opinion Gammer, "to her credit, rivals [Chat] in 

linguistic scope but tries to affect what she regards as 

'class' in her speech." Unfortunately, in the grand 

tradition of Eliza Doolittle, during moments of high drama, 

such as a temper trantrum or screaming quarrel, what Ingram 

calls Gammer's "fragile gentility" gets crushed by earthy 

invective (265). 

The loss of the needle as the pivotal point on which 
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the play's action centers seems absurd to modern audiences. 

I suggest that to the audience of the time it would be less 

so: needles were made of unstable iron and good ones hard to 

find.14 Along with the typical symbols of domestic 

authority—the distaff, spindle, and knife—the needle also 

represents an area in commerce where women could and often 

did demonstrate as much or more skill and dexterity than 

men, thereby representing for women a source of independence 

and power, a concept explored to great effect by Hawthorne 

in The Scarlet Letter. In addition, in Freudian terras, if 

the needle serves as a phallic symbol for Hodge, Diccon, 

Chat, and everybody else in the play, as McFadyen suggests, 

it could also represent in Gammer's unconscious the loss of 

youth, male companionship, and sexual fulfillment, as well 

as the sexual power young women have over young men. Her 

melodramatic lament over the missing needle encompasses all 

of the above, vesting the needle with a symbolic power far 

above its value as a mere tool, as it were, to mend Hodge's 

britches. The culprit, whoever he or she may be, 

Have stacke away my deare neele, and 

robd me of my joye,— 

My fayre, longe, strayght neele, 

that was myne only treasure! 

The fyrst day of my sorow is, and 

last end of my pleasure! (1.4.4-6) 

There seem to me to be several explanations why the needle's 
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loss could easily be the cause of Gammer's seemingly 

exaggerated distress. 

The male "authority" in this case, according to our 

definition, is probably the Bailiff, and after him, the 

incompetent Curate, Doctor Rat, although Kozikowski argues 

that 

the play is without the conspicuous authority of 

one in whom we might readily identify moral 

leadership. . . . The churchman's [Dr. Rat's] 

ineptitude, we are to understand, does represent 

the defunct moral authority which in large measure 

must assume responsibility, however comically 

deployed he may be, for the villagers' 

waywardness. (14-15) 

The authority to be undermined, however, is Diccon, author 

of the mischief—an Iago writ small, whose actions, while 

not really malicious, are nevertheless premeditated. The 

fact that the two women, each independent and "powerful" in 

her own right, as well as the Curate, usually first citizen 

of the town, are willing to believe the story of a Bedlam 

beggar about her good "gossip" friend is at once a comment 

on the acceptance the unfortunate often finds among working-

class characters, and, more to the point, another comment on 

the nature of women. 

Many critics have remarked on the resemblance to the 

"Vice" of both Diccon and Mathew Merygreek from Roister 
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Doister. and this may be the most telling point, in a play 

written for a student audience and troupe (again, largely 

male), about the fickleness of feminine friendship. 

Robinson says that "the dramatists are drawing on a native 

English tradition of clowning and jesting, of which English 

dramatists were particularly fond, and which even those 

writing or adapting neo-Latin academic plays embraced" (53). 

But Linda Woodbridge points out that humor, particularly the 

jest, frequently has the power to condemn ["I do but jest11]. 

Woodbridge asserts that the insidious power of the "jest" 

lies in its seeming innocuousness—the object of the jest so 

internalizes the old jokes that she becomes paralyzed, 

afraid to move for fear of validating the stereotype: "Many 

theories of jest have recognized in laughter a tool for 

asserting and maintaining superiority" (31-2).15 In 

addition, the name "Dick" or "Dickon" more often than not is 

a tag-name for satanic or at the least demonic figures in 

folktales. Demonic "jokes," like fairytales, generally have 

a sinister underside.16 

The two heroines are not well-to-do, despite their 

servants—a cheap commodity in early modern Europe—and, in 

the case of Dame Chat, her own business. Indeed, all of the 

characters use the typical speech patterns of the rustic, 

with the exception of Diccon, whose use of standard English 

underscores his position: although he is "no straunger" 

(2.2.22), he "is not one of them" (Robinson 56). In the 
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resolution the women are successful in "undermining" 

Diccon's plan. But not without the Bailiff's help. The 

women, it seems, are not reliable corroborative witnesses 

(as in Roister Doister); even Hodge's word counts for more: 

Hodge, who believes that a cow's tail presages disaster and 

whose attack on the cat presages the fight between Gammer 

and Chat! 

Hodge's service must be of long-standing. His behavior 

toward Gammer is anything but servile— 

Wherto served your hands and 

eies but this your neele to kepe? 

What devill had you els to do? 

. . . And foure of you syt idle at home 

and can not keepe a neele! (1.4.23-4, 38) 

— a typical workingman's complaint about the laziness and 

incompetence of the folks at home. Robinson says that "the 

'witte and invention' of Gammer Gurton's Needle consist in 

good measure of the amplification by the dramatist of his 

material by means of parables and proverbs" (72). Diccon 

sees in the problem of the lost needle an opportunity for 

himself: he has already filched some bacon; now he secures 

some of Dame Chat's best ale and has some fun. Robinson 

suggests that Diccon merely elucidates what he has found—a 

situation ripe for exploitation. Exploiting opportunities 

for power (for two old women) in a village full of 

reprobates could easily mean grasping the most fundamental 
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power of all: survival. 

Chat's anger at what she perceives to be the sullying 

of her good name is understandable. She does not understand 

Diccon's reluctance to let her confront Gammer about her 

alleged theft of Gammer's fine cock "with the yellow legs": 

"Go to, then! What is your rede? / Say on your minde; ye 

shall mee rule herein" (2.2.58-9). A better question than 

what Diccon advises could be why a successful alewife 

consents to be advised by a certified lunatic. 

Nevertheless, she agrees to wait until Gammer comes to her: 

"And, Diccon, but at your request, I wold not stay one 

houre" (2.2.72). 

Gammer, when Diccon tells her the other side of his 

plot, that Dame Chat blatantly took her needle, agrees after 

her initial outburst to calm down and not to tell that it 

was he who snitched. Of course Diccon has an ally in the 

gullible Hodge, who adds to the fire with his incoherent 

story of Diccon's "devill": "Of cat, and Chat and doctor 

Rat a felloneus tale dyd tell" (3.3.66). 

Even after a physical battle between the two old women 

(which must have caused general amusement then as now) 

Gammer still is no closer to recovering her "neele." Gammer 

sends for Dr. Rat to advise her—an inversion of the 

gratuitous "nod" toward the general myth about the great 

chain of being. He is not exactly an admirable specimen 

himself he is coarse and ignorant, but he understands the 
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pettiness of his parishoners' problems: 

I warrant you, when truth is knowen, and 

told they have their tale, 

The matter where-about I come is not worth 

a half-penny-worth of ale! (4.2.13-14) 

The plot device of the go-between illuminates the irony of 

the situation—the lunatic is the leader of the group.17 

Dr. Rat is so dense that the house has to fall on him— 

literally—before he catches on: "Who-ever it wrought and 

first did invent it, / He shall, I warrant him, erre long 

repent it!" (4.4.49-50) 

Why do the women, at least as capable as anyone, 

subordinate themselves to the men, requiring a male to 

oversee what is in effect the arbitration of the quarrel? 

The question is never answered satisfactorily, validating 

somewhat the conclusion shared by many critics that this 

country village is populated entirely with incompetents. 

The situation, ludicrous as it may be, nevertheless also 

(once again) melds illusion and reality: women, as the 

weaker vessels, must depend on men, even when the inmates 

are running the asylum, to solve their difficulties and 

legitimize their complaints. 

The long comic resolution, including the uproarious 

"discovery" of the needle in Hodge's breeches, contains the 

clearest representation of the lack of respect amounting 

almost to contempt in which the women of the village are 
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held by the legally recognized authority figures. The 

author of all the grief receives the lightest indictment. 

The only sane person in the village (it seems), the Bailiff, 

sorts everything out. The women, who have tried, however 

ineffectively, to assert their power, are "gossips," 

"scolds," "whores," and "fools." Diccon is merely "a false 

knave." The best that Gammer, Chat, and Dr. Rat, who have 

abused one another in the richest language throughout, can 

come up with for Diccon is "Fie on him! "18 

The Marginalized Heiress: The Supposes 

The Supposes, translated from Ariosto by Gascoigne in 

prose dialogue, prefigures the more traditional romantic 

English comedies.19 The play features the tedious speeches 

typical of the early dramas and the improbable plot device 

of young men exchanging identities, used with much success 

by later playwrights such as Shakespeare and Oscar Wilde: 

"This our Suppose is nothing else but a mystaking, or 

imagination of one thing for an other" (9-10). The wealthy 

young heiress, Polynesta, has been aided by the conventional 

nurse in carrying on an illicit love affair with Dulipo, the 

supposed penniless servant to the student Erostrato, for two 

years, an affair the nurse, Psiteria, regrets: 

. . . it is no small griefe unto me that . . . you 

have chosen for your darling a poore servant of 

your fathers, by whome shame and infamie is the 
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best dower you can look for to attayne. 

(1.1.32-8) 

Polynesta's first appearance (and her only lines) 

reveal a girl of quick wit and some spirit, as she reminds 

her nurse: 

And I pray you, whome may I thanke but gentle 

Nourse? 

• • • 

Who first taught him the way to my bed, but you? 

(1.1.39-40, 69-70) 

According to Pasiphilo, listed in the cast as a 

"parasite," Polynesta is a "woman of noble mind" (1.2.56), 

and to Dulipo she is his "peerlesse paragone" (2.3.6). 

Polynesta is not the innocent of later romances who decides 

to marry the man of her choice against her father's 

wishes.20 Her love, with the nurse's connivance, has 

already been consummated. She has, in effect, played her 

ace before the action begins. She is part of the conundrum 

of "supposed" relationships and is already in on the secret: 

"I love not Dulipo, nor any such as he; and yet I neither 

have changed, nor wil change, my minde" (1.1.88-90). 

The point, evidently, is to undermine the authority of 

Polynesta's father, Damon, and reject his choice, the 60-

year-old suitor Oleander: "I had rather be a noone a 

thousand times than be combred with suche a coystrell 

[knave]" (1.1.173-4). The standard comic structure used so 
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successfully in popular English comedy is here in place: 

the father negotiates the socially acceptable marriage with 

the richest suitor—an old "doctor" of law, a situation that 

would no doubt be uproariously funny to the lawyers at Grays 

Inn. Dulipo knows his father will also never approve of 

this match. Dulipo's anxiety is understandable, in view of 

the circumstances of this match; his devotion to Polynesta, 

now irreparably "damaged," is commendable. 

But the problem is compounded by the young lovers' 

behavior; they have not eloped and married, an act of 

disobedience bad enough in itself. Rather, they have 

committed the much more serious sin of fornication, always a 

more grievous stain upon the family honor for a young lady 

than for a man. And Damon's reaction when presented with 

the fait accompli is typical: "My daughter is defloured, and 

I utterly dishonested. How can I wipe the blot off my 

browe?" [emphasis mine] (3.3.47-50). The daughter's 

behavior, in other words, dishonors the legal authority in 

her life: her father. Damon's attitude of self-righteous 

injury is somewhat mitigated by his subsequent remarks, 

which reveal a depth of parental feeling or at least an 

awareness of responsibility he has failed to honor, and he 

readily accepts (at least when talking to himself) part of 

the blame for Polynesta's "fall": 

Alas, alas, I my-selfe have bene the cause of all 

these cares, and have deserved to beare the 
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punishment of all these mishappes! Alas, I should 

not have committed my dearest darling in custodie 

to so carelesse a creature as this olde Nurse! 

(3.3.52-57) 

Damon nevertheless chains the false Dulipo in the dungeon. 

And the nurse comes in for her share of blame: Old women are 

"either peevishe, or pitifull; either easily enclined to 

evil, or quickly corrupted with bribes and rewards" (3.3.58-

61). The frequency of invective against older women— 

particular old women in positions of dependency—is typical 

of their treatment both in the drama and in the social 

system. As "used" goods themselves, old women obviously no 

longer have that innocence that at once protects and is 

protected by chastity. In their "peevishness," old women 

are certainly not silent. And of course a creature "easily 

inclined to evil" is not in the least obedient. She is a 

lost cause and, as such, a danger to the innocent in her 

charge. 

Polynesta herself appears only in the first scene and 

the last. She is on stage in Act 5, scene 10, but is 

silent. All we know of her beyond her few lines is 

secondhand. To her father, she was a "pearle . . . a costly 

jewel1 . . . that hath been my cheefe comforte in youth, and 

is nowe become the corosive of mine age!" (3.3.69-72). And 

from her nurse: "Alas, it pitieth me to see the poore yong 

woman, how she weeps, wailes, and teares hir heare, not 
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esteeming hir owne life halfe so deare as she doth poore 

Dulipos" (3.5.44-48). 

When the time comes to vest all the "supposes" with 

their real natures, all the bargaining is among the three 

fathers: Oleander, in his joy at rediscovering the son he 

"supposed" to be lost, relinquishes his claim on Polynesta, 

"for wher I was desirous of a wife by whom I might have 

yssue, . . . now have I little neede" (5.10.31-4)—in other 

words, he no longer needs a brood mare. Philogano, the real 

Erostrato's father, in recompense to Damon for the "injurie 

[Erostrato] hath done vou [emphasis mine]," awards his land 

in dower to Polynesta. And Damon finds himself able to 

forgive and forget and "thinke my selfe moste happie now of 

all my life past" in his gratitude for having "gotten so 

toward a sonne-in-lawe to my selfe, and so worthye a father-

in-lawe to my daughter" (5.10.44-8). We of a more classless 

society cannot fail to notice that Erostrato's reinstatement 

as the son of the house, instead of the servant, goes far 

toward mitigating the stain on Damon's honor. 

Supposes is in truth a silly play, much too transparent 

and simplistic; however, it does illustrate the marginalized 

woman, in this case a heroine who has neither power nor (on 

stage at least) voice, whose future, although fortuitously 

allied with the man of her choice, is even so decided by the 

males in authority. She is "given" by the older authorities 

into the care of another authority. 
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"Kinge's Love, Jove, and Lightning": Campaspe 

Bradbrook says of John Lyly as playwright, "vigour was 

the chief virtue of Elizabethan comedy; what was needed was 

a strong infusion of order and grace. This was Lyly's gift." 

She claims further that "the ultimate aim of Lyly's drama is 

'self-mockery'" (Growth 71, 74). Campaspe. a court drama 

written in about 1584 for the Children of St. Paul's, is an 

unusual choice of material.21 Campaspe and Timoclea are 

war prizes taken in Alexander the Great's conquest of 

Thebes. Lyly wants less to tell a love story than to show 

kings, philosophers, and servants discoursing on the 

definition and the nature of love and men's responses to it, 

much like Plato's Symposium. 

Most critics focus on Alexander's heroic surrender of 

Campaspe to Apelles, the man she loves. Joseph Westlund 

says that "Campaspe elevates tact to the position of an 

essential attribute in a ruler; in addition it presents the 

virtue as one to which we must aspire" (214). As he is in 

his prose, Lyly is going to be less concerned with 

consistency and storyline than he is with language and its 

subtleties, according to George Baker, "too ready to depend 

on the way in which his figures speak rather than on truth 

to life in what they speak" (217). Bradbrook says that "it 

[the world of Lyly's comedy] is a world in which the rules 

of movement are fixed, but the powers governing them work 

arbitrarily" (Growth 72). 
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Westlund says of the structure of Campaspe that "since 

what one wants often conflicts with what others want, life 

continually demands some reconciliation of the two needs. 

Lyly organizes Campaspe for a maximum of such oppositions" 

(214). The first of these oppositions occurs in the 

separate reactions of Timoclea and Campaspe to their plight. 

Timoclea declares with a fiery spirit that "we are here now 

captives, whose neckes are yoaked by force, but whose harts 

can not yeelde by death!" She counsels pride and refuses to 

be humbled: "Alexander hath overcome, not conquered" 

(1.1.59-61, 67). Timoclea presents a startling contrast to 

Campaspe, who regards herself as "an humble hand-maid to 

Alexander" (1.1.116). Campaspe's first concern is to 

preserve her "honor"—all that a young girl of "meane 

parentage" can offer a future husband—indicative of the 

premium placed on virginity at that time and probably also a 

subtle compliment to the Queen: "I hope it shalbe no 

miserable thing to be a virgin. And rather doe I wish hee 

preserve our fame, then our lyves" (1.1.86-89). According 

to Peter Saccio, "Campaspe's objections [to power forcing 

love] are not an element in an emotional history, but 

another factor in the abstract web of propriety that Lyly is 

weaving" (63). Unfortunately, Timoclea, the potentially 

more interesting of the two women, never reappears after Act 

1, scene l.22 So we are stuck with the humble handmaid. 

When comparing the two captives and arguing about the 
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nature of love, Hephistion and Alexander reveal something 

about their own characters: Hephistion comments on the 

"stout courage" of Timoclea; Alexander judges birth and 

character on Campaspe's "sweet face." Alexander questions 

Hephistion: "Is love a vice?" Hephistion's answer: "It is 

no vertue" (2.2.25-26). Hephistion is horrified when 

Alexander declares, "I love, Hephestion! I love! I love 

Campaspe!—A thing farre unfit for a Macedonian, for a king, 

for Alexander" (2.1.32-34), because this is a culture that 

believes love effeminate. Campaspe already has an 

unconscious power over "the sonne of Phillip," who is as 

impulsive and love-sick as a French troubador. Because of 

Alexander's confession, Hephistion infers Campaspe's 

castrating power—a woman not to be trusted. He warns: "I, 

but she is beutiful. Yea, but not therefore chaste, I, but 

she is comly in al parts of the body. Yea, but she may be 

crooked in some part of the mind. I, but she is wise. Yea, 

but she is a woman!" (2.2.71-6) The last sums up all the 

evils Hephistion fears: women make warriors weak.23 

Campaspe has, according to this speech, many physical 

and intellectual virtues. She does not speak out for her 

freedom, indicative of the man's idea of the nature of 

woman: a good woman is silent. The evil fact that Campaspe 

is female is for Hephistion compounded by her condition as a 

captive of low or at least unknown birth: "and shall it not 

seeme monstrous to wisemen that the hearte of the greatest 
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conqueror of the world should be found in the handes of the 

weakest creature of nature? of a woman! of a captive!" 

(2.2.84-88). The disparity in rank is the widest gulf among 

several that separate Campaspe from her captors, thus 

providing for thematic purposes what Westlund terms "the 

recognition of opposites and the need to make 

discriminations among them" (215). 

After his initial horrified outburst, Hephistion's 

ensuing description not only demonstrates his considerable 

powers of observation regarding women's physical attributes, 

but also probably serves to inflame Alexander all the more, 

the exact opposite, it would seem, of his general's 

intention. Would audiences find this irony amusing? That 

depends on their view of women. Hephestion clearly fears 

the power of this woman over the most powerful legally 

recognized authority in the western world: Alexander the 

Great of Macedonia, who immediately reveals by his ignorance 

and arrogance the strength of Campaspe's "opportunity for 

power": "I am a king, and will commaund" her love (2.2.160-

61). Bombast is a disease that does not discriminate: 

Remember Roister Doister? Alexander, for all his passion, 

treats all the other characters with courtesy, including the 

philosopher Diogenes, who would try the patience of a saint, 

never mind his search for the archetypical "good man."24 

Obviously the artist Apelles "loves" Campaspe too. 

Campaspe and Apelles do not meet on stage until Act 3, and 
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when they do meet, she does not talk to him as a slave, but 

as an equal, when she accuses him of flattery: "I am too 

young to understand your speache, thogh old enough to 

withstand your devise: you have bin so long used to colours, 

you can do nothing but colour" (3.1.22-6). Apelles, 

assuming that Campaspe is Alexander's "paramour," defines 

authority: "For what is it that Kinges cannot obtaine by 

praiers, threates, and promises?" (3.5.49-51) But Campaspe 

reveals herself not only to be a woman of reason and good 

sense, but also a chaste woman, in whose nature Alexander 

mistakenly sees "a sweet consent . . . with a chast 

disdainei desire mingled with coynesse; . . . a curst 

yeelding modestie!" (3.3.187-90). Saccio says, "the nexus 

of relationship to Campaspe for Alexander is his own 

feelings; for Apelles it is her beauty, an image of ultimate 

being" (65). Everybody misjudges the woman and misdefines 

love. 

By Act 4 Campaspe, aware of her own preference, 

recognizes her dilemma and the prize she is offered. She 

also understands that love is not a matter of choice (nor, 

as Alexander seems to believe, of command) but nature: "and 

women that cast their eies upon kings may place their hearts 

upon vassals" (4.2.17-19). She shows great wisdom in her 

response to Apelles's question about what men must do to be 

believed: "Whet their tongues on their hearts" (4.2.45). 

Part of the problem in this particular situation is the 
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question of decorum: Campaspe, as a captive of Alexander, 

who loves her, has very little choice but to obey him. A 

woman of undetermined but humble class, she is conscious of 

the lack of options she has in the matter: "The meane estate 

is without care as long as it continueth without pride" 

(4.2.24-6). She loves the artist Apelles and recognizes 

Alexander's authority, and she also recognizes or intuits 

the futility of a king's love: "They place affection by 

times, by polecie, by appointment" (4.4.43-4). The 

implication is the tacit social approval of a woman who has 

the good sense to fall in love in her own social class. 

Campaspe seems to have a singularly clear understanding 

of her position, of the philosophy of rulers, and of the 

position of those who thwart rulers: 

If they frowne, who dares cal them unconstant? if 

bewray secretes, who will tearme them untrue? if 

fall to other loves, who trembles not if he call 

them unfaithfull? In kinges there can be no love 

but to queenes; for as neere must they meete in 

majestie as they doe in affection. It is requisite 

to stande aloofe from Kinge's love, Jove, and 

lightning! (4.4.45-53) 

It all has to do with how each individual defines the power 

of love, and I find it interesting that of all the 

characters in this play who define love, the one with the 

weakest mind, the softest heart, the crassest physical 
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needs—the woman—has the most realistic viewpoint. Whereas 

Hephistion fears the castrating power of woman's love, 

Campaspe fears the inconstancy of king's love. Whereas 

Alexander believes love can command a like response from the 

object of affection, Hephestion believes love to be a deadly 

poison, "a word, by superstition thought a god, by use 

turned to an humour, by selfwill made a flattering 

madnesse!" (5.4.54-56) Appelles, whose portrait reveals the 

soul he nevertheless cannot—or will not—see in the living 

woman, believes in the power of material gain to buy a 

woman's love: "Wil not she think it better to sit under a 

cloth of estate like a queene, then in a poore shop like a 

huswife? and esteme it sweeter to be the concubine of the 

lord of the world, then spouse to a painter in Athens?" 

(3.5.51-6) Because Campaspe can be his only on the canvas, 

he is doomed to "endure intollerable passions for unknowne 

pleasures" (5.2.16-17), perpetually marring her painting in 

order to continue seeing this "absolute bewtie." The 

cynical Diogenes thinks love "a little worser" than hate, 

because "it is better to hate the thinges whiche make to 

love, then to love the things which give occasion of hate" 

(5.4.91, 93-95). He only dislikes one thing about a woman: 

"That she is a woman" (5.4.103).25 

Campaspe, it is demonstrated, really is chaste, silent, 

and obedient. Her power lies in her tactic of passive 

resistance. She recognizes and seizes her opportunity for 
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power when Alexander, having finally understood that Apelles 

loves her, asks if she would like a match with the artist. 

She responds: "Your handmaid must obey, if you command" 

(5.4.166). Her acquiescence to Alexander's command 

passively undermines his authority by, first, establishing 

the truth that the force of command can control the body, 

but not the heart, and finally, by giving him the 

opportunity to be magnanimous and to boast to Hephestion 

that he is "able to resist love as he list" (5.4.222-23), 

thereby also proving the truth of Campaspe's remarks about 

the elemental nature of a king's love. 

Campaspe's dialogue has the characteristic elegance of 

Lyly's style—a study in language. As in most later 

Renaissance comedies, the baseborn characters in Campaspe 

speak as eloquently as the kings. The plot and far-removed 

setting prefigure the re-emergence of the popular romances. 

The characters are ill-defined, without many distinguishing 

features; earlier comedies have more robust, if coarser 

people, with more finely drawn personalities. But Campaspe 

represents for the first time a woman with a distinct 

philosophy, who thinks before she speaks, and whose choices 

are more initial action than reaction. She is a herald of 

even better-defined future heroines: of George 'a Greene's 

Bettris, who flatly defies her father and runs away— 

disguised as a man—to George's house? of Rosalind; of 

Beatrice; and of Portia. 
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In these four early plays, then, the use of feminine 

power to undermine male authority is somewhat problematical. 

In the case of Custance, Gammer, and Chat, feminine "power" 

seems to be a given. Yet these women voluntarily submit 

themselves to an outside male as "authority," although it is 

clear that they would be perfectly capable of solving any 

dilemma alone—an almost gratuitous bow to societal role-

playing. Polynesta overturns her father's authority in a 

way that compromises her own potential for power; as a 

corrupt jewel, she loses the credibility her "honesty" would 

have guaranteed. Still, she does eventually succeed, 

insofar as she is allowed the bridegroom of her choice. 

Campaspe's power is the most clearly defined, possibly 

because the authority against whom she must work is more 

clearly defined. These plays are studies of dramatic form, 

and in one case—The Supposes—an almost literal translation 

of an earlier Italian play with no attempt made to create a 

new play. Opportunities for power for the heroines of these 

early comedies are not so much opportunities to undermine 

male "authority" as to magnify the pretensions of 

authoritative males. Inevitably, the social system of which 

the playwrights were a part intrudes in these illusions, to 

further support, however covertly, the legal structure 

implicit in the male authority figures: the fathers, the 

bailiffs, and the kings. Each "success" is facilitated by a 

man in authority, and the highest authority represented 
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here—Alexander—is magnanimous only after the woman in 

question proves that she is the clearest representative of 

the "ideal" woman: chaste, silent, and obedient. 
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Notes 

1Alan H. Nelson says regarding the university plays 

that "even in such a male-dominated environment as 

Cambridge, . . . women were a significant although not a 

dominant factor in dramatic performances, particularly in 

their role as audience members, but in some minor cases even 

as performers," "Women in the Audience of Cambridge Plays," 

Shakespeare Quarterly 41 (1990), 336. Women, including 

Queen Elizabeth, would certainly have sometimes been in the 

audience at university performances and among the invited 

guests of honor to share the dais with high officers at the 

after-dinner performances in the great halls of the Inns of 

Court. See also Nelson, "Cambridge University Drama in the 

1580s," The Elizabethan Theatre. XI: Papers Given at the 

Eleventh International Conference on Elizabethan Theatre 

(Ontario: P. D. Meany, 1990). Robert Burkhart measured the 

likely area set out for the "stage" at the Middle Temple 

Hall, between the dais and approximate location of the 

central fireplace. The working area for the actors would 

have been nearly forty feet wide and just at seventeen feet 

deep, with the spectators probably viewing from every side 

and standing within range of intimate contact with the 

actors, "The Playing Space in the Halls of the Inns of 

Court," South Atlantic Review 56 (1991), 4. Lindsay 

McFadyen argues that part of the humor in the University 

plays—Gammer Gurton's Needle is his specific example—is 
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the circumstances under which they were performed, with the 

audience in close proximity to the players and unable "to 

forget the real gender of the actors playing Gammer Gurton 

or Dame Chat," "What Was Really Lost in Gammer Gurton/s 

Needle?" Renaissance Papers (1982), 10. In any case, most 

members of the audience for school plays would have been 

highly literate and well informed about the didactic purpose 

of such performances, intellectuals at once more easily 

entertained and more difficult to please. Queen Elizabeth 

was a formidable audience, on more than one occasion seen to 

leave her chair of state and walk to the edge of the playing 

area to demand that the players speak up, or to argue with 

the message of their text. 

2The authorship of Gammer Gurton7s Needle has been a 

major concern of scholars since the eighteenth century. 

According to William D. Wolf, Henry Bradley was "the first 

to suggest" William Stevenson as the "Mr. S Mr. of Art," the 

author generally accepted by scholars today, qtd. in "Recent 

Studies in Early Tudor Drama: Gorboduc. Ralph Roister 

Doister, Gammer Gurton's Needle, and Cambises." Philip Dust 

and William D. Wolf, English Literary Renaissance 8 (1978), 

113. 

3A11 quotations from Ralph Roister Doister are from 

Chief Pre-Shakespearean Dramas: A Selection of Plavs 

Illustrating the History of the English Drama from Its 

Origin Down to Shakespeare, Joseph Quincy Adams, ed. (New 
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York: Houghton Mifflin, 1924), 423-68. 

4Ewald Flugel assigns the date of composition to the 

time of Udall's mastership at Eton: 1534-41, "Nicholas 

Udall: Critical Essay," Representative English Comedies from 

the Beginnings to Shakespeare. Vol. I (New York: The 

Macmillan Co., 1930), 95. According to Philip Dust, "among 

those who argue for the date 1553 or 1554 are William Peery, 

'The Prayer for the Queen in Roister Doister.' UTSE 17 

(1948), 222-33; T. W. Baldwin, Shakspere's Five-Act 

Structure (1947); and T. W. Baldwin and M. Channing 

Linthicum, 'The Date of Ralph Roister Doister.' Philological 

Quarterly 6 (1927), 279-95; Cathleen H. Wheat disagrees with 

Baldwin and Linthicum that A Pore Helpe can be of any use in 

fixing the date of Udall's play, 'A Pore Helpe. Ralph 

Roister Doister and Three Laws.' Philological Quarterly 28 

(1949), 312-19. William L. Edgerton, in 'The Date of 

Roister Doister.' Philological Quarterly. 44 (1965), 555-60, 

concludes that the play was probably written in September, 

1552, and certainly not later than January, 1553," "Recent 

Studies in Early Tudor Drama: Gorboduc. Ralph Roister 

Doister. Gammer Gurton's Needle, and Cambises." English 

Literary Renaissance 8 (1978), 110-11. 

5See A. W. Plumstead, "Satirical Parody in Roister 

Doister: A Reinterpretation," Studies in Philology 60 

(1963): 141-54. Roister Doister joins the "catalogue of 

heroes" of chivalric romance (144). 
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6See Frederick Boas, University Drama in the Tudor Age 

(New York: Benjamin Bloom, 1966), and E. K. Chambers, The 

Elizabethan Stage. Vol. I (Oxford: The Clarendon UP, 1923). 

Nan Carpenter sees Roister Doister as "a dramatization of 

the old medieval debate: who is the ideal lover, the soldier 

or the scholar," 11'Ralph Roister Doister': Miles versus 

Clericus," Notes & Queries 7 [205] (1960): 168-70. 

7Another example of this tolerance is the treatment of 

Diccon the Bedlam in Gammer Gurton's Needle. The licensed 

beggars released from the lunatic asylums (in this case St. 

Mary of Bethlehem—"Bedlam"—in Bishopsgate) were often 

objects of derision and abuse. But J. W. Robinson points 

out that Diccon "is recognized, in a kindly manner, by the 

people of Gammer Gurton's village, as a frequent visitor," 

"The Art and Meaning of Gammer Gurton's Needle." Renaissance 

Drama 14 (1983), 56. 

®According to Barbara Hanawalt, "modern anthropologists 

have confirmed that the powerlessness of women forces them 

into gossip, ridicule, and other intrigue to gain their 

ends," "Lady Honor Lisle's Network of Influence," Women and 

Power in the Middle Ages Mary Erler and Maryanne Kowaleski, 

eds. (Athens: U of Georgia P, 1988), 207. See also The 

Elizabethan Woman: A Panorama of English Womanhood. 1540-

1640, Charles Carroll Camden (Houston: Elsevier P, 1952), 

162. 
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9There has some discussion among scholars about whether 

Custance can read. Nan Cooke Carpenter, in '"Ralph Roister 

Doister': Miles versus Clericus," Notes & Queries 7 (1960), 

168-70, agrees with Gustave Scheurweghs ("Nicholas Udall's 

Roister Doister." in Materials for the Study of the Old 

English Drama, ed. Henry de Vocht, 1963), that Custance is 

nearly charmed by the attention and the letter she cannot 

read, and only becomes angry after Merygreeke mispoints the 

letter out loud (168). But this position ignores what 

Custance says about the matter. Plumstead, in 'Who Pointed 

Roister's Letter?' Notes & Queries 10 (1963), 329-31, argues 

that Christian Custance could and did read Roister's 

mispointed letter and that Roister himself did the 

mispointing when he copied it from the scribe. Custance 

herself tells Merygreeke, "I will in and read my great 

letter" (3.2.97). And when she later hands the letter to 

him, consider her tart remark: "reade it, if ye can, / And 

see what letter it is to winne a woman" (3.3.30). 

10See Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (New York: 

Atheneum, 1966): 151. 

11A11 quotations from Gammer Gurton's Needle are from 

Chief Pre-Shakespearean Dramas: A Selection of Plavs 

Illustrating the History of the English Drama from Its 

Origin down to Shakespeare. Joseph Quincy Adams, ed. (New 

York: Houghton Mifflin, 1924): 469-99. 
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12Kozikowski, in "Comedy Ecclesiastical and Otherwise 

in Gammer Gurton's Needle." Grevfriar: Siena Studies in 

Literature 18 (1977), 11-12, and Douglas Duncan, "Gammer 

Gurton/s Needle and the Concept of Humanist Parody." Studies 

in English Literature. 1500-1900 27 (1987): 180, also find 

an interesting counterpoint to Hodge's superstition and 

Diccon's demonic mumbo-jumbo in the biblical satire of the 

oaths sworn on, respectively, Diccon's and Hodge's behinds: 

The Geneva Bible of 1560 was generally known as the 

"Breeches Bible," because of its description of Adam and 

Eve's clothing as "breeches." For critics arguing for an 

earlier composition date for Gammer. it is useful to know 

that the Wycliffe Bible of 1483 used the same term. 

13Joel B. Altman describes Gammer as "a recreation ad 

absurdum of the subjective world of Latin comedy," in which 

every character is oblivious to every other character as 

well as to the true state of affairs, The Tudor Play of 

Mind; Rhetorical Inquiry and the Development of Elizabethan 

Drama (Berkeley and London: U of California P, 1978), 156. 

Like Roister Doister. Gammer also has music between acts, a 

hallmark of English comedy: "Backe and syde, go bare," 

beginning Act 2, is an excellent example of the "drinking 

song." 

14Duncan says that "the source of the invention is more 

plausibly traced to a common-room wager: the challenge of 

writing a five-act comedy about something insignificant or 
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worthless, another proverbial facet of needles" 180. See 

also John W. Velz: "If the needle is found finally sticking 

in Hodge's buttock, it can scarcely qualify for the 

hyperbolic ritual laments its loss has occasioned or for the 

civic festivity its recovery precipitates," "Scatology and 

Moral Meaning in Two English Renaissance Plays," South 

Central Review 1 [Spr/Sum 1984], 9; and William B. Toole, 

"The Aesthetics of Scatology in Gammer Gurton's Needle." 

English Language Notes 10 (1973): 252-58. However, to 

suggest, as these critics do, that the basic invention of 

Gammer Gurton's Needle is insignificant or worthless, is— 

even laying aside the obvious biblical and sexual symbolism 

that lurks behind the frantic search—somewhat shortsighted. 

In fact, if I may digress further, needles, like swords and 

anything else made of iron, were not manufactured according 

to any rigid standards until much later, and so were 

inconsistent (hence the magical powers attributed to 

Hrunting, Hauteclere, and Excalibur, among others). A good 

needle, like a good sword or good horseshoes, was worth the 

panic its misplacement would cause. Peddlers sold needles, 

true, and they were not extremely expensive, but they were 

not "trivial." On the contrary, the entire conceit of the 

needle as representative of a lower middle-class value 

system—as well as its more obvious metaphorical 

significance—-seems to me to be extraordinarily subtle and 

imaginative. 
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15See also Freud's comments on the nature of jokes: 

"One can make a person comic in order to make him [this is 

Freud, remember] contemptible, to deprive him of his claim 

to dignity and authority," "Jokes and the Species of the 

Comic," James Strachy, trans., Theories of Comedy, ed. Paul 

Lauter (Garden City: Anchor Books-Doubleday, 1964), 402. 

16Diccon's "spells," in which he calls up demons to 

frighten the impressionable Hodge, serve, I think, to 

underscore the demonic nature of his role in the conflict, 

even as they satirically mock Hodge's superstitions. For 

more information about the psychological implications of 

folklore and fairy tales, see Bruno Bettelheim's The Uses of 

Enchantment: The Meaning and Importance of Fairv Tales (New 

York: Random House, 1977). 

17"The servus and the parasite are . . . grafted onto 

the tradition of the vice and the Fool. They in turn carry 

with them some sense of a topsy-turvy world, and even of 

that availability of truth through topsy-turveydom found in 

the birth of Heaven's king in a mean stable," according to 

Robinson (53). I would add that this theory can be expanded 

to include the suggestion, again, that Diccon is a demonic 

figure, and as such, a suitable inversion of the servile 

beggar customarily welcomed at the back stoop of these 

villagers' homes. 

18Alan S. Downer, in The British Drama (New York: 

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1950), argues that "its [the 
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play's] moral, whatever it may be, has successfully escaped 

detection" (53). Ingram says that the discovery of the 

needle in the most obvious place and the resolution is 

almost an afterthought "of no importance" (262). But 

Robinson believes that all of Gammer Gurton/s Needle, 

including its conclusion, illustrates both the proverbial 

homily of looking for the "lost coin" in the most obvious 

place, and the biblical injunction to love one's neighbor 

and behave with charity toward the less fortunate, in this 

case represented in the person of the Bedlam beggar ("Art 

and Meaning" passim). Again, modern readers should remember 

the original didactic purpose of the university play. 

19Supposes: A Comedie Written in the Italian Tongue by 

Ariosto. Englished by George Gascoygne. of Graves Inne. 

Esouire. and There Presented. 1566. Chief Pre-Shakespearean 

Dramas: A Selection of Plays Illustrating the History of the 

English Drama from Its Origin Down to Shakespeare. Joseph 

Quincy Adams, ed. (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1924): 536-

67. All quotations are from this edition. 

For a discussion of production and audience at Grays 

Inn, see David Bevington, From Mankind to Marlowe: Growth of 

Structure in the Popular Drama of Tudor England (Cambridge: 

Harvard UP, 1962), 35. 

20Richard Hosley points out that Polynesta's 

promiscuity "is characteristic of Roman comedy," as is the 

fact that she is only on stage twice, and the play's 
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emphasis on fathers, "The Formal Influence of Plautus and 

Terence," Elizabethan Theatre. John Russell and Bernard 

Harris, eds. (New York: St. Martin's P, 1966), 143. 

21Campaspe: Played Beefore the Oueenes Maiestie On 

Newveares Dav at Nicrht. bv Her Majesties Children, and the 

Children of Paules. by John Lyly, Chief Pre-Shakespearean 

Dramas: A Selection of Plays Illustrating the History of the 

English Drama from Its Origin Down to Shakespeare. Joseph 

Quincy Adams, ed. (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1924): 609-

35. All quotations are from this edition. 

According to Jocelyn Powell, Lyly's plays "are aimed at 

a difficult audience that was at least as interested in 

itself and its sovereign as in the play," "John Lyly and the 

Language of Play," Elizabethan Theatre. John Russell and 

Bernard Harris, eds. Stratford-upon-Avon Studies 9 (New 

York: St. Martin's P; London: Edward Arnold, 1966), 157. 

22Timoclea is mentioned in Plutarch as one of the 

Theban captives. She has tricked her guard and stoned him 

to death, and is so eloquent in her own defense that 

Alexander sets her free, Plutarch's Moraliar with an English 

translation by Frank Cole Babbitt, Vol. 3 (London: William 

Heinemann Ltd.; New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1931), 561-

67. 

23Hephistion's hysterical reaction to Alexander's 

confession of love has more than one implication. It has 

already been demonstrated that Lyly drew much of his plot 
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and characters from Plutarch's biography of Alexander, in 

which Hephistion is not only one of Alexander's greatest 

generals, but also his lover (ch. 47). 

24Joseph Westlund's argument that Alexander "will not 

be tyrannical, for love cannot be forced," overlooks the 

conqueror's arrogant behavior, "The Theme of Tact in 

Campaspe," Studies in English Literature. 1500-1900 16 

(1976), 218. Alexander clearly reveals by his words and 

actions that he thinks love can be forced: "I am a 

conquerour, she a captive; I as fortunate as she faire; my 

greatnes may aunswere her wants, and the giftes of my minde 

the modestie of hers. Is it not likely, then, that she 

should love? Is it not reasonable?" (2.2.169-74) That he 

eventually learns otherwise may stem in part, it can 

reasonably be argued, from Campaspe's persuasive power. 

On another occasion Alexander reveals exactly where 

Campaspe ranks in his scheme of things. When Hephestion 

remarks that love has clouded his judgment, "You love, and 

therefore think any thing," Alexander replies, "But not so 

far in love with Campaspe as with Bucephalus, if occasion 

serve either of conflicte or of conquest" (3.4.46-50). In 

other words, as Philip Dust points out, "Alexander loves the 

young lady no more than he loves his horse," "Love and 

Empire: A Renaissance and Restoration Dramatic View of 

Alexander the Great in John Lyly's Campaspe and Nathaniel 

Lee's The Rival Queens." Archaeological News 11 (1982), 81, 
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thus reinforcing Campaspe's instinctive distrust of a king's 

love. Troilus will make a similar comparison when he meets 

Diomedes—who is by then Cressida's "guardian"—in the final 

battle scene of Troilus and Cressida, and demands vengeance, 

not for his lost love, but for the loss of his horse (Act 5, 

scene 2). 

25Douglas L. Peterson sees in Campaspe a "sophisticated 

piece of dramaturgy devoted to a question of timely 

importance to members of a court society that was 

endeavoring to reconstitute itself along the lines of 

continental models: What forms of recreation are most useful 

to men who by birth are destined to rule?" "Lyly, Greene, 

and Shakespeare and the Recreations of Princes," Shakespeare 

Studies 20 (1987), 76. He compares Alexander's use of 

Campaspe with Prince Hal's use of Falstaff and Francis, 

among others, as didactic activities designed to define 

"honest" recreation—play with an instructive purpose—as 

opposed to "sporting" recreation. According to this 

interpretation, then, Campaspe becomes merely a tool with 

which Alexander demonstrates his mastery of "his own 

affections," her pain and confusion only interesting as 

foils for Alexander's self-control and fitness to rule. 



CHAPTER III 

PARADOX OF CLASS: THE SUCCESSFUL—AND UNSUCCESSFUL-

WOMEN OF THE MIDDLE-CLASS OR "CITY" COMEDIES 

Feminine power is in some cases an increase in force of 

will, in others simply a matter of well-placed trust. In 

the forty years or so (1552-1597) since Gammer and Dame Chat 

fought it out in the street, comedy has come full circle, 

with the so-called city comedies, featuring as their main 

characters—in addition to the upper-class young lovers and 

court sycophants—tradesmen and merchants, apprentices, and 

a wide variety of women from all over the social spectrum.1 

Three plays that I believe clearly illustrate the 

development of the city comedy alongside the romantic 

comedies of the late sixteenth century and the darker 

comedies of the early Jacobean period are The Merry Wives of 

Windsor (1597), which, although set in the suburban village 

of Windsor, explores the marriages, friendships, and 

conflicts of yeomen landowners; Dekker's The Shoemakers7 

Holiday (1599), whose plot is more a holiday from reality 

than anything else, but whose characters capture the flavor 

of the Royal Exchange and the vigor of workaday craftsmen 

and their women; and Middleton's Michaelmas Term (1605), a 

much harsher look at Jacobean London, according to Anthony 

Covatta, "a bewildering maze of disguise and intrigue" 

120 
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(Middleton 87). Each play features three intertwined plots 

addressing three problems of feminine power. The "middle-

class" comedies frequently take a high moral tone—albeit in 

some cases so subtle as to be almost invisible—against, 

among other things, debt, theft, and the evils of harlotry, 

and in these plays, as in all Jacobean drama, can be 

observed a movement toward individual accountability. 

The middle-class women, like the lower middle-class 

Gammer Gurton and Dame Custance of the mid-sixteenth 

century, are forthright and self-assured, reflecting, 

according to Robert Weimann, "feudal family pride mingled 

with the bourgeois sense of family, pomp with thrift, 

frivolity with chastity, pessimism with optimism" (169) . 

The wives are among the most successful women in 

Renaissance comedy. Certainly the middle-class wife as she 

is portrayed in city comedy is not a byword for "silence" or 

"obedience." Meg Page and Margery Eyre would laugh at 

Campaspe's diffidence and Alexander's pomposity. The 

middle-class wife is focused, independent, and she generally 

treats the men in her life as children, with varying degrees 

of success.2 

In addition, the city comedies reflect more variety in 

opportunities offered to women—though most opportunities 

are lower down the socio-economic ladder than "choice" would 

usually opt for. And even in those opportunities are 

proscribed limits that illustrate, even more clearly than 
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the narrower options upper-class women have, just how 

dependent even so-called independent women were. For 

example, as Caroline Cherry points out, the most powerful 

women in society, as far as personal freedom is concerned, 

are the prostitutes: 

Though male attitudes toward them are most 

commercial, they have liberated themselves, both 

mind and body, more than any other group of women 

in the comedies. They have the ability to gull 

the people who would use them, to unmask pretense 

and hypocrisy, and to turn the tables on the 

greedy entrepreneurs.3 

Dick Hellgill puts it succinctly enough in Michaelmas Term: 

"women ne'er rise but when they fall" (1.2.50). But this 

freedom comes at a terrible price. If the woman succeeds 

far enough to turn the tables on the man who would be pimp 

and, in exposing his nefarious intentions, ends up married 

to him, as the Country Wench and Andrew Lethe, for example, 

she has exploited an opportunity for power in a way that 

ruins her name and chains her to a man who has already 

demonstrated that he has no respect for her personally. If 

she does not succeed in escaping her new-found "freedom," 

then eventually fiction and reality at some point meet in 

the virtual certainty that she will acquire—and spread—the 

diseases that affirm the myth that all women are lustful and 

(therefore) diseased. 
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The new wealthy class—the businessman and his wife— 

and land-poor aristocrats whose only wealth was in their 

bloodlines, eventually came to an understanding, though both 

sides declared privately that such dealings represented 

distasteful necessity, at best. Consequently, much of the 

popular literature and even art came to explore the progress 

of such negotiations as well as the responses of the two 

people most directly affected and yet paradoxically least 

directly involved. 

In the comedies which delineate the mores and manners 

of the upwardly mobile, the treatment of marriageable 

daughters is more crassly commercial than anywhere else.4 

Unmarried girls are still marketable chattels, but they 

frequently remain stubborn-fast in refusing to be sold to 

their fathers' choices, preferring to choose their own 

husbands, even when such action puts them at risk, as in the 

case of Sir Roger Oatley's Rose, whom he keeps in the 

country in an effort to coerce her obedience. Mr. Page, Dr. 

Caius, Evans, and Slender—even Fenton at first—all see 

Anne Page as property, a view she understands and about 

which she is serenely unconcerned. Historically, city (and 

suburban village) girls also worked for wages; they were in 

fact sometimes apprenticed in and masters of a variety of 

trades, and women belonged to the craft guilds. Wives, such 

as Margery Eyre and Thomasine Quomodo, frequently worked 

alongside their husbands and were allowed to train 
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apprentices, and widows often continued in the business 

alone with great success.5 

And again, there is much we do not know. Virginia 

Woolf believes that the middle-class woman began to write 

only toward the end of the eighteenth century, and when she 

did write, she wrote novels. Her culture and personality is 

more a matter of conjecture that anything else (112). It 

was not that she did not know how to write, but that she was 

too busy. Diaries and letters were for the woman with time 

on her hands. Of course, we can add that not many middle-

class men wrote personal diaries or letters. And the middle 

classes were not the objects of serious historical and 

sociological studies until much later.6 But most critics 

do believe that the dramatists' serious portraits of the 

bourgeoisie, when they are not caricatures, are probably 

fairly accurate, even when the situations they are made to 

play in are not.7 

Good Women and Good Marriages 

The Merrv Wives of Windsor 

The Merry Wives of Windsor8 is Shakespeare's only 

fabliau (a possible exception might be parts of A Midsummer 

Night's Dream), popularly believed to have been written 

around 1597, in response to a request from Elizabeth, who 

wanted to see Falstaff in love.9 (That Her Majesty was 

reportedly delighted with the play is interesting in what 

her opinion implies about the court's definition of love.) 
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This play examines the evolution of former, fixed rules of 

authority and features a three-pronged attack on those rules 

in the three intertwined plotlines: first is Falstaff's 

attempted seduction of two respectable married women, and 

their subsequent display of feminine power in retaliation, a 

circumstance that enables the two women also to resolve the 

problem presented in the second plot, Mr. Ford's 

unreasonable jealousy combined with a pathological fear of 

cuckoldry and witches. Finally, the third plot presents the 

more standard comic situation featuring a marriageable 

daughter and her desire to marry the man of her choice. 

Everybody is out to trick everyone else, and is, in turn, 

tricked. As it happens, though, in this case the women get 

the last laughs, so to speak. Unlike the women in Gammer 

Gurton's Needle and Ralph Roister Doister, the merry wives 

do not require a man's help to fight their battles or 

validate their honesty (although the men frequently act as 

unwitting assistants to their own public humiliation). 

Shakespeare created unusual objects for the fat 

knight's courtly conceit: two middle-aged, middle-class 

women who are not only happily married but also "fiercely 

chaste" (Anne Barton 288).10 In calling them "middle-

class" I am stretching the definition somewhat. They are 

more correctly identified with the landed gentry, but I 

believe that their behavior places them in the same category 

with the female members of the Middle Class, as they are 
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represented in the city comedies.11 A trivial but signal 

point is that most of the characters have surnames, more 

common in the merchant and serving classes in the drama. 

Much of the commentary on The Merrv Wives of Windsor 

concerns the discrepancies in the characters of Sir John and 

his cronies, Pistol, Bardolph, Nym, and Shallow, compared 

with their counterparts in the second Henriad. Certainly 

Falstaff, as a knight and a person of the court, is out of 

place in the village of Windsor, and he is not the same man 

who defined honor as air. He has lost the strong sense of 

dignity that clothed even the most ridiculous situation in 

silk. What most distinguishes him from the other 

characters, however, is not his title, but his language; he 

is still "a man who can make words do exactly what he wants 

them to" (Barton 288). Mistress Quickly, although no longer 

a tavern hostess (she is now housekeeper for Dr. Caius, and 

also serves as somewhat of a confidant for all the other 

women in the play), still mangles the Queen's English, 

usually with a bawdy twist. Carol Thomas Neely suggests 

that the Mistress Quickly in Merrv Wives, "widowed, and 

attached to men only as Caius's housekeeper—is more 

central, powerful, and sympathetically represented" than the 

Mistress Quickly of the histories ("Dramatic 

Representations" 119).12 

The Windsor community is not a fragmented feudal 

aristocracy in its twilight (represented metaphorically, I 
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suggest, by the overblown, lecherous, larcenous knight), but 

a society whose members require no validation for their 

places in it. Certain standards of behavior were expected 

from both men and women, and violators of those standards 

were subject to punishment at the hands of the community.13 

By the time we meet Falstaff, we already know that he 

and his cronies have enraged Shallow and Slender, and we 

know he is out of money and must resort to "cony-catching." 

Alice Ford and Meg Page are solid, respectable country wives 

with solid English names, married to solid country 

gentlemen. The Mistresses Ford and Page have each, we are 

told, cast amorous eyes on Falstaff (Mrs. Ford has given 

"the leer of invitation" [1.3.45], and Mrs. Page "gave me 

good eyes too" [1.3.59]), and he means to "be cheaters to 

them both, and they shall be exchequers to me" (1.3.69-71). 

This from—the suspect at best—Falstaff himself, who has 

written identical letters of invitation to each of the 

ladies. We note that the limits of his romantic interest 

are defined by the ladies' access to their husbands' purses. 

And what do these toothy ladies say? Mistress Page, upon 

receipt of Falstaff's really very well-written letter, is 

outraged: "How shall I be reveng'd on him? for reveng'd I 

will be!" (2.1.30-31). Her friend Mistress Ford responds in 

much the same way: "What tempest, I trow, threw this whale 

ashore at Windsor? How shall I be reveng'd on him?" 

(2.1.64-66). 
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The ladies' opportunity for power—at least as far as 

Falstaff is concerned—reveals itself immediately. He is a 

buffoon, not to be taken seriously, and in his attempt to 

exploit the suppositions of women's frailty in matters of 

sex, he has misjudged (not for the first time, it would 

seem) his prey. Parten observes that Falstaff's initial 

assumption that he will succeed in seducing one or both of 

the merry wives lies in the very guality that provides their 

descriptive epithet, the "not uncommon assumption . . . 

that levity of spirits, in a woman, implies a corresponding 

levity of morals" (188), an assumption Mrs. Page confirms: 

"I was then frugal of my mirth. Heaven forgive me!" 

(2.1.27-8). She suggests, "Let's consult together against 

this greasy knight" (2.1.107), and in the two women's united 

front is a communal expression of social order. Falstaff's 

targets are women of indestructable virtue. In addition, he 

has angered Pistol and Nym, who carry tales to Mr. Page and 

the jealous Mr. Ford, thus inadvertently presenting the 

ladies with a second opportunity, if not exactly to 

undermine husbandly "authority," represented in the person 

of Mr. Ford, at least to teach it a lesson.14 

These two couples, Ford's unreasonable jealousy aside, 

may be the healthiest of all of Shakespeare's married 

characters.15 The Pages have a solid, friendly, good-

humored relationship, and Mr. Page trusts his wife's 

chastity completely; he is content to let his Mrs. Page 
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handle the situation—perhaps another indication of the 

social system of the time in which the middle-class male is 

that much more secure and willing to share authority with 

his female partner.16 His legally recognized authority is, 

in the living, a trusting partnership, as he affirms: "If he 

[Falstaff] should intend this voyage toward my wife, I would 

turn her loose to him; and what he gets more of her than 

sharp words, let it lie on my head" (2.1.181-84), maybe the 

highest conjugal accolade in comic drama. 

For this trust, Ford calls Page "a secure fool . . . 

[that] stands so firmly on his wive's frailty" (2.1.233-34). 

Ford's fear of being a cuckold is a left-handed salute to 

his wife's inventiveness and stubbornness: "Then she plots, 

then she ruminates, then she devises; and what they think in 

their hearts they may effect, they will break their hearts 

but they will effect" (2.2.305-308). The shift from "she" 

to "they" indicates a man who has no particular evidence 

against his wife, but who has an "irrational fear of women," 

according to Nancy Cotton ("(W)itches" 323), thereby also 

holding to the traditional patriarchal line that women are 

insatiable, untrustworthy witches (see Act 3, scene 2, in 

which Ford invites the men in the tavern to dinner so that 

he can show them a "monster").17 

Act 3, scene 3, features the first of Falstaff's 

humiliations, the laundry basket trick; as in Gammer and 

Roister Doister the wives use women's weapons to defend 
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against attack by a predatory male who would invade their 

community and besmirch their honor. Falstaff is lured to 

the Ford home, thinking he will enjoy the afternoon with a 

plump matron. The plan is to teach "this gross wat'ry 

pumpion . . . to know turtles from jays" (3.3.40-41), by 

having him dumped from the laundry basket with the dirty 

linen into the "muddy ditch close by the Thames side" 

(3.3.15-16), and to trick Mr. Ford into thinking his wife 

really is cuckolding him. 

Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page have no romantic pretensions. 

Their opportunities for power are grounded in their rational 

knowledge of who they and theirs are: Mrs. Ford answers 

Falstaff's flowery compliments with "a plain kerchief, Sir 

John. My brows become nothing else, nor that well neither" 

(3.3.59-60).18 The ladies are human enough to enjoy their 

joke on Sir John and Mr. Ford: 

Mrs. Page: "Is there not a double excellency in 

this? 

Mrs. Ford: "I know not which pleases me better, 

that my husband is deceived, or Sir John." 

(3.3.176-79) 

These women are clearly superior wives and rational beings, 

not hysterical fishwives. Mistress Ford can be forgiven for 

her desire to make her husband a laughing-stock. Mrs. Page 

agrees with her: "We'll leave a proof, by that which we will 

do, / Wives may be merry, and yet honest too" (4.2.104-05), 
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as the ladies plan their second "assignation" with Falstaff. 

Mistress Ford is seconded in this effort by Ford himself, 

who, rather than try to keep his wife's "infidelity" secret 

so as to hide his shame, invites the entire community to 

join him as he catches his wife in the act of horning him. 

What Ford catches instead is poor Falstaff dressed up like a 

woman, a woman Ford in his haste to believe the worst thinks 

he recognizes as a local "witch," which makes him insensible 

with rage. In his guise as Mother Prat, Falstaff serves to 

displace Mistress Ford as a whore, adulterer, and witch. 

Nowhere else does Shakespeare dress a male character as a 

woman, as if to underscore the secure (and peculiar) power 

of these particular women.19 Thus, the two wives are at 

once vindicated and avenged when Mother Prat takes the 

beating.20 Ford finally realizes his foolishness and begs 

pardon: "Now doth thy honor stand, / In him that was of late 

an heretic, / As firm as faith" (4.4.8-10), whereupon the 

four friends plot together to gull the fat knight a third 

time. 

Anne Page and her suitor Fenton form the third plotline 

in Merrv Wives, appearing together for the first time in Act 

3. Anne Page's problem is an embarrassment of riches: the 

traditional comic plot featuring two rich, completely 

unsuitable suitors and the young Fenton, of whom her father 

disapproves because "he kept company with the wild Prince 

and Poins; he is of too high a region, he knows too much" 
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(3.2.72-74). Another consideration is of course Anne's 

dowery; Master Slender has decided he loves Anne when Sir 

Hugh Evans tells him of her "seven hundred pounds, and 

possiblities" (1.2.47-48). Her father, as Slender's 

champion, clearly does not intend to give the portion into 

Master Fenton's charge: "The wealth I have waits on my 

consent" (3.2.76-77). Mrs. Page also disapproves of Master 

Fenton, though a little less strenuously than her husband, 

perhaps because she also disapproves of Mr. Page's choice 

("Slender is an idiot"). Her choice of a husband for Anne 

is the ludicrous Dr. Caius. One of the more interesting 

aspects of The Merrv Wives of Windsor is the relationship 

between Mrs. Page and her daughter. The mother's active 

participation in her daughter's marriage negotiations is 

rare in comedies from this period—in most cases there is no 

mother at all, never mind a powerful, intelligent mother. 

To Fenton's complaint about her father's objections to 

him as a husband, Anne replies, "May be he tells you true" 

(3.4.11), which prompts his confession that he initially was 

attracted to her father's wealth. This dialogue establishes 

the grounding of a mature relationship based on mutual 

affection and understanding, in contrast to the business 

arrangement Anne's parents believe they would like to see 

her make. The solution for Mistress Anne Page is simple: 

undermine the authority obstructing her wishes—her father, 

and by extension, her mother—as soon as an opportunity for 
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power presents itself. The delicate part of the problem is 

not only to get round her father, but to make him like 

it.21 Mistress Quickly, taking advantage of a singular 

opportunity—as she sees it—to manage things as she thinks 

they ought to be managed, and make a little extra income on 

the side, takes money from all three suitors and promises to 

do what she can for all three, "but speciously for Master 

Fenton" (3.4.108). Thus, although she is peripheral to the 

main action, Mistress Quickly quickly makes herself central 

to the power structures being torn down and reformed, both 

by acting as go-between and stage managing the final scene 

of Falstaff's denouement in Windsor Forest. 

Fenton breaches the customary etiquette of the Windsor 

social system with the complicity of Anne, who demonstrates, 

in her description of her father's choice Slender, her 

awareness of the mercenary nature of most marriage 

contracts: "0, what a world of ill-favor'd faults / Look 

handsome in three hundred pounds a year!" (3.4.32-3). In 

keeping with the traditional romantic comic plot, their 

dialogue is poetry, whereas Falstaff's "wooing" is prose, 

the solid language of the tavern and the working class. 

Slender and Caius are pliable sorts, easily fooled and not 

really much of an obstacle. Indicative both of Mrs. Page's 

power and her personality is the fact that, despite her 

preference for the Doctor, Fenton and Anne appeal to her for 

help. Her response reflects good sense and confidence in 
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her own power to make (or at least to influence) such a 

decision in her daughter's behalf: (appropriate to the 

romantic plotline Mrs. Page also speaks verse): 

Good Master Fenton 

I will not be your friend nor enemy. 

My daughter will I question how she loves you, 

And as I find her, so am I affected. (3.4.88-91) 

Curiously, Mr. Page does not exercise his parental and 

spousal authority as would be customary. Instead he plans 

to have Slender "steal . . . Nan away, / And marry her at 

Eton" (4.4.74-75). Why does the head of the house need to 

sneak? The plan is more typical of those who would grasp 

power than of those who already have it, which indicates, in 

my opinion, Mr. Page's respect for his wife's 

resourcefulness. More typical is Mrs. Page's plan for the 

doctor (as it happens, it is the same as her husband's): 

"I'll to the doctor, he hath my good will. . . . That 

Slender . . . is an idiot; / And he my husband best of all 

effects. / The doctor is well money'd and his friends / 

Potent at court. He, none but he, shall have her" (4.4.84-

89). Mrs. Page's lines indicate two things: that she lied 

in her promise to consider Fenton's plea and Anne's feelings 

and that her resolve about her choice for Anne's future has 

not changed, which also means that she does not intend to 

respect her husband's choice either. 

Fenton reveals Anne's plan to the host: she has 
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consented (to her father) to wear white and allow Slender to 

steal her away; she has agreed (to her mother) to dress in 

green and allow Dr. Caius to steal her away. She and Fenton 

plan their own elopement and thereby undermine the authority 

of both parents. 

All three plotlines merge in the final scene of 

Falstaff's humiliation in the woods. Falstaff, disguised as 

Herne the Hunter in his antler hat, is made a symbolic 

cuckold to raise the specter and cast it out.22 The demon 

of Mr. Ford's fear of witches is also exorcised in the 

symbolic nature of the two women going into the woods at 

midnight to meet a horned man, which Cotton points out 

"images a witches' sabbath" ("(W)itches" 324). Gradually, 

the shadows are cast out; Slender and Caius are left to 

discover that their "brides" are, respectively, "a great 

lubberly boy" (5.5.184), and "oon garsoon" (5.5.205), and 

Mr. Page learns that his authority has been undermined, by 

both his wife and his daughter. 

Upon being presented with a fait accompli, there is no 

great consternation; nothing indicates that any of the 

principal women—Mrs. Page, Anne Page, or Mrs. Ford—are 

much in awe of any patriarchal authority. That Falstaff can 

be gulled three times may stretch our imaginations somewhat, 

but the power of the wives remains within the bounds of both 

rationality and propriety. Indeed, all evidence suggests 

that Page and, eventually, Ford do not take it too 
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seriously. They can none of them be too unhappy at the turn 

of events: the opportunity to make a fool of the knight; and 

Anne, after all, has made a good marriage, even if it is not 

one of their choosing. Mr. Ford pronounces the prevailing— 

theoretical at least—belief: "In love, the heavens 

themselves do guide the state; / Money buys lands, and wives 

are sold by fate" (5.5.232-33). 

Elizabeth was no doubt pleased with the perfect comic 

ending of Merry Wives—harmony reigns, order restored, a new 

order begins: Anne chooses for herself. As Page says: 

"Well, what remedy?" Both parents wish nothing so much as 

"many, many merry days" for the young people. Ford learns 

to trust his wife and count his blessings. And everybody is 

invited to the Pages' for an impromptu reception "by a 

country fire— / Sir John and all" (5.5.242-43). 

The Merrv Wives of Windsor may indeed be a piece of 

fluff done as a rush job by royal request. The inconsistent 

dialogue style indicates a certain carelessness. 

Nevertheless, I see in these comfortable, good-humored 

characters a broadly based feminine power structure, with a 

decidedly strong comment on the ordinary English family. 

"Well, let that pass": Some Wives Money Can Buy, 

and Some It Cannot: The Shoemakers7 Holiday 

Shakespeare's plays command so much critical attention 

that we often overlook everyone else in what David Farley-
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Hills (among others) calls "that astonishing flowering of 

theatrical talent" (2) from 1599 to 1625, when the Golden 

Age of English drama had only seventeen years remaining to 

it. The Shoemakers7 Holiday23 is one of Thomas Dekker's 

early plays; certainly it is his most popular. Frederick 

Boas says that "The Shoemakers7 Holiday . . . gives a 

picture of citizen-life in London which can have been little 

affected by the change of dynasty" fStuart Drama 148).24 

Boas overstates the case somewhat: as far as plot, Dekker's 

is probably the least realistic of the three plays in this 

chapter. The dialogue of the ordinary people, however, is 

wonderfully hearty. As with Merrv Wives. Dekker's plays 

reflect the parallel development of the drama featuring the 

middle class, alongside such plays as Shakespeare's dark 

comedies, the so-called problem plays, which herald the even 

darker Jacobean dramas that depict a soured, decadent upper 

class whose values were eroding. 

Dekker's is the world of the City of London, teeming 

with life and larceny, and altogether joyous. It is not 

classless, but people seem to move easily among classes. In 

the major storyline, Simon Eyre, a shoemaker, becomes 

alderman (we are not sure exactly when, because we are never 

told; he simply suddenly decides to put on the alderman's 

red gown), sheriff, and finally Lord Mayor of London, a 

social rise that mirrors his (possibly illegal, or at least 

questionable) acquisition of wealth; the play's close finds 
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Eyre hosting a party for the king and apprentices together. 

The Earl of Lincoln's heir gets a job as a shoemaker (after 

he buys his way out of the military) in order to be near the 

woman he hopes to marry. A wealthy country gentleman offers 

to marry a "wench" he has met at the Royal Exchange. But we 

are less concerned with the King of England cavorting with 

commoners, acting as deus ex machina at the finale, and the 

machinations, legal or otherwise, that raise a shoemaker to 

the office of Lord Mayor, than we are with what effect such 

events have on the women concerned. How does the action 

offer opportunities for power to Margery Eyre, Rose Oatley, 

and Ralph's wife Jane? The Shoemakers' Holiday, like Merry 

Wives. features three intertwined plotlines and three power 

structures. Externally, the three plots concern problems in 

three distinct social levels. How the three women, each in 

her own social stratum, use the power is of interest to us. 

Is Muriel Bradbrook correct when she says that "patience in 

adversity is Dekker's endowment of all his heroines" (134)? 

The Earl of Lincoln's nephew, Rowland Lacy, loves Rose 

Oatley, the Lord Mayor's daughter, a match opposed by both 

the girl's father and the young man's ward as entirely 

unsuitable because of the class difference, a distinction 

rapidly blurring as class, in the early modern period, 

becomes in many cases a matter of wealth instead of birth. 

More is implied in the Lord Mayor's explanation to Lord 

Lincoln of his opposition to the match than "too mean is my 
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poor girl for his high birth" (1.1.11). In fact, Sir Roger 

Oatley's explanation indicates just the opposite: 

Poor citizens must not with courtiers wed, 

Who will in silks and gay apparel spend 

More in one year than I am worth, by far. 

(1.1.12-14) 

The implication completely affirms, by all historical 

accounts, the average citizen's opinion of courtiers as lazy 

wastrels who do little else than spend money they have not 

earned on "gay apparel," an opinion Oatley confirms when he 

secretly applauds young Lacy's becoming a shoemaker: "And 

yet your cousin Rowland might do well, / Now he hath learned 

an occupation: / And yet I scorn to call him son-in-law" 

(1.1.42-44). It also, by way of contrast, affirms the 

general courtier's view of the citizen as a dour puritan, 

judgmental and stiff, whose daughters are trollops. 

Problem two emerges with the introduction of the 

shoemaker Simon Eyre, who proceeds to introduce himself as 

"the mad shoemaker of Tower Street," and his wife as "this 

wench with the mealy mouth that will never tire" (1.1.127-

28). Gordon Ross calls Margery Eyre "one of the most 

entertaining and carefully drawn minor characters in 

Elizabethan comedy" (7). Her husband evidently does not see 

her charm. His response to her first words seems 

unnecessarily harsh: "Peace, midriff, peace! I know what I 

do. Peace!" (1.1.135). The immediate cause of his rudeness 
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is Margery's questioning his generous offer to provide 

Lincoln and the Lord Mayor with shoes (free) for seven 

years: "Seven years, husband?" Secondarily, they are trying 

to prevent the impressment of Ralph, one of the shoemaker's 

journeymen, for service in the Dutch wars. When Margery 

begs Lincoln to intercede, Eyre says: "Away with your 

pichery-pashery, your pols and your edipolsi Peace, 

midriff; silence Cicely Bumtrinket! Let your head speak 

[emphasis mine]" (1.1.156-57). The use of power in this 

instance will serve as a determinate for equality within the 

family, and also, in the case of Rose, a kind of maternal 

protection from a too-harsh father. 

Eyre's blustering is evidently intended to establish 

him as the authority, the "head" of his family in the old-

fashioned, heirarchical sense, much as a peacock spreads his 

tail feathers to demonstrate his attractiveness and 

potency.25 The next time Margery speaks, she is quieted 

again: "Peace, you cracked groats, you mustard token, 

disquiet not the brave soldier" (1.1.204-05). In all, 

Margery has three lines in Act 1, each of which prompts an 

abusive tirade from her husband; Eyre seems to have no 

patience with women and their romantic falderols. And yet, 

Eyre's purpose in addressing Lincoln, apart from his anxiety 

over possibly losing a talented shoemaker, is to try to keep 

the crown from separating newlyweds too soon. 

Ralph and Jane Damport, whose relationship is by all 
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evidence loving and gentle, represent the lowest rung of the 

social order, as Ralph's imminent induction into the 

military implies. Ralph's parting gift to Jane of a pair of 

shoes he has made with his own hands, and his admonition to 

her to "wear them, my dear Jane, for thy husband's sake; / 

And every morning when thou pull'st them on. / Remember me, 

and praye for my return" (1.1.232-34) are touching. David 

Kastan believes that the blocking action in this third power 

structure "is not primarily the suit of Hammon but a society 

in which Jane can actually be lost in the burgeoning density 

of London and Rafe apparently killed . . . in a war in 

which the poor serve unwillingly and anonymously" 

("Workshop" 329). Jane's only "power" is the power of 

choice: as her actions affirm, she is obedient to Rafe's 

wish that she wear his gift; she is chaste and steadfast 

against Hammon's arguments; and she is silent, disappearing 

into the vast impersonal city to make her own way.26 

In Act 2 Margery Eyre comes into her own in her own 

home. She has her opinions, and it is not Eyre alone who 

has "men enow" but "we have not men enow, but we must 

entertain every butter-box" [Dutchman] (2.3.50-51), when her 

husband suggests hiring "Hans," the disguised Lacy. 

Act 2 also introduces Oatley's daughter Rose for the first 

time, whose love for Lacy manifests itself in the flowery 

language typically reserved for the courtly lover, and who 

has been walled in by her father—also typical of the legal 
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control exercised over their children by aristocratic 

fathers—a demonstration of both Oatley's social 

aspirations, what Kastan calls "bourgeois desire . . . 

gratified by claiming rather than cancelling aristocratic 

privilege" ("Workshop" 333), and the blurring of class 

distinction in city comedy. Rose and Lacy form the most 

traditional couple (in the comic sense) of the three. The 

power struggle is not between the lovers, but against the 

even more persuasive authority of their father/guardians: 

the oldest male in the patriarchy is the legitimate 

authority. In keeping with the tradition of romance, Rose's 

dialogue, at least at this time, when she weaves flower 

garlands and moons over Lacy, is the least realistic of the 

three major female characters, and at the moment she is 

helpless, dependent upon her woman Sybil—prophet—for news. 

In scenes 4 and 5 of Act 2, a deer hunt runs through 

the garden of "Old Ford," the Oatleys' country home, during 

which Hammon—"a citizen by birth"—meets Rose. The 

language of the hunt (typical of the Petrarchan tradition: 

hunter, hind), with which Hammon and Rose cap courtly 

phrases, forms an effective (if overworked) backdrop for 

this first meeting. Later, in town, the Lord Mayor, who 

favors the match based on a conversation of roughly fifteen 

minutes' duration, invites Hammon to court Rose, but she 

flatly refuses Hammon's suit: "I mean to live a maid" 

(3.3.30), responding to his flowery chivalry with suspicion 
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("within those eyeballs I espy / Apparent likelihoods of 

flattery" [3.3.6-7]), and scorn: "What, love rhymes, man? 

Fie on that deadly sin!" (3.3.49). Although this is not the 

resourceful Rosalind or the fiery Beatrice, Rose 

nevertheless demonstrates in Act 3 a fearless integrity 

combined with a clear assessment of the true value of 

courtly love, which both surprises and angers her father, 

who orders her back to the country. Fortunately for Rose 

(probably) Hammon is not a golddigger and does not mind one 

way or another. Hammon combines in his person the grace and 

the ennui of the decadent upper class. He later makes it 

clear that he will not marry a woman whose father has to 

force her. Rose's stubbornness and Hammon's refusal to 

pursue the matter render Oatley powerless. 

Hammon drifts through the play from one woman to the 

next, courting and trying to buy. He has met a shop-girl 

who pleases him mightily, beyond the constraints of class: 

"it is not wealth I seek. / I have enough—and will prefer 

her love / Before the world." This "wench," we learn 

shortly, is Ralph's Jane. Having met Jane first, Hammon is 

just as happy to "court" the "old love," having "no luck 

with the new" (3.3.52-55). 

Ralph, in the meantime, has returned from the wars 

permanently crippled, to learn from Margery that Jane has 

left, evidently in a pique, and the shoemakers do not know 

where she is. Hammon's seeming unconcern with Jane's lowly 
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social position serves as a counterpoint to the contrast 

between Ralph and Rowland Lacy, in which we can discern 

Dekker's comment on the widest gulf remaining between upper-

and lower-class citizens: Lacy is able to buy his 

replacement in the wars, and so return to the relative 

safety of London. Ralph has no such option. Further, Lacy 

has failed in his obligation to his class and king, an act 

of treason made doubly egregious by his purpose: to marry a 

girl who by birth is beneath him, and by his actions: he 

takes the disguise of a shoemaker, also beneath him,27 

working for Simon Eyre, who, in yet another counterpoint to 

the Hammon/Jane, Ralph/Lacy contrasts, continues to belittle 

Margery in front of his workers by harping on her former 

position as a shop girl: "tittle-tattle," "kitchen-stuff," 

"Have not I ta'en you from selling tripes in Eastcheap, and 

set you in my shop and made you hail-fellow with Simon Eyre, 

the shoemaker?" (3.1.59-61). 

Margery rolls with the punches, so to speak. Her 

response to Eyre's bluster is usually a dry irony: "Yea, yea 

man, you may use me as you please; but let that pass" 

(3.1.37), and "Yea, yea, 'tis well; I must be called 

rubbish, kitchen-stuff, for a sort of knaves" (3.1.44-45). 

G. K. Hunter says that "it need not surprise us that the 

energy of the workshop language is directed most forcefully 

. . . especially against Margery Eyre," whom Hunter regards 

as a "standing target" ("Bourgeois" 6).28 
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I do not agree with Simon Shepherd's assessment of 

Margery Eyre as "a scold, a shrew . . . no good at 

managing," whose "real role is that of idle social ornament" 

(Amazons 45-46).29 Except for her grievance that Jane, 

"because she was married, grew more stately than became her" 

(3.4.110-11), the evidence at hand suggests otherwise. 

Margery seems to understand Eyre's bluster: the tolerance of 

a grown woman for a little boy's bombast, helping the 

peacock preen. When Eyre is suddenly (inexplicably) named 

alderman, and he is dressed in the satins of his alderman's 

cloak (the system provided at the time the appropriate 

plumage), the person whose validation he seeks first is 

Margery's: 

Eyre: How say'st thou, Maggy, am I not brisk? 

Am I not fine? 

Marg: Fine? By my troth sweetheart, very 

fine!" (3.1.107-109) 

and 

I never likt thee so well in ray life, 

sweetheart; but let that pass. I 

warrant, there be many women in the city have 

not such handsome husbands, but only for 

their apparel; but let that pass too. 

(3.1.108-11) 

In Act 3 we learn that it is not Eyre's wrath the 

journeymen fear; it is Margery's. And yet they can tease 
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her familiarly. Firk: "But come, dame, I hope you'll chide 

us no more." Firk teases her about her "rising in the 

flesh"—her inclination to gentility—probably based on her 

pretensions to upward mobility, and compares it to Eyre's 

"rising in the flesh"—pride in his new gown and gold ring: 

"But you are such a shrew, you'll soon pull him down" 

(3.1.134). Margery anticipates her new social status as 

wife of the Master Sheriff, with its new clothes and 

expenses. Margery is a lusty, working-class woman, not 

above a little bawdiness, and she does not really have her 

head turned: "dame is a fair name for any honest Christian" 

(3.4.18-19), much the same kind of mature response to 

ephemera as Mistress Ford's answer to Falstaff; Margery does 

not insist upon "mistress." And she jokes with Hodge and 

"Hans" about a new dress: "I must enlarge my bum, ha, ha!" 

(3.4.32). This is not a shrew and a scold. Margery is a 

woman who recognizes the power her position offers her, and 

she expects no more and no less than a good citizen's wife 

of "six and thirty year" should have. Her position is 

secure, despite Eyre's fits of rhetoric, and she has no need 

for assistance in establishing her place. 

In contrast, Rose Oatley will have to exploit any 

opportunity for power that may arise, in an effort to ensure 

her future, both romantically and economically. Oatley 

holds an increase in his daughter's dowry as a bribe "upon 

condition she'd be ruled by me" (3.5.45). Rose's counter-
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threat, to "live a maid," demonstrates her strength of 

character in a show of passive resistance by refusing to 

marry anyone, dowery or no. Rose has no mother, who might 

have provided a leavening influence. The Oatley plot is 

based on much historical evidence of young women forced, 

sometimes violently, into marriage, Lady Jane Grey to name 

one. Elopement was the only active power available for 

young daughters of wealthy men to marry against their 

father's will—when they could get away. Frequently, 

powerful fathers, if they did not condemn the couple to 

poverty, were able to have such unions annulled, as Oatley 

and Lincoln later attempt to do, and therefore it took no 

small courage to defy a particularly brutal parent. And 

when Oatley's surprise entrance threatens to uncover Lacy's 

disguise, Lacy panics; Rose is the one who keeps her head: 

"A man, and want wit in extremity? / Come, come, be Hans 

still, play the shoemaker" (4.4.26-27). 

Rose conspires with Sybil to defy her father and elope 

with "Hans"—Lacy: "Love which gave strength to bear ray 

father's hate, / Shall now add wings to further our escape" 

(4.4.51-52). Oatley's response to his daughter's elopement 

with a man he believes to be a common tradesman is probably 

more typical of the "old school" of parenting: he disowns 

her. "Well, let her fly, I'll not fly after her, / Let her 

starve, if she will: she's none of mine" (4.5.48-49). 

Consider in contrast Mr. Page's response to Anne's marriage 
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in Merry Wives. But the lovers do not face Rose's father 

alone. They find a champion in Simon Eyre, now suddenly 

Lord Mayor, and his "Madgy," whom, in the absence of Rose's 

mother, he appoints in loco parentis and sends to escort the 

couple to the Savoy and witness the wedding. 

In the meantime, Hammon has tried "thrice" to win Jane, 

whose "hands are not to be sold" (4.1.28). As he presses 

her for an answer to his proposal, he offers letters that 

say her husband has died in France. In her sorrow, Jane 

still refuses (with an eloquence unusual for a seamstress), 

but somewhere between Act 4, scene 1, and Act 4, scene 3, 

Jane has agreed to marry Hammon, and in one of those 

coincidences too good to be true, sends her shoes to Ralph 

to have copies made. Ralph and the other shoemakers 

confront the pair at the church door, and Jane makes her 

choice; there was never any doubt about whom she loved. But 

she is silent when Hammon tries to treat her as a piece of 

property—twenty pounds seems to be the going rate. Ralph 

is made of better stuff than Sir Roger Oatley, however, and 

will not sell his wife: "Hammon, dost thou think a shoemaker 

is so base to be a bawd to his own wife for commodity? Take 

thy gold, choke with it!" (5.2.81-83). 

In the festivities that follow at the Guildhall, King 

and commoner celebrate together in a spirit of equality? 

Oatley and Lincoln are overruled by the King, and so must be 

content. Hammon, as the losing suitor, is appropriately not 
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among the company, but Ralph and Jane are. All is forgiven, 

and everybody is, if not happy, at least resigned. Dekker's 

conclusion is of course too pat. The final scene is not 

meant to imply that the democratic spirit prevails in the 

City of London; rather, The Shoemakers' Holiday is about 

what a shoemaker might become, given the chance, and what a 

generous heart can do for others. Although Bradbrook damns 

"Dekker's good women" with faint praise, arguing that they 

"emerge from their trials too often, like some perfect 

machine, guaranteed mechanically perfect under all 

conditions" (Growth 134), the three women of The Shoemakers/ 

Holiday, representative of women's places in three different 

levels of society, are not afterthoughts but integral parts 

of the story, choosing for themselves, even if, as in Jane's 

case, the choice probably means a short life of lonely 

hardship; or if, as in Rose's case, the choice may mean a 

loss of dowery and disgrace. Margery Eyre is not only a 

partner in her husband's enterprises, she is also able to 

provide much-needed feminine support to Rose, a use of power 

that at once demonstrates independence from a subservience 

to class and approbation of the younger woman's effort to 

determine her own future. As for Bradbrook's comment that 

Dekker's heroines are "patient" in adversity, I think they 

are better described as biding their time. 
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Problematic Uses of Power: Michaelmas Term 

Although none of Thomas Middleton's plays can be dated 

with any certainty, Michaelmas Term is usually thought to 

have been written sometime between 1604 and 1606.30 

Compare how, in just a few brief years, the view of 

humankind has darkened. The humor, if it can be called 

that, is twisted, sinister. The allegorical Michaelmas 

Term, in the Induction, introduces the theme of material 

wealth got through greed and extortion, and the resultant 

sexual and spiritual sterility: "Where bags are fruitful'st 

then the womb's most barren" (25), a theme repeatedly 

sounded throughout, in such remarks as Shortyard's 

speculation that men with both money and children had 

"helps" (4.1.35-40). None of the characters is at all times 

exactly what he or she seems. Each has occasion, for a 

variety of reasons, to deceive someone else. Even society 

deceives—an inverse of the usual: gentlemen become the 

victims of a merchant; parents become the servants of their 

children, all reflecting what W. Nicholas Knight calls an 

aristocracy that "had become as debased a commodity under 

James as were the cloth goods in the play" ("Language" 

106).31 Easy, Rearage, Salewood, and Cockstone are all 

classified as "gentlemen" in the Dramatis Personae. That 

all are gulled by a woollen draper and his familiars 

underscores the subtle secondary comment on the growing 

corruption of the leisure class. Middleton's examination of 
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the three major female characters, Thomasine Quomodo, Susan 

Quomodo, and the Country Wench, is at best unsentimental; at 

worst it becomes cynical.32 A comparison of the 

problematical success of these three women with the women in 

the two earlier plays in this chapter reveals the unsettling 

probability that feminine success in exploiting power is in 

some degree facilitated by a congenial social setting 

wherein masculine authority remains secure. 

Michaelmas Term, by general consensus, is not 

Middleton's best play.33 Certainly the characters and 

action of later plays such as A Mad world. Mv Masters. Women 

Beware Women, or Anything for a Quiet Life are more 

memorable. The charactonyms, along with the temptation and 

corruption of innocents, proclaim the play's morality-play 

ancestry (Growth 167), but the citizens of Michaelmas Term 

prefigure the careless aristocracy of the Restoration 

Comedies: cynical wastrels and giddy whores. Even the young 

male leads, Easy and Rearage, along with their cronies, are 

somewhat unsavory. Power plays in this setting are not 

usually actions made to ensure a life of happiness but 

exploitations of the moment: a soul is sold for a silk gown 

by a girl whose ignorance is appalling: "the thing that's 

kept is a gentlewoman born" (3.1.229). The corruption of 

the "city proper," according to Covatta "a bewildering maze 

of disguise and intrigue" (Middleton 87), the back-street 

world of pimps and whores, courtesans and carrion confidence 
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men, that robs the purse and the spirit, is finally 

renounced for the daughter (and her dowry) of "honest" 

mercantilism.34 Knight points to the importance of the 

Induction "to link acts of conscience . . . with heirs, 

redemption, recovery, reversion, remainders, and 

distinctions between voluntary (remainder) and contested 

(reversion, with its claims lying in both grantor and 

grantee) actions at the law" ("Language" 92). 

Una Ellis-Fermor believes that Middleton has two 

"supreme gifts." One is his "capacity for tragedy," and the 

other is his "discernment of the minds of women; in this no 

dramatist of the period except Shakespeare is his equal at 

once for variety and penetration" (Jacobean Drama 152). 

Covatta credits Middleton's characters with "the ability to 

look below the surface, to engage reality" (86). And Cherry 

finds that Middleton's plays demonstrate tremendous "insight 

into the factors of economics, seclusion, inadequate 

education, and male dominance which condition women to 

cunning and acquisitiveness" (vii),35 Michaelmas Term 

offers, like both Merry Wives and Shoemakers' Holiday, three 

intertwined plots with interesting views of three women who 

make conscious choices for themselves: Thomasine Quomodo, an 

unhappy wife; and two marriageable girls--Thomasine's 

daughter, Susan, and a young woman known only as "Country 

Wench." The chaotic shifting of scenes and characters 

underscores the uncertainty of a woman's power that, 
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finally, in this world of the corrupt city, is for the most 

part illusory. 

The first plot concerns Master Rearage's courtship of 

"the rich draper's daughter," Susan Quomodo (1.1.70). The 

conflict is a standard one—the young lady's father, 

Ephistian Quomodo, "affects . . . one Andrew Lethe," who is 

never mentioned without some reference to what he "forgot," 

usually his antecedents. This first conflict departs from 

the usual in two ways. First, Andrew Lethe is not the rich, 

established suitor customarily favored by a father, to the 

distress of a helpless daughter. Quomodo has apparently 

accepted Lethe's outward trappings as the young man's bona 

fides of property and breeding. In fact, as we learn 

shortly, "Lethe" is an alias for one Andrew Gruel, son of a 

tooth-drawer, and in his own way a confidence-man: "whom for 

[Susan's] happy portion I wealthily affect" (3.1.246-47).36 

Second, Susan is not against the match; on the contrary, as 

Rearage says, only the mother favors his suit. Lethe's 

problem, then, is not the father or the daughter, but her 

mother and his own, Mother Gruel, who can expose him as a 

fraud. Susan does not seem to have a problem that would 

require the uses of power; she and her father share the same 

lack of perception.37 

The second plot concerns Master Easy, up from the 

country, and Quomodo's efforts to cheat him of his property. 

As the subsequent action tacitly proves, Quomodo's explicit 
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description of the fundamental goals of both gentry and 

citizen is in this case accurate: "They're busy 'bout our 

wives, we 'bout their lands" (1.1.121). 

Thomasine Quomodo is directly involved in the first two 

skeins of this braid, as Susan's mother and Quomodo's helper 

in the woollen shop, and indirectly in the third: she is the 

only one who sees through Andrew Lethe. We shall see if 

Thomasine is successful in exploiting the peculiar 

opportunity for power her realist's eye gives her. But her 

description of Lethe confirms her reading of his character: 

"and how does he appear to me when his white satin suit's 

on, but like a maggot crept out of a nutshell—a fair body 

and a foul neck" (2.3.15-18). Her comparison of Rearage and 

Lethe is based not on what they say, but on how they treat 

people. Her comparison of Quomodo and Easy is the immediate 

cause of her growing sympathy for the latter. 

Lethe has his own plan for enticing "Mother Quomodo." 

In the the meantime, he plans to keep a whore to "maintain" 

his "appetite" (1.1.266). The Country Wench, tempted from 

her father's house by the pander Dick Hellgill with promises 

of silk dresses, fine jewels, and social position, is the 

subject of the third plot: "I am in a swoon till I be a 

gentlewoman" (1.2.66). Hellgill does not need to rely on 

his powers of persuasion to convince this girl who has no 

judgment whatsoever: "How easily soft women are undone!" 

(1.2.60). Knight, among others, notes that Country Wench's 
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lack of moral fiber is more a result of her sheltered life 

than any innate predeliction toward evil; she just wants 

nice clothes: "The agreement with Hellgill has transformed 

Wench from country innocence to citified sin" ("Language" 

96): 

Wench: and you know what flesh is man's meat till 

it be dressed? 

Hellgill: Most certain, no more, a woman. 

(1.2.66-68) 

Middleton offers a comparison of the experiences of 

Country Wench and Easy by using parallel scenes, with 

Country Wench coming in a poor second. While Easy emerges 

from the "school of experience," according to David Holmes, 

"morally unscathed," Country Wench is "utterly corrupted" 

(32). Richard Easy is too easy; Cockstone says of him: "a 

fair free-breasted gentleman, somewhat / Too open" (1.1.65-

6). He is swindled with little effort by total strangers on 

the basis of a supposed mutual acquaintance, and so loses 

his property, according to Gail Paster the "essential 

possession of the ruling class" (166). When Quomodo's 

familiar, Falselight, comes to the draper's shop to 

introduce Easy to Quomodo, Thomasine ("sweet honey-thigh") 

is excused. Despite Quomodo's intimate nickname for his 

wife, his lascivious description of Easy's land (2.3.108-

110) implies that Quomodo, in common with many middle-class 

males in the city comedies, has traded sexual potency for 
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success in acquisition: the conquest of goods has displaced 

"conquest" of women, which helps explain Thomasine's 

quickness to exploit the opportunity he unwittingly hands 

her. Thomasine leaves demurely, and says in an aside: "I'll 

watch above i' th' gallery, but I'll see your knavery" 

(2.3.103-04), and she does. Her horror and pity at what she 

overhears prompt her to determine to help Master Easy behind 

her husband's back: "Why am I wife to him that is no man?" 

(2.3.273). 

The only recognized authority in Michaelmas Term is 

Quomodo, master of legal "niceties," climbing to financial 

success on the backs of aristocrats he has swindled, the 

latest being Easy. Knight says, "Middleton is explicit and 

precise about the import of conflicts within the law that 

can lead to loopholes or chicanery" ("Language" 90). A 

question we must ask is how do the women navigate this legal 

labyrinth? Authority based on situational ethics will 

probably also find the "loopholes" in any attempt to 

undermine it, even if it has to invent them. 

Quomodo's ambition is to achieve with money the peerage 

denied him by birth, buying an education for his son, Sim, 

and a husband for his daughter, Susan. He is so self-

absorbed that, except where money and property are 

concerned, he has ceased to be human. He decides to fake 

his own death to test his son's loyalty and business acumen, 

and also to see "how pitiful my wife takes my death" 
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(4.1.10-11), affording Thomasine an opportunity to right the 

wrong he has done to at least one man, and, further, to 

insult him by marrying over his coffin. 

Quomodo is not overtly cruel to either his wife or his 

daughter during the course of the play, but after his faked 

death Rearage remarks to Thomasine that her husband did not 

often use her "so well as a man mought," and she concurs, 

explaining why she counterfeits grief at being widowed.38 

Left to herself, she happily contemplates the future: "I 

have the leisure now both to do that gentleman [Easy] good 

and do myself a pleasure" (4.4.42-44). Thomasine wastes no 

more time and tears on Quomodo than she has to. She does 

the courting, gets the priest, sweeps Easy off his feet: 

"The angels have provided for me" (4.4.98), and marries him. 

In the meantime, Mother Gruel and the Country Wench's 

father have come to town looking for their children. Mother 

Gruel does not recognize her son in the beribboned fop she 

meets on the street, but she recognizes his pretentiousness. 

Despite his daughter's letter telling him she is going to be 

"happily preferred to a gentleman's service," The Wench's 

father is not deceived: "As false as she is disobedient" 

(2.2.18). In the father, we see the result of an "unshapen" 

youth; he too lost his "name and state" in "this man-

devouring city," as Rearage, Easy, and their cronies are all 

just learning: "0 heavens, I know the price of ill too well! 

. . . / And how soon maids are to their ruins won" (2.3.29, 
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31). When he is hired into service by his now-fallen 

daughter, Father learns exactly what Lethe thinks of her, as 

do all the young gentlemen of Lethe's acquaintance: 

"Wagtail, salute them all, they are friends" (3.1.105), and 

later: "When all comes to all 'tis but a plain pung" 

(3.1.252). 

The Country Wench has convinced herself that her 

extralegal position is temporary. Her rude awakening to the 

knowledge that Lethe plans to marry Susan Quomodo, that he 

never intended for her to be anything but his whore, results 

in her resolve to ruin his life: "It shall go hard but I'll 

forbid the banns: I'll send a messenger into your bones, 

another into your purse, but I'll do't" (3.1.345-48), a vow 

that indicates her recognition of her new freedom and its 

tremendous cost—the inevitable result of promiscuity for 

both women and men—disease and poverty. Country Wench 

commands the power of vengeance, which is always a temporary 

power and frequently has a nasty habit of backfiring. She 

understands that by exposing Lethe she exposes herself; what 

she (pitifully) does not understand is that everyone else 

already knows. 

The only power that may serve the Country Wench at 

least marginally is a negative one: her reply to her 

father's harsh condemnation demonstrates a new-found 

cynicism that will use the lessons of mercantilism only too 

well: "Do not all trades live by their ware, and yet called 
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honest livers? do they not thrive best when they utter 

most, and make it away by the great? is not wholesale the 

chiefest merchandise?" (4.2.13-17). 

The Country Wench does provide Rearage with the 

opportunity to show Susan Quomodo the duplicity and weakness 

of Andrew Gruel/Lethe, for which Susan immediately thanks 

him: "Pardon my wilful bindness, and enjoy me; / For now the 

difference appears too plain / 'Twixt a base slave and a 

true gentleman" (5.2.11-13). Susan's shift in preference is 

in perfect keeping with the shallowness of the typical 

comic/romantic ingenue, and she provides an interesting 

contrast to the young daughters of The Merrv Wives of 

Windsor and The Shoemakers' Holiday. Her paper-thin 

affections may temporarily please her mother and Rearage, 

but those affections will not wear well without the maturity 

to judge for herself. In this respect Susan is perilously 

close to the Country Wench. 

It is not certain at play's close (when the judge 

redistributes money, property, and women, with a variety of 

admonitions) whether Thomasine's marriage to Easy will be 

acknowledged. Evidence suggests that it will not be—that 

Quomodo still has legal claim to her, as the judge states, 

"after some penance and the dues of law" (5.3.58), which 

makes Thomasine, in effect, a bigamist, albeit 

unconsciously.39 In terms of a patriarchal society, what 

Thomasine has done, of course, is to validate the general 
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assumption about women's lust when she married Easy in her 

mourning clothes, an act that undermines the authority of 

her (first) husband, and which cannot be acknowledged as 

legal. Quomodo loses his land and money, but Thomasine 

loses her chance at happiness.40 Simon Shepherd says that 

Thomasine, at the end, "is stranded and her predicament 

twists out of shape the otherwise 'happy ending'" (Amazons 

48).41 

The women in this play, as in so many, are only 

sketchily developed. Their opportunities for power are 

relatively few, resolved to guarantee almost certainly lack 

of ultimate success. Of the forgetful Lethe the judge 

declares: "He shall both marry and taste punishment" 

(5.3.112), a little redundant in this case. Lethe responds: 

"Marry a harlot, why not?" It makes little difference to 

him one way or another; he has no respect for any woman, and 

even his own mother disowns him. The Country Wench has 

achieved her goal, ruined Lethe's chances for a bride with a 

large dowery, and won him for herself, a poor victory 

indeed. But Lethe and Hellgill have taught her something. 

Lethe may find himself surprised one day, when his wife 

"forgets" the lessons of her upbringing, as she has already 

indicated she will, in her cavalier responses to her 

father's painful accusations: "we are not always bound to 

think those our fathers that marry our mothers, but those 

that lie with our mothers; and they may be gentlemen born, 
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and born again for ought we know, you know" (4.2.27-32). 

Thus, the resolution of Michaelmas Term is similar to 

that darkest of Shakespeare's comedies, the so-called 

problem plays; that is, no real comic resolution occurs 

except for Susan and Rearage—and some might want to 

question Susan's sudden and dubious change of affection from 

Lethe to Rearage. Easy makes no protest whatsoever at the 

judge's remarks to Quomodo regarding his marriage to 

Thomasine; he gives her up as "easily" as he gave up his 

patrimony and never speaks to her again. His penultimate 

line, "Yes, truly, I praise heaven" (5.3.81), is praise for 

recovering his property, not his wife. Appropriately, 

Easy's last words in the play are to Lethe: "I'm sorry you 

take such a bad course, sir" (5.3.149-50). Both men have 

misused women as blatently as Quomodo misused the law. The 

opportunity for power in this play, for two of the women, is 

adultery (or bigamy), the only revenge for women caught 

between the workplace and the church, as Shepherd suggests 

(49). Shortyard's comment on those who use extralegal means 

to obtain money and power is appropriate for all the 

principals in Michaelmas Term, male and female: "This is the 

fruit of craft: / Like him that shoots up high, looks for 

the shaft, / And finds it in his forehead" (5.1.42-44). 

In the city comedies we find women of all ages, from a 

variety of social backgrounds. The Merrv Wives of Windsorr 
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The Shoemakers' Holiday, and Michaelmas Term all feature 

marriages of long standing and matrons who exploit specific 

opportunities for power with varying degrees of success. 

The merry wives and Margery Eyre clearly operate from 

positions of security and relative equality with their 

husbands. When we compare the success of their "power 

structures" with that of a less-secure wife, Thomasine 

Quomodo, whose exploitation of power is vaporized, as though 

it never happened, we must conclude, I think, that whether 

we want it to be so or not, powerful women are successful at 

least in part because the men most directly involved with 

them facilitate their power. 

Each play also features a typical romantic plot of a 

marriageable daughter hindered by some block from achieving 

wedded bliss. By comparing the three, we can trace a 

downward curve—if probability of future success can be 

measured graphically—from Anne Page's successful effort to 

marry the man of her choice, and the welcome the newlyweds 

receive back into the community; to the less certain future 

of Rose and Lacy, whose male authority figures must be 

forced to accept them; and finally to Susan Quomodo and her 

last-minute substitution of one man, Rearage, for the one 

she thought she wanted, Andrew Gruel/Lethe. Susan's only 

champion is her thoroughly (legally) discredited mother. 

Finally, all three plays feature women from what we 

would term a lower-class background: Mistress Quickly, 
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housekeeper to Dr. Caius; Jane Damport, a seamstress; and 

the Country Wench, daughter of a poor-but-honest puritan. 

In this last we find the greatest contrast in character and 

opportunity. Mistress Quickly holds a respectable position 

in the community and is a fearless advocate for the other 

ladies. Her opportunity for power is limited to the 

assistance she gives the wives in gulling Falstaff and the 

young people in their elopement. Her success is most 

obvious in the happy outcome; her reward is the bribe money 

everyone gives her. Jane, already married to a shoemaker, 

is the hallmark of feminine virtue: chaste, silent, and 

obedient. Her first opportunity for power, marriage to a 

wealthy gentleman and escape from the drudgery and uncertain 

future of a shop girl in London, she reluctantly decides to 

exploit only after learning that her beloved Ralph has been 

killed. Her immediate about-face when she sees that he is 

in fact alive reveals her strength of character and her 

moral rectitude, which is also, as a question of choice, a 

kind of power. 

The Country Wench seems the very antithesis of 

everything Jane personifies. Her misplaced values and greed 

assure her corruption at the hands of Dick Hellgill and 

Andrew Lethe. But in her way, she exploits an opportunity 

for power as no other woman in this chapter can. Having 

gained the credentials of a married woman, the Country Wench 

gives every indication that she will continue to maintain 
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the freedom and power she can command as long as she has a 

body to sell. In this respect she is as strong in her way 

as Jane Damfort. Michaelmas Term represents as well as any 

early seventeenth-century comedy the skewed values and 

downward spiral of the overall worldview of the Jacobean. 

What we would call merely qualified success merits real 

consideration as valid exploitation of opportunity in the 

dark, cynical comedies to come. The difference, I believe, 

lies in the Country Wench's acceptance of the terms of the 

game: in her world, all the men and women are whores, and 

anyone who would exploit the opportunity for power in that 

world makes no effort to call them gentlemen and—ladies. 
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"Individualists like Quomodo weakened the very frame of 

society by their appropriation of the lands of the ruling 
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traditional social hierarchy," "Quomodo, Sir Giles, and 
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Essays in Honor of Eugene M. Waith. A. R. Braunmuller and J. 
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Economic and Social Backgrounds (Seattle: U of Washington P, 

1924) ; and R. H. Tawney, "The Rise of the Gentry, 1558-

1640," EHR 11 (1941): 1-38. 

8The Merrv Wives of Windsor. The Riverside 

Shakespeare. G. Blakemore Evans, et al., eds. (Boston: 

Houghton Mifflin, 1974): 286-326. All quotations are from 

this text. 

9For a discussion of both the impulse of Merrv Wives 
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Studies 1 (1989): 227-46. Foley says that the occasion of 

the writing of Merrv Wives was suggested as early as John 

Dennis in 1702, and Nicholas Rowe's 1709 biography (The 

Merrv Wives of Windsor. H. J. Oliver, ed., The Arden Edition 

[London: Methuen, 1978]), 44, 45. Dr. Johnson also mentions 

the popular theory, Notes to Shakespeare. Vol. I. Comedies. 

Arthur Sherbo, ed., Publication #59 of The Augustan Reprint 

Society (Los Angeles: William Andrews Clark Memorial 
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comedies in having as protagonists married women whose 
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play," "Shakespeare's Women: Historical Facts and Dramatic 
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et al., eds. (Berkeley: U of California P, 1989), 132. 

Another unusual aspect of this play is the cooperative and 

close friendship of the two married women, as well as the 

obvious affectionate relationship between Mrs. Page and her 

daughter. See also Sandra Clark, '"Wives May Be Merry and 

Yet Honest Too': Women and Wit in The Merry Wives of Windsor 

and Some Other Plays," "Fanned and Winnowed Opinions": 

Shakespearean Essays Presented to Harold Jenkins. John W. 

Mahon and Thomas A. Pendleton, eds. (London: Methuen, 1987), 

249-67. 

11Weimann argues that "in matters of social custom and 

dramatic taste there was as yet no clear division between 

the rural plebs and the London middle classes" (185). See 

also Marilyn French, Shakepeare's Division of Experience 

(New York: Ballantine, 1981), who says of Merry Wives. "The 

setting is bourgeois—settled, prosperous, and imbued with a 

moral complacency lacking even in the puritanical Shylock." 

French also regards Merrv Wives as firmly grounded in the 

signature middle-class struggle to acquire property, money, 

and status, with the three storylines "mere counters in a 

conflict over property" (106-07). What better description 

of "Middle Class" is there? See also Neely, who argues that 

the triple motif "function[s] to protect the crucial 

possessions of the middling rank—money, land, and marital 

chastity—and to ensure the continuity of middle-class 
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values," "Constructing Female Sexuality in the Renaissance: 

Stratford, London, Windsor, Vienna," Feminism and 

Psychoanalysis. Richard Feldstein and Judith Roof, eds. 

(Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1989), 218; and H. J. Oliver's 

Introduction to the New Arden edition: "The Merrv Wives is 

in essence citizen comedy" (lxvi). 

12It is almost a commonplace to say that the reason 

Falstaff and all his cohorts are so different from the 

characters of the Henriad is that Shakespeare dragged them 

out again because of Elizabeth's commission; therefore, 

Merry Wives is nothing but a quick knock-off for a one-time 

show. For an excellent discussion of The Merry Wives of 

Windsor in terms of its value as a study of the standards of 

the time as well as a comedy, see Jeanne Addison Roberts, 

Shakespeare's English Comedv: "The Merrv Wives of Windsor" 

in Context (Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1979). Roberts 

believes that Merry Wives "is not the random world of farce. 

It is a world of cause and effect, human interaction, and 

rational principle" (70). See also Barton, who says that 

the play "presents a vivid and detailed picture of small-

town society which, if it does not exactly invite the term 

realism, nonetheless cannot be dismissed as farce" 

("Introduction," The Merrv Wives of Windsor. The Riverside 

Shakespeare. 288). 

13Anne Parten identifies the ceremonial "horning" of 

Sir John as a skimmington, "a ritualized burlesque 
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expression of a community's disapproval of behavior— 

especially sexual behavior—that it finds disruptive or 

distasteful," "Falstaff's Horns: Masculine Inadequacy and 

Feminine Mirth in The Merry Wives of Windsor." Studies in 

Philology 82 (1985). Parten finds significance in the close 

association of such folk rituals with the punishment of the 

"ineffective male whose failure to uphold masculine dignity 

had jeopardised the concept of men's authority over women" 

(185). See also G. Beiner, "The Libido as Pharmakos, or The 

Triumph of Love: The Merry Wives of Windsor in the Context 

of Comedy," Orbis Litterarum. 43 (1988): 195-216, who 

describes Falstaff as the "saturnalian figure, who would 

make fun of moral values and social institutions," the 

pharmakos to be exposed and cast out (198). 

Camille Wells Slights points out that in other respects 

the Windsor community is remarkably tolerant and diverse. 

However, "by attacking marriage, the basis of social 

structure, Falstaff has repudiated the friendliness and 

hospitality that are the means both of creating and of 

expressing communal solidarity," "Pastoral and Parody in The 

Merrv Wives of Windsor." English Studies in Canada 11 

(1985), 25. Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page's outrage reflects the 

importance that they attach to their reputations as virtuous 

wives, and they move quickly to affirm this solidarity and 

their legitimate places, as wives, in that community. 
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14See George K. Hunter's discussion of The Shoemakers7 

Holiday and The Merrv Wives of Windsor in "Bourgeois Comedy: 

Shakespeare and Dekker," Shakespeare and His 

Contemporaries: Essays in Comparison. E. A. J. Honigmann, 

ed. (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1986): 1-15. Hunter argues 

that "those who are most central to the ethos of society . . 

. instead of accepting stereotypes, play with them, and 

become free of them by setting one against another, setting 

timid wives, for example, against bold adventuresses" (5). 

15We might want to include Kate and Petruchio, and 

Beatrice and Benedick, in this group, although I would argue 

that, because they are newly married (or to be married), 

they more correctly show potential for successful marriage. 

The Windsor couples reflect the success of marriages— 

partnerships—that have been developing and maturing for 

years. 

16Again, we see among the people of Windsor a kind of 

community effort to preserve the semblance of a patriarchal 

order. Parten comments that "as long as chastity is 

preserved and a husband's authority conceded, the sterner 

dictates regarding wifely submission, one gathers, can be 

honored in the breach" ("Horn" 188). See also Cynthia 

Epstein, Deceptive Distinctions: Sex. Gender, and the Social 

Order (New Haven: Yale UP, 1988), a study that includes 

evidence suggesting that in the peasant or working-class 

families, "husbands and wives tended to work together, 
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developing common experiences and interests that cemented 

the bonds between them" (207). 

17Parten sees a connection between Ford's plot, in 

which he disguises himself as "Mr. Brook" and conspires with 

Falstaff to catch Mrs. Ford in an infidelity, and the 

actions of Othello and Posthumus Leonatus (who do the same 

kind of thing with less than comic results): "Master Ford 

anticipates Othello and Posthumus Leonatus in giving the 

enemy of his wife's virtue a new motive for adhering to his 

program of calumny or seduction and for producing evidence 

of her fidelity. Iago and Iachimo are threatened with 

death; Falstaff receives salary and expenses" ("Horn" 192). 

18See Marvin Felheim and Philip Traci, "Realism in The 

Merrv Wives of Windsor." Ball State University Forum 22 

(1981): 52-59, esp. p. 56. 

19Yes, Marc Anthony parades around in Cleopatra's 

dressing gown, in dialogue describing the intimacy and 

remarkable oneness of the lovers. In a way, such a 

description proves my point. Cleopatra is also a woman of 

unusual power. 

20Cotton points out that Ford's obsession with 

cuckoldry and witchcraft aligns the two in the belief that 

witches cause impotence, a superstition endorsed by, among 

others, King James, who in the preface to his Daemonoloaie 

"asserts the power of witches to weaken 'the natur of some 

men, to make them unable for women,"' "Castrating (W)itches: 
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Impotence and Magic in The Merrv Wives of Windsor." 

Shakespeare Quarterly 38 (1987). She also sees in the scene 

in which Ford beats "old Mother Prat" (4.2), a disturbing 

approbation from the men Ford has brought with him 

(including the village parson), who do not know that Mother 

Prat is really a man, and yet do nothing to interfere (321). 

See also Leslie Fiedler, The Stranger in Shakespeare (New 

York: Stein and Day, 1973), especially Chapter 1, about the 

origins of the fear of witches and the cult of the huntress, 

Diana, and her prey, the "Great Buck, renamed Satan" (67). 

21The Page family conflict over Anne's marriage 

reflects what Lawrence Stone calls the "transitional pattern 

of marriage among the early seventeenth-century English 

landed classes as they moved uneasily between one set of 

values based on kin interest and marriage arranged by others 

with a view to financial advantage and another set based on 

allowing children a right of veto in order to provide a 

better chance of marital harmony. The result was an awkward 

interplay of forces" (189). According to available records, 

even including, as Neely points out, Shakespeare's own 

"involvement in marriage negotiations" between middle-class 

prospective partners, middle-class men and women as a rule 

married in their late 20s to early 30s and, within limits, 

chose their own partners. The Pages' behavior toward their 

daughter's choice of a husband may be more dramatic license 

than historical representation. Anne's £700 inheritance 
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from her grandfather, along with her other "possibilities," 

is quite a bit more than the customary £16 13s.4d that 

Neeley finds to be the conventional bridal portion in 

middle-class families ("Dramatic Representations" 121). 

22Cotton suggests that "the language designates all 

three tricks" that the wives play on Falstaff, as "forms of 

emasculation," tricks mirrored in the subplot when Anne Page 

trickes Slender and Caius into "marrying" boys in disguise 

("(W)itches" 324). See also Coppelia Kahn, Man's Estate: 

Masculine Identity in Shakespeare (Berkeley: U of California 

P, 1981), who calls the actions of the merry wives a form of 

"psycho-social castration" (132). Kahn believes that 

Shakespeare "has gathered up into the horned Falstaff all 

the ambivalence of cuckoldry as a product of misogyny, 

patriarchal marriage, and the double standard" (147). And 

Jeanne Roberts, in Shakespeare's English Comedy (Lincoln: U 

of Nebraska P, 1979), calls attention to the image of 

impotence that the name, Fall staff, implies (48). See also 

Ronald St. Pierre, "'Who's a Cuckold Now?' Cuckoldry in The 

Merry Wives of Windsor." Shoin Literary Review 21 (1987): 

103-22. 

23The Shoemakers' Holiday. Thomas Dekker, The English 

Drama: An Anthology 1500-1642. Edd Winfield Parks and 

Richmond Croom Beatty, eds. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1935), 

878-935. All quotations from the play are from this 

edition. 
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24David Kastan disagrees with Boas's assessment of 

Shoemaker as realistic, particularly in its depiction of the 

generosity of Simon and Margery Eyre and their journeymen: 

"Certainly the play cannot be understood as a realistic 

portrait of Elizabethan middle-class life. It is a 

realistic portrait only of Elizabethan middle-class dreams," 

"Workshop and/as Playhouse: Comedy and Commerce in The 

Shoemakers' Ho1idav." Studies in Philology 84 (1987), 325. 

Kastan points out that in the late sixteenth century 

guildsmen and craftsmen in the City of London faced economic 

ruin because of "the disastrously sharp rise in rents and 

food," and by 1598-9 when Shoemaker first appeared, there 

had been rioting in the streets against foreign journeymen 

(325). Dekker's picture of the generosity in Simon Eyre's 

shop is itself generous. Bradbrook agrees that Dekker's 

characters and plots are somewhat saccharine: "Dekker shows 

only the happy, the faithful, and the generous" (Growth 

132). On the other hand, we have Dekker's word in his 

Introduction that "nothing is purposed but mirth" (880). 

See also Joel H. Caplan, "Virtue's Holiday: Thomas Dekker 

and Simon Eyre," Renaissance Drama n.s. 2 (1969): 103-22. 

25David Farley-Hills calls Simon Eyre "the model of 

patriarchy that the average Elizabethan saw as the ideal 

pattern for society," Jacobean Drama: A Critical Study of 

the Professional Drama. 1600-1625 (New York: St. Martin's P, 

1988), 21. See also Leggatt, Chapter 5. 
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26See also Gasper, who sees in Jane's disappearance "a 

serious form of negligence in such a society. Not until she 

is reunited with Rafe and invited to the feast can we regard 

the fault as atoned for" (30). 

27Hunter argues that even though the stereotype of 

citizen comedy conflict is economics, the prevailing 

conflict in The Shoemakers' Holiday is class ("Bourgeois" 

passim). See also Gasper, who points out that young Lacy is 

a "very strange hero," who, after bribing his own way out of 

military service, has refused "to grant the recently married 

Rafe his legal exemption. . . . Lacy commands the most 

respect when he is least a member of his 'lacie' family. He 

is ennobled by the gentle craft" (27-28). Indeed, in Act 5 

Eyre begs the king for clemency toward Lacy as he begged 

Lacy in Act 1 for leniency toward Ralph. The inequity of 

the two responses to Eyre's pleas points up the unfairness 

of the class system. 

28Hunter sees an interesting comparison between Simon 

Eyre and Falstaff (as he is in The Merrv Wives): "both men 

create the impression of being larger than life, and in both 

cases our sense of their outsize vitality is conveyed 

principally by their power of speech, by their exuberant 

eloquence" ("Bourgeois" 9). 

29Larry Champion says that "Simon is wed to a comic 

caricature of the parvenu nagging wife whose disdain for her 

common roots renders her social aspirations and her affected 
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mannerisms all the more laughable," "Shakespeare and Dekker: 

Creative Interaction and Form of Romantic Comedy," The 

Upstart Crow 5 (1984), 58. Margery clearly enjoys the 

fruits of her husband's success, but where does she 

demonstrate disdain for her roots? And when is she given an 

opening to nag? Kastan says of the Eyres' aim toward 

upward-mobility: "Eyre's social ambitions (clear in 

Deloney's Gentle Craft) . . . are here successfully 

deflected onto Margery" ("Workshop" 327). Aren't they just! 

If Eyre's generosity and cunning are fictions that blithely 

ignore reality, Margery combines in her feisty, proud, 

ambitious, ludicrous person everything the Londoner believed 

about city wives. See also Ross, who believes that Margery 

"blossoms delightfully" as Eyre begin his rise up the London 

ladder (8). Ross has pointed out Dekker's sly joke in 

having Margery, parading before the apprentices, mouth one 

of Elizabeth's standard responses to public adulation: "I 

thank you, my good people all" (3.4.163). 

30Michaelmas Term. Thomas Middleton, Typical 

Elizabethan Plavs: bv Contemporaries and Immediate 

Successors of Shakespeare. Felix E. Schelling and Matthew W. 

Black, eds. (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1931), 516-54. 

All quotations are from this edition. 

31According to Leonard Tennenhouse, the City of London 

"was ruled by an oligarchy whose membership was based on 

money rather than blood," Power on Display (New York: 
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Methuen, 1986), 165, and W. N. Knight argues that Middleton 

was meticulous in depicting the moral decay of the 

aristocracy, "Sex and Law Language in Middleton's Michaelmas 

Term." "Accompaninge the Players": Essavs Celebrating Thomas 

Middleton. 1580-1980. Friedenreich, Kenneth, ed. (New York: 

AMS P, 1983), 106. Caroline Cherry, in The Most Unvaluedst 

Purchase. claims that "it is a critical commonplace that 

Middleton was a realist, perhaps the most acute observer of 

the surface of London life" (iv). Of Michaelmas Term in 

particular, Cherry adds that "money becomes a constant 

metaphor, often a visual metaphor, uniting both men and 

women in a continuing chain of coins, services, and 

commodities" (49). See also L. B. Wright, who believes that 

whereas Middleton is clearly a sharp observer and portrayer 

of London life, "he betrays not the slightest sympathy with 

the middle class" (652); and L. C. Knights, who says that 

"Middleton constantly gives us . . . glimpses of a society 

in the process of rapid reorganization" (267). David M. 

Holmes agrees: "the scrupulous honesty of Middleton's 

scrutiny of a sinful world was not compromised or obscured 

by considerations of chivalry," The Art of Thomas Middleton 

(Oxford: Clarendon P, 1970), 49. 

32Cherry believes that "Middleton's . . . interest in 

women in this middle-class culture went beyond the tired 

jokes and stale assumptions of the male characters in his 

plays to an intelligent investigation of the reality of 
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woman's situation in the world he depicts" (47). 

33However, George Price believes that Michaelmas Term 

and A Trick to Catch the Old One are Middleton's two best 

comedies, Thomas Middleton; Michaelmas Term and A Trick to 

Catch the Old One. A Critical Edition (The Hague: Mouton, 

1976), 5. 

34Although both Michaelmas Term and The Shoemakers' 

Holiday are comedies of the city, there is a great contrast 

in the quality of the characters. As Baines says, 

Michaelmas Term is about sex and money. Lethe, Mother 

Gruel, Wench, and Hellgill represent "the perversion and 

degradation which are the inevitable result of sexual 

exploitation" (Lust Motif 40). Richard Horwich adds, 

"Though romantic and idealistic marriages are made in 

Middleton's comedies, they are subordinated in interest and 

importance to the financial trickery and double-dealing 

which now occupy the main plots," "Wives, Courtesans, and 

the Economics of Love in Jacobean City Comedy," Drama in the 

Renaissance: Comparative and Critical Essavs. Clifford 

Davidson, et al., eds. (New York: AMS, 1986), 266. Paul 

Yachnin believes that Michaelmas Term demonstrates 

Middleton's transition from a champion of a "sacramental" to 

a "scientific" view of society. The former subscribes to 

the standard wheeze about the king as head of the body 

politic and so on down the class heirarchy. The later 

"scientific" view supports the idea that "power and 
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privilege constitute the fruits of a successful struggle for 

mastery," "Social Competition in Middleton's Michaelmas 

Term," Explorations in Renaissance Culture 13 (1987), 87-8. 

Bradbrook calls Michaelmas Term a "widow hunt," a world "in 

which money rules so thoroughly that there is no possibility 

of love or hatred, and scarcely of lust: cupidity is the 

sole power" (Growth 166, 170). 

See also George E. Rowe, Jr., Thomas Middleton and the 

New Comedy Tradition (Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1979), esp. 

53-92; and David Holmes, The Art of Thomas Middleton 

(Oxford: The Clarendon P, 1970). 

35L. C. Knights, refuting earlier critics such as 

Ellis-Fermor, Felix Schelling (Elizabethan Drama I. 516); 

Kathleen M. Lynch (The Social Mode of Restoration Drama, 

25); and T. S. Eliot (Elizabethan Essays 97, 99), among 

others, argues that most of Middleton's characters reflect 

"completely generalized conventionality," that Middleton 

does not create "individuals" (Drama 258), an assertion that 

for Michaelmas Term is for the most part correct. 

36Price calls Lethe "a blend of wretched affectation, 

stupidity, falsehood, cowardice, pride, and lust" (17), 

attributes guaranteed to set any discriminating young lady's 

heart fluttering. 

37Susan is as shallow as any sheltered daughter in the 

drama. Her tendency to parrot the latest opinion she hears 

either demonstrates a complete lack of motivation, or a 
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subservience so ingrained that she is reduced to a humble 

yes-person. Cherry finds that most of Middleton's 

marriageable daughters, although not developed in great 

detail, share certain characteristics, that "emphasize their 

oppression . . . both language and action equate them with 

inanimate commodities or with animals" (52). Like Merry 

Wives. Michaelmas Term has both active mother and 

marriageable daughter. Even more unusual is the inclusion 

of a third generation in Thomasine's mother, although she 

appears only in one scene. The brief appearance of the 

three generations of women—Susan, Thomasine, and 

Thomasine's mother—echo what A. L. and M. K. Kistner find 

is a general pattern of disintegration of values and its 

effects from generation to generation, as illustrated in the 

Easy-Quomodo, Lethe-Country Wench plots, with Country 

Wench's father representing "Easy some years earlier and 

Country Wench herself represent[ing] Easy's heirs," "Heirs 

and Identity: The Bases of Social Order in Michaelmas Term." 

Modern Language Studies 16 (1986), 63. The Kistners believe 

this pattern of generations also explains Quomodo's sudden 

decision to fake his own death: "with his obsessive concern 

about heirs well-established, it is logical that Quomodo 

would wonder what will become of his hard-purchased wealth 

when he dies" (66). 

38Anthony Covatta argues that impotence is the 

condition of all of Middleton's older males: implicit in the 
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impotence of the older males is their eventual defeat by the 

younger. Covatta believes that the basic strategy of 

Middleton's comedies is for "the disadvantaged to become the 

advantaged," for the young to displace the old, for the 

honest to defeat the dishonest, thus providing a vision of 

reformation beyond the corruption of the present, Thomas 

Middleton/s Citv Comedies (Lewisburg: Bucknell UP, 1973), 

esp. Chapter 3, pp. 79-98. See also Baines, who says that 

"Thomasine's sexual response to Easy is presented as a 

direct result of her husband's sexual inadequacy and 

inhumanity" fLust Motif 38). 

39Covatta argues strenuously that Thomasine is still 

married to Quomodo and states flatly that those critics who 

would argue otherwise are incorrect. He finds Quomodo more 

pathetic than harmful, an opinion that somewhat stretches 

what the text actually reveals about Quomodo. Covatta says, 

"we are inclined to forgive the older people . . . because 

of their high good humor, their ability at trickery, the 

sheer joy they take in their machinations" (Middleton 164). 

He can think that if he wants to, but I believe that 

Quomodo's "high good humor" is little more than snickering 

at someone's misfortune—even if it is his own. I see in 

the conclusion of Michaelmas Term more to compare with the 

murky, unpromising conclusion of Measure for Measure. 

40See Renu Juneja, "The Widow as Paradox and Paradigm 

in Middleton's Plays," The Journal of General Education 34 
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(1982), pp. 3-19, regarding the problematic position of 

widows in comedy: "The widow's search for love in Middleton 

is a triumph of hope over experience" (13). 

41Knight says that Michaelmas Term "comically moralizes 

about preserving continuity through preserving the patrimony 

through law and sex in the sacred institutionalized means of 

transfer—civil and divine law—inheritance and marriage" 

(105). 



CHAPTER IV 

THE IMPLICIT PATRIARCH AND THE FAILURE OF FEMININE POWER: 

SHAKESPEARE'S PROBLEM COMEDIES 

Anyone who attempts to write about Shakespeare's 

"problem plays" is going to have a problem, both in 

definition and logistics. Critics cannot agree on which 

plays are problems or why.1 In addition, the volume of 

past scholarship poses a forbidding obstacle. Add to that 

the chore of sorting out positions on such divergent topics 

as plot, character, and semantics, not to mention historical 

and literary significance, and the writer is tempted to say, 

"What's the use?" Like everyone, except maybe Stanley Fish, 

who includes the plays of Shakespeare in a study of 

Renaissance drama, I approach the subject with some 

trepidation. My efforts to compress a massive amount of 

criticism into manageable units frequently reduces many fine 

studies to several in lists of acknowledgments. For this 

study, the three plays I consider to be Shakespeare's most 

problematic are Troilus and Cressida (1602-03), All's Well 

That Ends Well (1603), and Measure for Measure (1604). I 

categorize them as problems for a variety of reasons, but 

most important, in this context, is what I believe to be the 

failure of the three heroines, Cressida, Helena, and 

Isabella, in their efforts to identify and exploit 

187 
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opportunities for power. Arguments about their characters, 

motivation, and success are not new with this study or with 

the feminist movement; rather, they are as old as serious 

Shakespeare criticism, including that by Samuel Johnson. 

Each has her defenders, and each has one or more occasions 

to exploit opportunities for power—in the case of Helena 

and Isabella a great deal of power—and on the surface 

appear successful, but prove in the final analysis to be 

dismal failures. In comparing the three plays, I find a 

number of similarities that may account for this failure of 

the feminine. For one thing, each heroine is described by 

someone who thinks he/she knows her before we hear her say a 

word. In every case, the speaker is wrong. For example, 

Cressida's world-weary cynicism belies the romantic image 

earlier described by Troilus. Cressida and Helen of Troy 

incite men to war, befoul a nation and lead it to its 

downfall, and corrupt armies. The Countess Dowager of 

Roussillon believes that Helena is grieving for her dead 

father; in fact, Helena is weeping for Bertram and uses 

skills she learned from her father to intrude upon what is 

supposed to be the sole province of men, medicine, so that 

she may bargain for a husband and at that same time 

encourage a guardian to disparage his ward. Isabella, in 

order to save her brother whose only crime is to anticipate 

the marriage vows he fully intends to make, reluctantly 

returns to a Vienna whose men (and women) are so corrupt 
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that its ruler must go underground in an effort to save his 

city. Claudio sadly misjudges both Isabella's skill at 

argument and how far she is willing to go to save his neck. 

Carol Iannone finds the most widely recognized feminist 

criticism of Shakespeare to be deeply flawed, arguing that 

when the feminist critic—in this instance Carol Thomas 

Neely and the other writers featured in the special 1981 

Women's Studies series 1 & 2—recognizes and admits the 

narrowness of vision a great deal of feminist criticism 

exhibits in its attempts to demolish societal stereotypes, 

in theory and practice, she enforces and perpetuates them: 

"The transformational reading has apparently become the 

means by which feminist criticism of Shakespeare can 

continue despite theoretical bankruptcy" (3-4). Iannone 

adds further: "As for the Women's Studies issue, . . . The 

strongest 'finding' of its readings, that men fear women, 

hardly constitutes a revolutionary posture" (7). The 

earlier school of feminist criticism celebrates what is 

perceived as Shakespeare's ability to rise above the 

traditional patriarchal mindset, and in so doing, to portray 

women who move at will in a social system that parts 

effortlessly to let them through. As the feminist 

philosophy has matured, critical views have also changed.2 

The simplest argument for calling these three comedies 

of the middle period "problems" answers Freud's discussion 

of an audience's expectation: what the spectators anticipate 
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determines their responses ("Jokes" 408). Of course, there 

is more to it than just comic expectation. Shakespeare's 

development as a comic playwright, Muriel Bradbrook says, 

can be traced in his language and from that, in a natural 

progression, to his comic characters, who evolve from types, 

in formal groupings with set speeches, to relational powers 

who "interacted and even developed each other" (Growth 87), 

which would continue, it seems to me, until, in the problem 

comedies, the possibilities of interaction and cooperative 

development are exhausted. An important distinguishing 

feature of the problem plays is that they reflect a society 

struggling to change, exposing the ragged edges of a wornout 

philosophy that demands two different standards of conduct 

of both men and women.3 Thus, the complex characters 

attempt to interact with one another on a rational basis in 

an irrational world. What does a woman character do when 

confronted with realism—no musical spheres of Belmont, no 

green world of Arden, and no corresponding male character 

willing to accept her on her own terms? Marilyn French 

argues that in the problem plays masculine power is defined 

as "power over (events, women, nature)"; feminine power is 

"power to (create, heal, transform)" (134), which implies a 

polarization of power that should encourage a unity, an 

active cooperation, between male and female that we do not 

really see, as exemplified by another feature common to all 

three plays: the lack of real social regeneration, which, 
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according to Katherine Stockholder, "suggested symbolically 

at the end of such plays as As You Like It is an extension 

of personal fulfillment, not the result of direct action" 

("Power and Pleasure" 552). 

In addition to the limitations imposed on each woman's 

personality, I find a connection between the kinds of 

patriarchal control present in the three plays I examine and 

the women's lack of success in exploiting opportunities for 

power. 

Valerie Traub reviews critics who have explored what 

she describes as "masculine anxieties toward female power" 

in Shakespeare's plays, particularly the threat posed by 

"female autonomy, maternal power, and sexuality" (215-16). 

Although Traub specifically discusses only Hamlet (1600-01), 

Othello (1603-04), and The Winter's Tale (1610-11), I 

suggest that we can see some of this same anxiety at work in 

the dark comedies written at about the same time as Hamlet 

and Othello and the masculine attempt to contain and/or 

suppress feminine power implicit in particular in the 

treatment of Cressida, Helena, and Isabella, thus accounting 

in part for the failure of feminine power, regardless of how 

the opportunity manifests itself in these three plays.4 

Neely's observation that the young comic heroines "achieve 

freedom when they have a space and source of nurture outside 

the marriage paradigm" ("Dramatic Representations" 130), 

when applied to the three young women in Troilus and 
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Cressida. All's Well That Ends Well, and Measure for 

Measure. makes problematic the definitions of both "freedom" 

and "nurture" (Cressida, the daughter of a traitor, under 

the guardianship of the untrustworthy Pandarus; Helena, an 

orphan and the ward of a woman whose own power is limited; 

Isabella, an orphan, bride of Christ about to be cloistered 

in a convent, subject to the guidance of a counterfeit 

priest). 

David Kastan remarks that Shakespeare's histories and 

tragedies offer women little chance to exercise any power, 

because "in the histories, women are marginal; in the 

tragedies, they are destroyed" ("Way of Womenkind" 119). 

Only the comedies offer women opportunities to exercise any 

real power, although always as an abnormal, temporary 

condition, in order to facilitate the re-ordering of 

society, the marriage and fulfillment of the promise that 

informs the romantic comedies. According to Kastan, "It 

becomes arguable that, for Shakespeare, tragedy is tragedy 

because love fails, because male and female are unable to 

make meaningful 'the vows of love' that, as Portia says in 

The Merchant of Venice, would 'incorporate and make us one'" 

("Way of Womenkind" 124). It is possible to see in the 

problem comedies something of this same failure of love. 

Not only do the women, at times, command a power that is 

more than an inverse of normality, but they also seem 

"unable to make meaningful" the relationships which they 
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seek or are proposed for them. In Troilus and Cressida the 

vows of love are "meaningful" from the beginning; the 

problem, in this case, lies in the definition of 

"meaningful." Bertram in All/s Well is as reluctant a young 

husband as any in literature; in Measure marriage (to a 

mortal) is never part of Isabella's (or Angelo's, or, until 

the last minute, the Duke's) agenda; and all of the 

principal males except Claudio exhibit a bitterness of 

resignation to their enforced marriages, comparable to 

Macbeth's final acceptance of his doom, that belies the 

conventional festive comic ending. 

Many plays of the period (ca. 1603-05) have a 

ruler/character who represents the father figure, who is, as 

Marilyn Williamson suggests, "an image of kingly authority 

James promoted in The Basilicon Doron" (Patriarchy 55-56). 

In all the comedies, including the early romantic comedies, 

the implicit patriarch defines the daughter: In Troilus and 

Cressida both Pandarus (the uncle) and Calchas (the father) 

determine ultimately what kind of woman Cressida is and 

where she will end her days; in All's Well That Ends Well. 

Helena's dead physician father and the healed French King 

are at least partially responsible for the direction of her 

life; Isabella's brother, Angelo, and the Duke—ultimate 

father-figure to Elizabethan/Jacobean citizens as the head 

of state set her life (apparently) irrevocably on a 

different course than she had planned. 
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In Troilus. All's Well, and Measure. the shadow of the 

patriarchal structure (tenuous as it may have become by this 

time) is visible in the actions of the heroines. But no 

one, as far as I can find, remarks on the unusual 

"patriarchal" influence weighing heavily on the men most 

directly involved with the young heroines: Troilus has the 

guerilous Priam, all his brothers—including the fatuous 

Paris—weighing and judging his actions, as well as the 

singularly mistimed influence of Pandarus that he shares 

with Cressida; Bertram must contend with the ghost of his 

departed father, the eloquent Count of Roussillon, along 

with his guardian the king, whose influence, again, he 

shares with Helena; and most difficult of all is Angelo's 

"patriarch." Of these three young men, Angelo is the only 

one whose sole patriarchal influence—in this case Duke 

Vincentio, responsible for putting the younger man in power 

in the first place, and shadowing his every move—is the one 

he must share with the heroine. Any positive "patriarchal" 

influence "ancient" Escalus might have had the Duke has 

effectively nullified by putting the younger Angelo in the 

superior position. In contrast, the young men of the 

earlier romantic comedies are blessedly freed from the 

critical—or harmful—influence of an older, or malevolent 

male, either by the actions of the heroine or the 

disposition of events as the comic resolution brings about 

the satisfying closure we normally expect from "comedy." 
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This "difference" suggests to me that what we may ultimately 

have to conclude is that a feminine exercise of power must 

have the cooperation of the masculine in order to succeed, 

that a woman's attempt to gain autonomy or to exploit 

authority only works (in the drama) when the authority wants 

(or allows) it to work. 

Shakespeare's early romantic comedies feature "unruly" 

females—those who embody the patriarchal authority whose 

force they represent, through a momentary inversion, not in 

order to undermine that authority—quite the contrary—but 

to reassert its control. To do so they must, of course, 

either appropriate the role of shrew, as Kate and Beatrice 

do, or disguise the fact that they are women, the medium 

upon whose exchange depends the continuance of an ordered 

society.5 Kate and Beatrice are willingly absorbed into 

the system. Rosalind and Portia, Shakespeare's most 

socially powerful comic women preside (in disguise) over 

their systems. Having momentarily been vested with 

patriarchal authority, the woman immediately gives it back, 

to the man she wants. Leonard Tennenhouse argues that such 

an exchange enlarges and reinforces "the aristocratic 

community" (Display 62). However, the women of Measure for 

Measure. All's Well That Ends Well, and Troilus and Cressida 

are all living within systems of indeterminate order. And 

the protean aspects of the women in these plays (Isabella, 

Helena, Cressida) are confined to attitude and argument—not 
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gender. Their opportunities for power mostly manifest 

themselves in moments of clarity not necessarily "comic" in 

nature, confronting the women with the shared masculine 

authority whose influence attempts the rational comic 

reconciliation but refuses to acknowledge that the 

circumstances are irrational, thus rendering impotent both 

the strength of the feminine and the will of the younger 

males. I am not persuaded that "reason," or what critics 

such as E. M. W. Tillyard like to think is reason,6 is ever 

demonstrated to be the authoritative voice that resolves all 

conflicts and decides reward or punishment in the problem 

comedies. What is defined as "reason" is more often than 

not authority's invention as a consequence of obsession with 

control, nowhere more effectively demonstrated than in the 

continual harping on natural order, degree, or moral 

righteousness that we can find in Troilus and Cressida. 

All's Well That Ends Well, and Measure for Measure. The 

same authority clearly victimizes both Bertram and Helena, 

both Angelo and Isabella, both Troilus and Cressida, even as 

it negates what French terms the outlaw feminine principle 

(passim) seeking to undermine or challenge the established 

order, and moves to impose whatever the particular 

circumstance defines as "order" on the situation which that 

authority caused. 
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The Power of Necessity: Troilus and Cressida 

As a problem play, Troilus and Cressida7 has invited a 

great deal of speculation about the various "causes" of 

audience confusion. Kristina Faber does not believe that 

Troilus and Cressida is a comedy, but a "problem tragedy 

without catharsis" ("War and Lechery" 135). Her argument is 

compelling, and I am splitting hairs somewhat by including 

it with the other "problems" which, although somewhat 

ambiguous in imperatives to the comic conclusion, are never 

challenged as "comedies." Faber believes that 

the average playgoer may well find it difficult to 

respond to the play as a comedy, given its cynical 

and bitter tone, its unrelievedly dismal appraisal 

of human virtues like love, loyalty, honor, 

courage, truth, and reason, its often savagely 

pessimistic language, and ugly imagery, and its 

catastrophic conclusion—to say nothing of the 

virtual absence of lighthearted merriment. (134) 

On the other hand, Anne Barton's assertion that "the 

experience of Troilus and Cressida is finally exhilarating" 

("Introduction" 447) is hard for me to understand. 

Certainly Cressida's resignation would suggest a certain 

"doomed inevitability" (136), as Faber terms it. The most 

important argument I can give for including her here is that 

she survives (according to Stockholder, left "meaninglessly 

alive" ["Power and Pleasure" 552]), which presumes a future 
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—probably bleak to be sure—that interests me as a matter 

of speculation.8 

Faber asserts that "to view Troilus as a sweet innocent 

in the clutches of the Spider Woman, or to castigate 

Cressida as a nymphomaniac opportunist, is to ignore the 

multitude of qualifying clues in the language and action of 

the play" ("War and Lechery" 142).9 But "opportunist" is a 

relative term. When I first read this most problematic of 

all the problem plays, I attributed to Cressida all the 

cunning of the opportunistic tart, one who plays men like 

fish, grasping at every male in her path as an opportunity 

for advancement. She is all that, but her behavior occurs 

and must be judged in its context. In an attempt to place 

her within the construct of the world she must inhabit, and 

next to the people who inhabit that world with her, I am 

forced to revise my initial opinion considerably. Cressida 

takes advantage of the only opportunities available to her. 

Perhaps that is all we can ask of her.10 According to Anna 

Jameson, "The world contains many . . . Cressidas, polished 

and refined externally, whom chance and vanity keep right, 

whom chance and vanity lead wrong . . ."(15). 

Helen's elopement (ravishment, entrapment, whatever; 

critics have called it several different things) has 

provoked the action (the Greek siege of Troy); Cressida's 

treachery precipitates Troilus's bloody, foolhardy behavior 

in the final scenes. Thersites, the bitterest churl in 
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English drama, claims that all war is caused by lechery. 

Maybe. Faber believes that in Troilus and Cressida war is 

love? love is war (passim). The women in this play are so 

myopic they cannot exploit any opportunity for very long. 

But, when we consider that the premise for the action is an 

adulterous elopement, we may conclude that at least one 

woman is exploiting a certain kind of opportunity for power 

very well: Helen, whom Carolyn Asp describes as "a pawn in 

the game of war . . . [who] becomes the ultimate symbol of 

sensual beauty upon which the Trojans project the highest 

value." She adds that "Cressida, also a pawn in the male 

game of war, has been deprived of a secure place in the 

social hierarchy by her father's treachery" ("Defense" 410). 

"Pawn" is a curious term to apply to women who behave as 

Helen and Cressida do. But again we must ask, what choice 

do either have? Even as Helen is joking and laughing with 

Pandarus and Paris, her position among the Trojans is 

debated ("Brother, she is not worth what she doth cost / The 

keeping" [2.2.51-2]), and her moral character is condemned 

by both sides. Cressida, artfully described by Troilus as 

"stubborn-chaste," (1.1.97), made pariah by not only a 

traitorous father, but barricaded—mistakenly as it turns 

out—behind her uncle Pandarus, is apparently worth even 

less than Helen. Regarding Ulysses's speech on degree 

(1.3.75-137), Asp comments, "Within the hierarchic order as 

described by Ulysses the self is defined and valued by its 
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place in an established order" ("Defense" 407). But where 

do the women fit in a world of chaos? In Hector's argument 

for returning Helen to the Greeks is the belief that the 

natural order is for wives to be with husbands: "Nature 

craves / All dues be rend'red to their owners; now, / What 

nearer debt in all humanity / Than wife is to the husband?" 

(2.2. 173-76). So much for Helen, but Cressida is nobody's 

wife. Unfortunately, as has been pointed out many times, 

nothing in Hector's actions affirms his arguments. He has 

already prefaced his challenge (through Aeneas) to the 

Greeks by insulting their women, and the Greeks have 

responded in kind (l.iii).11 And there is not much in 

Cressida's behavior to warrant anything better than to let 

her take her chances with whatever opportunity she can find. 

In contrast to the idealized portrait Troilus has 

conjured of Cressida as a modest, romantic heroine, the 

woman herself is introduced matching wits in coquettish 

repartee with her man Alexander and with Panderus. She 

likes to use words to tease and she likes to laugh—at 

Alexander's description of Ajax. Words are a cheap 

commodity in this play.12 When Cressida belittles Ajax, 

"So do all men, unless th'are drunk, sick, or have no legs" 

(1.2.17), according to Debora Hooker, "she undermines the 

authority of the law through her irreverent refusal to 

categorically recognize man's genital distinctiveness" 

(908). Well, maybe. Cressida obviously knows Pandarus's 
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objective in his repetitous litany of Troilus's virtues, and 

she teases: "What sneaking fellow comes yonder?" (1.2.226). 

Although, as Janet Adelman says, "It is part of the 

play's implicit identification with Troilus's fantasy that 

the extent of Cressida's experience never becomes clear" 

("Cressdia" 136), Cressida's response to Pandarus's remark, 

"You are such a woman, a man knows not at what ward you 

lie," implies that she understands well his game, and that 

she does not much trust any man: 

Upon my back, to defend my belly, upon my wit, to 

defend my wiles, upon my secrecy, to defend mine 

honesty, my mask, to defend my beauty, and you, to 

defend all these; and at all these wards I lie, at 

a thousand watches. (1.2.258-65) 

The sexual innuendo of her examples—back, belly, wiles, 

honesty (chastity), combined with her rather sardonic 

responses to Pandarus's slavering over Troilus's virtues, 

reveals that Cressida views the male/female relationship—at 

least at this point—as a purely physical matter. 

Cressida's sophistication, her "witty" dialogue, is not 

the same as, say, Helena's bawdy exchange with Parolles 

(All's Well). There is an "edge" to her remarks, a shadow of 

something unpleasant—like a lady with lovely skin who opens 

her mouth to reveal decayed teeth. Her cynical "Men prize 

the thing ungain'd more than it is" (1.2.289) reveals a 

flawed "knowledge" of love, perhaps perfectly in keeping 
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with this particular world. In a relativistic play, 

Cressida is the most relativistic character of all. Her 

pejorative definition of love as sexual pursuit places 

Cressida with the wits, coquettes, and rakes of the 

Restoration stage.13 But Adelman is convinced that fear is 

the primary force behind Cressida's manipulation, as is 

Greene ("Cressida" 144), that she is a woman whose power 

struggle is motivated by fear of annihilation. To Cressida, 

male "authority" over a woman is achieved only in the act of 

physical conquest: "Achievement is command, ungain'd, 

beseech" (1.2.293). Such conquest begins with captaincy in 

the speech act: verbal conquest precedes physical conquest. 

Cressida's power, or opportunity for power, at this point, 

lies not in her speech or action, but in her silence and 

refusal. Women who submit surrender their power. 

Pandarus opens the way for Cressida's opportunity for 

power by promising what he cannot deliver: "Our kindred, 

though they be long ere they be woo'd, they are constant 

being won" (3.2.190-11), he tells Troilus. Hooker believes 

that when Cressida "relinquishes her role as cynical 

interrogator and begins to interrogate herself—'Why have I 

blabb'd. . . . Where is my wit?'—her anguish locates the 

feminine dilemma within discourse" (919). Responding to 

Troilus, Cressida finally declares herself: "Boldness comes 

to me now, and brings me heart. . . . / Prince Troilus, I 

have lov'd you night and day / For many weary months" 
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(3.2.113-15). 

She attempts (somewhat belatedly) to place herself 

within the rules of the social system: . . 1 wish'd 

myself a man, / Or that we women had men's privilege / Of 

speaking first." The irony is lost on both Pandarus and 

Troilus. The "privilege" of speaking first is exactly what 

puts Troilus in the precarious position of surrendering his 

autonomy to her male role-playing: "Will you walk in, my 

Lord?" [Of your own free will?] she asks twice (3.2.60 and 

99), and we already know her opinion of what happens after 

the surrender: the conqueror loses interest. The calculated 

irony of Cressida's remark, "Perchance, ray lord, I show more 

craft than love, / And fell so roundly to a large 

confession, / To angle for your thoughts" (3.2.153-55), 

supports Rene Girard's claim that "there is nothing 

spontaneous in the passion of the two lovers" ("Levi-Strass" 

34). Stephen Lynch believes that Cressida "is aware of her 

folly, craft, and unkind self, and she realizes that her 

affections are guided by the error of her eye" ("Quick 

Sense" 357). But Girard illustrates how Shakespeare places 

the onus of maintaining male "desire" entirely on Cressida: 

"With such men as Troilus, women will always come to grief 

unless they systematically hide their feelings" ("Politics" 

192). Cressida later tries to explain away her unseemly 

eagerness: 

I have a kind of self resides with you; 
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But an unkind self, that itself with leave 

To be another's fool. (3.2.148-50) 

The attempt to rationalize the irrational, to contemplate 

the unthinkable, creates what Faber describes as a 

"pathological duality that Cressida (and of all the 

characters, only Cressida) acknowledges in herself when she 

says that she has more than one 'kind of self"1 (3.2.146) 

("War and Lechery" 145). Lynch nevertheless calls Cressida 

"the prey, not the predator" ("Quick Sense" 362). And we 

cannot help but notice that Cressida's strategy ultimately 

fails: in the morning, it is Troilus whose interest has 

diminished markedly; he cannot wait to get away. 

In Act 3 (3.115-21), Ulysses insists that a man does 

not know himself or his personal worth "Till he behold them 

formed in th'applause" of public opinion, which "reveals the 

inner self by appraising the deeds that manifest the self" 

(Asp 408). In Ulysses's words, "one touch of nature makes 

the whole world kin, / That all with one consent praise new-

born gawds" (3.3.175-6), Hooker identifies a "fiction of 

power grounded in infantile, constantly 'new-born' 

appetite," which, she says, "rationalizes the perpetual 

cycle of revenge and feminine containment and 

commodification" (906). But who is the authority that 

defines public opinion in this play? Calchas, the 

traitor/father? Pandarus, the bawd? Priam? Agammemnon? 

All the soldiers' and lovers' vows seem to be attempts at 
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simile-making, working in circles and finally dying for lack 

of coherent meaning. Cressida must work against not only 

the twisted authority of her (absent) father and her uncle, 

but also the patriarchal authorities whose presence shadows 

Troilus (as Troilus himself is aware, indicated by his 

anxiety that his father and Hector do not learn of his 

lovesickness: "I have [as when the sun doth light a-scorn] / 

Buried this sigh in wrinkle of a smile" [1.1.37-8]). 

In their protestations about treachery and faithfulness 

(Troilus, Cressida, Pandarus), only one knows (or soon 

learns) that they are all telling the truth about what will 

happen "when time is old and hath forgot itself": Cressida. 

Her sensuality, in this world the only tradable commodity a 

woman has, is devalued every time the coin changes hands.14 

Troilus refers to Cressida (1.1.100) and "the ravish'd 

Helen" as pearls (2.2.81). And it is Troilus who 

eventually—inevitably—defines both women in terms of table 

scraps. There is no question of a "marriage" here, despite 

Troilus's claim that he "takes a bride"; Troilus is a royal 

prince, and Cressida is the daughter of a traitor. And the 

morning after the consummation we learn that Cressida's 

father, Calchas, has not abdicated—to Pandarus or anybody 

else it would seem, or at least he does not believe he has 

abdicated—his authority: "The bitter disposition of the 

time" will use his daughter as a pawn to trade. Calchas 

sees an opportunity for the prisoner Antenor to "buy my 
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daughter; and her presence shall quite strike off all 

service I have done" (3.3.28-9). Although he has spoken 

about his daughter, as an authority figure Calchas is 

conspicuous by his absence; he has not spoken with her. The 

two never meet in this play. Pandarus, who should be acting 

in her father's absence, has abused his parental 

responsibility by playing bawd.15 Even Troilus agrees 

(rather offhandedly, in the opinion of most critics) that 

the exchange is "a hateful truth" (4.4.31). He loses 

nothing intrinsic to his position as a son of Priam and a 

Trojan warrior, but, according to Asp, the exchange is 

devastating to Cressida, who "knows that if she betrays 

Troilus, she simultaneously abandons her sense of intrinsic 

worth" ("Defense" 414), as her initial hysteria 

demonstrates. For Hooker, Cressida's hysterical outburst 

upon hearing of the proposed exchange "admits linguistic 

castration, an inability to signify, to touch, through 

language," the only avenue to power Cressida has (920). 

Earlier critics criticized both Troilus and Cressida 

for capitulating so easily, with the emphasis on Cressida's 

perfidy. I think they fail to appreciate, first, that 

Cressida must act within certain limits; and second, that 

she, within those limits, recognizes a new opportunity for 

power in the otherwise hopeless situation. A great many 

modern critics agree that "fixed or objective values" will 

not work when applied to the society portrayed in Troilus 
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and Cressida.16 Girard speculates that Cressida 

understands completely how her mention of "merry Greeks" 

(4.4.56) will affect the hitherto complaisant Troilus.17 

Cressida, as Troilus eventually comes to realize, sells 

herself to the bidder most likely to win the day: 

We two, that with so many thousand sighs 

Did buy each other, must poorly sell ourselves 

With the rude brevity and discharge of one. 

(4.4.39-41) 

The world intrudes and treats this poisoned pearl for what 

it is. In the Grecian camp, Cressida is not at first given 

the chance to speak, only to respond, as she is welcomed 

with kisses by the Greek soldiers. When she trades quips 

with Ulysses, 

Ulys: May I, sweet lady, beg a kiss of you? 

Cres: You may. 

Ulys: I do desire it. 

Cres: Why, beg then 

(4.5.48), 

and Nestor calls her "A woman of quick sense" (4.5.54), 

Ulysses petulantly refuses to beg and begins the harangue 

that finally and forever labels Cressida as the "wanton," 

the daughter of the game of sluts (4.5.54-63),18 whereupon 

everyone shouts the famous pun, "The Troyans' trumpet" 

(4.5.64).19 All of Cressida's dialogue is concerned with 

negotiating position of power based on sex—with Pandarus, 
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with Troilus, with the Greeks.20 

Cressida attempts to reverse roles with Diomedes as she 

did in the final negotiations with Troilus, but Diomedes, 

not a student of the courtly love tradition, does not fall 

for her tactics. Lynch believes that the psychology of the 

Greek warriors, most notably their attitude toward women, 

disarms Cressida's most effective power—her wit ("Quick 

Sense" 366). Would she, we must ask, have brought Troilus's 

sleeve out at all if she did not intend Diomedes to have it? 

She finally must give everything for security, "But now you 

have it, take it" (5.2.90), as the larger worldview, against 

the reality of her situation, becomes finally irrelevant. 

In Troilus and Cressida the woman's opportunities for power 

are trivialized because male authority is trivialized, in 

the exchange of pleasantries among enemies, as well as the 

exchange of human beings. "Ah, poor our sex? this fault in 

us I find, / The error of our eye directs our mind. / What 

error leads must err; 0 then conclude, / Minds sway'd by 

eyes are full of turpitude" (5.2.109-12). 

Misspent Opportunity: All's Well That Ends Well 

Beyond the attempt to illustrate the silliness (to 

modern audiences) of using social position to determine 

marriage partners (Helena is, after all, a worthy spouse), 

does All's Well That Ends Well21 argue favorably for a 

woman's power to choose? In All's Well. The Merchant of 
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Venice (1597), Much Ado About Nothing (1598), and As You 

Like It (1599) we have women—Helena, Portia, Beatrice, 

Rosalind—who demand a say in the formation of their future 

relationships. Beatrice is tricked into admitting she loves 

and believing she is loved. Rosalind and Portia succeed 

admirably in demonstrating to the men who love them that 

successful marriage demands cooperation, as does any 

successful partnership. All three women love men who love 

them in return and participate eagerly in the ritual of 

courtship. Helena confronts a man who wants nothing to do 

with her, who has no romantic feelings toward her, who does 

not participate in the courtship; indeed, Bertram and Helena 

represent a genuine role-reversal, in contrast to the shrew 

and disguise motifs of the former comedies, in which Helena 

is the pursuer. Diane Dreher argues that Helena makes us 

uncomfortable because she "carries androgyny to its 

extreme," that her behavior is perfectly acceptable in an 

amorous male (worship and pursuit of the beloved), but is 

threatening to both men and women because it defies gender 

definition (139). 

Asp clarifies part of the "problem" Helena represents: 

as the subject who desires rather than the object of a man's 

desire, Helen "breaks out of both the cultural (historical) 

and psychic (transhistorical) strictures applied to women in 

both her time and our own. . . . A woman's right to love and 

marry according to her own desires could not be admitted 
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without upsetting an established order" ("Subjectivity" 49, 

52) .22 All's Well That Ends Well demonstrates that a woman 

may choose her own path to sexual and domestic fulfillment. 

However, the play leaves open the question of whether she 

will remain fulfilled, or whether the object of her desire 

will share her happiness. Certainly we know from the very 

first scene that Helena is determined, that she is good at 

deception, and that she is very egocentric. 

Young Bertram is leaving Roussillon for Paris, where 

the King, his guardian, is dying. The Countess of 

Roussillon (Bertram's mother) suggests that were "this young 

gentlewoman['s] father" [Helena's father] still alive, the 

King could be cured. This excellent physician, Gerard de 

Narbon, could not overcome mortality, and his daughter 

sincerely mourns him; or at least everybody, before Helena 

speaks, thinks she mourns him. However, within minutes of 

her introduction we learn that the cause of Helena's "grief" 

is her unrequited (and grievously misplaced) love for the 

departing Bertram: Alas, "Th'ambition in my love thus 

plagues itself" (1.1.90). She seeks the unthinkable: that a 

lowborn woman can love—and marry—a higher-born man. 

Parolles's entrance just as Helena is daydreaming in 

worship is the perfect foil for action in speech—in terms 

of speech-act theory, "parole," the discrepancy between word 

and deed.23 Helena's wisdom is somewhat skewed by her 

emotional attachments: she loves Parolles for Bertram's 
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sake, even as she recognizes him—the personification of 

language as culturally placed sign—as a "notorious liar, 

. . . a great way fool, soly a coward" (1.1.100-01). In 

Parolles's speech about men "undermining" virgins (1.1.) 

lies the ultimate answer to Helena's problem of 

"undermining" Bertram: "It is not politic in the 

commonwealth of nature to preserve virginity" (1.1.126). As 

Dolora Cunningham points out, "like Portia, Helena protests 

women's passive role" (123 [see 1.1.147]). Parolles thinks 

virginity can (and should) be spent to snare an advantage: 

"The longer kept the less worth" (1.1.153); Helena, it turns 

out, agrees that virginity is a commodity, one she is 

determined to "lose" where she wants to give it, "to her own 

liking" (1.1.151), if she only knew how. Helena is 

(paradoxically) one of Shakespeare's more articulate, 

intelligent heroines. She is so firm and clear-sighted in 

her objectives and her realistic viewpoint ("Our remedies 

oft in ourselves doe lie, / Which we ascribe to heaven" 

[1.2.216-17]), that we must wonder at this one blind spot, 

Bertram: ". . .my project may deceive me, / But my intents 

are fix'd, and will not leave me" (1.1.228-29). This 

Bertram, we are early led to believe, must be someone very 

special; only gradually do we realize that her single-

mindedness deserves a better object, that Helena's opinion 

of Bertram is no more reliable than the Countess's placement 

of Helena's grief. All's Well That Ends Well inverts the 
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standard comic plot of the young lovers overcoming the 

strenuous objections of the blocking characters—and the 

law. Here it is one of the principals, the future husband, 

who objects. Even his own mother is in favor of a most 

unsuitable (socially) match with Helena. In this respect 

alone the play is unusual, in showing a mother/daughter 

relationship between Helena and the Countess, who affirms 

her own feelings: "You know, Helen, / I am a mother to you" 

(1.3.137), a declaration that causes an obvious internal 

struggle in Helena, who, while returning the Countess's love 

as a daughter, must reconcile those feelings with her love 

for Bertram, who "cannot be my brother" (1.3.155). The 

Countess's enthusiastic endorsement of Helena's admission of 

love for her son empowers Helena to active pursuit, a rare 

circumstance in Renaissance comedy. Beyond approbation, 

however, the countess has no power to direct Bertram's 

choice. Despite "validating" Helena's desire, the Countess 

"accepts her position of dependence in the patriarchal 

order" (Asp "Subjectivity" 54). 

The Countess's comments concerning "love's strong 

passion" (1.3.133) as being a natural part of youth make no 

mention of social standing. Helena, a product of her time 

(and of Shakespeare's mindset), takes all the onus of her 

love upon herself: she is the one not worthy by birth; she 

is the one who would be "presumtuous" by following him; she 

is the one who must not have him until she "deserve him" 
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(1.3.199). "Ambition" is not a word often associated with 

women's desires in the drama. It implies the over-reacher, 

who always ultimately fails, in the manner of a Tamburlaine 

or a Faust. Helena's love, as she admits, is ambitious.24 

But in order to attain her ambition's desire, she must be 

content to stand in Bertram's "collateral light . . . not in 

his sphere" (1.1.88-9). To be so fooled by her "idolatrous 

fancy" (1.1.97), Helena is living proof that love is blind. 

In Act 1 Helena has no power. She relies on 1) the 

unlikely chance that the King of France will allow a girl to 

act as his physician ("How shall they credit / A poor 

unlearned virgin, when the schools / Embowell'd of their 

doctrine, have left off / The danger to itself?" [1.3.239-

42]), and 2) the stars—in which she herself has earlier 

expressed no faith. On this improbable note, not on the 

more realistic chance that a woman may exhibit the same 

healing skill as a man, Helena wins the Countess's support 

for her journey to Paris, in another inversion, this one of 

the fairy-tale motif of a young stable boy performing great 

feats of arms to win the king's daughter.25 

Helena's eloquence, "He that of greatest works is 

finisher / Oft does them by the weakest minister" (2.2.135-

6), persuades the king, and so she creates for herself an 

opportunity for power. She bets the dearest thing she has, 

her "maiden's name"—her good reputation—on the King's cure 

(although why her failure to cure the King's fistula would 
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brand her a "strumpet" [2.1.171] is never explained, except 

possibly in the implication that the king's "disease" may be 

of a sexual nature). The king then ups the ante: not her 

reputation, but her life will be forfeit if he dies 

(2.1.185-6), and she names her price if she succeeds: to 

choose any man she wants for a husband.26 The King accepts 

with aplomb, possibly because he thinks she cannot win. Or 

— a s some critics believe—because he is wise and sees worth 

beyond an accident of birth.27 

Helena is certain of the efficacy of her father's 

medicines—perhaps a metaphor for the effectiveness of her 

ability to recognize and exploit an opportunity for power. 

By curing the king, Helena restores the order of authority, 

on which she then relies to provide her with a husband, an 

inversion of authority that customarily bestows women on men 

as gifts or rewards, not the other way round. The king 

lines up all the eligible young men, much in the same 

fashion as a modern-day beauty pageant, and invites Helena 

to choose. Her choice is made in characteristically self-

effacing phrases: "I dare not say I take you, but I give / 

Me and my service, ever whilst I live, / Into your guiding 

power.—This is the man" (2.3.102-04) (emphasis mine). 

Helena's opportunities for power are facilitated by the 

king, who inverts and abuses the authority he holds as 

"father"—patriarch—of his subjects, when he rewards her 

(with the stunned Bertram) for curing his disease. The very 
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authority that a woman would ordinarily seek to undermine 

thus empowers her. But it is Helena who prompts the 

marriage, seconded by the now-angry king. Usually the 

prospective bride is merely an agreeable cypher—she has 

nothing to say in the matter. It might be argued therefore 

that Helena deserves whatever she gets. Bertram, indeed an 

unworthy object of desire for such a superior woman, 

nevertheless seems entirely justified as he stutters his 

horrified objection. 

Bertram's response has a two-fold cause: as the 

disparaged ward, and as the object gift—bestowed without a 

say in the matter. And behind the king's words, which have 

the force of command, stands the ghost of Bertram's father, 

"Such a man / Might be a copy to these younger times; / 

Which followed well, would demonstrate them now / But goers 

backward" (1.2.45-7) .28 The King attempts to mitigate the 

circumstance of Helena's birth: "If Thou canst like this 

creature as a maid, / I can create the rest: (2.3.142-43). 

The male authority can give Helena any social standing and 

wealth he wishes. To Bertram that is not the point. To his 

objections in the distasteful public argument with the King 

that follows her selection, Helena responds with the wisest 

thing she says in the entire play: "That you are well 

restor'd, my lord, I am glad. / Let the rest go" (2.3.147-

8) . 

In subordinating herself to so unworthy an object, it 
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seems to me that Helena sacrifices whatever success she has 

just achieved. She has wasted her "opportunity" like a 

profligate; Bertram must be forced to marry her. Helena's 

immediate subservience to Bertram's will is socially 

correct, but it may be that the respect she has gained is 

immediately lost in response to remarks such as (when told 

to say good-bye to the King and prepare to depart) "In every 

thing I wait upon his will" (2.4.54); and "Sir, I can 

nothing say, / But that I am your most obedient servant" 

(2.5.71-72). She ventures to ask for a kiss and Bertram 

pretends not to understand. 

However, Bertram's impossible conditions, delivered in 

a letter to her after she has returned to Roussillon and he 

has run off to play soldier: "When thou canst get the ring 

upon my finger, which never shall come off, and show me a 

child begotten of thy body that I am father to, then call me 

husband; but in such a 'then' I write a 'never'" (3.2.56-

60), present Helena with her richest, most challenging 

opportunity for power. The arrogant young man has in effect 

invited her to test his authority. The "dreadful sentence" 

is Helena's challenge—did she not promise "in every thing 

[to] wait upon his will"? But first she must subject 

herself to a certain amount of verbal flogging, in her agony 

that this paragon is risking his life out of despair 

(3.2.112-20) .29 
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Like Bertram, in a fit of self-pity, she runs away. 

Helena, to this point, has acted always in extremes: she 

does not offer to go to the King, she insists on it. Her 

price for curing the king, a husband; her collatoral, her 

life; her guilt for having "caused" Bertram's departure and 

possible death in battle: total. Her solution: sneak away, 

all the more pathetic because we now begin to understand 

that Bertram is not worth it. It is clear in the conclusion 

of Helena's letter to the Countess, "He is too good and fair 

for death and me, / Whom I myself embrace to set him free" 

(3.4.16-17), that Helena intends for her spiritual 

pilgrimage to Saint Jacques to end in her death, thus 

freeing Bertram from what, to him, is death in life, and 

from the need to court death in combat as a means of escape 

from her. (As if to underscore the inversion of power, the 

letter is a sonnet, replicating the poetic language of the 

romance/fairy tale.) 

By the close of Act 3, Helena has gone from despair to 

craft. How she gets to Florence on her way to a shrine in 

Spain is a mystery, but evidently there are many other 

pilgrims who have made the same wrong turn. Once there, 

Helena's resolve to die is overcome by, again, her 

empowerment by another woman: the poor widow, coincidentally 

the mother of the woman Bertram is trying to seduce, 

suggests that "this young maid might do her / A shrewd turn, 

if she pleas'd" (3.5.67-8), presenting a new opportunity for 
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power. Helena's agreement with Diana parallels (and again 

inverts) the fool Lavatch's plan, which he has outlined to 

the Countess, voluntarily to become a cuckold by using 

Isbel, whom he plans to marry, as a medium of exchange to 

win friends: "He that comforts my wife is the cherisher of 

my flesh and blood" (1.3.46-7). 

Helena proves repeatedly that she has tremendous power 

of persuasion—eloquence—first with the countess, then the 

King, then the widow and her daughter. Modern women must 

surely wince at Helena's "lawful act"—the so-called bed 

trick.30 I believe that one reason such "tricks" fail for 

modern audiences is the lack of appropriate correspondences 

— o r objective correlatives—the closest being the shotgun 

wedding. Albeit a dramatic device, it is difficult to have 

anything but pity for a heroine so willing to demean 

herself. What is the cost of Helena's "success"? Can there 

be anything colder or lonelier for a woman than making love 

to a man who does not know who she is? Who thinks she is 

someone else? It may be a convention of Western literature 

beginning with Tamar and Leah, but why does a person of 

Helena's obvious power need the bed-trick? Eileen Cohen 

calls attention to what she perceives to be similarities 

between the bed-trick and the disguises of the earlier 

romantic comedies: "Isabella and Helena must simultaneously 

be themselves and more daringly theatrical [than the women 

in male disguise in the earlier romantic comedies] in order 
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to reinforce the differences between them and the men they 

confront" (175). Well, yes. But for the men in All/s Well 

and Measure. the question of the differences between men and 

women never seems to come up. Indeed, they seem all too 

aware of those differences. Northrop Frye excuses the bed-

trick as simply the "chief magical device" of a romantic 

comedy instead of "enchanted forests or identical twins" 

(Deliverence 3). 

Diana's words to Bertram echo Cressida's in another 

context: 

"Ay, so you serve us 

Till we serve you; but when you have our roses, 

You barely leave our thorns to prick ourselves, 

And mock us with our barrenness." (4.2.17-20) 

As Bertram is trying his best to seduce Diana, we learn from 

the Lords at the French court of Helena's presumed decline 

and demise at the shrine of St. Jaques le Grand.31 What a 

grand design! 

Is "all's well that ends well" another way of saying 

"the end justifies the means"? Helena assumes in Act 4 that 

all will "end" well. Her trimphant fulfillment of Bertram's 

conditions reveals a certain willingness to exact vengeance, 

to humiliate him publicly as he publicly repudiated her.32 

She successfully (once again) exploits an opportunity for 

power; but can we imagine a cloudless future for Helena with 

Bertram? Are we to believe Bertram (who has just left Diana 
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and mourned Helena with efficient dispatch—claps his hands 

together and looks for fresh game) when he says: "That she 

whom all men prais'd, and whom myself, / Since I have lost, 

have lov'd" (5.3.53-54)? There is no reason we should: he 

proceeds immediately to lie about Helena's ring that "Diana" 

gave him, as Helena swore to the King she would, in bed.33 

Then, confronted with Diana and his signet ring, he lies 

about her. The most I am willing to grant is that when he 

is cornered, it is possible, as Maurice Hunt suggests, that 

"devious Bertram does come to admire Helena's creative 

duplicity" ("Words and Deeds" 333). 

What has Helena bought with her power? She has 

accomplished the "impossible task" and won the county, who 

vows he'll "love her dearly, ever, ever dearly" (5.3.316). 

Her manipulation has eliminated romance and reduced the 

"object" of her desire to the same impersonal business 

arrangement that constitutes so many marriages of the time. 

"Love" now becomes a medium of exchange, just as it is for 

Lavatch, just as it was for Cressida. Helena "wins" 

Bertram's "love"—but love is no longer a thing given; it is 

now a thing coerced by trickery and trade: "What began as a 

pursuit of a man developed into a transaction among women" 

(Asp "Subjectivity" 59). In comedy the "end" does not 

signal finality, but rather, another beginning which, as in 

fairy tales, invites us to see beyond "and they lived 

happily ever after." 
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Helena's aggressive exercise of her opportunity for 

power is admirable and successful in her immediate aim, but 

no textual evidence suggests (despite a lot of critical 

claims otherwise) that the results will be ultimately 

successful. Bertram at best reveals a grudging admiration 

for Helena's grit. Marilyn Williamson argues that "because 

Bertram's negative behavior is regarded as a rebellion 

against his marriage, the play assumes that his conduct is 

temporary, a state from which he will recover" (Patriarchy 

67). Where, I would ask, does the play assume this? The 

most the play "assumes," I would argue, is that Helena has 

so far succeeded in exploiting her opportunity for power to 

invert social order that her power may invert Bertram's 

nature. We do not know that all will end well; all we have 

seen is that one determined woman got her way.34 Critic 

after critic has struggled to see in the ending, if not 

complete reconciliation, at least hope for a happier future. 

That Bertram makes such a complete about-face, sincerely and 

permanently, is simply not affirmed by anything in the 

text.35 Bertram is quicksilver, which bows to expediency 

and moves where it most easily fits the mold. However, in 

addition to the authority represented in the pervasive 

memory of his father, Bertram, like Troilus, is subject to a 

patriarchal authority (the French King) he must share with 

the woman who is the immediate cause of his misery, in this 

case Helena. 
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The King, compounding his initial dreadful mistake, 

invites Diana to choose a husband, thereby offering another 

woman an opportunity for power—and a lifetime of misery. 

Barbara Hodgdon says, "Thus, although the close foregrounds 

conformist ideology by placing Helena as a socially and 

sexually legitimate wife and mother, it also generates 

another virgin who may attempt to use the patriarchal system 

in order to gain power" ("Substitute" 66),36 In light of 

the "bleakly indeterminate end" (Cunningham 128), 

conditional to the success of all the "ifs," in the King's 

cryptic lines: "All yet seems well, and if it end so meet, / 

The bitter past, more welcome is the sweet" (5.3.333-34) 

(emphasis mine), we must, I think, reflect on the 

possiblity that Helena has, however immediately successful 

in exploiting her opportunities for power, misspent her 

coin. Certainly she faces the possibility of devastating 

consequences after we part from her. Even more sad is the 

hint that Helena herself realizes (finally) that the game 

was not worth the candle: contrast her self-humbling, 

servile language of the first act with the unadorned 

curtness of her closure to Bertram, a rhyming couplet whose 

earlier uses signal, every single time, Helena's resolve—to 

cure, to win, to die: "If it appear not plain and prove 

untrue / Deadly divorce step between me and you" (5.3.317-

18) . 
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Failure of Recognition: Measure for Measure 

This "last of Shakespeare's comedies"37 joins Troilus 

and Cressida and All's Well That Ends Well in considering 

the frightening possibility that a comic resolution is no 

longer possible to the developing dramaturgy of 

Shakespeare's worldview.38 Measure for Measure coincides 

with the cosmic tragedies that thunder the true end of the 

absolutism of Tudor England and the values upon which it had 

based its existence since 1485.39 One critical challenge 

is to explain the equivocation in the praise of the 

unbending Isabella,40 and, by the same token, in the 

vilification of the ice-blooded Angelo. The patriarch who 

represents the law—the authority—in the person of the Duke 

sneaking around in the background, inconsistently— 

frequently immorally—manipulating the action, violates the 

spirit of the law while demanding that the letter be upheld, 

which seems to me to be a limp, unsuccessful attempt to 

integrate Christian mercy and political pragmatism.41 

Tennenhouse says that Measure for Measure, like the other 

"disguised ruler" plays of the early Jacobean era, 

demonstrates through the abuse of authority—in this case 

Angelo's attempt to force Isabella into bed—how much more 

powerful (and therefore desirable) the legal apparatus of 

the monarch is than any "deputy" of that monarch (Display 

156). Order is restored only at the intervention of God's 

agent on earth, in even more rigid obedience to the letter 
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of the law than the deputy observes, and the disparate 

participants in the carnival of chaos resolve themselves 

once more into a satisfied—if stultified—community, 

observing proper place and harmony. 

The Duke facilitates Isabella's opportunities for power 

by neglecting his office and inviting rebellion. Of all the 

"couples" wrenched together at the conclusion, only Claudio 

and Juliet, the ones whose punishment precipitates the 

crisis of authority, wholeheartedly embrace marriage, as 

they wished to do all along.42 Claudio's resignation upon 

being sentenced to death at the beginning of the play, 

Thus can the demigod, Authority, 

Make us pay down for our offense by weight 

The words of heaven: on whom it will, it will; 

On whom it will not, so; yet still 'tis just 

(1.2.120-23), 

underscores the vast chasm between authority and assumption 

of righteousness (in his world). Nothing in the ensuing 

action or the properly public ending, in my opinion, serves 

to change the truth of Claudio's words. Claudio, indeed, 

will suffer death, though of all the broken contracts, his 

is the most faithful to the spirit of mutual consent to 

marriage. Claudio assumes responsibility for his actions— 

he freely admits his "guilt"—and his love. So does the 

Duke, in a roundabout way, in the beginning of the play, 

admit his culpability for the state of things in the 
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kingdom; he just does not want to be blamed for it.43 

Isabella's powers of persuasion are described by 

Claudio before we meet her. Claudio begs Lucio to bring 

Isabella from the convent to plead with Angelo for mercy: 

Claudio: [of Isabella] for in her youth 

There is a prone and speechless dialect, 

Such as move men; beside, she hath prosperous art 

When she will play with reason and discourse, 

And well she can persuade. (1.2. 183-86) 

In contrast to the open-natured, eloquent girl described by 

Claudio, when we first encounter Isabella, she is wishing 

"for a more strict restraint / Upon the sisterhood" (1.4.4-

5), indicative of a rigid regard for spiritual "law," and 

probably a fear of worldliness. Lucio's message of course 

upsets her, as it would upset any sister, but for Isabella 

the sordid nature of Claudio's "crime" is compounded by the 

dilemma of having to re-enter a world she has rejected. 

Cohen says that Isabella "must deal with the world, the 

excesses of which she doubtless never dreamed. . . . [She] 

is forced to plead the cause of marriage and family for her 

brother and later for Mariana. In this, she dramatizes a 

feminine stereotype" (178). She also clearly never dreamed 

that she has any kind of "power": 

Lucio: Assay the pow'r you have. 

Isab: My power? Alas, I doubt. (1.4.76-7) 

Isabella agrees to "see what I can do." In her first 
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meeting with the deputy, she asks three times for mercy for 

Claudio. Her first plea to Angelo seems (we can, I think, 

fairly conclude) only half-hearted. She so condemns the 

"vice" that she half endorses the punishment, without 

bringing to bear her rhetorical skills (in which Claudio has 

such faith): "0 just but severe law? I had a brother then. 

Heaven keep your honor!" (2.2.41-42) So distasteful is the 

whole issue to Isabella that Lucio must prod her to go back, 

telling her, "you are too cold" (2.2.45). 

She then attempts to organize her "argument" according 

to classical rules of logic: asking Angelo if, essentially, 

he could pardon Claudio if he wished, all the while 

emphasizing that the world would not suffer for Angelo's 

mercy, and also offering a comparison of Angelo's behavior 

with Claudio's, should the situation be reversed: "You would 

have slipp'd like him, but he, like you, / Would not have 

been so stern" (2.2.65-66). Indeed, as Dusinberre has 

pointed out, Claudio and Julietta's dilemma reflects the 

double standard sanctioned even by the church: Julietta's 

sin is judged by the "friar" as "the greater" (1.2.76). 

Isabella's arguments have more effect on Lucio and the 

Provost than on Angelo, until he asks her "Why do you put 

these sayings upon me?" (2.2.133). Her answer, suggesting 

that he look within his heart and "if it confess / A natural 

guiltiness such as is his [Claudio's]," causes Angelo 

evidently to find that very "natural guiltiness," but the 
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object of it is Isabella, and Angelo's aside indicates that 

his reaction is not going to be what she hopes to illuminate 

in him: "She speaks, and 'tis / Such sense that my sense 

breeds with it" (2.2. 141-42). Bernice Kliman argues that 

despite what Claudio's words may lead Lucio (and the 

audience) to believe about Isabella's skill in rhetoric, 

"Shakespeare has deliberately made her unable to express 

herself," that in her successive arguments she improves but 

then retreats, "no longer able to marshal her thoughts" 

(137-8). Isabella's arguments are not logical, and they 

frequently imply the opposite of what she intends—her first 

words in the play, for one example, which the mother 

superior misunderstands, and her second plea to Angelo for 

another. Kliman says, "Isabella's main flaw as a debator is 

that she never decides just what she is arguing for— 

leniency, pardon, or time to prepare Claudio's soul" 

(142) ,44 

Isabella's ineptitude at argument jeopardizes 

everybody: Angelo, for the stirring of lust she 

unintentionally arouses in him; Claudio, who, once he urges 

her "sacrifice," is guilty of pandering as well as 

fornication; and most important, herself. Isabella's offer 

of a "bribe," though not meant in the ordinary sense of the 

word, gives Angelo, "the proud man, / Dress'd in a little 

brief authority" (2.2.17-18), two choices: he can (very 

properly) order her arrest, or, he can accept on his own 
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terms, which he does, thus giving her in turn two equally 

unacceptable choices. By interceding for a perpetrator of a 

"vice that most I do abhor" (2.2.29), Isabella will be 

either a fratricide or a prostitute, depending on her 

response to Angelo's "bribe." Isabella is intelligent and 

curious. Her passionate nature only becomes evident as 

Lucio spurs her along in her plea to Angelo. She seems. at 

this point, still completely unaware of her power and how to 

use it; evidently she is so removed, as it were, from the 

world, that her "eloquence" has to be prodded awake by the 

most down-to-earth character in the play, Lucio, the one who 

"refuses to get off the stage" (Barton 547) .45 

Isabella's very innocence, through no conscious skill 

of her own, is what ultimately dooms Angelo, as he 

recognizes at once: "Can it be / That modesty may more 

betray our sense / Than woman's lightness?" (2.2. 167-69); 

and, "Ever till now, / When men were fond, I smil'd and 

wond'red how" (2.2.185-86). The bribe turns out to have the 

same effect as Eve's apple. Angelo's is such a narrow 

vision that he does not recognize any legitimate end to his 

desire, only corrupt ones: "0 cunning enemy, that to catch a 

saint, / With saints dost bait thy hook! Most dangerous / 

Is that temptation that doth goad us on / To sin in loving 

virtue" (2.2.179-82). Who is the "enemy"? God? 

Conscience? Or, is the enemy the Duke, under whose 

authority Angelo must function, and whose patriarchal 
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presence shadows both Angelo and Isabella. If Angelo is to 

be, as the Duke commands, "In our remove . . . at full 

ourself" (1.1.43), is he also the Duke's agent in his 

"courtship" of Isabella? And, of course, there is the 

matter of Mariana, in her moated grange, the only locale in 

the play that even begins to approximate the "green world" 

of the earlier romantic comedies. 

In Act 2, scene 4, is the second meeting between Angelo 

and Isabella: She is again remote, and she turns to leave 

when Angelo tells her that her brother "cannot live" (33). 

He employs his own brand of rhetorical argument as he 

proposes "a charity in sin / To save this brother's life" 

(2.4.61-2), but she is too ignorant to catch the drift of 

his argument until he spells it out: Would you trade your 

virtue for your brother's life? There is no agonizing soul-

searching, no questioning; the answer is "no." For this 

"no" Isabella has been roundly condemned and vigorously 

applauded. Marcia Riefer believes that Isabella's eloquence 

diminishes with each subsequent confrontation between her 

and Angelo, and between her and Claudio, as her autonomy is 

drained and she is, finally, "a shadow of her former 

articulate self, on her knees before male authority in Act 

5" (159). 

The Duke, no less than Isabella, has explicity held 

himself above the normalizing community of sexual congress— 

marriage and family, as he tells Friar Thomas: "Believe not 
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that the dribbling dart of love / Can pierce a complete 

bosom" (1.3.2-3). This remark is either a deliberate lie or 

an indication of how pathetically little the Duke knows 

about himself, even as, behind the scenes, he manipulates 

the actions of everyone else.46 

Isabella equates her chastity and her soul; she makes 

no distinction between her body and her soul when she 

refuses Angelo, thus exposing Angelo's double standard: 

Angelo: Were not you then as cruel as the sentence 

That you have slander'd so? 

Isabella: Ignomy in ransom and free pardon 

Are of two houses: lawful mercy 

Is nothing kin to foul redemption. (2.4.109-13) 

And, in so refusing, Isabella exposes her own double 

standard. Dusinberre remarks that "Isabella's virginity has 

a rateable value: 'More than our brother is our chastity.' 

Despite her indignant purity, she assesses herself by the 

world's standards" (54). Isabella, no less than Cressida, 

no less than Helena, describes herself in the terms a 

patriarchal system applies to the things it uses to buy, 

sell, assure peace and property: as a commodity. 

Isabella's power is thus far unintentional and 

ineffective (except that it reveals to the audience—and, 

more important, to the Duke, Angelo's weakness). She 

clearly has no desire or intention of ever consummating a 

relationship ("the thing I hate" [2.4.119]) with any mortal 
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roan, much less this one. Whether we "like" Isabella's 

responses to Angelo or not is immaterial. Simon Shepherd 

says that "to Isabella death is light, to Claudio sex is 

easy. Each has a horror of what the other takes lightly" 

(Amazons 192). In the context of the convent death holds no 

fear for her; the loss of the virginity she has pledged to 

Christ is far more evil. As a novitiate of the Poor Clares, 

Isabella would attach particular importance to the sacrifice 

of life in atonement for another's sin, as she would 

willingly do for her brother.47 

Darryl Gless sees Measure for Measure as an allegory 

depicting the natures of both civil and canonical law, 

specifically Pauline doctrine: "The essence of her 

[Isabella's] nature lies in her allegiance to a system of 

man-made laws that are fundamentally at odds with each 

other, transcendent laws to which the play's language 

persistently allude" (141) ,48 All of the problem plays, 

especially, invite us to extrapolate in various ways as much 

from what is left unsaid as what is said. It is possible to 

see in Isabella's "distorted understanding of religious 

truth" (Gless 142), among other things, her fear of a 

healthy human relationship and, in another vein, 

Shakespeare's critique of monasticism. Indeed, she seems at 

this point completely powerless—her threats of exposure 

empty ones that do not frighten Angelo: "Who will believe 

thee, Isabel?" (2.4.154). She has not learned the lesson 
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about the value of the thing refused, as her closing lines 

about her brother and his subsequent responses prove; her 

isolation has rendered her impotent, with the result that 

she fails miserably to use her unrecognized power to exploit 

opportunities to undermine Angelo's authority. 

Isabella's meeting with Claudio (3.1.) reflects badly 

on her own definition of compassion: at best she reveals, in 

her reluctance to tell him outright, her lack of trust (well 

placed, as it happens) in Claudio's spiritual strength. We 

of course realize that her value system is unbalanced as far 

as the world outside the convent is concerned, but her 

wordplay has not endeared her to audiences.49 Still, as 

Dusinberre has remarked, "Society hands all the cards to 

Claudio, and he asks Isabella for her only one—her 

chastity" (261). 

In her study of the Shakespearean treatment of the 

marriage customs of the time, Ann Jennalie Cook comments on 

Angelo's repudiation of Mariana (her dowery was not paid; he 

also accused her of fornication, which accusation was not 

true, but which served to ruin her life): "Legally, Angelo 

has a valid reason to break off the match, and his decision 

certainly rests on sound financial grounds. But morally, he 

is guilty of shameful lying and cruel indifference" 

("Distortion" 96). Consider in comparison Claudio's 

willingness to marry Juliet in spite of the same problems 

(her friends have not released her dowry). In order to 
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force Angelo to accept responsibility for the woman he does 

not want, and evidently to teach some kind of lesson to 

everyone (it is never clear exactly what lesson he has in 

mind), the Duke/Friar masterminds the cruel plot device of 

the bed trick. 

I conclude that Isabella's willingness to go along with 

the Duke's scheme is a result of her naivetee: she believes 

that because the idea (of the bed trick) is a friar's, it 

must be all right.50 She is not afraid to confront 

temporal authority in the person of Angelo, nor is she 

powerless against her own brother's plea for his life. The 

Duke's disguise represents for Isabella the sacerdotal 

authority of the Church to which she has pledged her 

fortune, her chastity, and her obedience. Isabella's 

fragile power is attacked from three fronts. Since the Duke 

assumes all roles of authority, she cannot undermine him—or 

if she can it is in the passive resistance of her eloquent 

silence. Likewise, neither can Angelo escape the authority 

that informs his behavior, his career, and ultimately his 

future.51 

A great deal of Isabella's power of rhetoric (if we 

believe that she has any or chooses to exercise it) we 

neither see nor hear: her "agreement" to meet Angelo, and 

her persuasion of Mariana to go along with the scheme. But 

Isabella always possesses the greater symbolic power. 

Unfortunately, it is painfully clear that she never 
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recognizes her opportunities. When Isabella passes the 

information of the proposed tryst as well as the keys to 

Angelo's garden to Mariana, she is passing the phallic 

emblems of sexual power to their rightful "owner," who 

should "command" Angelo's desire, just as Isabella also 

possessed the keys to the convent gates, which unlock from 

the inside. She thus also takes from Mariana the role of 

cloistered, abandoned bride, and with the image of the 

garden that locks from the outside (as that other garden 

locked out those first two pesky original sinners) confers 

that role upon Angelo, who is now the one who waits, 

enclosed. The bed trick here is not Isabella's own idea— 

she has denied her own sexuality; such a device would never 

occur to her. Her compliance in the Duke/Friar's plan 

removes the "power" of the bed trick from the women and 

"consolidates it in the Duke" (Adelman "Bed Trick" 174).52 

Isabella, upon hearing the news (another lie) that Claudio 

has been "beheaded," agrees to be directed once again by the 

friar/Duke (4.3.136), and so plays out the final scene: 

"Justice, 0 royal Dukel" (5.1.20), in an inversion of the 

letter of the law.53 The defiling of the spirit of the law 

(Mariana masked as Isabella) occurs in a garden. Angelo's 

sin is "original" in that he, too, is a virgin. When the 

omnipotent Duke—spiritual father and political overlord— 

uncovers Angelo's "nakedness"—reveals his sin—Angelo 

wishes for death as an end to shame. To the Duke's command, 
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"love your wife," Angelo does not respond. No evidence in 

the text indicates that he chooses the better part of life 

outside Eden. The "awarding" of marriage partners is doubly 

ambiguous; the one couple to whom this general pairing would 

seem to be welcome is given no lines in this scene. Once 

again, a woman (or women) is reduced to a commodity, a prize 

to be awarded at the authority's will. Cook says, "The 

buying and selling of lives, wives, and bodies stands at the 

core of Measure for Measure. The pimps, whores, and bawds 

in the subplot merely engage more blatantly in the same 

'trade' as Angelo and Claudio" ("Distortion" 97).54 

Dreher sees Shakespeare's most successful women as 

those who are not "impoverished by conformity to sex roles": 

Rosalind, Portia, and Viola (116)—the fatherless daughters; 

those not subject to the authority of the male parent. By 

way of contrast, one of his least successful also fits this 

category: Isabella. Everybody in the play who has lied— 

except the Duke—including Angelo, Lucio, and Isabella, is 

sentenced to marriage; for Isabella the sentence means the 

sacrifice of that for which she would have died and 

condemned her brother to die rather than surrender. Michel 

Foucault says of the public "execution," that it does not 

"re-establish justice; it reactivate[s] power" (Discipline 

49). In other words, marriage is a prize to be measured on 

a relative scale: a reward for Claudio and Juliet, Mariana, 

the whore, and the Duke; punishment for Angelo, Lucio, and 
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Isabella, all decided by the Duke. 

Many critics have noticed with interest Isabella's 

silence after the Duke has spoken. Certainly it does not 

seem that she has any choice in the matter. The 

significance of Isabella's "eloquent silence" (Bradbrook 

Growth 96), depends in large part upon the visual—the stage 

business, which may or may not signal her capitulation.55 

Self-discovery is part of the structure of drama. In 

Shakespeare's earlier comedies, self-discovery signals the 

integration of the principals into the community of marriage 

and (re)productivity. Frequently the disguise of one of the 

principals aids in gently educating the proposed partner in 

the true nature of a loving relationship. Rosalind, Portia, 

Viola, and, in a manner of speaking, Petruchio (in his 

wedding-day motley) all briefly assume other roles. Kate 

discovers her true nature and her place as Petruchio's wife; 

Bassanio begins to learn (we fondly hope) how to be a 

husband as well as a friend; Orlando and Rosalind find their 

proper place and perspective among family and friends. 

Self-discovery in tragedy is the glorious moment in which 

the hero/heroine sees the grand design that ennobles 

sacrifice. Shakespeare demonstrated time and time again 

that he was well aware of standard comic conventions. By 

twisting the comic resolution in All's Well That Ends Well 

and Measure for Measure, and eliminating it altogether in 

Troilus and Cressida. he enlarges further the dimensions of 
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his characters, from simple "mirrors" of nature to complex, 

multidimensional prisms, whose refracted light illuminates 

flaws or deficiences in standard social conventions and 

judges them much more harshly, in a way clarifying the 

limits of women's power in an increasingly insecure world. 

The (potential) lovers must share a patriarchal influence 

under whose authority they are not left free to find their 

own ground. 

Without valorizing any of the women in the problem 

plays, we recognize that they will face struggles never 

imagined by earlier comic heroines. Self-discovery means 

that Cressida, having had little choice, understands that 

she will never reintegrate into the social world with a 

husband to form a new community, an ultimate failure in a 

society that recognized women's procreative power as one 

half seeking to be made whole by marrying. The implication 

of her wasted power lies in the pitiful recognition of the 

lines "I shall be plagued" (5.2.105), which anticipates her 

eventual abandonment and a lifetime of shame. 

For Helena, self-discovery includes learning that love 

can neither be earned nor compelled; it is a gift, not a 

prize, and this knowledge may have killed the very love that 

provided the impulse for her power, leaving her in the 

emotional wasteland of an arranged alliance. Her efforts to 

forge a marriage based on mutual affection are "correct" by 

the new Puritan standards of her day, but comic expectation 
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requires two parties to effect this happy conclusion, 

directly contradicted in Bertram's grudging participation. 

Isabella has rejected the community once; no evidence 

in her self-discovery demonstrates anything but affirmation 

of the tainted creatures worldly humans really are; her 

silence makes it unlikely that she will change her mind. 

Frye contends that we can no more expect reality from 

these plays than we can from the earlier comedies, or any 

other entertainment, that Helena in All's Well and Isabella 

in Measure are merely part of the intended themes of their 

respective productions and that we are not intended to look 

beyond the conclusion, which is comic in nature, but not 

necessarily happy. I disagree. By their very nature, love 

stories imply a life beyond the final curtain. Compare the 

ease with which Portia, Rosalind, or Viola assume their 

intended roles as wives and halves of a communal whole with 

the ambiguous implications of the three dark comedies in 

this study. Velma Richmond says, "In Shakespeare . . . 

humanity's future lies in the feminine principle" of 

survival and creation (341). Cressida recognizes her 

opportunities for power and exploits them as far as she is 

able. Helena recognizes and vigorously exploits her 

opportunities, but to what end? Isabella either does not 

recognize her opportunities, or, more likely, as her final 

plea for Angelo indicates ("I partly think / A due sincerity 

govern'd his ideas, / Till he did look on me" [5.1.445-47]), 
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recognizes them and rejects them. In addition, all three 

women are ultimately reduced to mediums of material 

exchange, thereby effectively nullifying their autonomy. 

We must also recognize, I think, that Troilus, Bertram, 

and Angelo, the men whose personalities most influence the 

three women in question, are also denied autonomy because 

they too are shadowed by authority figures. 

Shakespeare's problem plays reflect the darker 

transitional world of the Jacobean court, as do his cosmic 

tragedies. They prefigure the cynical Caroline comedies 

that bring the Golden Age of English Drama to a close. 

The men and women in the plays together represent the 

philosophical concerns of a society disturbed by the 

apparent blurring of social boundaries, while at the same 

time growing wary of capricious absolutism, the authority 

that voices encouragement of individual choice while keeping 

tight rein on those who would choose. In the case of the 

three plays in this study, the women's opportunities for 

power are directed toward heirs of the patriarchy who have 

not yet inherited, who are not the authorities controlling 

the patrimony. Therefore, each woman's "power" is not 

directed toward undermining an authority figure, but toward 

a man who is as powerless as she. In Troilus and Cressida. 

Troilus, no less than Cressida, is marginalized by authority 

that impels sacrifice for nothing. In All's Well and 
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Measure for Measure, the young heroines are in fact 

empowered by the authority figure. I conclude that for the 

young women in these three plays, Shakespeare demonstrates 

that power depends upon the cooperative spirit of the 

authority; without that cooperation the power diminishes to 

insignificance. That we can agree today that their limited 

options are less than any woman should demand only compounds 

the pity, not to say contempt, we feel for them; not that 

they have died, but that they have wasted the best part of 

themselves—the will to power—on sullied objectives. They 

are encircled by flawed communities, and their relationships 

to those communities are problematical. They have all dealt 

as best they could with the authority of men who value women 

only as "pearls": commodity.56 
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Notes 

1The plays most often listed as "problems" are Troilus 

and Cressida. All/s Well That Ends Well, and Measure for 

Measure. Jeremy Richard identifies the problem plays as 

those that "represent a transition between Shakespeare's 

comedies of plot and his tragedies of character," and which 

all feature a "subtext of doubt, failed vision, and thwarted 

intention," "'The Thing I Am': Parolles, the Comedic 

Villain, and Tragic Consciousness," Shakespeare Studies 18 

(1986), 145-46. David Scott Kastan calls the problem plays 

"generic mutations," "All's Well That Ends Well and the 

Limits of Comedy," English Literary History 52 (1985), 579. 

Marilyn French identifies as problem plays those that "share 

an unusual donne (sexual disgust) and are all written in 

mixed gender modes," and she includes The Merchant of Venice 

and Hamlet in her list, Shakespeare's Division of Experience 

(New York: Ballantine, 1981), 136. French suggests further 

that the problem plays are those in which Shakespeare "tests 

his own ideals, probes his own prejudices" (332). C. L. 

Barber suggests that the reason we identify some of the 

plays as problems is that "they do not feel festive; they 

are not merry in a deep enough way," Shakespeare's Festive 

Comedy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1959), 258, which I 

suppose is as good a way as any to categorize drama. 

William Lawrence, in Shakespeare's Problem Comedies (New 

York: Macmillan, 1931), defines as problem plays those in 
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which "the controlling spirit . . . must obviously be 

realism" (7). See also "Bad" Shakespeare: Revaluations of 

the Shakespearean Canon. Maurice Charney, ed. (Rutherford, 

NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson UP, 1988), particularly Dolora 

Cunningham's "Conflicting Images of the Comic Heroine," 120-

29; Northrop Frye, The Myth of Deliverance; Reflections on 

Shakespeare's Problem Comedies (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 

1983); Kenneth Muir and Stanley W. Wells, eds., Aspects of 

Shakespeare's 'Problem Plavs': Articles Reprinted from 

Shakespeare Survey (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1982; Richard 

Wheeler, Shakespeare's Development and the Problem Comedies 

(Berkeley: U of California P, 1981); Nancy S. Leonard, 

"Substitution in Shakespeare's Problem Comedies," English 

Literary Renaissance 9 (1979): 281-301; and John Wilders, 

"The Problem Comedies: Troilus and Cressida. All's Well That 

Ends Well. Measure for Measure." in Shakespeare: Select 

Bibliographical Guide, ed. Stanley Wells (New York & London: 

Oxford UP, 1973), 94-112. 

Marianne Novy, in examining the hero in Shakespeare, 

notes that "several heroes in the romances and problem plays 

[Troilus, Hector, Bertram, The Duke in MfMl distrust both 

female characters and qualities in themselves that they 

consider female," "Shakespeare and Emotional Distance in the 

Elizabethan Family," Theatre Journal 33 (1981), 324, a trait 

that Novy believes reflects a certain emotional distance 

apparent in Elizabethan families. She argues that this 
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"distance" is a cultural construct identified by Lawrence 

Stone in The Family. Sex, and Marriage in England. 1500-1800 

(New York: Harper and Row, 1977), "that generates conflicts 

pervasive in Shakespeare's plays" (317). Alan Macfarlane, 

in a review of Stone's book in History and Theory. 18 

(1979): 103-26, points up the danger in accepting as 

universal any pattern of behavior; Macfarlane takes Stone to 

task for being too selective in choosing the passages from 

contemporary sources that support his claim (107), a not 

uncommon way of looking at any text in order to prove or 

disprove a theory. 

For a good review of trends in Shakespearean criticism, 

see Jonathan Dollimore, "Shakespeare, Cultural Materialism, 

Feminism and Marxist Humanism," New Literary History 21 

(1990): 471-93. 

2Neely ("Feminist Modes of Shakespearean Criticism: 

Compensatory, Justificatory, Transformational," Women's 

Studies 9 [1981]: 3-15), says a number of other things in 

her attempt to bring some form of order to, or at least to 

explain, the various directions all the different critical 

styles that call themselves "feminist" scatter, including, 

"Feminism is only now in the process of creating and 

defining itself; therefore feminist criticism, unlike 

Marxist or Freudian criticism, lacks the core theoretical 

texts—the law of the father—from which concepts and 

methodology might be derived" (4). One of her most 
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interesting "modes" is the justificatory, which, she says, 

has the effect of "justifying—or at least of accounting 

for—the limitations of some women characters and the 

limiting conceptions of women held by male characters. . . . 

In this [justificatory] mode, critics find that even strong 

or rebellious women are defined or controlled by patriarchal 

imperatives" (7-8). Paula Berggren believes that "the 

central element in Shakespeare's treatment of women is 

always their sex . . . primarily as a mythic source of 

power, an archetypal symbol that arouses both love and 

loathing in the male," "The Woman's Part: Female Sexuality 

as Power in Shakespeare's Plays," The Woman's Part: Feminist 

Criticism of Shakespeare. Carolyn Ruth Swift Lenz, Gayle 

Greene, Carol Thomas Neely, eds. (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 

1980), 18. Leslie Fiedler, although he believes that 

Shakespeare is afraid of women and disgusted by sex (an 

opinion with which I strongly disagree), nevertheless 

identifies woman as the "eternal alien," who "by virtue of 

[her] strangeness . . . can sometimes see the silliness of 

the games we play in deadly earnest," The Stranger in 

Shakespeare (New York: Stein and Day, 1973), 57. I find 

this view to be particularly applicable to Cressida. 

Critics simply cannot agree on the question of 

Shakespeare's supposed "feminism" or antifeminism. Juliet 

Dusinberre (Shakespeare and the Nature of Women. New York: 

Barnes & Noble, 1976), believes that Shakespeare is a 
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feminist, and that he is a feminist because of the rise of 

Puritanism that (theoretically) fostered mutual affection in 

male-female relationships, a theory that has been attacked 

by several, for example Linda Woodbridge, who says that 

Puritan doctrine only increased male dominance in the family 

(Women passim); and Lisa Jardine, who argues that "reformed 

Christianity further burdened Renaissance women by making 

them responsible for the well-being of the domestic unit, 

within which they were explicitly not given any power," 

"Cultural Confusion and Shakespeare's Learned Heroines," 

Shakespeare Quarterly 38 (1987), 3. 

Marilyn French (Shakepeare's Division of Experience), 

and Irene Dash (Wooing. Wedding, and Power: Women in 

Shakespeare's Plavs. [New York: Columbia UP, 1981]), believe 

firmly that Shakespeare is a feminist, period, and point to 

instance after instance that apparently validates Ellen 

Terry's remark about "the triumphant women of the comedies." 

Velma Richmond qualifies Shakespeare's feminism somewhat, 

arguing that it is confined to the comedies: "Women dominate 

the comedies, where stress is on the private rather than the 

public sphere; here the capacity to cope, to endure, is 

celebrated," "Shakespeare's Women," Midwest Quarterly 19 

(1978), 336. Other critics have modified this image. Neely 

("Shakespeare's Women: Historical Facts and Dramatic 

Representations," Shakespeare's Personality. Norman N. 

Holland, Sidney Homan, Bernard J. Paris, eds. Berkeley: U 
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of California P, 1989: 116-34), says that "the women in 

[Shakespeare's] plays never have even the minimal amount of 

power in connection with property and the law that women in 

Stratford had." On the other hand, she points out that 

although "we do not see Shakespeare's women being genuinely 

educated or educating children like some of their 

aristrocratic counterparts," most of the women in the plays 

are literate (124-25). She adds that "the women who are the 

least confined and have the most power are represented apart 

from sexual roles" (130). Katherine Stockholder agrees with 

Neely that Shakespeare's "feminism" is contingent, 

particularly where women's power is concerned. Although 

Stockholder does not define power, except by example, she 

does look at power structures in the development (or lack 

thereof) of Shakespeare's female characters. Of the more 

one-dimensional women in Shakespeare, she finds that "when 

they are powerful and sexual, they are the source of and 

represent a cosmic principle of evil. When they are 

powerless and remote from sexuality, they are the source of 

and represent a principle of redeeming purity and 

compassion, a redemptive power that ironically increases 

with their personal quiescence," "Idea and Desire: Manichean 

Images of Women in Shakespeare's Plays," CEA Critic 52 

(1990): 31-50. 

Among those critics who regard Shakespeare as a 

defender of the patriarchal system are Kathleen McLuskie, 
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"The Patriarchal Bard: Feminist Criticism and Shakespeare: 

King Lear and Measure for Measure." Political Shakespeare. 

Jonathan Dollimore and Alan Sinfield, eds. (Ithaca: Cornell 

UP, 1985), 88-108; and Louis Montrose, "Shaping Fantasies": 

Figurations of Gender and Power in Elizabethan Culture," 

Representations 1 (1983): 61-94, who points out that "the 

central female characters of Shakespeare's comedies are not 

mothers but mothers-to-be, maidens who are passing from 

fathers to husbands in a world made and governed by men" 

(70). Muriel Bradbrook says that "the ironic situations in 

which Shakespeare's heroines are plunged by their lack of 

masculine courage [emphasis mine] are so contrived as to be 

purely entertaining," The Growth and Structure of 

Elizabethan Comedy (Baltimore: Penguin, 1963), 98. See also 

Shirley Nelson Garner, "Male Bonding and the Myth of Women's 

Deception in Shakespeare's Plays," Shakespeare's 

Personality , 135-50. 

These attempts to mold Shakespeare's art into such 

rigid constraints seem to me to impute to Shakespeare (and 

other Renaissance playwrights as well) an equally rigid 

philosophy about the nature of power rather than the more 

fluid, admittedly relativistic stance that his "infinite 

variety" of men, women, and comic plots actually 

demonstrate. The truth probably lies somewhere in between 

the two extremes. Claire McEachern regards Shakespeare as a 

sort of accidental feminist: "[Shakespeare's] refusal to 
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replicate the assumptions of patriarchy—while obviously not 

part of any specifically feminist agenda—originates in his 

inquiry into the nature of power, particularly as it is 

manifested in the imitative pressures of patriarchy," 

"Fathering Herself: A Source Study of Shakespeare's 

Feminism," Shakespeare Quarterly 39 (1988), 272. 

Although Linda Bamber rejects the idea that Shakespeare 

is a nascent feminist, insisting on "Shakespeare's 

indifference to, independence of, and distance from" the 

"system of feminist ideas" propounded by feminist critics 

since Millett's Sexual Politics (1969), she does believe 

that Shakespeare is "consistently an author whose response 

to the feminine is central to the general significance of 

his work": 

Whenever Shakespeare comes to imagine a new 

enterprise for the masculine Self, he must re-

imagine the feminine as necessary to resist, 

challenge, lead or assist the masculine self. 

. . . Shakespeare must be a hero for feminists not 

because he shares the feminist perspective but 

because in every genre except history he 

associates the feminine with whatever it is 

outside himself he takes most seriously. Whatever 

most significantly challenges the masculine Self— 

whatever matters most in tragedy, comedy, and 

romance—Shakespeare associates with the feminine, 
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Comic Women. Tragic Men; A Study of Gender and 

Genre in Shakespeare (Stanford, CA: Stanford UP, 

1982), 2-6. 

Rene Girard ("Levi-Strauss, Frye, Derrida and 

Shakespearean Criticism," Diacritics 3 [1973]: 34-38), 

believes that Shakespeare is not finally concerned with 

gender roles. Gerard says that Shakespeare, among others, 

is "obsessed with chaos, with the destruction of 

institutions and hierarchies, the reversal and obliteration 

of even sexual identities, with countless phenomena which 

amount, in other words, to a dissolving of differences" 

(34). See also Inga-Stina Ewbank, "Shakespeare's Portrayal 

of Women: A 1970s View," Shakespeare: Pattern of Excelling 

Nature, David Bevington and Jay L. Halio, eds., Newark: U of 

Delaware P, 1978: 222-29; Barbara P. Mowat, "Images of Women 

in Shakespeare's Plays," Southern Humanties Review 2 (1977): 

145-57; Margaret Loftus Ranald, "'As Marriage Binds, and 

Blood Breaks': English Marriage and Shakespeare," 

Shakespeare Quarterly 30 (1979): 68-81; Angela Pitt, 

Shakespeare's Women. London: David and Charles, 1981; and 

Jeanne Addison Roberts, "Making a Woman and Other 

Institutionalized Diversions," Shakespeare Quarterly 37 

(1986): 366-69. 

3For a discussion of Shakespeare's grounding in both 

the medieval theory of Augustinian political realism as well 

as Tudor humanism, see John D. Cox, Shakespeare and the 
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Dramaturgy of Power (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1989), 

particularly Chapters 7 and 8. 

4Marilyn Williamson sees in the conflict of All's Well 

and Measure a reflection of a new anxiety prevalent in the 

social system: loss of parental control over marriage 

choice, combined with the sporadic, ineffectual efforts of 

government to cope with the growing population of the poor 

(in some cases by trying to control their sexual behavior— 

this encouraged by the growing, hard-working, prosperous 

Puritan faction), The Patriarchy of Shakespeare's Comedies 

(Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1986), 57. 

5Bamber distinguishes between the comic shrew, who 

"directly challenges masculine authority" but is 

"essentially powerless against the social system," and the 

comic heroine, who "does not fight the system . . . does not 

actively resist the social and political hegemony of the 

men, but as an irresistible version of the Other . . . 

successfully competes for our favor with the (masculine) 

representatives of the social Self" (30), thus inviting us 

not only to be entertained, but also to inquire into the 

balance and inequities of the system itself. Bamber says, 

"When the shrew challenges the social order, it [the order] 

reasserts itself in response; the comic heroine, by 

contrast, comes into her own when and where the social order 

may be taken for granted" (36). I do not believe that 

Cressida, Helena, or Isabella fit either of these two 
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(admittedly rather general) categories. 

Jonathan Goldberg, "Shakespearean Inscriptions: The 

Voicing of Power," Shakespeare and the Question of Theory. 

Patricia Parker & Geoffrey Hartman, eds. (New York: Methuen, 

1985), argues that Bamber's categorizing of Shakespeare's 

characters is too rigid, that for Bamber, "Shakespeare is 

seen as inevitably expressing the positions of a patriarchal 

culture and replicating them" (117). Bamber deliberately 

avoids any discussion of the later, darker comedies in her 

assertion that the female in comedy avoids or is spared the 

kinds of choices that, say, a Desdemona or Cordelia must 

make. She cannot avoid discussing Jessica since Portia is 

one of her shining examples of the comic heroine. She 

dismisses Jessica's behavior as "fully justified" and claims 

that in this instance "the theme of the betrayed father is 

so lightheartedly developed as to defuse anxieties even as 

it provokes them" (116). Hmm! Her comment that Shylock is 

so hateful that his moving responses to her abandonment 

"scarcely have the power to turn us against Jessica" (110) 

is probably correct insofar as Shakespeare's original 

audience is concerned. Whereas we must respect what we know 

about contemporary xenophobia (including the fear and hatred 

of Jews), just as we must be careful of the urge to 

criticize women when they do not behave as we think they 

ought to behave, I would argue again that the reason any of 

these works merits study or enjoyment is in the subtleties 
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of meaning that we find in each when we bring our own 

cultural baggage to them. As Goldberg points out, "The 

categories of the period are not our own, but . . . our 

divisions of genre and gender . . . are not Shakespeare's 

either." In Shakespeare's culture: "boys and girls . . . 

w[ore] female clothes in their early years [boys were 

customarily 'breeched' at seven, at which age they were also 

considered old enough to be arrested and held legally 

accountable for their actions]; femininity is there the 

undifferentiated sex from which maleness comes. On 

Shakespeare's stage, there are only men; the image of the 

culture is reversed" (118). Ralph Berry, in "Woman as Fool: 

Dramatic Mechanism in Shakespeare," Dalhousie Review 59 

[1979-80]: 621-32, argues that "every play in the canon 

consists (as in historical context it must) in its broadest 

formulation, of a largely male cast, usually making a botch 

of affairs" (622). 

See also Leonard Tennenhouse, Power on Display (New 

York: Methuen, 1986), who says that "Shakespeare's comic 

heroines never threatened to seize control of the state or 

its icon—the body of the aristocratic female" (41). The 

playwright "thus restores the natural hierarchy of social 

relations as the wife subordinates herself to her husband" 

(62). Kastan reminds us that characters like Rosalind, 

Beatrice, and Portia "are able and willing to participate 

fully in the function of marriage that the age increasingly 
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recognized" ("Way of Womenkind" 115). Marilyn Williamson 

points out that Much Ado, for all Beatrice's vigor, "shows 

women eagerly accepting their place in a patriarchy which 

almost destroyed one of them, by mistake," "Doubling, 

Women's Anger, and Genre," Women's Studies 9 (1982), 111. 

Kastan and Williamson overlook the obvious fact that the 

chosen mates are also, finally, "able and willing," thus 

completing a partnership denied by one or the other parties 

concerned in Troilus, All's Well, and Measure. 

6See The Elizabethan World Picture (London: Chatto and 

Windus, 1960), esp. Chapter 2, 7-15, for Tillyard's 

viewpoint. 

7The Riverside Shakespeare. G. Blakemore Evans, et al., 

eds. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974): 443-98. All 

quotations from Troilus and Cressida are from this edition. 

8Faber calls the premise of Troilus and Cressida the 

"ultimate human tragedy—war." But her comment that in 

Troilus and Cressida Shakespeare has created a "more 

devastating catastrophe," that of the fall of a world itself 

(Troy) (137), argues just the oppposite. A society (or a 

man) that will bludgeon itself to death for an unworthy 

cause needs to be cleansed, cleared away. Tragedy is a 

circumstance of individuals; there is nothing particularly 

tragic in the fall of civilizations. 

I agree that war is a catastrophe, but not that it is a 

tragedy. To support her argument Faber cites the 
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similarities among Troilus's language to describe his 

separation from Cressida and Othello's from Desdemona, and 

Romeo's when he is banished from Verona and Juliet (136). 

In this milieu, Helen and Cressida are not worth the 

sacrifice a tragedy demands. Desdemona, Ophelia, and 

Cordelia are. In tragedy humanity is finally ennobled by 

sacrifice. Hector is a tragic hero in The Iliad; his death 

has about it majesty, as does Brutus's in Julius Caesar. 

Hector's death in Troilus and Cressida comes when he is 

caught—literally—with his pants down, donning the 

magnificent armor for which he has just slaughtered a 

nameless Greek soldier. Nothing is reaffirmed, nothing 

reordered or strengthened—not a tragedy, only desolation. 

A great many critics agree with Faber in categorizing 

the play as tragedy, including Brian Morris, "The Tragic 

Structure of Troilus and Cressida." Shakespeare Quarterly. 

10 (1959), 481-91; A. H. Hargreaves, "An Essentially Tragic 

Troilus and Cressida." Humanities Assn. Bulletin. 18 (1967), 

47-60; Emil Roy, "War and Manliness in Shakespeare's Troilus 

and Cressida." Comparative Drama. 7 (1973), 107-20; Robert 

Wood, "Troilus and Cressida; The Tragedy of a City," 

Philological Quarterly. 56 (1977): 65-81; A. E. Voss, 

"Tragedy and History: The Case for Troilus and Cressida." 

University of Capetown Studies in English. 15 (1986), 1-11; 

Hardin Craig (in his edition of the complete works); and 

Kenneth Palmer (1982 Arden Edition), to name a few. The MLA 
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Bibliography classifies T&C as a comedy, as do Dover Wilson, 

G. Blakemore Evans (1974 Riverside Edition), David Bevington 

(1980 Complete Works), and the 1609 Quarto. Oscar Campbell, 

Shakespeare's Satire (New York, 1943), 139-40; G. K. Hunter, 

"Troilus and Cressida: A Tragic Satire," Shakespeare Studies 

13 (1974-5), 1-23; Zvi Jagendorf, "All Against One in 

Troilus and Cressida." English: The Journal of the College 

English Assn. 31 (1982), 199-210; and John D. Cox, 

Shakespeare and the Dramaturgy of Power (Princeton: 

Princeton UP, 1989), 61, believe the play is a satire. 

I will agree that there is in the landscape of Troilus 

and Cressida an existential despair, reflecting the 

darkening landscape of the Jacobean theater in general. 

More paper has been spent on Troilus and Cressida in the 

second half of the twentieth century than in the preceding 

300 years. Having come through the end of La Belle Epogue. 

the Holocaust, and the Hanoi Hilton, perhaps we understand 

more clearly the irony of Horace's Dulce et decorum p.st pro 

patria morir: that most wars are fought for the fatherland— 

the patriarch. In contrast, although the underlying cause 

is invariably economic in nature, what wars are usually 

fought about is anthropomorphized into the feminine, whether 

the icon is Helen of Troy, Miss Saigon, or Pound's "old 

bitch, gone in the teeth." See also Lorraine Helms, '"Still 

Wars and Lechery': Shakespeare and the Last Trojan Woman," 

Gender and Literary Representation. Helen M. Cooper, 
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Adrienne A. Munich, & Susan M. Squier, eds. (Chapel Hill: U 

of North Carolina P, 1989): 25-42; R. A. Yoder, '"Sons and 

Daughters of the Game': An essay on Shakespeare's Troilus 

and Cressida." Shakespeare Survey 25 (1972): 11-25; and 

Katherine Stockholder, who likens Troilus and Cressida to 

the theater of the absurd. Stockholder argues that the 

characters' preoccupation with themselves trivializes the 

"dramatic sweep of irrevocable changes going on all around 

them," which makes the play "a kind of inverted Restoration 

Comedy; rather than mask tender feeling with worldly 

cynicism, it uses the tender courtly role to mask cynical 

detachment," "Power and Pleasure in Troilus and Cressida: 

Or, Rhetoric and Structure of the Anti-Tragic," College 

English 30 (1969), 540-41. She adds that "the characters' 

rhetoric shows them unconcerned with the claims of public 

obligation, and their private concerns are without 

consequence," 552, 554. 

Larry R. Clarke has shown the remarkable philosophical 

correspondence of the Trojans with the "out-of-date feudal 

ideology" of the old aristocracy and the Greeks with the new 

politically "formidable" bourgeoisie in England of the early 

1600s, "'Mars His Heart Inflam'd With Venus': Ideology and 

Eros in Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida." Modern Language 

Quarterly 50 (1989): 209-26. See also Eric S. Mallin, 

"Emulous Factions and the Collapse of Chivalry: Troilus and 

Cressida," Representations 29 (1990), who sees Troilus and 
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Cressida as the dramatization of the factions—the Cecils 

and Essex—at the end of Elizabeth's reign. In this regard, 

Mallin denies that Cressida has any power at all: "The play 

registers the absence of female power, mediating between the 

fact and the fantasy of a profound, ongoing diminution of 

Elizabeth's potency" (170). 

9Anne Barton comments on the inverted world Shakespeare 

presented us in Troilus and Cressida. on the contrast 

between statement of intent and "subsequent behavior." 

Ulysses's speech on degree, as she points out, may 

illustrate to us the high moral purpose and "fundamental 

conservatism" of Shakespeare; the words make no impression 

on any of the characters listening to them, not even Ulysses 

("Introduction" 445). See also Jane Adamson, who warns that 

"we . . . need to be careful not to confuse the play's 

imaginative thinking with the characters' 'philosophizing,' 

which is always skewed by their having some personal axe to 

grind and is often infested with illogicalities," "Drama in 

the Mind: Entertaining Ideas in Troilus and Cressida." The 

Critical Review 27 (1985), 5; and Faber, who argues that "in 

Troilus and Cressida we witness reptilian behavior, whether 

the specific scene involves a battle or a bedroom" (144); 

that is, what we see is the immediate response of self-

defense, which action is always of the moment and 

unconcerned with whether or not it reflects a previously 

stated philosophy. 
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10An interesting comment on the character of Cressida 

as we perceive it was made by Karen T. Bjelland at the 

Conference of the Bibliographical Society of America, March 

7, 1992, in "Variants as Epistemological Shifts: A Proposed 

Methodology for Recovering the Two Texts of Shakespeare's 

Troilus and Cressida." Bjelland argues that readers often 

fail to place Cressida and her actions within the violence 

that governs her world, and that many of Cressida's more 

unpleasant characteristics are a result of textual 

engineering (editorial prejudice). Bjelland notes that in 

instances where the folio and the quarto differ, editors 

almost invariably choose the text most uncomplimentary to 

Cressida. For example: #1 (5.2.9-11) 

Quarto: 

Ulyss. Shee will sing any man at first sight. 

Ther. And any man may sing her, if hee can take 

her Cliff, she's noted. 

Folio: 

Ulyss. She will sing any man at first sight. 

Ther. And any man may finde her, if he can take 

her life: she's noted. 

Example #2: (5.2.118) 

Quarto: 

. . . . these two did Court, 

Folio: 

. . . . these two did coact; 
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In the standard editions, editors favor the quarto version 

of ex #1, and the folio version of ex #2. 

See also Gayle Greene, "Shakespeare's Cressida: 'A Kind 

of Self,'" The Woman's Part: Feminist Criticism of 

Shakespeare. Carolyn Ruth Swift Lenz, Gayle Greene, & Carol 

Thomas Neely, eds. (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1980), who 

says, "[Cressida's] fate is the working out of a character 

that lacks integrity or autonomy, and her terms prefigure 

the 'turning' that will split her so insanely and 

irrevocably for Troilus, and for herself" (136); and Joel 

Fineman, "Fratricide and Cuckoldry: Shakespeare's Doubles," 

Representing Shakespeare: New Psychoanalytic Essavs. Murray 

M. Schwartz & Coppelia Kahn, eds. (Baltimore: The Johns 

Hopkins UP, 1990), who points out that "in the tragedies 

that are to follow Troilus and Cressida. . . . Shakespeare 

will draw portraits of ever more horrible women, women 

compared to whom Cressida seems more an unfortunate Ophelia 

than the world-shattering wanton whom Troilus despises" 

(100). 

11Helen and Cressida are repeatedly referred to as 

whores, which leaves them at the very bottom of any 

momentary or eventual hierarchy there may be. As Dusinberre 

remarks, "To call a woman a whore . . . not only casts 

aspersions on her morals, but takes away her position in 

society" (52). Hector does not waste his time listening to 

the pleas of his mother, his sister, and the most blameless 
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wife in history or mythology, Andromache. How much less 

would any of the men in this man's world grant to two 

whores! 

12Deborah Hooker suggests that "through her punning and 

riddling, Cressida exposes a masculine compulsion for 

recognition which underwrites the metaphysics of her world." 

Hooker argues that "the only discursive channels Western 

Culture has recognized" that facilitate the meeting of male 

and female are "another man's words that inevitably serve to 

commodify the woman," "Coming to Cressida through Irigaray," 

South Atlantic Quarterly 88 (1988), 900. 

Sandy Petrey, Speech Acts and Literary Theory (New 

York: Routledge, 1990), combines an introduction to speech-

act theory as developed by J. L. Austin with a survey of 

critical essays that have adapted Austin's thought to 

literary analysis. Speech-act theory emphasizes the social 

reality created when speakers agree that their language is 

"performative," Austin's term for utterances like "We hereby 

declare" or "I promise," that produce rather than describe 

what they name, a concept particularly applicable in scenes 

where Troilus, Cressida, and Pandarus all attempt to define 

criteria for human relationships in terms that are merely 

situational: "Let all constant men be Troiluses, all false 

women Cressids, and all brokers-between Pandars! Say, amen" 

(3.2.202-04). See also Keir Elam, Shakespeare's Universe of 

Discourse: Language-Games in the Comedies (Cambridge: 
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Cambridge UP, 1984); and Mary Louise Pratt, Toward a Speech-

Act Theory of Literary Criticism (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 

1977). 

13Douglas Wilson, "The Commerce of Desire: Freudian 

Narcissism in Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde and 

Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida." English Language Notes 

21 (1983): 11-22, argues that Cressida's "strategy of a 

coquette" in Act 1, scene 2, exemplifies Freud's 

narcissistic paradigm: "her 'unassailable libidinal 

position' entices the desire of the male by seeming to 

fulfill an incompleteness in him, and her ego requires the 

surrender of his narcissism" (13), which might be construed 

in the context of this study as exploitation of an 

opportunity for power. Adelman says that "beneath the 

deflating tendencies of her wit, . . . the soliloquy reveals 

her vulnerability, her dependence on the love of men to 

establish her value even for herself, and her sense that her 

best defense lies in holding off, concealing her own 

desires," "'This Is and Is Not Cressid': The 

Characterization of Cressida," The Mother Tongue: Essays 

in Feminist Psychoanalytic Interpretation. Shirley Nelson 

Garner, et al., eds. (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1985, 119-41), 

122. 

It is also possible to see in Cressida's defensive 

strategy something of the jester, the comic character who 

mocks authority, and who, with women, represents, according 
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to Berry, "the two great sources of critical challenge." He 

is talking primarily about early comedies, IHVI. Richard 

III, and King Lear. But could his theory apply elsewhere? 

Barry argues that what the women and the fools share in 

common is "intelligence without power" ("Woman as Fool" 

622). Cressida reveals more in her offhand, throwaway lines 

than anyone else in the play; for example, just prior to 

inviting Troilus in, when he asks teasingly what she sees in 

the "fountain of our love," Cressida responds, "More dregs 

than water, if my fears have eyes" (3.2.67). 

14C. C. Barfoot finds that in Troilus and Cressida 

"transaction lies at the very core of the problem of human 

relationships. . . . This concern is signified by the 

prevalence of the mercantile metaphor that runs through the 

play, and that suggests that we are all traders in our 

relationships, and as victims and perpetrators, susceptible 

to the inevitable treachery that trade brings in its wake," 

"Troilus and Cressida: 'Praise Us as We are Tasted,"' 

Shakespeare Quarterly 39 (1988), 46. See also Asp: "Once 

degree fails as a criterion of worth, the observer must rely 

on performance as an external manifestation of the self. 

. . . Because the play reveals no fixed intrinsic value in 

objects, it presents an ambiguous world in which value is 

elicited from or projected onto objects by observers. 

Cressida and Ulysses are the only characters who seem aware 

of this phenomenon" ("Defense" 409). According to Gayle 
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Greene: "The world of the play provides no standard of 

allegiance or value that makes vows meaningful," "Language 

and Value in Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida." Studies 

in English Literature. 1500-1900 21 (1981), 284. 

15In a discussion of the Freudian implications of 

Pandarus's handling Cressida's "tryst" and "trade," Hooker 

points out that "it is precisely the 'uncle' who must give 

voice to the seductive function of the law of the father." 

She cites, among others, Luce Irigaray, who identifies "the 

duplicity between [desire and law] by revealing the veiled 

pleasure sustained in the very authority to exchange, the 

vicarious sexual pleasure and power in the law itself" 

(907). 

Of course, physical conquest of the daughter by her 

father does not actually occur. But by the very nature of 

the father's legally recognized authority, the daughter 

loses her "self" and becomes a commodity, to be hanged or 

beheaded, so to speak—or sold into prostitution—at the 

king's pleasure. Cressida's response to the proposed trade 

is disappointing to an audience that would rather see a 

spirited defiance, but viewed in context of the play, it is 

the only response available to her. 

16Linda LaBranche, "Visual Patterns and Linking 

Analogues in Troilus and Cressida." Shakespeare Quarterly. 

37 (1986): 440-50, believes that much early criticism is 

flawed because the critics had "never seen the play 
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performed," and thus had overlooked the implications of the 

visual. Specific to this study are her remarks about the 

visual impact, reinforced verbally, of the "handing over" of 

Cressida—to Troilus, to Diomedes, to the Greeks, and 

eventually, in a repetition so well rehearsed it need not 

even be shown on stage, to her father, and back again to 

Diomedes. According to LaBranche, "the continual conveying 

of Cressida from one male to another makes a vivid visual 

statement of the girl's position in her own world. She is 

essentially powerless to control and direct her own life, 

shown repeatedly to be in the hands of others." This "motif 

of female powerlessness" is replayed in Cassandra's 

"impotent ravings" and Andromache's "useless pleading" with 

Hector. LaBranche also sees implicit in the Greek camp 

"surrounding" Cressida on her arrrival (4.5.) another 

example of "the continuing series of the Greeks' group 

attacks" culminating when the Myrmidons surround and murder 

Hector in 5.8 (440-2). 

17Girard believes that all of the action in Troilus and 

Cressida. war and lust, is a product of "mimetic desire," 

engendered by the icon of Helen of Troy. Her elopment has 

caused the bloody conflict; as an object of desire as well 

as one who, selectively or otherwise, desires, she has no 

egual. Much in the same way television uses sex to sell 

beer, aspirin, and any number of other things, Pandarus uses 

Helen to sell Troilus and Cressida to each other. Girard 
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excuses Cressida's "betrayal" as "an act of retaliation, of 

vengeful escalation," and therefore as an imitation of what 

Troilus has done to her. In the sexual politics of this 

power structure Troilus "is a textbook case for the 

illusion" of the jealous lover that "the first one to show 

up should have precedence. . . . Not only did [Troilus] 

betray Cressida, too, but he betrayed her first," the 

morning after their only night together, in his unseemly 

haste to get away ("Politics of Desire" passim). See also 

LaBranche, who points out that, visually, "Cressida is most 

often and most directly linked to Helen" (447). 

18As Jill Mann says, "it is thus the men who finally 

fix Cressida's worth. . . . by the same mechanism which 

determines market value," "Shakespeare and Chaucer: 'What is 

Criseyde Worth?'" The Cambridge Quarterly. 18 (1989), 124, 

and her rateable value is determined by Antenor, who will 

eventually betray Troy and seal its doom. See also Barton: 

"People and things, no matter how elevated they may sound, 

all come to the marketplace to be weighed and priced 

according to a fluctuating standard dependent upon laws of 

supply and demand, and the condition of the market at a 

given moment of time" ("Introduction" 445). 

19See A. P. Rossiter, Angel with Horns and Other 

Shakespeare Lectures. ed. Graham Storey (London: Longmans, 

Green, 1961), 133. 
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20Girard argues that until recently, "conventional 

morality" of the critical and academic establishments led to 

wholesale selective reading which, in effect, ignored 

Troilus's callousness, not to say coarseness, and focused 

its critical light on Cressida's flaws ("Politics" 191-2). 

Girard places Troilus right where he belongs, alongside all 

the other locker room adolescents in the play. See also 

French (161, 167), and Mihoko Suzuki, Metamorphoses of 

Helen; Authority. Difference, and the Epic (Ithaca: Cornell 

UP, 1989), particularly Chapter 5, "Shakepeare's Troilus and 

Cressida"; and Stephen J. Lynch, who says: 

When examined closely, the idealism of Troilus, 

however lofty and extreme, seems very much in 

keeping with the nature of his world. Though he 

makes repeated claims to purity and eternal 

constancy, he puts great emphasis on sensuality, 

and his actions are more moody and erratic than 

constant and true. Moreover, his energy and 

devotion seem concentrated not so much on Cressida 

as on an image of himself as a superlative and 

immortal paragon of love, "The idealism of 

Shakespeare's Troilus," South Atlantic Review 51 

(1986), 19. 

But if Troilus is constantly aware of and influenced by his 

own patriarchal shadow, as I believe he is, he will always 

be in the position of an adolescent, his behavior measured 
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against a patriarchal standard which, in this play, has no 

fixed parameters. 

21The Riverside Shakespeare. G. Blakemore Evans, et 

al., eds. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974): 499-544. All 

quotations from All's Well That Ends Well are from this 

edition. 

22Women in Shakespeare's time (as they are today, for 

the most part) were conditioned to regard themselves as less 

perfect than men and therefore unqualified to assume 

authority over men in any area, public or private. In 

psychological terms, the male "objectification of woman 

. . . is designed to annihilate the threat that she 

represents" (Asp "Subjectivity" 50). In Lacanian theory the 

phallus is representative of power. Lacking anything to 

exchange for the phallus, the female remains incomplete, 

unable to participate fully in the patriarchal structure of 

authority, Jacques Lacan, Ecrits: A Selection, trans. Alan 

Sheridan (New York: W. W. Norton, 1977), 66. See also 

Antonia Fraser, The Weaker Vessel (New York: Alfred A. 

Knopf, 1984), 4. Retha Warnicke, Women of the English 

Renaissance and Reformation (Westport, CT: Greenwood P, 

1983), says, "women were expected to marry, and those who 

did not were denied the respect of their communities" (178). 

See also Stone, 199. Regarding modern assessments of 

Helena, Williamson says that "Shakespeare's Helena exceeds 

most audiences' sense of limits on women's assertiveness" 
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(Patriarchy 61). Cunningham believes that "Portia and 

Helena control the final outcome of their plays as other 

strong Shakespearean heroines do not," but that "in 

exercising their unusual control of events, both Portia and 

Helena are restricted by remnants of a familiar patriarchal 

system," "Conflicting Images of the Comic Heroine," "Bad" 

Shakespeare; Revaluations of the Shakespeare Canon. Maurice 

Charney, ed. (Rutherford, NJ: Farleigh Dickinson UP, 1988), 

120. Robert Hunter places Helena among the "literary 

descendants of the Virgin in the medieval narrative and 

dramatic 'Miracles of Our Lady,/H Shakespeare and the Comedy 

of Forgiveness (New York: Columbia UP, 1965), 129-30. 

23For an interesting discussion of the action and 

characters in All's Well as personification of the "word," 

see Maurice Hunt, "All's Well That Ends Well and the Triumph 

of the Word," Texas Studies in Literature and Language 30 

(1988): 388-411. See also Petrey (Speech Acts and Literary 

Theory). 

24See Clifford Leech, "The Theme of Ambition in All's 

Well That Ends Well." English Literary History 21 (1954): 

17-19. 

25Francis M. Pearce, in commenting on Lavatch's role in 

All's Well, finds many of Lavatch's comments prophetic, 

anticipating somewhat (as when he begs the Countess's 

permission to marry his Isbel just prior to Helena's entry 

in 1.3) the actions of the principals, "Analogical 
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Probability and the Clown in All's Well That Ends Well." 

Shakespeare Jahrbuch 108 (1972): 129-44. 

26Helena risks her life in more ways than one. 

According to Alice Clark, quoting from John Stow's Survey of 

the cities of London and Westminster Written at first 

MCXCVIII.. brought down from the year 1633 to the present 

time by John Strvpe (London: 1720), from the reign of Henry 

VIII, restrictions had been imposed on those who would 

practice medicine, first in the city of London, and by the 

early seventeenth century throughout England, because "that 

common artificers, as Smiths, weavers, and Women, boldly and 

accustomably took upon them great Cures, and things of great 

Difficulty, in the which they partly used Sorceries and 

Witchcraft, and partly applied such Medicines unto the 

Diseased, as were very noyous, and nothing meet therefore," 

Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (London: 

Frank Cass, 1968), 259. 

See also Patricia Crawford, "Women's Published 

Writings, 1600-1700," Women in English Society. 1500-1800. 

Mary Prior, ed. (London: Methuen, 1985): "When Elizabeth 

Bury, who was interested in medicine, stated 'the most nice 

and difficult cases' in such proper terms as might be 

expected only from men of their own profession, medical men 

were surprised" (215). 

27When Helena bargains with the King, they begin to 

speak in sing-song couplets and do so until the end of the 
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scene. Roger Warren, who finds a strong connection between 

All's Well and Shakespeare's sonnets, believes that these 

curious intermittent instances of rhyme are not an accident, 

but are "placed at strategic moments to emphasize the story 

of Helena and her love," "Why Does It End Well? Helena, 

Bertram, and the Sonnets," Shakespeare Survey 22 (1969), 80. 

See also G. Wilson Knight, The Sovereign Flower (New York: 

Macmillan, 1958). 

28Williamson argues that the enforced marriage in All's 

Well "represents an abuse of wardship," a source of great 

concern at the time fPatriarchy 59). It would take a strong 

woman to overcome the terms of Wardship—enforced marriage, 

which George Whetstone argues in An Heptameron of Civill 

Discourse (1582) is "the extreamest bondage that is: for 

that the ransome of libertie is y death of the one or y 

other of the married" (qtd. in Williamson, 61). The feudal 

law which forbids marrying a ward beneath his rank 

(disparagement) is ignored. Bertram is properly horrified 

at being married to a woman who is, to his way of thinking, 

no more than a penniless servant in his mother's household. 

See also Joel Hurstfield, The Queen's Wards: Wardship and 

Marriage Under Elizabeth (London: Frank Cass), 1973; C. L. 

Barber, "The Family in Shakespeare's Development: Tragedy 

and Sacredness," Representing Shakespeare: New 

Psychoanalytic Essays, Murray M. Schwartz & Coppelia Kahn, 

eds. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins UP, 1980): 188-202; and 
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Bamber, 9. 

29Bertram has his champions. Gerard Gross insists that 

Bertram's characterization must have "that flair, that 

presence" on stage such that Diana's comment, "'tis a most 

gallant fellow" (3.5.78), among others, rings true, in order 

to give credence to Helena's devotion. However, I would 

argue that such a characterization further dimishes Helena's 

judgment, reducing it to a matter of visual circumstance. 

Gross finds, from the point immediately after the bed-trick, 

"an unmistakable sense of disillusion" in Helena's fixation 

(264-5). He sees "earnestness" in Bertram's repetition of 

words: "Both, both, 0 Pardon!" and "I'll love her dearly, 

ever, ever dearly" (5.3.308,316) (270). Richard Wheeler 

sees Bertram as very like other romantic heroes, such as 

Bassanio and Orlando: "all are young, inexperienced, eager, 

ambitious; each has less depth of characterization than the 

woman he marries," Shakespeare's Development and the Problem 

Comedies: Turn and Counter-Turn (Berkeley: U of California 

P, 1981), 51. But dear old Dr. Johnson cannot "reconcile 

[his] heart to Bertram, a man noble without generosity, and 

young without trust," Notes to Shakespeare. Vol. 1, 

Comedies, note 59-60 (Augustan Reprint Society, Los Angeles: 

William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, University of 

California, 1956), 121. 

30Maurice Hunt, among others, notes the significance of 

the names Diana and Helena and the ethics of the bed-trick: 
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"By doubling for Helena [Love] in the bed-trick, Diana 

[Chastity] publicly purifies the former virgin who, through 

a questionable trick, has in a sense prostituted herself to 

achieve an Elizabethan ideal: Married Chastity" (336). See 

also David M. Bergeron, "The Mythical Structure of All's 

Well That Ends Well." Texas Studies in Literature and 

Language, 14 (1973), 559-68; Susan Snyder, "All/s Well That 

Ends Well and Shakespeare's Helens: Text and Subtext, 

Subject and Object," English Literary Renaissance. 18 

(1988), 66-77; Janet Adelman, "Bed Tricks: On Marriage as 

the End of Comedy in All's Well That Ends Well and Measure 

for Measure." Shakespeare's Personality. Norman Holland, 

Sidney Homan, & Bernard J. Paris, eds. (Berkeley: U of 

California P, 1989), 160-61; and E. M. W. Tillyard, 

Shakespeare's Problem Plays (London: Chatto and Windus, 

1950), 89-143. 

Regarding the effectiveness of the bed-trick, Eileen 

Cohen, "'Virtue is Bold': The Bed-Trick and Characterization 

in All's Well That Ends Well and Measure for Measure." 

Philological Quarterly. 65 (1986), says that Shakespeare 

"insists that [the bed-trick] saves lives and nurtures 

marriage" (171). But Adelman argues that the bed-trick is 

not a "vehicle" that enables male sexual desire to find its 

place within a legitimate marriage, as many critics have 

argued; rather, it is a "forced and conspicuous metaphor" 

illustrating what the male problem really is. Regarding 
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All's Well in particular, Adelman suggests that Bertram's 

problem is the confusion of proper authority: he cannot seem 

to get away from his mother. Even his guardian, who should 

be passing the title of authority from male to male, has 

instead ordered him to marry his mother's choice. Thus, 

"Helena becomes the epitome of the invisible maternal power 

that binds the child, especially the male child, who here 

discovers that she is always the woman in his bed" ("Bed 

Tricks" 153-57). Camille Paglia provides enlightening 

insights into the masculine creative imperative and will to 

power as a lifelong—civilization long, actually—attempt to 

escape and control the sexual power of nature as represented 

by the mother, Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from 

Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson (Random House-Vintage, 1990). 

And of course always present beside his mother, creating an 

ironic tension for Bertram, is the shadow of his dead 

father, to whose patriarchal authority Bertram, as the only 

heir, is ultimately compelled to explain or otherwise excuse 

his own behavior. See also Wheeler's note about Bertram and 

his mother, Shakespeare's Development. 40-45. 

For an excellent discussion of All's Well That Ends 

Well's implications for the Renaissance audience, both in 

terms of protestant theology and marriage, including the 

biblical justification for the bed-trick, see Peggy Munoz 

Simonds, "Sacred and Sexual Motifs in All's Well That Ends 

Well." Renaissance Quarterly 42 (1989), 33-59. 
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31Asp believes that Helena's supposed "death" provides 

her with her "greatest power as an active subject. What is 

absent can be ignored; what is regarded as lost can be 

thought of as without power. Yet the very veil of 

disappearance allows the subject room to act with impunity" 

("Subjectivity" 57). 

E. K. Chambers does not believe that Helena is ever 

serious about her pilgrimage, but uses it as a ruse, lying 

to the Countess. He believes that Helena always intends to 

pursue Bertram, whatever she has to say or do to find him. 

Whether she does this to save Bertram's life or whatever is 

another question, Shakespeare: A Survey (London: Macmillan, 

1925), 200-07; rpt. in Discussions of Shakespeare's Problem 

Comedies. Robert Ornstein, ed. (Boston: D. C. Heath, 1961), 

40. 

32Gerard Gross cites numerous critics who find a 

"stealthy, predatory quality" in Helen, and he argues that 

the final scene in which "Helena's scheming is the most 

deliberate and calculating" does little to make her "a 

plausible object of Bertram's love," "The Conclusion to 

All's Well That Ends Well." Studies in English Literature. 

1500-1900 23 (1983), 266; see also David Kastan, "All's Well 

That Ends Well and the Limits of Comedy," English Literary 

History 52 (1985), 579; and Hazelton Spencer, who calls 

Helena's planning "boldly masculine," The Art and Life of 

William Shakespeare (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 
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1940, 292-99; rpt. in Ornstein 42-44). Cox, on the other 

hand, warns against condemning Helena's behind-the-scene 

machinations too quickly. Although Helena's love is 

ambitious, and her deliberate alliance with the King's power 

suspect, she "cannot be reduced to the proportions of a 

Machiavellian politician" (150). 

33R. B. Parker finds Bertram's idea of "honour," to put 

it kindly, convenient, pointing out that "when the issue 

comes to an open clash between the 'honour' of his ancestral 

ring, handed down through the males of his family from 'the 

first father,' and the 'honour' of Diana's chastity, he 

surrenders the emblem of that very nobility he had appealed 

to as an escape from Helena," "War and Sex in All's Well 

That Ends Well." Shakespeare Survey 37 (1984), 105. 

34In rather an understatement, Cunningham sums up the 

ambiguities in Helena's character: "We continue to be 

troubled . . . by the contradictions within the heroine's 

role and within her relationship to the hero: the spirited 

independence and the abject submission; the devoted love and 

the crude trickery; the realistically developed heroine and 

a restrictive ritualistic plot . . . " (127). French 

observes that Helena's "chaste constancy" is a recognized 

quality and thus may have the power to change Bertram's 

feelings (169). 

35Among the critics who believe that All's Well That 

Ends Well does not end well are Carolyn Asp, "Subjectivity, 
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Desire and Female Friendship in All/s Well That Ends Well." 

Literature and Psychology 32 (1986), who says that the play 

lacks the customary festival ending: "The frog prince 

remains a frog . . . and the princess chooses to overlook 

his slimy skin" (48). E. K. Chambers sees in All/s Well 

more to compare with Julius Caesar and Hamlet than with the 

luminous Twelfth Night and As You Like It. "All/s Well That 

Ends Well." Shakespeare: A Survey (London: Sidgwick and 

Jackson, 1925: 100-07); rpt. in Ornstein, 38-41, remarking 

that, although Helena is "a nobly planned woman," what we 

are given "is not Helena's triumph but Helena's degradation" 

(39). See also Berggren, ("Female Sexuality" 223); Anne 

Barton, "Introduction" to All's Well That Ends Well. The 

Riverside Shakespeare. 499-503; Richard Wheeler, "Marriage 

and Manhood in All's Well That Ends Well." Bucknell Review 

21 (1973): 103-24; and Wheeler, Shakespeare's Development 

and the Problem Comedies (Berkeley: U of California P, 

1981). 

Those who argue that the end of All's Well presages a 

happy future for Helena and Bertram include Roger Warren, 

"Why Does It End Well?: Helena, Bertram, and the Sonnets," 

Shakespeare Survey 22 (1969): 79-92; R. B. Parker, "War and 

Sex in All's Well That Ends Well." Shakespeare Survey 37 

(1984): 111-12; Maurice Hunt, "All's Well That Ends Well and 

the Triumph of the Word," Texas Studies in Literature and 

Language 30 (1988): 388-411; G. Wilson Knight's chapter on 
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All's Well in The Sovereign Flower. "The Third Eye," 93-160; 

and Marilyn Williamson, who sees All's Well as a response to 

the social problems of selling wardship and of enforced 

marriage. The enforced marriage regulates the male desire, 

but Helena's actions—the bed-trick—ultimately (Williamson 

thinks) "reconciles the male . . . and rewards the female 

for her suffering" fPatriarchy 58). Hazelton Spencer 

asserts that "certainly there is no trace of irony or 

scepticism in Shakespeare's handling of this very romantic 

plot" (Art and Life 42). John Cox argues that "Helena's 

humbleness . . . ambiguously allies itself at the outset 

with the same power from which it redeems Bertram in the 

end," Shakespeare and the Dramaturgy of Power (Princeton: 

Princeton UP, 1989), 147. 

36Hodgdon argues that the critical warfare concerning 

the final scenes of both All's Well That Ends Well and 

Measure for Measure is "heavily weighted by individual 

critics' assumptions about (for examples) comic form, 

closural conventions, the sanctity (or non-sanctity) of 

marriage, and gender specific behavior," "The Making of 

Virgins and Mothers; Sexual Signs, Substitute Scenes and 

Doubled Presences in All's Well That Ends Wellr" 

Philological Quarterly 66 (1987), n. 38, 71. True, and any 

attempt to list all the material could extend into the next 

century. 
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37(Anne Barton, 545) in The Riverside Shakespeare. G. 

Blakemore Evans, et al., eds. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 

1974): 545-86. All quotations from Measure for Measure are 

from this edition. 

38For this section in my study I am greatly indebted to 

Barbara Baines, whose article, "Assaying the Power of 

Chastity in Measure for Measure." Studies in English 

Literature. 1500-1900. 30 (1990), 283-301, offers a 

brilliant explication of the connection between the feminine 

power of chastity and male authority, particularly the 

protection and abuse of both in Measure for Measure. 

Chastity becomes a "form of power" for the woman, Baines 

says, because, in a patriarchal society, male authority 

"depends upon the chastity of women." The paradox in 

Measure for Measure lies in the circumstance of Isabella's 

vocation and Mariana's shame: the chastity of celibacy is 

"deprived of its social, political, and psychological power 

through isolation and renunciation" (286-7), particularly in 

a play that, even in its secondary characters, focuses on 

sexual misconduct and its attendant problems, both private 

and public. See also Harry V. Jaffa, "Chastity as a 

Political Principle: An Interpretation of Shakespeare's 

Measure for Measure." Shakespeare as Political Thinker. John 

Alvis & Thomas G. West, eds. (Durham: Carolina Academic P, 

1981): 181-213; Clifford Leech, '"More Than Our Brother Is 

Our Chastity,'" Critical Quarterly 12 (1970): 73-74; and 
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Douglas B. Wilson, "Virtue and Power in Measure for 

Measure." English Studies 6 (1953): 308-17. 

39Jonathan Dollimore believes that Measure for Measure 

"addresses several social problems which had their 

counterparts in Jacobean London," "Transgression and 

Surveillance in Measure for Measure." Political Shakespeare: 

New Essavs in Cultural Materialism. Jonathan Dollimore and 

Alan Sinfield, eds. (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1985), 76, among 

which was the problem of severe overcrowding, added to this 

the dramatic increase in illegitimate births (brought on, to 

the Puritan way of thinking, by laxity in parental and self-

control over lewd impulses). See also French (Shakespeare's 

Division of Experience. 185-98), who points out that 

"sexuality itself is a crime, right from the opening of the 

play" (187); Shakespeare adds the severest form of 

punishment proposed for fornication—death. Margaret King 

says that many towns "imprisoned or banished women who were 

convicted of fornication," Women of the Renaissance 

(Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1991), 8. 

40The critical evaluations of Isabella are as generous 

and self-righteous as she is said to be. Coleridge said 

that Isabella, "of all Shakespeare's female characters, 

interests me the least," Coleridge's Miscellaneous 

Criticism. Thomas Middleton Raysor, ed. (Cambridge: Harvard 

UP, 1936), 9, qtd. in Riefer, 157. Tillyard calls her a 

"hard, smug, self-righteous virgin," "Shakespeare's Problem 
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Plays (London: Chatto and Windus, 1950), 119; Una Ellis-

Fermor says she is "hard as an icicle," The Jacobean Drama; 

An Interpretation [London: Methuen, 1936), 262. As early as 

the 18th Century critics disagreed about Isabella's 

character: George Geckle quotes from Samuel Johnson's 

criticism, which excuses Isabella's "indignation" in the 

scene in which she "berates Claudio" (3.1) because she is 

"not only a virgin, but . . . a nun" (I, 321, n. 5); this 

same scene "Mrs. Charlotte Lennox, a Johnson Protegee, had 

singled out as being proof positive 'that Isabella is a mere 

Vixen in her Virtue"1 (Shakespeare Illustrated. I [London, 

1753], 32), "Shakespeare's Isabella," Shakespeare Quarterly. 

22 (1971), 163. Walter Pater likens Isabella to Webster's 

Vittoria Corumbona, of all people, as women "who unite to a 

seductive sweetness something of a dangerous and tigerlike 

changefulness of feeling," (Ornstein, 66). French (Division 

passim) comments that what Isabella gains in "chaste 

constancy," allowing her to remain unpolluted in the "sewer" 

that is Vienna, she loses in humanity—in tolerance—until 

she speaks for Angelo. Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch, allowing 

for no difference in audience make up, says that "the mere 

fact that intelligent readers can hold such opposite views 

of a character" constitutes "proof" that the play is somehow 

at fault for not clearly delineating the character; that is, 

if we do not like Isabella, it is somehow Shakespeare's 

fault, "Introduction," The New Cambridge Edition of Measure 
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for Measure, Quiller-Couch and J. Dover Wilson, eds. 

(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1922; rpt. in Ornstein, 75. 

41Williamson points out that "by splitting the ruler 

into duke and friar Shakespeare at once give the ruler 

enormous power and exposes the tyrannical nature of the 

power" (Patriarchy 105). The one who wears the disguise is 

not the one dressed in clothes of the opposite sex, as in 

the romantic comedies, but the one who wears the face of 

benevolence to disguise a calculating tyranny, if not 

cowardice. 

The Duke's combination of secular power and sacred 

authority makes him invincible—the ruler who sees into the 

hearts and souls, the very private thoughts of his subjects, 

because they have opened their thoughts to him as priest. 

Abuse of authority—he uses the privilege of the 

confessional—no matter how altruistic his motives may be, 

defies the teaching of the church whose moral laws he 

professes to uphold, and breaks civil law as well. 

Dollimore says that "the play can be read to disclose 

integrity as a strategy of authority rather than the 

disinterested virtue of the leader," "Transgression and 

Surveillance in Measure for Measure." Political Shakespeare. 

Jonathan Dollimore & Alan Sinfield, ed. (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 

1985), 83. 

42The critical controversy over the kinds of marriage 

contracts in Measure for Measure, their validity and/or 
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legality, and the nature of the law's response to them, or 

whether they even constitute a problem worthy of discussion, 

has used up an inordinate amount of paper and ink. The 

contracts between Claudio and Juliet, and Angelo and 

Mariana, and arguments over whether they are in fact married 

in all but the churching (per verba de praesenti), or 

contracted to be betrothed at some future time (per verba de 

futuro), are used both to defend and condemn Claudio and 

Juliet, and Angelo and Mariana, thus illustrating one of the 

difficulties of interpreting the letter of man-made law. 

See, for example, Leah S. Marcus, Puzzling Shakespeare; 

Local Reading and Its Discontents (Berkeley: U of California 

P, 1990), esp. Chapter 4); Karl P. Wentersdorf, "The 

Marriage Contracts in Measure for Measure: A 

Reconsideration," Shakespeare Survey 32 (1979): 129-44); J. 

Birje-Patil, "Marriage Contracts in Measure for Measure." 

Shakespeare Studies 5 (1969): 106-11; Ernest Schanzer, "The 

Marriage Contracts in Measure for Measure." Shakespeare 

Survey 13 (1960): 86-89; and Harriett Hawkins, "What Kind of 

Pre-Contract Had Angelo? A Note on Some Non-Problems in 

Elizabethan Drama," College English 36 (1974): 173-9. 

43See Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince (1527?). 

44Cohen disagrees with Kliman's assessment of 

Isabella's powers of rhetoric: "That Isabella is 

argumentative, eloquent, passionate, and chaste [instead of 

silent, obedient, and chaste] destroys" Angelo (183). 
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Christy Desmet argues that "it is Isabella's ability to play 

with reason and discourse, the 'sense' of her speech, that 

stirs Angelo's lust," "'Neither Maid, Widow, nor Wife': 

Rhetoric of the woman Controversy in Measure for Measure and 

The Duchess of Malfi." In Another Country: Feminist 

Perspectives on Renaissance Drama. Dorothea Kehler & Susan 

Baker, eds. (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow P, 1991), 72. 

That Isabella is argumentative and passionate is beyond 

question. It seems to me that it is her garbled meaning 

rather than her eloquence that destroys Angelo. Baines 

says, "Her failure to control language, to speak what she 

means, elicits an acknowledgment of human frailty and sets 

for Isabella yet another linguistic trap, her pronouncement 

that women are 'ten times frail' (1. 128)" ("Assaying" 295). 

In addition, Baines regards Isabella's "account of 

herself 'at war 'twixt will and will not"' as "duplicitous, 

in that it reflects a dilemma, a degree of moral confusion, 

and thus a degree of moral vulnerability" (294). The 

unusually erotic nature of Isabella's dramatic refusal to 

sleep with Angelo (2.4.110-5), prompts Harriett Hawkins to 

conclude that "the borderline between angelic and demonic 

extremes of virtue and vice . . . is a very narrow one, and 

all too easy to cross" ("Devil's Party" 109). In fact, the 

tension between Isabella and Angelo is more nearly like the 

erotic tension between potential lovers (who in the comedies 

usually come to some kind of mutual "understanding") than is 
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exhibited in any of Isabella's confrontations with the Duke. 

45Angelo and Isabella are most comfortable in what 

David Aers and Gunther Kress refer to as "static" discourse 

—that of fixed, unyielding certainty—than they are with 

"kinetic" discourse, which examines, through the use of such 

flexible devices as modal auxilliaries—must, might, may, 

would, will. In their negotiations, each retreats from the 

other's use of kinetic discourse, which "functions to assert 

the possibility of will, action, energy, love. . . . For 

Angelo, as for Isabella, this [static] mode of talking also 

has the function of permitting them to keep their own 

sexuality safely repressed," "The Politics of Style: 

Discourses of Law and Authority in Measure for Measure," 

Stvle 16 (1982), 33, 35. 

As for Lucio, whose earthiness provides a little light 

in the dark world of the prison and the confessional, Aers 

and Gunther find that his "metamorphic mode of speaking, 

which constantly chips away at the boundaries of fixed 

certain meanings, is a threat to a society whose dominant 

conception of law is that of an unchanging, given category" 

(27). Frye believes that it is Lucio who "prevents us from 

taking the Duke completely at his own valuation" 

(Deliverance 24). See also Michael Long, The Unnatural 

Scene (London: Methuen, 1976). 

46Riefer believes that Measure for Measure fails as a 

result of Shakespeare's deliberate placing of the "privilege 
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of comedy"—"dramaturgical control"—with the Duke, rather 

than with Isabella (159). Susan Moore, "Virtue and Power in 

Measure for Measure." English Studies. 63 (1982), disagrees. 

She argues that "by making his central character openly vow 

to right acknowledged wrong, eschew corrective action likely 

to make men worse instead of better, prudently delegate to 

loyal subordinates the implementation of policies which will 

probably incur hatred or contempt, provide necessary counsel 

and instruction for the willing, reward the good, and punish 

wrongdoers with appropriate compassion or harshness, 

Shakespeare demonstrates that Duke Vincentio is working 

within the moral frame defined in such important Renaissance 

works as Utopia. The Education of a Christian Prince. The 

Boke Named the Governour. and the Basilicon Doron" (309). 

Moore evidently sees no connection in a ruler's assigning an 

agent to do things which are certain to provoke anger and 

discontent with another important work of the time: 

Machiavelli's Prince. Moore credits the Duke with 

"fortitude" in "permitting Isabella and Mariana to follow 

the deceptive course of their own choosing," [emphasis mine] 

to which they "consent more readily than is wise" [I] (313). 

47Frye pictures Isabella as "practically drunk on the 

notion of becoming a nun, but . . . really possessed by 

adolescent introversion rather than spiritual vocation" (On 

Shakespeare 146). According to Baines, "for this society 

and for Isabella in particular, chastity is a natural form 
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of power; it is the control over the body and thus for woman 

the control of the self and the means of resisting the 

political power of men" (293). But Hawkins refers to the 

"facile (and fallacious) assumption that, back in the good 

old days of William Shakespeare, there was general agreement 

about what did, or did not, constitute proper Christian 

conduct," "'The Devil's Party': Virtues and Vices in Measure 

for Measure." Shakespeare Survey 31 (1978), 105. Hawkins 

credits the Elizabethans with (at the very least) wit enough 

to understand what the odors wafting into town from the 

fires of Smithfield signified. 

48Ronald Berman, "Shakespeare and the Law," Shakespeare 

Quarterly 18 (1967), agrees that the central answer to the 

riddle of Measure for Measure lies in the Pauline doctrine: 

"The letter of the law killeth; the spirit giveth life," 

which defines the great conflict between spirit and flesh, 

and the tolerance of human weakness shown by all of the 

great theologians: "They would exert the law only as 

dictated by their insight into the terrible impasse between 

that law, human and divine, and the will. . . . Paul's 

trenchant statement, 'the law is spiritual; but I am carnal' 

(Romans 7:14) . . . furnishes not only the doctrine of the 

play but its dramatic principle. . . . the law depends 

eventually on ideology and thus on power. . . . Each 

protagonist faces a different idea of the law, which offers 

to him mutually impossible alternatives. Honor and life are 
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opposed, honesty and deception are united" (144-5, 149). 

But can we use Paul that selectively? If Measure for 

Measure is indeed a dramatic representation of Pauline 

doctrine, then we must, I think, consider also some of 

Paul's other injunctions to the Romans, most notably—in the 

case of Isabella and the Duke—"Let us not therefore judge 

one another any more: but judge this rather, that no man put 

a stumblingblock or an occasion to fall in his brother's 

way" (Romans 14:13); and "But God hath chosen the foolish 

things of the world to confound the wise; and God hath 

chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things 

which are mighty" (I Cor. 1:2). See also Romans 7:7: "Nay, 

I had not known sin, but by the law: for I had not known 

lust, except the law had said, Thou shalt not covet"; 14-15: 

"For we know that the law is spiritual: but I am carnal, 

sold under sin. For that which I do I allow not: for what I 

would, that do I not; but what I hate, that do I"; 21-23: "I 

find then a law, that, when I would do good, evil is present 

with me. For I delight in the law of God after the inward 

man: But I see another law in my members, warring against 

the law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the 

law of sin which is in my members." 

49Isabella's effort to comfort Claudio (3.1.53-60) 

reminds me somewhat of a sick joke concerning two hunters 

and a snakebite. Or Knowledge's reassurance to Everyman: 

"Everyman, I will go with thee and be thy guide"—to the 
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edge of the grave but not beyond. The scene's unpleasant 

connotations are underscored, I believe, by the scene 

between Lucio and Pompey Bum that immediately follows: 

Pomp: I hope, sir, your good worship will be 

my bail. 

Lucio: No indeed will I not, Pompey, it is not 

the wear. I will pray, Pompey, to 

increase your bondage. If you take it 

not patiently, why, your mettle is the 

more. (3.2.72-76) 

50The bed-trick is the source of another tangle of 

criticism (see note 30). Cohen argues that Isabella's 

"participation in it confirms her affections, her 

practicality, and her ability to redefine womanly behavior" 

(179). R. W. Chambers passionately defends the actions of 

both Isabella and Mariana, insisting that in Mariana's 

agreeing to the bed-trick, "we may resent [her] elegiac and 

spaniel-like fidelity. . . . But is that the attitude of 

the year 1604? . . . The tale of the deserted bride seeking 

her husband in disguise is old, approved, beloved," "Measure 

for Measure." His Infinite Variety: Maior Shakespearean 

Criticism Since Johnson. Paul N. Siegel, ed. (Philadelphia & 

New York: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1964), 163. But Frye's 

offhand comment illustrates how far we must bend 

(particularly in the world as we know it) to accept the bed-

trick as a comic commonplace: "Angelo's lust tells him that 
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he wants Isabella and doesn't want Mariana, but in the dark 

any partner of female construction will do" (On Shakespeare 

151) . 

51 "What seems to justify the forfeiture of chastity by 

one couple but not the other is neither a statutory nor a 

moral difference but simply the Duke's authority, the law of 

the father" (Baines "Assaying" 296). 

52Wheeler remarks that "the subordination of Isabella, 

both to the sexual assault of Angelo and to the masculine 

protectiveness of Vincentio, expresses a fearful attitude 

toward female sexuality often dramatized in the tragedies" 

(Shakespeare's Development 116). 

53The entire final dramatic scene, beginning with the 

Duke's attempt to find a substitute corpse in the prisoner 

Barnardine, "insensible of mortality, and desperately 

mortal" (4.2.145), who declines to die, thank you very much, 

culminating in the public trial and punishment of Act 5, 

represents the Duke's consolidation of the temporal power of 

the state once more in his person. Darrel Mansell argues 

that in Barnardine, "the characters are reduced to their 

desparately mortal lowest common denominator," '"Seeraers' in 

Measure for Measure." Modern Language Quarterly. 27 (1966), 

283. Barnardine is the only one who has no respect for the 

spectacle of authority, the only one the Duke cannot touch. 

Dollimore points out that the behavior of Claudio, Julietta, 

and Angelo angers the Duke far less than Lucio's public 
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slander and Bernardine's disrespect for punishing force of 

his authority ("Surveillance" 85). For the rest, the 

authority in the person of the Duke reaffirms the power of 

the law by the public trial and sentencing of all the 

parties. Williamson shows how Measure for Measure reflects 

the concerns of the ruling class about how strict laws 

against fornication, abandonment, and so forth, and their 

impartial enforcement, could affect not only the lower 

classes (blamed as always for all the problems) but also the 

"gentle" folk: "The action Shakespeare contrives epitomizes 

parliamentary fears that laws meant to restrain Pompey or 

Lucio would fall instead on Claudio." She adds the 

devastating comment: "Not that members really worried 

greatly about women. . ." (Patriarchy 95, 99). 

The final "trial" scene in Measure for Measure conforms 

perfectly with Michel Foucault's theory about political and 

personal power: "The public execution is to be understood 

not only as a judicial, but also as a political ritual. It 

belongs, even in minor cases, to the ceremonies by which 

power is manifested," "The Spectacle of the Scaffold," 

Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan 

Sheridan (New York: Pantheon, 1977), 47. 

Punishment is personal in that it avenges not the crime 

itself, but the authority. It is the "prince's right—duty 

— t o restore order. An affront to the law is a threat to 

order (authority) and must be redressed. . . . The public 
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execution, then, has a juridico-political function. It is a 

ceremonial by which a momentarily injured sovereignty is 

reconstituted," according to Foucault (48). The Duke's 

command to the mourning Isabella: "Command these fretting 

waters from your eyes / With a light heart" (4.3.146-47), 

is, according to Aers and Gunther, "a discourse which both 

fragments the individual and alienates self from self; hence 

the Duke's command has a terrible mechanical aspect to it" 

(27). In addition, by forcing Isabella and Mariana to admit 

publicly to their "shame," in order to save Angelo, the Duke 

establishes his authority over both the novice and the 

chaste wife. Williamson points out that "Duke Vincentio is 

the only disguised ruler [in the vast subgenre of 'disguised 

ruler' comedy] who meddles directly in the sex lives of 

subjects in no way related to him" (Patriarchy 78). See also 

Desmet, who finds "lurking beneath the grand allegory of law 

and justice . . . is a mock trial of the play's women, 

demonstrating that even virgin novices and patient Griseldas 

are whores in potentia" (50) . 

54Geckle, who does not agree with the negative press of 

either the Duke or Isabella, argues that "the text [5.1.443-

54] of Measure for Measure is more conducive to the 

supposition that Isabella teaches the Duke, rather than the 

other way around." In Isabella's plea for Angelo's life, 

Geckle sees a lesson to the Duke in Christian charity: "the 

Duke may have planned to extend mercy to everyone well 
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before the crucial moment in Act 5, but . . . Shakespeare 

does not inform us of the Duke's intentions" (168); but does 

he for any of the Duke's previous action? Louis Mustazza, 

"Shakespeare's Measure for Measure." Explicator. 47 (1988), 

argues that Isabella's "kind-hearted equivocation" marks her 

finally as a true Christian (2). 

Taking another view, Riefer claims that Isabella's 

final plea for Angelo's life (5.1.443-54) "lacks the 

integrity" of her pleas to Angelo (166). Integrity aside, 

the final argument violates the principles of rhetoric and 

of justice, since Isabella believes that Claudio is dead, 

and she says that his death was "but justice." Why does 

Claudio's action deserve death, and Angelo's pardon? Why 

does Isabella not grant that "due sincerity governed" 

Claudio's "deeds" as well as Angelo's? Hawkins wonders 

"why, incidentally, are Isabella's last lines in the play 

about Angelo's desire for her" ("Devil's Party" 110). 

Wheeler says that "instead of clarifying, either positively 

or negatively, the relations between individual longings and 

the social order, or between comic art and experience, 

Shakespeare seeks unearned reassurance in a comic ending 

that cannot fully acknowledge previous developments" 

(Shakespeare's Development 12). 

55Isabella's reaction has been variously described as 

gratitude, that the Duke takes her from "sterile bondage" 

into the "world governed by fruitful, married love" (Gless, 
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212); defiance (Williamson 104; Baines, "Assaying," 297); 

and shock (Riefer 167). Jonathan Goldberg argues that 

"deprivation of voice does not signal the marginalization of 

women," and that "it is not necessarily a sign of power to 

have a voice, not necessarily a sign of subjection to lose 

it" (127, 130). Baines, who suggests a number of 

interpretations for Isabella's silence, wonders if Isabella 

has learned that the patriarchal authority "privileges 

chastity and depends in turn upon chastity to authorize 

authority," all but winking in print as she closes with the 

assertion that Isabella "holds the Duke's 'key' in her 

pocket" ("Assaying" 299). Since I do not remember any 

occasion in the play in which Isabella laughs or 

demonstrates anything but subservience to the Duke, as 

spiritual or temporal lord, it seems to me that Baines's 

second alternative is nearer the mark: by marrying Isabella, 

the Duke will appropriate her power, her identity. Riefer 

thinks that Isabella's silence signals the final step in the 

complete loss of personal power, "a literal loss of voice" 

that signals a loss of selfhood (167). We might also 

consider other characters in Shakespeare's comedies who 

receive with silence the award (or sentence) of the 

authority figure: Angelo, for one, and Shylock, and Don 

John, not to mention Iago's final silence in Othello. 

56Valerie Traub has an interesting comment on the 

Petrarchan convention of treating women as jewels, idealized 
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and possessed, property of great value that is also static— 

the polished surface only reflects what shines on it, 

"Jewels, Statues, and Corpses: Containment of Female Erotic 

Power in Shakespeare's Plays," Shakespeare Studies 20 

(1987): 215-38. It may help put these remarks in 

perspective if we remember that Henry VIII publicly referred 

to at least three of his wives and both of his daughters as 

his "pearls." 



CHAPTER V 

SHADOWS AND JEWELS: THE REACH 

OF JACOBEAN DRAMA 

Toward the end of the greatest period of English drama, 

writers of domestic comedy began to develop and refine that 

form which would dominate English comedy until the twentieth 

century: the Comedy of Manners. These later Jacobean and 

Caroline dramas explore the modes of behavior of ladies and 

gentlemen—as well as those lower down the social ladder who 

would emulate their "betters"—usually to the detriment of 

everyone.1 We have the elaborate masques of the courts of 

James I and Charles I to thank for the stage trappings of 

modern drama; scenery and lighting that we consider 

commonplace were innovations of the Jacobean Stage. 

Admission prices to many of the public theaters had become 

prohibitive by the second decade of the seventeenth century, 

so the audiences, although not exclusively upper-class, 

nevertheless represented a narrower selection of classes 

than the more widely divergent audiences of the Elizabethan 

theater.2 Consequently, the material of the theater became 

narrower. What M. C. Bradbrook says of John Fletcher is 

true for most of the Stuart dramatists: 

he wrote for gentlemen . . . a special code of 

manners—that of the Cavaliers—and a special 

295 
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range of topics—those concerning love and 

friendship between individuals—combine to limit 

the appeal of his plays to the class from which he 

sprang. . . . Banter, artifice, and a taste for 

the sensational, together with a sense of the 

absurd, provided the bond between author and 

audience. (Growth 187) 

Relationships between men and women are still the dominant 

plots in comedies of manners, with the courtship ritual 

becoming, if anything, more circumscribed, more artificial, 

as ladies and gentlemen played the game of love. The 

carelessness of upper-class personal relationships, as 

exemplified by Hammon in the earlier Shoemakers/ Holiday, 

becomes a commonplace in the later comedies. The form 

becomes more important than the substance, as men and women 

vie with one another to see who is the wittiest, who stands 

furthest above the struggle.3 We also see the emergence of 

a new class of powerful women: the young, wealthy widows, 

such as Lady Allworth in A New Wav to Pay Old Debts (1625) 

and Celestina, Lady Bellamour, in The Ladv of Pleasure 

(1635), later to evolve into older, predatory widows such as 

Congreve's Lady Wishfort. 

In addition, dramatists began exploring the 

possibilities presented by the spectacle of aristocrats down 

on their luck, either because they have carelessly spent 

their energies and resources on what we would call trivial 
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pursuits—gambling, drinking, whoring—or they have been 

gulled and cheated out of their assets by the sharp 

practices of the newly wealthy merchant class. Frank 

Wellborn of A New Wav to Pay Old Debts prefigures the rakes 

and reformed rakes of Restoration comedies of manners. Both 

A New Wav to Pay Old Debts and The Lady of Pleasure deal in 

some way with the abuse of the privilege of class. 

The three plays examined in this chapter, Rule a Wife 

and Have a Wife (1624), A New Wav to Pav Old Debts, and The 

Lady of Pleasure, all offer studies in contrast between two 

women. The question of feminine power in these later dramas 

is even more elusive than in the earlier problem comedies. 

For one thing, only one play, A New Way to Pav Old Debts, 

features a traditional authority figure, in the person of 

Sir Giles Overreach, who is even more vile in his treatment 

of his daughter than Simon Oately is in The Shoemakers7 

Holiday. For the rest, the women in these plays, who 

arguably enjoy more personal freedom than any of the female 

characters in the earlier plays in this discussion, except 

possibly the middle-class wives, seem to be at once 

independent of male authority and yet voluntarily 

(eventually) accepting the patriarchal structure, much like 

the young women in the Elizabethan romantic comedies. What 

audiences are usually faced with in the relations between 

eligible men and women are variations on a theme: the taming 

of the shrew, with this difference: these shrews are neither 
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under a father's protection nor his thumb. All but one are 

wealthy; two are wealthy widows. In Rule a Wife and Have a 

Wife, the two women, Margarita and Estifania, represent 

polar opposites on the social scale with a common goal: to 

use men, in one case as a cover for promiscuity and in the 

other for theft. The two women of A New Way to Pav Old 

Debts illustrate the distinction between absolute 

subjection, represented in the character of Margaret 

Overreach, and the power of absolute personal freedom of 

widowhood enjoyed by Lady Allworth. Finally, in The Ladv of 

Pleasure we see the consequences of unbridled will in the 

profligate Aretina, compared with the maturity and self-

control—and again the absolute personal freedom that wealth 

and widowhood confer—represented in Celestina. 

None of these women remains alone and unmarried at the 

close of the action, and, although in the case of the two 

widows a marriage is made by personal choice after 

considerable reflection, all of the plays leave the 

impression that all the women have been traveling a path to 

disaster and are now saved—by the love of a good man, to 

put a twist on an old saying.4 

"Women Without Men, Men Without Brains"5 

Rule a Wife and Have a Wife 

Militant feminists might love John Fletcher's Rule a 

Wife and Have a Wife6 through the first two acts, because 
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initially it seems that the title must be ironic.7 The 

play is essentially a comparison of two women who attempt a 

reversal of traditional roles, the two men they hope to use 

in this enterprise, and two relationships built on lies, 

along with a contrast between the judgment of the eye and of 

experience. A confidence-woman is so unregenerate that her 

brazenness finally wins the admiration of the man she flim-

flams: "And the most kind man, and the ablest also / To give 

a wife content1 He's sound as old wine" (2.4.6-7); a would-

be whore is saved by the firmness of a husband strong enough 

to command the obedience of a strong-willed woman. 

Bradbrook suggests that "natural perversity rules these 

ladies" (Growth 189). 

Although Rule a Wife is set in Valladolid, Spain, that 

fact is in itself immaterial. Fletcher's comedies pay no 

attention to social structure: "the City, Court, and Country 

are no longer valid divisions," says Bradbrook, adding, 

"Fletcher's is . . . a world of motive and of sentiment" 

(Growth 195). The prologue admonishes with delicious irony: 

Nor ladies, be not angry, if you see 

A young fresh beauty, wanton, and too free, 

Seek to abuse her husband; still 'tis Spain; 

No such gross errors in your kingdom reign: 

Ware vestals all, and though we blow the fire, 

We seldom make it flame up to desire. . . . 

The action opens upon a group of officers talking about 
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what soldiers the world over talk about: other soldiers and 

women.8 In this case, the subjects of the conversation are 

the two principals of the primary plotline: the promising 

but shy Don Leon, who "blushes like a girl, and answers 

little" (1.1.20), and Donna Margarita, "fair and young, and 

wealthy" (1.1.35). Only one of the descriptive terms 

applied to her bears repeating in this company: "Infinite 

wealthy" (1.1.36). In both instances, all Don Michael 

Perez, one of the principals of the second plot, knows from 

this early discussion is what he has heard about the two; he 

has not met either of them. His colonel, Don Juan de 

Castro, has met Don Leon but not the lady. The Colonel's 

powers of discrimination and judgment are established at 

once: the only thing he knows for certain about Don Leon is 

that he has "Good promising hopes"; about Donnna Margarita, 

he says, "she is proud, sir, that I know for certain" 

(1.1.23, 38). He reserves judgment on the rest. Don Juan 

will serve as a choric character throughout, commenting on 

the actions of the other characters as well as complimenting 

or chiding the men in his charge, as the action deems 

necessary. 

Perez has just commented on his ability to tell when a 

woman is trying to get the better of him: "If ever woman / 

Of the most subtlest mould went beyond me, / I'd give the 

boys leave to host me out of the parish" (1.1.42-44), when 

two veiled ladies (Estifania and Clara) approach. When 
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Perez requests she uncover her face, Estifania lectures him 

on women's chastity. Perez proves he is a "gentle" man (in 

the modern sense). He assumes as he has been taught that he 

will marry and be the authority in his own home. But the 

responsibility of authority, according to Perez, is to treat 

those subject to that authority with a "light hand" 

(1.1.42). 

How is a man to respond when he meets on the street a 

veiled woman who invites him to her home because she likes 

his looks, after assuring him "As if I came on purpose to 

betray you. Indeed I will not . . . I believe you'd see me, 

/ And, when you've seen me, I believe you'll like me" 

(1.1.101-05)? Estifania is indeed in "th'eclipse" (covered 

with a dark veil), both literally and figuratively. What 

the audience sees immediately is that Perez is a perfect 

gull because he is supremely confident of his superior 

wisdom as the male. Lacking much wordly experience, he 

never questions the equation that beauty must also— 

therefore—be good and that the appearance of wealth 

demonstrates a certainty. When Estifania tells him that she 

subscribes to the "chaste, silent, obedient" formula, Perez, 

in the role of courtly lover, accepts that declaration 

without question also, and he proceeds immediately to fall 

into Estifania's snare. Even without her frequent asides, 

the Jacobean audience probably would not be fooled by 

Estifania. Don Juan is not. The colonel suspects that the 
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ladies (Estifania and Donna Clara) are not ladies in the 

accepted sense of the word, and he tries to warn Perez, who 

ignores his advice. The colonel consoles Alonzo on losing 

the lovely young lady to Perez: "Never be blank, Alonzo, / 

Because this fellow has outstript thy fortune! / Tell me ten 

days hence what he is, and how / The gracious state of 

matrimony stands with him" (2.2.52-55). 

So the secondary plot complications occur before the 

first act ends. Don Michael is introduced speculating about 

the great heiress Donna Margarita, lecturing on the 

certainty that he would not be ruled by his wife. Enter 

Estifania and he right away demonstrates the strength of his 

resolve. Estifania, whose sole purpose is to strip Perez of 

everything he owns, creates and immediately exploits an 

opportunity for power for herself, and by Act 1, scene 6, 

reels him in: "I am not so ignorant, / But I know well how 

to be commanded, / And how again to make myself obeyed, sir" 

(1.6.44-46). Perez hears only the first part of this 

remark. He fails to discern the small truths Estifania 

sprinkles among her flattery or the irony of her final line 

after he declares he will marry her and give her everything 

he owns: "you have the art to cozen me" (1.6.76). 

In Estifania we see the sophisticated, completely 

corrupted user of men that the Country Wench of the earlier 

Michaelmas Term promises to become. As Caroline Cherry 

suggests, the whore is subject to no authority but the 
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infrequent interference of the law (64). To Estifania, all 

men represent an opportunity for power; she makes her 

living, so to speak, by applying P. T. Barnum's philosophy 

to situations in which the other party concerned, the man, 

subscribes to Petrarch's philosophy and to the patriarchal 

assumption that wives will be adoring and obedient. 

The two plots are developed in juxtaposed scenes, no 

doubt for the purpose of comparing the different strategies 

of attack and foil, parry and counterfoil. Don Leon— 

mentioned in the opening dialogue as "a strange goodly 

fellow . . . what a giant's promise [his body] protesteth!" 

(1.1.13 & 16), "strong," "valiant,"—appears in Act 1, scene 

5, responding like a shy, tongue-tied dolt to Don Juan's 

questions about his family and his personal habits. He says 

that he does not consider himself a man of honor; bullets 

"aim at honorable men; alas, I am none, sir" (1.5.40). He 

answers every question briefly and modestly, evoking from 

the colonel the thoughtful "This fellow has some doubts in's 

talk, that strike me; / He cannot be all fool" (1.5.41-42). 

We later must compare this considered judgment with what 

Margarita believes about Leon based on the strength of one 

interview and one woman's description. 

As is traditional in the later Caroline dramas, 

Margarita, as the heroine of the main plot, is introduced in 

Act 2. Initially all we know about Donna Margarita is what 

men say about her. She is young, beautiful, and rich and 
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she is known to be proud. As Juan de Castro points out, 

pride "comes seldom without wantonness" (1.1.39). This 

information is strengthened by the curious introduction of 

the three old ladies in scene 3, summoned at Margarita's 

request to advise her "in a business that much concerns her. 

. . . She would fain marry" (1.3.18,22). The "great 

heiress" is, it seems, fond of pleasure and freedom, and she 

intends to marry a man of clay to use as a screen for 

respectibility while she does as she pleases. 

Margarita controls her own property and money. She 

deliberately selects a husband who (she believes) has no 

power. There seems to be no authority for Margarita to 

undermine. The word on the street is that Margarita will 

"marry suddenly" and, according to one officer, Sanchio, 

"She has a greedy eye, that must be fed / With more than one 

man's meat" (1.1.32-33). Margarita represents popular 

opinion about what women, unless properly restrained, really 

are: "I desire my pleasure, / And pleasure I must have" 

(2.1.11-12). In a wonderful metaphor equating money with 

good name, Margarita has admitted that she needs to marry 

"for to preserve my credit" (2.1.3). Margarita's woman, 

Altea, having found the perfect man for this purpose, tells 

Margarita that "He'll make the goodliest shadow for 

iniquity" (2.3.5). The lady has cultivated a reputation for 

sexual appetite, which she admits and which her requirements 

for a husband confirm: "If he have honor I'm undone; I'll 
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none such; / I'll have a lusty man; honor wil cloy me" 

(2.1.47-48). 

None of the remarks about Margarita, however, is 

firsthand information. We can infer that her "reputation" 

is her own invention, based more on future intentions than 

past actions. Margarita commands an odd sort of power: she 

proclaims her intent to ignore the double standard and to 

choose her own lifestyle, just as a wealthy young male would 

do. The authority to be undermined is society itself—the 

authority of established patriarchy, which says that women 

may not be libertines and remain respectable. Margarita 

intends to follow her own inclinations in that respect: "The 

pleasure I shall live in, and the freedom, / Without the 

squint-eye of the law upon me, / Or prating liberty of 

tongues, that envy" (3.1.9-11). The three old ladies serve 

as a chorus for the other side, so to speak, to prompt and 

comment on (presumably) the woman's point of view of the 

sexes: of Margarita: "'Tis pity / To load her tender age 

with too much virtue" (1.4.7-8). The old ladies are sent to 

vet the man Altea has found for her after Margarita 

questions Altea about him. Altea's response appeals to 

Margarita's standard of judgment: the eye: "A good fellow, 

wears good clothes" (2.1.55). 

Leon's earlier conversation with Don Juan, along with 

Margarita's conversation with Altea, sets the stage for 

Leon's entrance. Margarita does not want a man with any 
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honor; he has just demonstrated that he has none (or so it 

would appear). Margarita's proposed power setup does not 

include men except as window dressing. Leon is admonished 

that he "must not look to be my master, sir, / Nor talk i' 

th' house as though you wore the breeches; / No, nor command 

anything" (2.3.45-47), to which he humbly tugs his forelock 

and agrees. Margarita is pleased by what she sees and 

hears: 

'Tis the man I wished for— / The less you speak— 

Leon: I'll never speak again, madcim, / But when 

you charge me; then I'll speak softly too. 

Marg: Get me a priest; I'll wed him instantly— 

(2.3.79-82) 

After Margarita sweeps out of the room, Leon's aside to 

Altea (who turns out to be his sister), "A thousand crowns 

are thine; and I am a made man" (2.3.91), reveals more to us 

about his character than anything that he has said before. 

Immediately following, in scene 4, Estifania makes it 

clear that her intent is also to undermine the patriarchal 

tradition that places the husband in authority over his 

wife. Her methods are a little different from Margarita's, 

in that she does not reveal her plans to the man most 

concerned, Perez: 

A lady-tamer he, and reads men warnings, 

How to decline their wives and curb their 

manners, 
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To put a stern and strong rein to their natures; 

And holds he is an ass not worth 

acquaintance, 

That cannot mould a devil to obedience. 

I owe him a good turn for these opinions, 

And, as I find his temper, I may pay him. 

(2.4.27-33) 

Coupled with her closing aside after Perez compliments her 

for her wisdom, "I'll wise your worship / Before I leave 

you!" (2.4.97-98), these remarks reveal a cynicism in 

Estifania that arms her against the severest punishment a 

patriarchal society can impose: loss of reputation. 

Estifania also has to deal with the authority of her 

mistress, Margarita, coincidentally returned from the 

country earlier than expected, a potential problem she 

easily neutralizes simply by shifting attention to her new 

husband long enough to get him out of the house and to cover 

her tracks. 

Perez, upon finding everything he owns gone: "Am I, i' 

th' full meridian of my wisdom, / Cheated by a stale quean?" 

(3.4.37-38). "Which way soe'er I turn, I am a made man; / 

Miserably gulled beyond recovery" (3.5.220-21). Without 

taking the trouble to know her and learn her background, 

Perez believes the appearance—what he sees—of a richly 

appointed house, and two fallacies about someone so 

beautiful: that she would be flattered to marry a soldier 
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and that she would never be deceitful to him. 

Just as Perez has much to learn about the "quean" he 

has married, Margarita fails to see that Leon knows why she 

wants him. Apparently he is not the first husband of 

convenience in the world of this comedy: 

But what are husbands? Read the new world's 

wonders, 

Such husbands as this monstrous world produces, 

And you will scarce find such deformities; 

They are shadows to conceal your venial virtues, 

Sails to your mills, that grind with all 

occasions, 

Balls that lie by you, to wash out your stains. 

(3.1.118-23) 

When Leon presents himself to Margarita's dinner guests and 

claims his "rightful" place, he stops her protests with a 

harsh truth: "I hear you, saucy woman; / And as you are my 

wife, command your absence! / And know your duty; 'tis the 

crown of modesty" (3.5.48-50). Margarita then learns about 

power and what it is in the real world: "You may divorce me 

from your favor, lady, / But from your state you never 

shall; I'll hold that, / And hold it to my use; the law 

allows it! [emphasis mine]" (3.5.82-84). 

When the guests themselves (all men) protest, Leon 

answers the Duke: "I think your grace would grieve, if you 

were put to it, / To have a wife or servant of your own, / 
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(For wives are reckoned in the rank of servants) / Under 

your own roof to command you" (3.5.111-14). A wife's duty 

is to clean the house ("the rank of servants") and obey her 

husband, and that is the way of the world. Even a Duke 

cannot overrule a husband in such matters. Juan de Castro 

is finally certain of Leon's abilities as a soldier: "Sure 

they dare fight in fire that conquer women" (3.5.168). All 

the beauty, elegance, and wit in the world have no power to 

change the law. 

The development of Perez and Estifania's relationship 

is in the best tradition of the old vaudevillian "Niagara 

Falls" routine. After each scene in which Leon further 

encroaches upon Margarita's freedom, moving their 

relationship inexorably toward her final capitulation, on 

her knees, to his insistence on her subordinate position in 

the relationship, the secondary couple appear onstage, 

developing their own relationship—that is, Estafania seizes 

another opportunity to make a fool of Perez, every time; he 

flies into a rage and then promptly forgets, every time: "A 

plague of veils, I cry, / And covers for the impudence of 

women! / Their sanctity in show will deceive devils" (4.1.3-

4). Estifania brazens it out. For every ugly remark of her 

husband's—he implies she's a whore (polecat=strumpet), an 

actress (which is essentially the same thing), a reprobate— 

she comes back with drunkard, gambler, profligate, 

reprobate. The best defense is an offense. Without 
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answering his question of why she lied about her possessions 

and stole from him, she accuses him of lying about his: 

"Sir, there's your treasure; sell it to a tinker / To mend 

old kettles" (4.1.83-4). Her argument is that since he 

misrepresented his belongings, he deserves what has 

happened: "Shadow for shadow is an equal justice" (4.1.114). 

"Go, silly fooli Thou may'st be a good soldier / In open 

field, but for our private service / Thou art an ass; I'll 

make thee so, or miss else," whereupon she spies the obscene 

Cacafogo—"Here comes another trout that I must tickle" 

(4.1.145-48)—and proceeds to cheat him out of 1,000 ducats 

as well. 

The struggle continues, in scenes each more ludicrous 

than the last, until finally Perez determines that he "must 

destroy her" (5.2.18). Cacafogo is also furious at being 

cheated by a mere ("plain") woman. Now, Estifania's genius 

for "cozening" begins to amuse Perez and wins his 

admiration: "A woman that can cozen you so neatly,—/ She 

has taken half mine anger off with this trick" (5.2.68-69). 

But just in case he has not learned his lesson, she tricks 

him again. In Act 5, scene 4, they both enter carrying 

guns, and Perez shouts, "Why, how dar'st thou meet me again, 

thou rebel, / And know'st how thou hast used me thrice, thou 

rascal?" (5.4.1-2). And she tricks him again. 

Estifania's "power" is knowledge—of how men exercise 

authority over women—specifically their wives. The 
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difference lies in whether the woman enters the relationship 

understanding this concept, as Estifania does, or believing 

as Margarita does, that a man without honor also has no 

power. Estifania is caught, as is Margarita, but armed with 

her cynicism, Estifania cannot be ruled. In the clearest 

language possible she has tried to make this point to Perez: 

"I am sure you have heard say, husband, / A woman forced 

will free herself through iron; / a happy, calm, and good 

wife, discontented, / May be taught tricks" (2.4.68-70). 

Perez is forced to acknowledge her audacity, if nothing 

else. At this moment, reconciliation begins: he starts to 

love the woman, not what she can give him, or what the veil 

concealed. 

The Duke conspires to free Margarita from her "prison," 

not so she will be avenged, but so that he will be, by 

giving Leon the "honor" of a command to go to the war (with 

the Dutch). The implication, from the ensuing conversation, 

is that Leon is not "naturally" well-born enough—that his 

present status is all a result of charity. When the Duke 

says, "We'll have her free again" (4.3.21), does he mean 

divorced? Or simply footloose? And here's the crux: why 

does Margarita require a man in authority to "free" her from 

her own hasty judgment? 

Leon responds with aplomb and orders everything. 

including Margarita, packed and ready to leave. Margarita 

turns to the strategy of reticence, or at least the tactic 
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of pretending to submit. Desperate, however, she claims, "I 

am with child, sir." Leon: "At four days' warning? . . . My 

heir will be an arrant fleet one, lady" (4.3.92-93, 95). 

Leon earns back the respect he lost at his first meeting 

with Don Juan, all by mastering his wife, in fact, saving 

her from herself and her venal inclinations: "I would not 

leave her fame to so much ruin, / To such a desolation and 

discredit, / As her weakness and your hot will would work 

her to" (4.3.146-48). 

Margarita even uses poor Perez to try to dislodge Leon: 

"I'll give away my skin, but I'll undo you!" (4.3.216). 

Leon is not moved. And Margarita makes a siidden about-face 

and capitulates: "Now thou art a brave gentleman, /And by 

this sacred light, I love thee dearly" (4.3.237-38). 

She now does not command, but, "Let me request [emphasis 

mine] you stay but one poor month . . . / Give me but will 

so far" (4.3.249, 251). When we next see her, Margarita is 

completely subdued and ready to prove her honesty by fooling 

the Duke (and giving him the tongue lashing of his life) and 

helping to ruin Cacafogo. Margarita addresses Leon as "sir" 

from the beginning of Act 5; she tells Leon she will "wait 

upon [his] pleasure; / Live in a hollow tree, sir, I'll live 

with you" (5.3.5-6). The theme suggested is that all a 

woman needs is a firm hand, some legitimate authority, and 

she is putty. Women prefer to be ruled. 

Leon loves her "obedience": "0, what a jewel is a woman 
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excellent, / A wise, a virtuous, and a noble woman!" 

(5.3.13-14) Only marriage to such as this makes a man 

whole. Perez has also called Estifania his "jewel" 

(2.2.48). At the time, he has just been discussing with his 

companions his newfound wealth. Bradbrook refers to the 

physical trappings of comedies as "shadowed with 

embellishments; (garnish was used with stars and jewels)" 

(Growth 97). Multi-layered set and costume design makes 

illusion possible. In the same way, characters can seem 

multi-layered by shadowing their true natures. The mark, or 

the victim, of this illusion sees what he or she believes to 

be jewels, just as the audience can only see the sparkle and 

shine that hides cheap fabric and painted canvas. "Shadow" 

is the term used by both Estifania and Leon—the wiser 

members of each pair—to describe the pretense of innocence 

by the one and of ignorance by the other, or the 

embellishments each uses to disguise true motive and 

character. Both Leon and Perez, when they have mastered 

them (or think they have) refer to their respective wives as 

jewels.9 

In order to impress upon us how hard he has worked and 

how distasteful it all was, Leon declares: "I'd rather guide 

a ship imperial / Alone, and in a storm, than rule one 

woman" (5.3.33-35). Leon's rage at the Duke's pretended 

duelling injury completely beats down all resistance, and 

Margarita falls to where he wants her: below him, on her 
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knees: "I have lost myself, sir, / And all that was my base 

self, disobedience; / My wantonness, my stubbornness, I have 

lost too: / And now, by that pure faith good wives are 

crowned with, / By your own nobleness" (5.3.93-97). 

Margarita wins her freedom in subservience. When Perez 

threatens Estifania with death, she too falls to her knees. 

Then she pulls a gun on him. 

Act 5, scene 5, confirms that Margarita did not know 

that the Duke was faking the duelling injury that he used as 

an excuse to get into Margarita's house. The Duke asks: 

"Are you honest then?" And Margarita responds: "Yes, then, 

and now, and ever; and excellent honest" (5.5.71-72). She 

lectures the Duke: "Wouldst thou betray my honesty, / Betray 

it in mine own house, wrong my husband" (5.5.93-94); and 

"'Tis sacrilege to violate a wedlock, / You rob two temples, 

make yourself twice guilty, / You ruin hers, and spot her 

noble husband's" (5.5.105-07). Perez has also asked 

Estifania: "I do beseech thee, tell me, tell me truth, 

wife; / (However, I forgive thee) art thou honest?" 

(4.1.128-29). He asks a proven thief if she is chaste, and 

believes her when she says she is. Perez and Estifania's 

reconciliation is a weaker version of Leon and Margarita's. 

Perez's forgiveness of the much stronger Estifania is 

coupled with a threat, making the resolution somewhat 

strained: "Wife, I forgive thee all, if thou be honest; / At 

thy peril, I believe thee excellent." But her response 
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indicates that (possibly) he has won her over: "If I prove 

otherwise, let me beg first" (5.5. 184-86). Bradbrook 

suggests that "there is no possibility of real catastrophe 

in this world, but its ridicule is not altogether 

thoughtless" (Growth 188). The poorer but wiser Perez and 

the suitably chastened Margarita have both learned that 

feeble lesson about marrying in haste. More important, they 

have both learned that the beholder's vision is not a 

reliable judge of what it sees; the object of that vision 

may be only the shadow of disguise. Of the two women, 

Estifania has been the more successful in exploiting her 

opportunities for power, partly because she has more or less 

fallen by accident into the hands of a forgiving man who 

also, incidentally, admires her spunk. The main reason for 

her success, however, lies not in a change of Estifania's 

character, but in her refusal to equivocate. Perez has not 

insisted that she bow to him in humble obedience, only that 

she be "honest." So far as the audience is concerned, 

Perez's jewel is Estifania as she really is, without her 

having to assume a shadow, a facade of popularly proper 

feminine behavior. Margarita is wrenched back onto the path 

of respectability before she really has the opportunity to 

test her power. The system she intended to cheat has 

defeated her. Despite the brightness of this "new" woman, 

it becomes a little disturbing to realize that the shadow— 

the person Margarita wished to be—was much more interesting 
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than the jewel she finally agrees to be. 

Social Climbing for Fun and Profit 

A New Wav to Pav Old Debts 

Philip Massinger's work has not been very highly 

regarded in the twentieth century. Critics such as T. S. 

Eliot and L. C. Knights, among others, are not impressed, 

partly because of his lack of imagination, his "habit of 

self-repetition, and by the borrowings he makes from other 

dramatists."10 Important to this study in particular, 

A. L. Bennett says that Massinger "is usually not to be 

trusted on the subject of woman and love" (214). According 

to S. Gorley Putt, Massinger's A New Wav to Pav Old Debts11 

is a comedy "based on well worn themes: social climbing by 

the newly rich, and tricks played by likeable knaves upon 

their avaricious uncles" (107).12 It held the stage well 

into the nineteenth century largely because actors loved the 

role of Overreach, whose final mad scene gave them the 

opportunity to chew the scenery.13 A New Wav. like the 

other comedies in this chapter, features an extreme contrast 

in the problems of power for two women. Margaret Overreach, 

as the unmarried daughter of a wealthy, ambitious, and 

unscrupulous father, represents one of the least powerful 

groups of women; Lady Allworth, "a noble widow" (1.1.94), 

represents one of the most powerful groups of women in the 

drama, wealthy widows, who have independence without loss of 
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reputation or health, as prostitutes necessarily incur. 

Massinger's play is also unique in its main blocking 

character, Sir Giles Overreach, a father charged with not 

only his daughter's future but also her protection, who 

invites—no, orders—Margaret to compromise herself with 

Lord Lovell, according to Gail Kern Paster the "paternal 

authority figure . . . [for] the larger social order" (175), 

in order to force the aristocrat's hand and realize her 

father's clumsy, misplaced ambition of a "little Lord 

Lovell" to bounce on his knee. Overreach is described in 

the dramatis personae as a "cruel extortioner,"—and he is 

that and more: "No man dares reprove him" (2.2.116). How 

much less then can his only daughter dare? Massinger's 

careful structure demonstrates a logical progression to the 

extraordinary final scene in which Overreach's madness 

threatens to tip the balance from comic to tragic.14 

The setting is vaguely described as "the country near 

Nottingham," but the action and the characters are universal 

types. The secondary plot is the standard father/daughter 

conflict. Margaret Overreach is in love with Lord Lovell's 

page, young Tom Allworth, whose patrimony was swindled from 

him by her father, Sir Giles. Sir Giles hopes to match 

Margaret with Lord Lovell and so buy a title for his future 

grandson. The major plot concerns Frank Wellborn, whose 

carelessness has allowed Overreach to swindle him out of his 

inheritance (this last seems to have been very easy to do; 
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Wellborn is called "a prodigal"). The two plots converge in 

the persons of Lovell and Lady Allworth, Tom's stepmother 

and widow of a man Wellborn once helped. Lady Allworth is, 

according to Wellborn, "a noble widow, / And keeps her 

reputation pure and clear / From the least taint of infamy" 

(1.1.103-05), and his interest in her is not romantic. 

Michael Neill says that Lady Allworth and her household 

represent the "values of traditional society," as suggested 

by her servants, Order and Watchall (199). She is the only 

woman in this entire study who commands enough power, who 

has enough integrity, to restore just by her presence the 

reputation of a fallen aristocrat. 

The play opens with Wellborn, in rags and filth, being 

thrown out of a tavern by one of his former servants. He 

goes to the home of the widow Allworth, who, though "far 

from sullenness and pride," according to her stepson, has 

refused all suitors in her sorrow (1.1.112). Overreach has 

"ruined" Allworth as well as his own nephew. Young Allworth 

tells Wellborn of his love for Margaret Overreach: "You know 

my aims are lawful; and if ever / The queen of flowers, 

. . . / the rose / Sprang from an envious briar, I may infer 

/ There's such disparity in their conditions / Between the 

goodness of . . . the daughter, / And the base churl her 

father" (1.1.145-51). Young Allworth is the perfect 

caricature of the courtly lover. He speaks in superlatives 

to everyone—his stepmother, his guardian, his friend 
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Wellborn. Lady Allworth promises to support her stepson 

with "gold to furnish you like my son," and she cautions him 

to "beware ill company," one man in particular: "Wellborn,— 

/ Not 'cause he's poor, that rather claims your pity; / But 

that he's in his manners so debauched, / And hath to vicious 

courses sold himself" (1.2.119-22), to which Allworth 

smoothly agrees: "I shall obey in all things" (1.2.126). 

Nevertheless, Wellborn enlists Lady Allworth's help 

based on his friendship with her late husband, and, shamed, 

she agrees (to whatever it is that he asks. Until the 

action occurs, the audience is as much in the dark as to the 

nature of his request as Overreach, because Wellborn 

whispers it). When Wellborn brings Overreach's creature 

Marrall, who "speaks truth but once a year" (2.3.76), to 

dinner, Lady Allworth pretends to follow Wellborn's every 

lead: "Sir, you may command me" (2.2.83).15 Lord Lovell 

and Lady Allworth are "critical to the intrigue's success 

and its social definition," according to Nancy Leonard 

(173). Both have spotless reputations in addition to wealth 

and breeding. 

Allworth, as the despairing courtly lover, asks his 

patron, Lord Lovell, to intercede for him with Sir Giles. 

He is certain that, despite Lowell's assurances to the 

contrary, the noble will fall in love with Margaret at first 

sight. Margaret's virtues are such that "Hippolytus himself 

would leave Diana, / To follow such a Venus" (3.1.79-80). 
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Our perceptions of Margaret Overreach will of course be 

colored by Allworth's florid descriptions of her charms. 

But his opinion is confirmed, at least in part, by an 

unlikely source, Sir Giles himself: "Should the foolish girl 

prove modest, / She may spoil all. She had it not from me, / 

But from her mother: (3.2.24-26). Overreach makes the 

mistake common to his type—that of judging his fellow man, 

and woman, by his own standards. The term "honor" is used 

with great frequency by everyone in this play. Sir Giles, 

Marrall, and Greedy use the term with scorn—something to 

exploit in the innocent. Margaret, Allworth, and Lovell use 

and represent the term in its highest sense. "Honorable" is 

also a title, bespeaking land and wealth as well as 

birthright. 

Overreach and Margaret's conversation about Margaret's 

new serving woman, Lady Downfallen, reveals several things 

about this authority/power relationship: 1) Sir Giles has no 

compassion; Margaret does. 2) Sir Giles does not intimidate 

Margaret, but he frightens her: "You know your own ways" 

(3.2.49). Margaret is thus far an obedient child, as the 

social system demands. To Sir Giles, she is a possession, 

and he will use his legal authority to try to force her to 

behave contrary to her nature: "If thou art my true 

daughter, not a bastard, / Thou wilt venture alone with one 

man, . . . / And therefore, when he kisses you, kiss close." 

Margaret replies: "I have heard this is the strumpet's 
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fashion, sir, / Which I must never learn" (3.2.115-16, 118-

120).16 Sir Giles tells her to do as he commands, "or thou 

art lost" (3.2.155), and threatens to dig her eyes out when 

she cries. In response to Lord Lovell's obvious concern for 

her, however, Margaret says, "His haste, my lord, / Holds no 

power o'er my will." Lovell finishes for her: "But o'er 

your duty," to which Margaret replies, "Which forced too 

much, may break" (3.2.188-191). 

Margaret's problem is not simply exercising power to 

marry the man of her choice; it also involves avoiding, if 

she can, the horrifying—not to say sinful—prospect of 

forced prostitution. Her response to her father's 

suggestion that she sleep with Lord Lovell "if his blood 

grow hot" reflects the patriarchal tradition decreeing that, 

although it is the man who decides on a wife, it is the 

woman's behavior—her response to his advances—that decides 

whether she is worthy to be wife or whore. There is no 

comment on what his behavior might signify about his 

worthiness to be a husband. The women become the "way" by 

which men such as Wellborn can regain their birthrights and 

men such as Overreach can invent a new one. According to 

Neill, family for Overreach, "as his relations with his 

nephew, and ultimately with his daughter too, illustrate, 

simply denotes a nexus of money relationships" (189).17 

Margaret is apparently caught between two bad choices: 

obey her father's "devilish doctrine" and prostitute 
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herself, or be disowned, which may leave her with the choice 

of little else. Either way, she is lost.18 

Fortunately, when she confides her dilemma to Lovell, 

she finds in him an ally to help undermine her father's 

authority. Overreach is tricked immediately into giving 

oral consent to Margaret's relationship with the young 

Allworth—as page he must deliver Lovell's "love letters": 

"Know this gentle youth, / And cherish him, my honorable 

daughter." Meg assures him: "I shall, with my best care" 

(3.2.239-41). These lines form the nugget of the story—the 

reality within all the circles of appearance. Even in this 

later period (perhaps therefore), a daughter can help trick 

her father; his moral turpitude leaves him wide open to be 

gulled. But she may not openly defy him—to do so would be 

her crime (failure to honor her father), no matter what her 

grievance. Neill observes in A New Way an attempt to repair 

the patriarchal family circle of the old aristocracy that 

was rapidly disintegrating and would be broken finally and 

forever with the trial and execution of Charles I in 1649. 

Neill asks, "Who, finally, are the innovators in this social 

upheaval: the old gentry who contrive deceitful 'new ways' 

to pay their 'old debts,' or Overreach, the proponent of 

contract and statute law?" (212) 

Lovell, horrified by the extent of Overreach's amoral 

ambition, requests Lady Allworth's "wiser counsel." She 

responds "'Tis, my lord, a woman's, / But true and hearty" 
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(4.1.171-72). Her counsel is wise. Their conversation 

progresses to the theory about what makes a successful 

marriage. Lovell comments: "I know the sum of all that 

makes a just man happy / Consists in the well choosing of 

his wife" and goes on to aver, as most aristocrats would, 

that a good marriage requires "equality of years, of birth, 

of fortune" (4.1.211-12; 214). Lovell tells Lady Allworth 

that he will not "adulterate" his blood by marrying 

Margaret, a commoner—worse than a commoner, the daughter of 

a cozener (although no blame attaches to her). 

One does need to pause here and wonder how Lady 

Allworth should take these remarks, since she married into a 

poor, older, less distinguished family, albeit an honorable 

one. A man should not marry "beneath" him, but a woman may 

—anything to get a husband. 

Allworth is humbled by what he believes is Margaret's 

defiance of her father's "stern authority"—but she has the 

compliance of Lovell—"And spur at honor, when it comes to 

court you" (4.3.16). Allworth's trust in Margaret's 

chastity is not misplaced. And she is clear-sighted about 

her position in the family. Margaret's power lies in her 

strength of character—her father's weakest point. All of 

Sir Giles's moves rely on Margaret's sense of honor to 

succeed. His disregard for the law is well known when it 

concerns his actions; he is willing to defy the law, but he 

expects his daughter—his chattel—to obey that same law: "a 
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pleased sire, that slaves me to his will, / And, so his 

ravenous humor may be feasted / By my obedience, and he see 

me great, / Leaves to mv soul nor faculties nor power to 

make rmvl own election" (4.3.25-29) [emphasis mine]. 

Margaret is not dismayed by the possible consequences 

of choosing her own mate: "Suppose the worst, that in his 

rage, he kill me" (4.3.32). She does not fear death, 

poverty, or banishment at Overreach's hands, and so 

neutralizes all his weapons. His authority ceases. But she 

and Allworth are not stupid—the best course is between 

hazards. From this point, with the approbation of the 

righteous authority, Lord Lovell, Margaret's "obedience" is 

counterfeit. Overreach is gulled again, this time into 

giving written permission for Margaret to marry "this 

gentleman." 

Their sponsors, Lovell and Lady Allworth, hint at Sir 

Giles's Machiavellian nature—Lady Allworth doubts that the 

two "weak innocents"—strong in character though they are— 

can outwit Sir Giles, "that's both a lion and a fox / In his 

proceedings" (5.1.24-25). But he is a seriously flawed 

Machiavel. Sir Giles, who uses the most complicated 

maneuvering to ruin people and take all they have, is gulled 

by his own ambition: "by simplicity . . . over-reached" 

(5.1.37). 

Margaret's first words to her father ask his pardon, 

then his blessing. Being in the right, as well as happily 
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in love, she is invulnerable. Overreach's reaction is not 

comic—he offers to kill Margaret, then goes mad. When his 

legal authority is vaporized, his personality disintegrates. 

Margaret proves herself more than heroic in her sympathetic 

response: "0 my dear father" (5.1.380). In spite of all her 

father's evil intentions, Margaret has successfully 

exploited her opportunity for power. Since she has already 

demonstrated so well by word and deed that she is truly a 

model of the patriarchal notion of woman, it should come as 

no surprise that when Lovell offers to mediate between 

Wellborn and Overreach's "undoubted heir," it is the new 

legal authority, Allworth, who answers. Margaret is 

silent.19 With Marrall's connivance, Wellborn's land and 

property are restored to his—now wiser—trust. 

Philip Edwards sees A New Wav as an "exorcism, an 

expulsion rite, by which the enemy is turned into a 

monstrous but recognizable image and triumphantly destroyed" 

(183). A repentant Wellborn leaves for the service "of king 

and country"; Lovell, having found no reason that marrying a 

widow "can taint my honor," and further, deciding that Lady 

Allworth, in years, state, and birth is "not unequal" to 

him, has at the last minute proposed (sort of) and been 

accepted (5.1). No one tells Lady Allworth whom to marry. 

Leonard, who argues that the language of the nobility in A 

New Way is inconsistent, "slippery and uncertain, easily 

adaptable to the purposes of rationalization, manipulation, 
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and bullying" (175), is not so sanguine about the triumph of 

the better classes: "all victories in the play, with the 

exception of the marriage of convenience between Lord Lovell 

and Lady Allworth, are defined as erasures and negations" 

(180). Lady Allworth's power is consolidated by her 

marriage; Margaret, having demonstrated her worthiness, is 

brought into the fold of the nobility. 

The Country Folk Out of Their Element 

The Ladv of Pleasure 

Undermining the authority of a petty (or dangerous) 

tyrant, getting round the fool, is one thing. But what 

about the reasonable, mature husband or father, one who is 

not trying to tyrannize, but rather rein in an irresponsible 

nature that is out of control, whether wife or daughter? 

The Ladv of Pleasure20 is interesting less for the women's 

power itself than the potential tragic results, recalling 

the darkest of Shakespeare's problem comedies. Although the 

play seems to have the stock comic ending, there is enough 

ambiguity in the resolution of Aretina's dilemma to invite 

speculation on the ultimate success of her will to power. 

Shirley's comedy was first performed in 1635, toward the end 

of the Charles I era, just before the closing of the 

theaters in 1642. Like Rule a Wife and A New Wav to Pav old 

Debts. The Ladv of Pleasure is a Comedy of Manners and is 

also very evocative of the sentimental comedies, especially 
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in its depiction of Aretina's alleged reform and 

reconciliation with her husband.21 Ladv. like the two 

earlier plays, features a contrast between two women and 

their uses of power. The "Lady" of the title is in fact two 

ladies, each of whom views the concept of pleasure in an 

entirely different way. Tony Stafford argues that 

"Shirley's strategy involves juxtaposing Aretina and 

Celestina in as many ways as possible,1,22 including the 

different milieux for power, that of wives and of widows, as 

well as the contrast between power and license.23 This 

play also features a third plotline involving Aretina's 

nephew, Frederick, in the unusual role of a (fairly dull) 

scholar pushed into a dissolute life through the efforts of 

his aunt, whose exploitation of her own opportunities for 

power has more or less run amok by the time the action 

begins. 

The major plot involves two upperclass families: the 

Bornwells, who have just come to London from the country (at 

the insistence of Mrs. Bornwell), and Celestina, a wealthy 

knight's widow, of London, as well as Mrs. Bornwell's nephew 

and a certain Lord A. 

Sir Thomas Bornwell is a too-indulgent husband whose 

wife, Aretina, is "a woman of an ungoverned passion" 

(1.1.49). Aretina is not so much an exploiter of 

opportunities for power as she is a steamroller who frets 

against the constraints of authority: "I am angry with 
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myself, / To be so miserably restrained in things, / Wherein 

it doth concern your love and honor / To see me satisfied" 

(1.1.52-53). 

Bornwell's patience is tried too far: "Have I not 

obeyed / All thy desire? against mine own opinion / Quitted 

the country . . . " (1.1.56-57). Still, he interjects a 

subtle reminder of who is boss: " . . . lose not you memory / 

Of being my wife" (1.1.69-70). Bornwell urges Aretina to 

prudence and moderation in her pursuit of pleasure. A woman 

could easily become notorious in Caroline London. Society 

was already extremely polarized between the Puritans and the 

court. In addition, the pamphlet wars over agressive or 

"manly" women, although an ongoing intermittent argument 

since the mid-sixteenth century, had somewhat escalated in 

the first two decades of the seventeenth, no doubt partly 

because Elizabeth was no longer there to put a stop to them 

and because James encouraged them (see Chapter 1, n. 1). 

Without the restraining influence of the main "willful 

woman," headstrong wives were the subjects of many 

broadsides as well as serious commentary on the nature of 

marriage and femininity. Whatever it was in practice, in 

theory individual feminine power was not to be trusted or 

tolerated. Bornwell is not an exemplar of the unreasonable 

tyrant—indeed, he seems to have bent over backward to 

indulge his wife's pretensions, a weakness that would 

subject him to as much criticism as his wife would incur 
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from the London audience. He mentions twice, in a 

foreshadowing of what is to happen, that for all her folly 

he does not believe Aretina to be unfaithful: "My thoughts 

acquit you for dishonoring me / By any foul act" (1.1.139-

40). And a little later: "In the strict sense of honesty, I 

dare / Make oath [your ways] are innocent" (1.1.176-77). 

Aretina's petulance may be the result of boredom, bull-

headedness, or plain stupidity; she complains to her 

husband: "With handsome names of modesty and thrift, / I 

find you would intrench and wound the liberty / I was born 

with" (1.1.154-56). She is an incompetent, though 

compulsive, gambler. And, typical of wealthy country people 

who are no match for the sophistication of life in London, 

Aretina labors under the false assumption that outward 

finery and excess equal honor and birthright, in much the 

same way that Michael Perez and Simon Oatley do. She allows 

a "cheating gallant"—Master John Littleworth—to "borrow" 

her pearls, based on his appearance and his witty tongue. 

Bornwell has allowed himself to be henpecked to the 

point where "all application's dangerous"—it is dangerous 

to deny her whims or to cross her. Bornwell considers 

himself unmanly because he cannot control his wife. He is 

ashamed that she is top dog, and he fears the ridicule that 

he is certain will follow when others discover his weakness. 

Bornwell hears Kickshaw and Littleworth chatter about 

their latest "pursuit"—Celestina, Lady Bellamour, a 
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sixteen-year-old widow of much wealth and beauty, and he 

abruptly announces that he has "corrected my opinion" and 

that Aretina may "pursue what ways of pleasure [her] desires 

/ Incline to" (1.1.143-44). He has decided to do the same, 

to try, as he later explains, to "fright her into thrift" 

(2.1.4). Aretina's "power," then, is thus far willful 

profligacy indulged by her husband. 

Scenes 1 and 2 serve as parallel introductions to the 

two major female characters: Aretina the irresponsible 

matron, and Celestina the—apparently—irresponsible widow. 

Both scenes open with the ladies complaining to their 

respective stewards. Both women are extravagant and love 

luxury—the fagade society demands, no matter how brittle. 

Aretina's steward, who is a gentleman (as he reminds her) 

begs her to control herself and return to the country, where 

life was much simpler. When Aretina puts her nephew into 

his hands for social training, the steward, in an 

interesting about-face, throws himself with enthusiasm into 

Frederick's "education" as a gentleman of fashion, including 

finding a pimp for the young man (4.2). 

To her steward's care of her "honor," Celestina 

responds with seeming outrage. She has evidently just 

emerged from mourning, and the steward is alarmed at her 

ostentation. Despite her youth, her widowhood has conferred 

upon her "authority" over her person and property—she is 

answerable only to her own conscience—a fact that seems to 
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disturb her steward. Her remarks to herself after angrily 

dismissing the steward reveal a maturity and an awareness of 

her power that Aretina apparently lacks: "There's more than 

simple honesty in a servant / Required to his full duty 

. . .I'm resolved / To pay for some delight, my estate will 

bear it; / I'll rein it shorter when I please" (1.2.104-05; 

107-09). 

One woman's abuse of power threatens to destroy her 

marriage, bankrupt her husband, and ruin her nephew. The 

other's exercise of power demonstrates tenacity and 

maturity: "But I should be / In my thoughts miserable, to be 

fond / Of leaving the sweet freedom I possess, / And court 

myself into new marriage fetters. / I now observe men's 

several wits, and windings, / And can laugh at their 

follies" (2.2.48-53). Celestina uses the word "freedom" 

five times in this play, twice in this scene alone. She is 

in no hurry to submit herself to a new authority. Alfred 

Harbage says that Celestina "is the only character who 

provides the standard for witty elegance, the standard of 

the delicate balance between freedom and license in social 

life" (51). On the other hand, Aretina's power, as she 

eventually learns to her cost, is for the most part 

illusory. 

Aretina's kinsman, Lord A, writes to her concerning her 

choice of female companionship, in this case Decoy, who has 

offered Aretina to him. He does not realize that when he 
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warns her of Decoy's "weakness" (she's a procuress), it is 

what Aretina wants to hear. Bornwell's supposed dalliance 

with Celestina has had the opposite effect that he intended 

and has cemented Aretina's resolve to be unfaithful: "This 

secures me. What would make other ladies pale / With 

jealousy, gives but license to my wanderings" (3.2.56-57). 

She does not pine away with jealousy; like the Country 

Wench, she gets angry, and she resolves to get even. 

In instant contrast, Kickshaw and Littleworth's patent 

attempts, at Aretina's instigation, to insult Celestina fail 

to arouse in her more than idle amusement: she is too much 

in control to let them anger her, even after they have 

insulted her looks, her manners, and her honor: "All this 

shall not / Move me to more than laughter, and some pity" 

(3.2.339-40). Celestina's is the real power—self control 

and the refusal to take idle insult seriously from "poor 

silken vermin." Bornwell, however, overhears the insults 

and is enraged. 

Aretina's plan goes into action—a jewel and a letter 

arrive for Kickshaw. We are never told outright what 

Aretina plans and what subsequently happens. All her 

"instructions" are whispered or are given off-stage. We are 

left only conjecture, mostly by what is not said as Aristina 

finally examines her proposed actions: "Some strange fate 

governs me, but I must on; / The ways are cast already, and 

we thrive / When our sin fears no eye nor perspective" 
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(3.2.415-17). Act 4 opens as Kickshaw is led blindfolded 

into Decoy's house. Aretina, in retaliation for what she 

believes is a liaison between Bornwell and Celestina, whom 

Aretina acknowledges "most worthy / Man's love and wonder" 

(4.2.241-42), and contrary to her husband's faith in her, 

employs the bed-trick—used so fondly by young women in 

earlier comedies, theoretically for the high moral purpose 

of forcing a man to acknowledge his obligations—to commit 

adultery. Kickshaw's decision to succumb to Decoy's 

"charms" is based entirely on greed. Bornwell, who was 

attempting only to make his wife jealous and curb her 

willfulness, is himself piqued when she is apparently 

unmoved, and he indulges in some self-recrimination for his 

failure to give in to temptation: "What a frail thing is 

man! It is not worth / Our glory to be chaste, while we 

deny / Mirth and converse with women" (4.2.260-62). 

Act 4, scene 3 again provides immediate contrast 

between Arestina's artifice and the self-confident genuine 

warmth of Celestina. At the same time, while acknowledging 

the honor she feels at His Lordship's visit, and the desire 

to see him happy, she warns that she would be unhappy should 

he "lay too severe a censure on [her] freedom" (4.3.51). 

It evolves that in His Lordship's failure to rise to the 

bait of Celestina's flattery and attempt a seduction, he has 

passed her "trial" of his honor—his faithfulness to the 

wondrous Bella Maria, his dead mistress. Here we must 
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question Lord A's motives. His protests of faithfulness are 

necessarily belied by his cynicism: he is the one who 

recognizes Decoy and her "sisters." He announces that if he 

can resist Celestina, he is then proof against all others. 

She claims that he has just proven that he is a man of honor 

and a true lover of "innocence." 

By the time Act 5 opens, Aretina is finally alarmed 

that she and her husband might run out of money. She has 

already indicated that she feels justified in her more 

nefarious actions, but she does not want to be poor. She is 

also horrified that her own nephew has become so debauched 

that he attempts to seduce her. Kickshaw "reveals" to 

Aretina that an old hag has paid his debts "for my company 

last night" (5.1.313). He thinks he has made a bargain with 

the devil. Perversely, Aretina calls him "impudent" for 

describing her thus, although she was anxious that he not 

recognize her. But then the "most insatiate, / Abominable 

devil, with a tail / Thus long" (5.1.326-28) is what Aretina 

sees now when she looks in her glass: '"Tis a false glass; 

sure I am more deformed: / What have I done / my soul is 

miserable" (5.1.354-55). Aretina has traded the jewel of a 

blameless life, represented in the bribe to Kickshaw, for 

the shadow she will henceforth always see: the satanic fraud 

in the mirror. 

Just as Aretina begins to feel the full weight of her 

actions, begins to pay for her dishonorable behavior and her 
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abuse of power with a great deal of mental anguish, 

Celestina and His Lordship come to a reasonable under-

standing of what honor is. Celestina demonstrates that she 

is not a believer in make-believe, that she expects more 

from a man than castles in the air ("We will have it spring-

time all the year") and will not consent to any arrangement 

veiled—shadowed—by only the pretense of respectability. 

She constructs a rhetorically beautiful argument, comparing 

what he would take from her ("that which grows and withers 

with my soul") to his selling his family coat of arms: 

"think, think, my lord, / To what you would unworthily 

betray men, / If you would not, for price of gold, or 

pleasure, / (If that be more your idol,) lose the glory / 

And painted honor of your house" (5.1.443, 522-27). Thus, 

Celestina appeals not to Lord A's erratic sense of honor, 

but to his family pride, in this case a somewhat more 

reliable focus. 

When Aretina and Bornwell join the others for the 

finale, she is suitably chastened: "Heaven has dissolved the 

clouds that hung upon / My eyes, and if you can with mercy 

meet / A penitent, I throw my own will off, / And now in all 

things obey yours" (5.1.561-64). And by relinguishing her 

"power" and submitting herself to her proper "place," 

Aretina gains the freedom to live as she chooses (which 

happens to coincide admirably with her husband's desire to 

return to the country). 
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The consequences of Aretina's actions just begin to be 

manifest at the close of the play. As she dedicates her 

"after-life to virtue" and asks heaven's pardon for her 

"shame, yet hid from the world's eye" (5.1.583-84), an 

unresolved complication intrudes as Decoy comes on stage. 

Aretina's frantic vows to reform both Decoy and Kickshaw are 

more hopeful than realistic.24 The Bornwells are clearly 

not sophisticated enough to match wits with the London 

crowd. In the later Restoration comedies, as in the upper-

class society they both mirror and criticize, adultery will 

become a commonplace, more or less expected of sophisticated 

married couples; but Charles I, whatever else he was, was 

the model of a faithful husband, and the court frowned upon 

overt flouting of the marriage vows. Because of official 

pressure and the growing influence of the Puritans, 

fornication was difficult to justify for any reason, 

certainly not for spite, and in the drama usually evoked 

serious punishment (such as pressing to death, or marriage). 

This is one case in which the bed-trick can be seen for the 

sordid business it really is. Aretina's bid for power, 

though crushed, is unsuccessful not for itself, but for the 

ultimate consequences it will bring to her when Bornwell 

discovers, as Decoy's presence implies he will, her 

infidelity. Aretina's earlier profligacy with money 

parallels her moral bankruptcy; the woman she attempted to 

be, the bright, brittle lady of pleasure, was a shadow too 
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easily erased, leaving her with only guilt, fear, and a 

precarious respectability. 

In contrast, Celestina demonstrates that, once they 

attain independence, women can be as capable of managing 

their affairs as anyone: "we hold our life and fortunes upon 

no / Man's charity" (2.2.8-9), she says early on. The 

careful provisos of Celestina and Lord A's courtship are 

indicative of this woman's command over her own life and 

fortunes. 

It is difficult not to be flippant about these three 

later plays. They provide overwhelming evidence that 

although women in the later comedies are as bright as any in 

the earlier; although they are at least as articulate as the 

men and much more sophisticated than their earlier sisters; 

although their efforts to undermine authority frequently are 

successful, they remain under the command of the constructed 

patriarchal society in which they live, much as women in the 

real world of the playwrights were subject to the authority 

of a patriarchy. In this respect, the women of the later 

plays can be said to have made little or no progress toward 

independent governance. The exceptions are the younger, 

wealthy widows, and even with them we must add that Lady 

Allworth and Celestina Bellamour choose to return to the 

protective fold of a patriarch—a husband. 

Margarita, whose shadow—self-invented persona—gives 
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us cause at first to hope that here is a woman who can 

exploit the system as men have always done, to be an amalgam 

of what society says a woman must be and what she in fact 

is, disappoints expectations, finally offering a spirited 

defense of the very system she sought to undermine. 

Margarita is completely subjugated by Leon. Only Estifania, 

while vowing to remain true to Michael Perez, makes no claim 

to a transformation in personality or will. We are 

justified in expecting that more than once she will turn to 

him and say, "Oh, yeah?" 

Margaret Overreach represents the most typical of 

female characters in comedy: the young, chaste, unmarried 

girl, who must overcome the objections of her father to 

marry the man of her dreams. She also personifies the 

popular definition of a successful woman: chaste, silent, 

and, to a sympathetic authority, obedient. Margaret's case 

is different in that her father represents an unlawful 

extreme in patriarchal authority, justly outwitted and 

driven insane by the fact. 

Every one of the women in Rule a Wife and Have a Wife. 

A New Way to Pay Old Debts, and The Ladv of Pleasure is or 

wants to be married to an independently wealthy man (or 

heir) who wants to be married, unlike the reluctant bridal 

pairs of All/s Well and Measure for Measure. None is in the 

position of a slave, as Campaspe is and Cressida becomes. 

The widows are young and handsome, not elderly objects of 
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ridicule like Gammer and Dame Chat. All declare that they 

are or will be chaste wives, so often called jewels by the 

complaisent husbands. All of the women exercise a certain 

power in different circumstances; with the exception of the 

problem presented by Decoy at the end of The Ladv of 

Pleasure. all the comedies are resolved happily. There is 

nothing intrinsically wrong with any of this; yet, I found 

myself wishing that these women were different, that they 

would demonstrate a development in character beyond the 

standard types offered by comedy since Lysistrata led the 

strike. They do not. They instead voluntarily don the 

mantle of obedience to an understood and accepted system, in 

effect abandoning individuality and fading behind another 

shadow. The development of the art of comic dialogue 

unwittingly supports this pretense, as men and women alike 

forego the intelligent exchange of revealing conversation in 

the interest of socially acceptable "wit." Estifania is the 

bright hope of this trio of plays, the independent 

businesswoman of the era: a thief and a whore, and one 

moreover who marries "up," outwits everyone, and achieves 

respectability. For the most part, Caroline comedy limps 

weakly toward 1642, its women confronted with the same 

problems, and dealing with things perhaps more wittilly but 

usually not as well, as the women in earlier comedies. 
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Notes 

1Robert A. Fothergill has this to say about the social 

structure of the Comedy of Manners: "In general one may say 

that it is the duty of the lower orders to imitate the 

behaviour of the nobly born, without actually claiming the 

same prerogatives," "The Dramatic Experience of Massinger's 

The Citv Madam and A New Way to Pav Old Debts." University 

of Toronto Quarterly 43 (1973), 73. 

2For a discussion of the development of audience 

composition and taste in the drama from the early Tudor 

through the early Stuart periods, see Andrew Gurr, "The 

General and the Caviar: Learned Audiences in the Early 

Theatres," Studies in the Literary Imagination 26 (1993): 7-

20. Gurr argues that the evidence presented by those who 

commented on plays and playgoers suggests a gradual 

"disappearance of distinction" among the intellectual and 

emotional responses of audiences" to the point where they 

converge in what he calls "middle period collectivity. . . . 

The divisions that came later are evident in the differences 

between the playhouse types . . . and their admission 

prices, and to a lesser extent in their repertory" (16). 

3L. C. Knights points out that in these later comedies 

"we are reminded of the Restoration stage" because 

"everything is subordinate to the intrigue, to amusing 

dialogue, to the immediate comic effect," Drama and Society 

in the Age of Johnson (New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 
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1937), 297. 

4In keeping with the lack of substance that the 

pretensions of the principals in later comedy generally 

reveal, the artificiality of the circumstances and the 

characters' responses to them extend even to the conclusions 

of these plays, most of which feature endings even more 

obviously contrived than those of earlier romantic comedies. 

For example, in A New Way to Pav Old Debts. Lady Allworth 

and Lord Lovell's marriage lacks any but the barest nod to 

the conventions of either an arranged marriage or romantic 

love, seeming more a last-minute addition by a playwright 

tying up loose ends (and therefore, one could argue, perhaps 

more realistic than the young menages portrayed). A. S. 

Knowland comments on Lady Bornwell's collapse of the will in 

The Ladv of Pleasure; "Aretina . . . having enjoyed her sin 

is 'converted' and left unpunished; but the awakened sense 

of guilt is just another theatrical trick," Six Caroline 

Plavs (London, 1962), x. 

5A1though this sounds like a traditional proverb, it 

does not appear in M. P. Tilley, A Dictionary of the 

Proverbs in England in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 

Centuries (Ann Arbor, 1950). The title is from Sarah Bird's 

novel, Alamo House: Women Without Men: Men Without Brains 

(New York: Norton, 1986). 

6John Fletcher, Rule a Wife and Have a Wife, Typical 

Elizabethan Plavs. Felix E. Schelling and Matthew W. Black, 
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eds. (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1931: 827-67). 

All quotations are from this text. 

7W. W. Gregg believes, however, that Fletcher's works 

reveal his "cynicism toward women," Pastoral Poetry and 

Pastoral Drama: A Literary Inquiry, with Special References 

to the Pre-Restoration Stage in England (New York: Russell & 

Russell, Inc., 1959), 275. Most criticism of Fletcher 

concerns itself with his collaborations with other 

playwrights such as Shakespeare and Francis Beaumont. His 

solo efforts in comedy have not received nearly as much 

attention. D. J. Enright says that "the comedies of John 

Fletcher . . . are of an unmemorable, neutral type, lacking 

both the vigour of the average Jacobean and the surface 

precision of the Restoration" comedy, "Elizabethan and 

Jacobean Comedy," The Age of Shakespeare. The Pelican Guide 

to English Literature, Vol. 2, Boris Ford, ed. (Baltimore: 

Penguin Books, 1955), 425-26. This criticism may be true in 

general, but I find Rule a Wife precise, vigorous, and 

hilarious, particularly in the ironic juxtaposition of the 

secondary plot—the clever woman and the stupid man—with 

the primary—the clever man and the less clever woman. 

Although Fletcher is earlier than Philip Massinger, L. C. 

Knights argues that the two playwrights' styles identify 

Massinger as "the last of the Elizabethans, whilst Fletcher 

is the first of the direct line that runs through Shirley 

and Brome (although Brome was a 'son of Ben') to the comic 
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writers of the post-Restoration period" (298). 

8Bradbrook says that "the madness of lovers is a heroic 

passion, and in Fletcher soldiers are specially prone to it; 

it is the defeat of wit by passion, and since wit is the 

standard of excellence, these madmen are legitimate comic 

butts" (Growth 192). 

9See Chapter 4, note 56, for Valerie Traub's comment 

about women and jewels in Renaissance drama. 

10Colin Gibson, "Massinger's Theatrical Language," 

Philip Massinger: A Critical Reassessment. Douglas Howard, 

ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985), 9. See Eliot's 

Elizabethan Essavs (London: Faber & Faber, 1934), 159-60; 

and L. C. Knights, Drama and Society in the Age of Jonson 

(New York: Barnes & Noble, 1962), who calls Massinger 

"decadent" because of his "dependence on Shakespeare" (270). 

See also A. L. Bennett's review of earlier criticism of 

Massinger's morality: "there is an impressive role [sic] of 

critics and poets from Coleridge to T. S. Eliot who are 

skeptical of the moral integrity of Massinger's plays," "The 

Moral Tone of Massinger's Drama," Papers on Language and 

Literature 2 (1966), 207; and Frederick M. Burelbach, "A New 

Way to Pay Old Debts: Jacobean Morality," College Language 

Association Journal 12 (1969): 205-13. 

"Philip Massinger, A New Wav to Pav Old Debts. Typical 

Elizabethan Plays bv Contemporaries and Immediate Successors 

of Shakespeare. Felix E. Schelling and Matthew W. Black, 
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eds. (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1931), pp. 873-912. All 

quotations are from this edition. 

There has been some question among critics about the 

date of composition. C. A. Gibson establishes conclusively 

1625 as the correct date, based on internal references 

concurrent with an obscure poem titled "The Louse's 

Peregrination" (1624/25) and the scandal of Sir Giles 

Mompesson, "'The Louse's Peregrination' and the Date of A 

New Wav to Pay Old Debts." Notes & Queries 30 n.s. (1983), 

428-29. See also Doris Ray Adler, who says that "it is 

generally concluded that this is the last of the plays 

Massinger wrote for the Phoenix in 1625," Philip Massinqer 

(Boston: Twayne, 1987), 63. 

12See also Bradbrook, who says that Massinger, "in 

rehandling the story of A Trick to Catch the Old One. . . . 

softened and moralized the hard ironic terseness of 

Middleton to a compacent loquacity" (Growth 167). Michael 

Neill believes that A New Way is about "the pangs of 

transition to a capitalistic, cash-nexus society; and like 

Shakespeare, Massinger takes a fundmentally conservative 

approach toward that process, asserting the primacy of 

communal bonds over legal bondage, of social obligation over 

commercial debt, of love over the law," "Massinger's 

Patriarchy: The Social Vision of A New Wav to Pav Old 

Debts," Renaissance Drama 10 (1979), 186. Nancy Leonard 

calls A New Way "Massinger's revenge comedy," "Overreach at 
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Bay: Massinger's A New Wav to Pay Old Debts," Philip 

Massinaer: A Critical Reassessment. Douglas Howard, ed. 

(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985), 188. Robert A. Fothergill, 

in "The Dramatic Experience of Massinger's The City Madam 

and A New Wav to Pav Old Debts," University of Toronto 

Quarterly 43 (1973), 68-86, says that "these two comedies 

. . . may be seen as satire in almost its purest form" (68). 

13Tucker Brooke and Matthias Shaaber quote John 

Parker's description of Edmund Kean's Overreach, which 

caused one actress to faint on stage, another to weep 

uncontrollably, and Lord Bryon to have convulsions, A 

Literary History of England. Albert C. Baugh, ed. (Englewood 

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1948), 580. 

14For an interesting discussion of Sir Giles 

Overreach's psychology, see Paster, "Quomodo, Sir Giles, and 

Triangular Desire: Social Aspirations in Middleton and 

Massinger," Comedy from Shakespeare to Sheridan: Change and 

Continuity in the English and European Dramatic Tradition. 

Essays in Honor of Eugene M. Waith (Newark: U of Delaware P, 

1986), who sees in Rene Girard's theory of triangular desire 

the explanation of Overreach's seeming ambivalence toward 

Lovell (as in Act 4, scene l, 11. 118-31): "Viewed in this 

light, Sir Giles's desire to marry Margaret to Lovell is not 

an attempt to use Lovell as a vehicle for Margaret's 

promotion but an attempt to use Margaret as a vehicle for 

his own redemption in a vicarious union with a secretly 
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beloved alter ego" (173). 

15Massinger's aristocrats have not fared well with 

critics of a more democratic age. Neill argues that "coolly 

regarded, . . . Wellborn's 'new way' is no more than a 

usurpation of the new man, Overreach" (186). Doris Adler 

says that in A New Wav. "the land is best served when the 

'All worths' are joined with the 'love alls,' and 'Love 

alls,' 'All worths,' and 'Well borns' alike honorably serve 

as soldiers in the defense of their country" (65). See also 

S. Gorley Putt, who argues that "the real structure of the 

play consists of various efforts to cross class barriers, 

and it is typical of Massinger . . . that in the end all his 

characters stay within their destined circles" (107); and 

Fothergill, who says that Massinger "seems unable to 

discover in [the aristocracy] qualities more humanly 

valuable than those conferred by fine breeding" (83). 

Leonard views A New Way as "Massinger's defence of birth and 

blood against the social and economic challenges of the 

middle class." Leonard sees in the aristocratic principles 

being affirmed a negativity, something like "davalued 

currency," lacking vitality and consistency (172, 176). 

Philip Edwards is a little more gentle: "Massinger's 

satirical comedies are intensely observant of the social 

scene and (for their time) rather high-minded and old-

fashioned about social change," "Massinger's Men and Women," 

Philip Massinger: A Critical Reassessment. Douglas Howard, 
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ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985, 39-49), 49. Paster says 

that "what counts in this world is expressed in the career 

and name of Wellborn" (176). 

See also Patricia Thompson, "The New Way and the Old 

Way in Dekker and Massinger," Modern Language Review 51 

(1956), 168-78; and Alan Gerald Gross, "Social Change and 

Philip Massinger," Studies in English Literature 7 (1967), 

329-42. 

16Significantly, Margaret's admirable traits are 

recognized by her father, as well as the other characters 

(including the noble ones), and are attributed by Overreach 

to "her mother" (3.2.26). Fothergill, in what may be one of 

the more disputable claims in literary criticism, argues 

that Overreach's "feeling for Margaret, though it manifests 

itself in peculiar ways, is a genuine one. He is ambitious 

for her, more even than for himself, and has a real love for 

her" (79) . 

17Neill asserts that "Margaret owes [Overreach] an 

absolute and peremptory duty (even to the point of 

prostituting herself to Lovell) and he owes her nothing in 

return except the promise of those honorable titles which 

serve to cocker up his own vanity. . . . In his claim to the 

power of life and death over his child Overreach has the 

authority not only of Puritan divines like Perkins but of 

the Anglican convocation of 1606" (203). See also Michael 

Walzer, The Revolution of the Saints; A Study in the Origins 
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of Radical Politics (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1966), 185-91. 

18But Neill argues that Massinger demonstrates how 

Overreach himself undermines the mores of the patriarchy 

because of the way he approaches the prospective match: 

"From the moment Sir Giles orders Margaret to prostitute 

herself to Lovell, and she identifies the projected match as 

founded on 'devilish doctrine' (3.2.122), from the moment 

too at which Lovell, in confirmation, castigates the 

blasphemer's 'atheistical assertions' (4.1.154), we are 

meant to see that Overreach's government undermines the very 

foundation of patriarchal authority" (210). See also L. C. 

Knights, who says that "Massinger's is not a merely formal 

piety; it is related to the living conception of community, 

and neighbourly dealing within that community" (290). 

19Fothergill points out that "Margaret is socially 

acceptable as a small-scale heroine in that she manages to 

overcome the frightful disadvantages of her family 

environment to show herself as one of nature's ladies" (83). 

20James Shirley, The Ladv of Pleasure. Typical 

Elizabethan Plavs. bv Contemporaries and Immediate 

Successors of Shakespeare. Felix E. Schelling and Matthew W. 

Black, eds. (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1931), 953-97. 

All quotations are from this text. See also A Critical 

Edition of James Shirley's The Lady of Pleasure, Marilyn J. 

Thorssen, ed. (New York: Garland, 1980). 
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21D. J. Enright says that Shirley has a "neat, fluent, 

easy, and rather colourless style, yet simple rather than 

insipid" (427). Marilyn Thorssen calls The Ladv of Pleasure 

a "hybrid," combining elements of both the comedy of manners 

and moral satire, A Critical Edition of James Shirley7s The 

Lady of Pleasure (New York: Garland, 1980), 40. Alfred 

Harbage, Cavalier Drama: An Historical and Critical 

Supplement to the Study of the Elizabethan and Restoration 

Stage (New York: Russell & Russell, 1964), calls The Ladv of 

Pleasure "the best comedy of its generation" (80). However, 

Shirley's work is not consistent, and evidently he was not 

universally popular with earlier critics. John Dryden 

mentions Shirley by name in "MacFlecknoe" as, with Heywood, 

"but types of thee, / Thou last great prophet of tautology" 

(29-30), The Best of Drvden. Louis I. Bredvold, ed. (New 

York: The Ronald Press Co., 1933), 184. 

22Stafford points out one contrast suggested by the two 

names, Aretina—earth, and Celestina—sky: "Aretina and 

Celestina, through mutual contrast, reinforced by pervasive 

earth and sky images, . . . makes the title more elusive." 

This contrast is reinforced by both the structural 

alternation of scenes that "establishes [the ladies] as the 

opposing poles of the play," and the many images of earth 

used by and about Aretina as well as air or heavenly images 

used by and about Celestina, "Shirley's The Ladv of 

Pleasure: the Dialectic of Earth and Sky," Journal of the 
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Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association 4 

(1983), 126, 128. See also Camille Paglia, who points out 

that "both Apollonian and Judeo-Christian traditions are 

transcendental"; that is, both have developed from earth-

cults, the worship of Nature—the feminine—to sky-cults, 

wherein everything is a creation of a masculine mind—the 

father, Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from Nefertiti to 

Emilv Dickinson (Random House-Vintage, 1990), 8-9. In this 

context, Aretina becomes more than a capricious, 

irresponsible wife; she instead represents a deeply 

threatening feminine power: Nature, uncontrollable and 

beyond understanding. In contrast, Celestina, then, by 

conforming to cultural and dramatic "norms," represents that 

same Nature as finally under masculine control. 

23See Ben Lucow, James Shirley (Boston: Twayne, 1981), 

esp. Chapter 8, for his theory that The Lady of Pleasure 

demonstrates an attempt to reconcile "pleasure" and "honor," 

in the various relationships: Bornwell and Aretina; 

Celestina and Lord A; and Aretina and Frederick: "honor 

translated into honorable action involved, for Shirley, a 

strict observance of the rules governing their behavior. 

The highest classes share with the lowest responsibility for 

conducting themselves in a manner that becomes their station 

in life" (129). By constantly forcing a comparison between 

the city and country, Shirley is also able to use Lady as 

his comment on those who would move out of their proper 
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spheres; in this instance the Bornwells, from the country, 

intrude upon and are victimized by the more sophisticated 

city people. The exchange of what seem to be non seauiturs 

between Bornwell and Littleworth/Kickshaw illustrates 

Shirley's point that, according to Richard Morton, "the two 

levels of society exist, but they cannot meaningfully dwell 

together," "Deception and Social Dislocation: An Aspect of 

James Shirley's Drama," Renaissance Drama 9 (1966), 244. 

See also Kenneth Richards, "Satire and Values in James 

Shirley's The Ladv of Pleasure," Acta Neophiloloqical 13 

(1979): 49-59. 

24Enright argues that "we cannot but feel that Lady 

Bornwell's final repentance, her willingness to return to 

the country and obey her husband's will, is very largely the 

result of fear and injured vanity" (428). 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

"If the world isn't quite what you [men] had in 

mind, you have only yourselves to blame!" 

—Julia Sugarbaker 

Modern English drama began when the Church gave words 

to the women responding to the angel's question at Christ's 

tomb on Easter morning: "Quaem queritus?" The three were 

coincidentally perfect exemplars of the three qualities 

associated with "good" women: Mary, the chaste mother of 

Christ; Mary, Lazarus's sister, who sat silently at Jesus' 

feet; and the Magdalene, inaccurately but traditionally 

identified as the adulterous woman obedient to the command 

to "go, and sin no more" (John 8:11). And of course they 

were men in disguise. They would remain men in disguise for 

four hundred years.1 

But observant playwrights nevertheless would give them 

distinctive voices, and the personae of women. Their 

characters demonstrate what men of vision knew about women 

as well as what ordinary men preferred to believe about 

women. Their evolving natures reflect a stubborn social 

caste system and the motion sickness of a changing world. 

In English comedy in particular, the women occupy every 
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position, but one, that the social system allows. They live 

for audiences as distinctively as the men; they are as 

memorable, occasionally rising above the limitations imposed 

by the traditions of theater to give voice to a real 

struggle against a patriarchy that at once invented who they 

would be and conspired to keep them prisoners in invented 

personae. 

Are the women in the comedies of this study successful 

in recognizing and exploiting their opportunities for power? 

The answer, sadly, is a firm yes—and no. As the foregoing 

thirteen plays show, most of the women recognize and exploit 

certain kinds of power, in certain circumstances, just as 

they do in other kinds of English literature. If power is a 

more or less independent action that undermines, even 

briefly, legal authority or exerts individual feminine 

influence on a situation otherwise subject to a patriarchal 

rule, then all of the women are powerful, and successful, at 

one time or another, even when they are unconscious of their 

power and its potential, as Isabella is. 

Unfortunately, as Theodora Jankowski points out, "it is 

virtually impossible to think of women except in terms of 

how they relate to the marriage bond or to their use by men: 

as virgins (unmarried women); wives; or widows" (24). Most 

attempts at self-definition by female characters in comedy 

are unthinkable; women's behavior is already determined by 

specific limitations. They never quite assume "authority," 
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this despite England's having a woman as its highest 

authority for fifty years. In the context of the early 

modern period, there was no such thing as an independent 

businesswoman, the closest approximation being the alewife 

and the whore. A young woman's public power, even that of a 

vocation, was limited to that allowed her by the male 

authority—usually a father, brother, or husband. As we 

examine the English Renaissance, we cannot ignore the 

patriarchal structure that informed its politics and its 

literature; nor can we ignore the patriarchal response in 

the drama to what society perceived to be the problem of 

women's efforts to grow beyond the traditional place society 

told them to keep. The power commanded by the women in this 

study is private rather than political, although some, as we 

have seen, are authorities unto themselves as long as they 

choose to be. Some, like Gammer and Dame Chat, voluntarily 

submit their grievances to male arbitration. Where they are 

forced to meddle in or otherwise participate in public life, 

as the women of Shakespeare's three problem comedies are, 

the system either crushes them out, as it does Cressida, or 

it rewards them with a comic resolution so forced as to seem 

a travesty. Thus, Cressida and Helena are ultimately 

failures, even though they do recognize and exploit their 

opportunities for power. Isabella is "rewarded" with a life 

she never sought in response to an unconscious effort. 

One of the most interesting aspects of dramatic 
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criticism is how it lends itself to difference; that is, the 

drama's interpretation at least in part depends upon 

perspective: what one sees depends upon where one sits. If 

we must depend exclusively on what the Elizabethan/Jacobeans 

thought about women in the drama, then we are in serious 

trouble: we know, for example, that the drama was part of 

the popular culture—hence our good fortune that any 

survives at all. We know it was popular. We do not really 

know specifically which of the society's concerns were to be 

addressed by this entertainment. But consider our own 

"popular culture." No one can argue that the television is 

the primary reflection of popular culture for audiences 

today, in much the same way that live theater was for 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England. Star Trek, for 

example, is make believe. Our puny space shuttle does not 

begin to approximate the galaxy-hopping Starship Enterprise, 

and probably never will. But the plots—and to a degree the 

characters—address a great many social concerns, first, of 

the early sixties, and so on to the present time, including 

problems of race relations and sexual politics. Mr. Spock 

with his pointed ears may not be real—neither is Puck—but 

he can speak with the voice of the society that created him 

(the real one, not the Vulcan), and so can Puck. 

Women—even female characters in fictitious drama—must 

live in a world generally formed and incidentally also 

occupied by men. Their problems, at least as far as 
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personal freedom and power are concerned, are usually caused 

by the ideology of some established patriarchy. Comedy is 

generally organized with the male/female conflict, in one 

form or another, as its central focus. Indeed, dramatists 

take every opportunity to explore the place of the women who 

lived and worked within the patriarchal structure. 

Women who do not have a voice in forming the structure 

nevertheless must deal with its more oppressive ideas of 

"natural" order, and the women in this study represent all 

classes in that order, from the lowest servants and poor 

widows such as Gammer and Dame Chat to the most privileged, 

represented in Lady Allworth and Celestina. The women in 

the later comedies, though they are as complex, intelligent, 

and articulate as the men, are subjected nevertheless to the 

masculine attempt to repress or otherwise control feminine 

power, just as the women in the earlier dramas are. Even 

when the family and social structures are reordered in the 

extreme, the basic schema remains the same: powerful women 

are somehow neutralized. We can argue that these standard 

comic resolutions are strong evidence that the dramatists 

recognized the same social anxiety as the pamphleteers, that 

so many homilies on the proper behavior of women were 

necessary for the same reasons any other law or moral 

indictment, such as the incest taboo, existed: because women 

were not as chaste, silent, and obedient as those in 

authority thought they ought to be. Women are human, with, 
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it is now recognized, a great deal of ability to think for 

themselves. If the disorderly, or "unruly," woman were 

never a problem, no conduct books or scathing indictments 

such as Joseph Swetnam's would have been necessary. 

Unfortunately, where women are concerned, the 

playwrights' vision does not ever extend beyond the 

parameters of this patriarchal notion. Thus, social reality 

repeatedly intrudes upon the scene, and women such as Lady 

Allworth, who exert an otherwise powerful influence, 

invariably are reintegrated into the structure, and their 

power more or less contained or consolidated. The courtly 

love dilemmas become a parody of a tradition that was once, 

as Joan Kelly suggests, treated seriously. Those young 

women who choose their own husbands in the face of fatherly 

disapproval—Polynesta, Anne Page, Rose Oatley, and Margaret 

Overreach—also agree to the rules of their respective 

communities and voluntarily relinquish their brief power by 

submitting to the authority of their new husbands. 

In response to the development of progressively 

stronger young women characters, who have a greater sense of 

individual worth, we must recognize a corresponding 

darkening of the blocking characters—the father figures—in 

order to contain those who would attack the social fabric 

and undermine the authority of the father, from the earlier, 

lighter comedies and such fathers as Damon and Mr. Page, to 

the autocratic Simon Oatley, and finally the sinister, 
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immoral Sir Giles Overreach. 

Young women such as Jane Damport, in Shoemaker. whose 

families had nothing to negotiate with, had apparently more 

freedom of choice in matrimony (if they could find a man 

willing to marry a woman with no property or dowry—not 

unprecedented, as King Lear demonstrates, but certainly 

unusual). The irony which accompanies that freedom is that 

she also may be thrown out into the world without a soul to 

protect and defend her. Thomasine Quomodo, Margarita, and 

Aretina, who explore free exercise of will outside the 

circle of the patriarchal family, as well as the glass of 

protection and respectability that same family provides—in 

order to live as they please and maintain a social 

equilibrium, are either completely discredited or brought to 

heel by a strong husband. In Aretina, we find an unschooled 

country wife so entirely out of her depth that she is 

thoroughly frightened and her spirit broken. If (or, as I 

insist, when) her adultery is discovered, the law will 

divorce her from her husband, give him her dower rights, and 

turn her into the streets with nothing, if that is what 

Bornwell wants. She would have no such option if the 

situation were reversed. 

A husband who left his wife in comfortable 

circumstances conferred on her a priceless freedom, which 

many widows in the comedies seem reluctant to exchange for 

the regal servitude of marriage, Lady Allworth and Celestina 
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being the most prominent examples. Ultimately, however, 

both choose to marry again, re-establishing the order of the 

family as dictated by custom (and usually by law). In 

reality, most widows were compelled to seek remarriage or 

some "new means of subsistence,11 according to Margaret King. 

"Disadvantaged in the marriage market by advanced age or 

lack of dowry, the unpropertied widow often faced years of 

solitude and poverty" (Women 58). Older women, such as 

Gammer and Chat, as well as the nurse in The Supposes, the 

women's chorus in Rule a Wife, and servants, are generally 

portrayed as coarse, corrupted, and otherwise unreliable 

objects of scorn and ridicule. Even Mistress Quickly of 

Merrv Wives, a harmless bungler, must bear the scorn of both 

Falstaff and Mr. Ford, and the middle-aged Christian 

Custance must have her honesty verified by the village 

patriarch. 

As playwrights refined dramaturgy, mastered the art of 

dialogue, and developed plots that demanded the interaction 

of complex characters, both male and female, the success of 

feminine power became less and less assured. We can observe 

a pattern emerging in the parallel development of two sorts 

of comedy: the city comedies (Merrv Wives. Shoemaker. and 

Michaelmas Term) and the darker comedies exemplified by 

Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida. All's Well, and Measure 

for Measure. With the egalitarian middle-class women, even 

the successful and happy Mrs. Page and Mrs. Ford and the 
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marvelously vigorous Margery Eyre, a feminine exercise of 

power must be sanctioned by the cooperative spirit of 

authority in order to succeed. A woman's attempt to gain 

autonomy or to exploit opportunities for power works (in the 

drama) only when that authority wants (or allows) it to 

work. Thus, when Thomasine Quomodo attempts to change her 

situation and achieve happiness, even in all ignorance that 

she is committing bigamy, the legitimate authority moves 

quickly to strike her down. Where that authority withholds 

cooperation or approbation, or, as exemplified by Troilus, 

Bertram, and Angelo, has not itself achieved legitimacy, 

feminine power is repressed or otherwise doomed to failure. 

"For this was a society run by what Weber defined as a 

*patrimonial bureaucracy,'" as Lawrence Stone suggests, "in 

which offices, favours and rewards were all distributed not 

according to merit or need, but according to partiality" 

(90). 

It is likely that all of these plays reflect not the 

norm, but the unusual in familial and social relationships. 

That is probably one reason they were popular with the 

Elizabethans and Jacobeans, and what makes them interesting 

to modern audiences. They also reflect the growing interest 

in the concept of "holy matrimony," a state now sanctioned 

by the church as blessed and therefore a thing to be 

cherished, to invite affection between spouses, rather than 

what had previously been exclusively a civil contract to 
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unite families and to ensure preservation of male lines and 

property. The "sanctification of marriage," according to 

Stone, "was a constant theme of Protestant sermons of the 

sixteenth century, which were directed to all classes in the 

society, and is to be found in both Puritan and Anglican 

moral theology of the early seventeenth century" (136). And 

as popular culture, the drama would also naturally reflect 

this preoccupation, sometimes with ludicrous results, as in 

the problem comedies, in which the concept of romantic love 

is ignored or punished. 

In a society also preoccupied with the concepts of 

physical and philosophical order, and which tends to think 

only in black or white, woman finds her place as a 

"contrary" to man—unreasonable (or unable to reason); vain, 

garrulous, insatiably greedy; unable to learn—which also, 

to use Aristotle's terms, may or may not admit 

intermediaries, privatives, or correlatives. In a 

totalitarian society, any subversion of ideology will, at 

best, be so subtle as to be almost unrecognizable. The 

text—the drama—of the Elizabethans and Jacobeans will 

often praise the superior specimens of the oppressed; it 

will not seek to overturn the status quo. It will instead 

demonstrate how those superior specimens survive and thrive 

within the status quo. The women in these comedies are 

ultimately defined in terms of their relationships with men; 

thus, their success or failure as exploiters of 
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opportunities for power must necessarily, I suggest, be 

judged at least in part as it affects the future of those 

particular relationships. With this argument in mind, I 

submit that the most personally fulfilling power is 

concentrated where women are most welcomed: among the 

working classes. Wealthy widows, the middle-class wives, 

and the young women, even the promiscuous Polynesta, who 

defy their parents and guardians are successful—if we 

equate success with stability and agree that they have made 

the best choice. The women who best answer the term 

"successful" as a question of self-reliance and independence 

are those whom nobody tames, the wealthy widows, and those 

whom most of society, then and now, would treat as pariahs: 

the Country Wench and Estifania. 

Finally, the women of the later comedies demonstrate a 

disturbing trend in character development: rather than move 

toward an increased individuality, the women in the domestic 

comedies of the end of the Golden Age of drama instead move 

back and close the circle, merging with the types of earlier 

drama to become, once again, types—the coquettes, ludicrous 

widows, and coarse sluts of Restoration comedy. The 

dramatists give them sparkling words to say the same things 

(although we must concede that the male characters of the 

Restoration are also, for the most part, shallow types). 

The flash of brilliant independence in the Country Wench and 

Estifania is tempered by their social positions: the one a 
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"plain punk" fMichaelmas Term 3.1.252) and the other a thief 

and con artist. Celestina's responsible stewardship of her 

fortune, as well as her rhetorical victory over Lord A's 

courtly argument, are tempered by marriage, which puts both 

the woman and her fortune in his hands. 

Not until the twentieth century, for the most part, do 

the men and women of comedy develop some kind of equal 

footing, in which the women can also be the authorities, 

without dressing up like men. When the playwrights of later 

times examine the woman, they force the issue: that is, they 

admit shades of gray. Rather than polar opposites, the 

women in post-Victorian comedies provide opposition that 

fluctuates according to circumstance, setting, and social 

position. They do not remain fixed. The question of 

whether woman is inferior to man, whether she commands 

certain kinds of power, or what her nature really is, 

becomes moot. The rich diversity implicit in the variety of 

women's portraits in the later drama begs the question of 

"woman's place" in the world or her position on the ladder 

of virtue. Although the women of the thirteen comedies I 

have studied have marked individual qualities, they shine 

only intermittently, soon overshadowed in one way or another 

by the authority that the dramatists—and the Renaissance— 

award to the man. The woman must stand, as Helena is 

content to do, in his collateral light. 
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Notes 

1For an interesting review of the argument whether 

women ever participated as actresses or at least 

entertainers, on the Pre-Restoration stage, see Thornton 

Shirley Graves, "Women on the Pre-Restoration Stage," 

Studies in Philology 22 (1925): 184-97. Graves argues that 

evidence indicates that "women may have appeared 

sporadically" in pageants and private performances, but he 

equivocates somewhat by declaring that what appeared to be 

women (or girls) may in fact have been boys "got up so 

cleverly as to deceive the eyes of a foreigner" (194). 

Graves concludes that although women might have acted in the 

medieval cycle plays and on stage from time to time—it was 

probably rare and likely to have met with severe 

disapproval. Certainly it is highly unlikely that women 

would have participated in the liturgical dramas. For 

information about heroines and actresses on the Restoration 

stage, see Elizabeth Howe, The First English Actresses: 

Women and Drama. 1660-1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1992); 

and Yvonne Shafer, "Restoration Heroines: Reflections of 

Social Change," Restoration and Eighteenth Century Theatre 

Research 2 (1987): 38-53. 
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